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Abstract

There is a gap betweenthe performanceof the constructioncompanyas a businessand
the performanceof its constructionprojects.The researchaddresses
this gap throughhow
senior managers construct business performance in medium-sized construction
companieswhich arebelievedto be working at both companyandproject levels.
Existing researchidentified determinantsof businessperformance as locality, type of
work and size of business,as well as managementapproach. Thereforethis researchis
limited to the English Midlands to ensurecommonality in the working conditions of the
constructioncompaniesinvestigatedand to understandother factors useful in creating
businessperformance.
An interpretive researchmethod was chosenbecausethe constructionindustry operates
substantivelythrough the actions and relationshipsof individuals. A seriesof in-depth
semi-structuredinterviews was conducted with senior managers in two stages.An
analysis based on the content of the interview transcripts was used to develop the
understandingof creationof businessperformancein a constructioncompany.
The findings determined that business performancewas a fluid concept in practice
which is not handledwell by academictheory. Medium-sizedconstructioncompanies
havea naturewhich operatesthroughnon-formal "direct managerialcontact"and wider
integration through a proactive company-wide drive for businessdevelopmentand
businessimprovement.This meansthat effectively there is no gap betweencompany
and project. The company's businessprocessesare flexible to addressthe market and
client's changingrequirements.However the project processesare more fixed to enable
effective delivery. Thus business performance is created as an amalgamation of
knowledge,experience,decisionsand relationshipsthat operatedifferently depending
on marketand operationalcontext to deliver long-termsustainabilityto the company.
Key words - BusinessPerformance, Continuous BusinessImprovement,
Construction company, Integration, People,Processes,Project
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Glossary
This covers the meaning of the standard terms as applicable to this thesis.

Company -

refers to a construction company engages in building/civil

works

construction unless stated otherwise. Its main concern is construction production process

ratherthan designprocess.
Continuous Business Improvement (CBI) -a connection between company and its
project/s. This research considers CBI as a process which has the ability to purposefully
and directly affect business performance and consequently profitability of a construction
company.

Environment - considers as the context in which construction companiesoperate its
businessi. e. construction production. In systems thinking adopted in this thesis, a
construction company operates with a permeable boundary with its environment.
Therefore, inputs are coming from the environment,companyprocessesthem and then
the out put is given back to the environmentas a building/structure.Examplesfor inputs
are constructionmarket,rules and regulationswith respectto the constructionindustry.
Industry- refersto the constructionindustry unlessstatedotherwise.
Project- refersto a constructionproject unlessstatedotherwise.
Project management- refers to constructioncompanies'project managementnot project
managementdone by the client's team. This is different to other management.It is
assumedthat it involves an objective-driven concept in line with the process view
adoptedin this thesis.
Note: use of inverted commasand brackets
'
........ refersto a quotesomebodysaid
"...... " the researcheremphasisedword/ a setof words in line with an applicablereason.
Ellipsis (... ) used hereto indicatea pause,connectivityor continuationin data
[letter] indicatesa changein caseby the researcher.

X

PART

A

PART A- Research preface
Part A of this thesis comprises the first three chapters - introduction to research,
methodology employed to investigate and articulate business performance (BP) in
construction and a review of BP literature. These contributed to developing the more
conceptual activities of this inquiry. Thus this part of the research is greatly influenced by
seeking connections between the construction practice, methodology and theory.

Chapter 1 demonstratesan overview of this thesis. It describesbriefly the researcher's
theoreticaland empirical understandingof the areaof research,identifying the objective
of the study and journey taken through BP. Chapter 2 discussesthe conceptualand
empirical methods used to engage with the interpretivist research methodology. It
explains the methods employed to generate,then to analyse data; thus explaining
methodsof interpretation- phenomenologicalphilosophy and hermeneuticperspective.
Chapter3 examinesthe relevantknowledgegainedthroughreadingrelatedliterature into
the area of BP and organisationalbehaviourin constructionmanagement.This sets the
scene for this inquiry and how the concept of BP could be identified through the
perceptionsof intervieweesduring data generationandanalysis.
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Chapter 1- Introduction
1.1.Researchoverview
This research examines the Business Performance (BP) of medium-sized construction
companies. It explores the identified gap between construction company and construction
project. This gap was studied through questioning how senior managers create BP in
medium-sized construction companies which are believed to be working at both company
and project levels. Therefore the aim of this research is to investigate "how senior
managers construct BP in medium-sized construction companies". The following

objectiveswere formulatedto addressthis aim:
"

To review managementtheories in BP and project performanceappropriateto
medium-sizedconstructioncompanies.

"

To explore how BP is perceived by companies' senior managers.

"

To identify the key factors(externaland internal) which influence BP in mediumsizedconstructioncompanies.

"

To discover how the perceived idea of BP is translated from company level to
project level in construction companies.

"

To articulate how senior managersconstruct BP in medium-sizedconstruction
companies.

BP is a complex conceptwhich can be affectedby various factors such as locality, type
of work, size of businessas well as managementapproachtaken. Thus, to understand
these complexities in BP in construction companiesin a particular locality and size of
companythis inquiry was limited to medium-sizedcompaniesin the English Midlands.
This ensured commonality in the working conditions of the construction companies
investigated. Further reasons for selecting the concept of BP and medium-sized
constructioncompanieswill be describedin section 1.3below.
Existing literature showsthat the performanceof the constructionindustry is not asgood
as manufacturing industries. Therefore, academics and the UK government have
concludedthat the constructionindustry must import tried and testedfeaturesfrom the
3

manufacturing industries in order to improve its performance. Furthermore, construction
management (CM) critics said that the construction business was project-oriented and,
therefore, construction companies did not pay sufficient attention to the long-term
company interest.

An interpretivist research method was chosen because the construction industry operates
substantively through the actions and relationships of individuals. A series of in-depth
semi-structured interviews was conducted in two stages. In stage-one interviews,
questions were derived from the European Foundation of Quality Management (EFQM)
framework in order to work with a language familiar to practitioners and so generate
more relevant and richer data. However, stage-two interviews were derived without using
any such framework in order to explore beyond the limits identified during stage-one
interviews.

The in-depthinterviews from both stageswere recordedto appropriateethical standards,
and selectedparts were transcribed.An analysis based on the method of "meaning
interpretation" (see Chapter2, section 2.5.1) of the interview text was used to facilitate
the connection between practice, relevant literature and theory. Data in this research
appearedwith an identifiable pattern - companyand project - and so substantialthemes
were usedfor the analysis:
"

doing businessat companylevel

"

doing businessat project level

"

doing business- the integrationof companyandproject.

The successof data collection and analysis has confirmed that an interpretivist approach
was a suitable method for undertaking this enquiry as constructionpractice involved
substantivehumaninteractionsand complexprocesses.This study has confirmedsomeof
the published findings and also revealednew findings such as companiesinvestigated
preferred to work collaboratively with clients with direct managerial contact approach
which in turn eliminatedthe boundarybetweencompanyand project.

4

The following section describes the characteristics of the UK construction industry. It has
identified two broad views of the industry, where some researchers have criticised the
industry and others have refuted these criticisms. Section 1.3 then discusses the
researcher-imposed limits to this inquiry for effective management of this study. It
discusses the reasons why BP was selected as the concept to study, and reasons to select
medium-sized contractors in the English Midlands. Section 1.4 discuses the ways in
which the research aim and objectives seek connections between CM practice and
Organisational Behaviour (OB) theories. Section 1.5 describes the nature of this inquiry.
This transdisciplinary research spans two broad disciplines, namely, CM and OB. Section
1.6 deals with the nature of this research task and the usefulness of good research design.
This uses the preunderstanding and hermeneutics spiral (Gummesson, 2000 p 15 and 71)
as a stepping-stone for this research which is neither completely practice based nor
conceptually oriented.

It ends with a description of the researcher's ontological and

epistemological stance related to this research. Section 1.7 briefly discusses the role of
theory in this inquiry. Finally, section 1.8 introduces the three-part structure of this thesis.

1.2The UK construction industry
Construction is a complex and dynamic industry. Researchers have described many
different characteristics of the construction industry. Groäk (1994) described the
construction industry as a set of activities without a definable boundary. Kagioglou et al.
(2001) and Hillebrandt (1988 pp5-8) perceived it as unique in its manner of operations
and how it is influenced by its markets. Gruneberg and Hughes (2006) characterised it as
a `high risk, high volume and low-margin business'. Ball (1988 p7-1 1) described it as an
industry of low-quality, high-cost and chaotic processes. Flanagan (1999) identified the
industry as heavily fragmented including separating its design and construction activities
and further breaking itself down into many sub-contracting companies which have
specialist knowledge and so control parts of its operation. Ball further described the
industry as heavily labour-dependent requiring a large amount of semi-skilled workers,
many of whom are self employed. The situation is made more complex by the volatility
of the market which causes contractors to focus on their immediate performance,
particularly cash flow, to remain in the fiercely-competitive market as the dynamics of
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demand and supply in construction industry change. Love et al. (2004) and Cicmil and

Nicholson (1998) provided evidenceshowing that most constructioncompaniesdo not
operatewith a long-termbusinessapproach.
The UK construction industry is generally conservative (Anumba, 1998) and complex
(Ireland, 2004).

However, it is a major industry that was expected to contribute

approximately 6% of the UK economy for the year 2008 (ONS, 2008). It determines the
country's ability to transform itself (Hillebrandt, 1988 p4). Contracting has traditionally
involved fiercely competitive tendering processes which have driven costs down but
created poor quality outputs, adversarial relationships and opportunistic behaviour to
recover costs (Latham, 1994). This has also constrained the development of construction
companies, many of whose existence is only short-term because of the low capitalisation
and few entry restrictions (Ball, 1988 p44). Construction is undertaken by companies
which differ greatly in size (CSA, 2008 p55; Morton, 2002 p36) with a large number of
very small companies, a few large companies and a considerable number of mediumsized companies (Fellows et al., 2002 p3). This character has not changed for decades.
Large and medium-sized companies employ many small contractors as sub-contractors
with a long supply chain extending up to manufacturing.

To complicate the situation, construction projects are complex (Bertelsen,2003,2002)
technical processesset in often distant and difficult locations that are vulnerable to
weatherand local uncertainties.The temporary"multi organisations"that undertakethese
complex tasks come together for short durations in difficult contracting and subcontractingrelationshipsand thus are complicatedto manage(Koskela, 1992; Crichton,
1966).The main contractoris responsiblefor coordinatingtheseorganisations,processes
and people. The degreeof interdependenceis extremely high and deviations in any one
activity have impacts on many others.Operationson site can be extremelyunstableand
require constantmonitoring and adjustmentto achieve successwith a constantconcern
about failure. Thus overall profitability of any contract is always in doubt. As a result
construction companies spend much effort monitoring cash flows and seeking
opportunitiesto improve returns. The scale of the financial risk in a single project in a
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contractor'sportfolio of contractsis often largerthan the companyitself and the financial
situation on one project can influence the work on another (Gruneberg and Hughes,
2006).

One of the main clients in the industry is the government; in addition the government
regulates, makes policies and sponsors the construction industry (Myers, 2004 p15;
Hillebrandt, 1985 p17). The problems of the industry and its poor performance have a
direct political impact; thus the government has subjected the industry to continuous
scrutiny and criticism with a string of reports with different solutions over the last sixty
years. Barrett (2005) identified them as Fairclough (2002), Egan (1998), Latham (1994),

Wood (1975), Banwell (1964), Emerson (1962) and Simon (1944). However, Barrett
omitted the Tavistockreport- Interdependenceand Uncertainty-A studyof theBuilding
industryby Crichtonin 1966.

Crichton (1966) believed that the construction industry was undergoing a significant
changein socially, technically and financially in the 1960s.Therefore,this changehasled
to difficulties within the interaction of roles in technical,economic and social forces in
the industry. Furthermore, `interdependenceand uncertainty' were identified by
Crichton as important characteristicsof the building process.These characteristicsstill
exist in the construction industry and lead to complexities in managing construction
projects(Bertelsen,2002).
In the pasttwo decades,other industrieshave introducednew methodsand techniquesto
improve their overall performance.It is expectedthat the constructionindustry should be
able to do the same (Egan, 1998; Latham, 1994; Koskela, 1992). The use of Key
PerformanceIndicators (KPIs)' and other benchmarks,e.g. the EFQM framework, is
being promoted by the governmentto improve overall performance.Most construction
companiesare still lagging behind other industriesin that respect(Koskela, 2000). Many
researchersagreethat the construction industry will improve only when it changesits
organisationalbehaviour to be in line with other industries (Dubois and Gadde, 2002;
' KPI is a set of measurementsusedby constructioncompaniesto define their goalsand to measureprogresstowardsthose goals.
-
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Koskela, 2000; Egan, 1998; Latham, 1994). However, construction companies are largely
focused on improving project performance (Groäk, 1994). Few companies understand the
iterative and interdependent process between the construction industry, a construction
company and the construction projects undertaken by that company. However, Barrett
(2005) pointed out that, compared to other industries, the construction industry `is in fact
dynamic, [and] its relative Gross Value Added (GVA) has steadily moved ahead of
manufacturing over the past twenty-five years' (figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1 - Relative GVA trends UK 1976 - 2001 (Barrett, 2005)

On the one hand, the above GVA figures provide a strong indication to dispel allegations
about the construction industry and its poor performance made by some researchers. On
the other hand this increases the curiosity of researchers to study the industry and its

behaviour.
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1.3Area of researchand its limits
The previous section identified the construction industry as a complex industry and
construction companies work at company and project levels to satisfy client demands.
Given the nature of the industry and the nature of PhD research, this inquiry cannot
attempt to capture all such complexities to which the whole of the construction industry
or construction companies are subject.

The researcher's interest here is firstly to inquire into those effects applicable in the area
of BP of construction companies due to its usefulness as a concept in a construction
business; secondly, to develop an understanding of the connectivity of BP at the practice
level with the theoretical level (figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2- Researchdiagram 1
BP is a frequently discussedarea by academicresearchersand practitioners. Koskela
(2003) described many initiatives in construction renewal such as industrialization of
9

construction, new organizational models for construction project delivery, modes of
procurements, advancing partnering, performance improvement and lean thinking.
Furthermore, all such initiatives refer `to reorganizing around core business processes'
(Koskela, 2003). Although these core business processestake precedence in creating BP
and justified its popularity among researchers and practitioners unfortunately there is
inadequate connectivity at practice and theoretical levels. Therefore, there is a need to
conceive of BP in a way that connects practice and theoretical levels. This became an
important factor in this research and is illustrated in figure 1.2.

Furthermore,the reasonsfor selectingBP asthe researchconceptare as follows:
(1) It is an important areafor all companiesbut existing researchhasnot described"what
is BP in a construction company" in practice.

(2) Existing research in construction has demonstrated that there is a significant
disconnectionbetweenBP at the companyandproject levels.
(3) Existing researchhas illustrated that researchinto BP can takemany shapesasit deals
with peopleandtheir intelligence,actionableinformation, and different technologies.
(4) This concept is primarily basedin the social world but subjectedto changein many
dimensions.

(5) Thereforesucha conceptgives accessto enquireinto the fascinatingworld of people,
processesandhow they mergein the creationof BP in a company.(Section 1.5 examines
the relationshipof peopleto process.)
Thus this inquiry soughtto understandthe ways which people and processescreatethe
BP in a construction company and its connections to theoretical construct of BP (figure

1.2).
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However, the chosen area- BP - seems to be unmanageable for the nature of PhD study.
Thus limits to this inquiry were developed in terms of the locality where companies are
based and the size of the company. For this research the "medium-sized construction
company" was defined as an independent company not in the public sector; which
employs between 25 and 500 people. The ownership of these companies is shared by one
or more shareholders. The business is construction contracting in building or civil
engineering in new build and/or refurbishment. Furthermore, this study focused on
medium-sized construction companies based in the West Midlands. These limits were
developed mainly from the management point of research and also to facilitate
comparison and contrasting like with like. The reasoning for this selection is further
discussedbelow.

Sextonet al. (1999) noted that `SMEs2and large companiesare fundamentallydifferent'
and 'SMEs are more `craft' based, which operate in simple localised markets'.
Therefore,it is expectedthat this studycould maintain the constantnatureof the localised
market when analysingthe variations of BP in those companieslocated in one locality.
FurthermoreSexton et al. (1999) saw that `large companiesare `integrating' in nature,
operatingin complex dynamic markets'. Thus selectingmedium-sizedcompaniesbased
in one locality is expectedto lessencomplexitiesin a study. This supportsthe locating of
this inquiry in a specific region and the English Midlands was chosen owing to
accessibilityto researchresourcesandthe contactnetworksavailableto the researcher.
Reasons for eliminating large-sized contractors from this study are: firstly, their
representationis inadequatebecause`fewer large scale companiesare responsiblefor
only 13% of the industries total out put' (Morton, 2002 p41). Chinowsky and Meredith
(2000) said that `industry cannot ignore the fact that the industry comprisesmany more
small organizationsthan largeorganizations'.
Secondly, large-sized construction companies do not operate like medium-sized
companies based in a particular locality. In fact, the majority of them are working
ZSMEs - Small/Medium Enterprises
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nationally and internationally. A large-sized company focusing on the national level may

not experiencethe sameconstraintsand problemsas medium-sizedcompaniesoperating
at regionallevels.
Thirdly, large companies operate within well-established organisational structures, which
are monitored and controlled by several directors and managers spread within several
layers of management. Therefore, they operate within well-organised and established
procedures and protocols with qualified staff in various disciplines, financial security and
in most cases an international backing to continue with their operations in varying
economic situations.

The reasonsfor excluding small-sizedcompaniesfrom this study are: firstly, they do not
have any structurefor comparisonwhich the researcherbelievedessentialto develop an
understandingat PhD level studies. These contractors are generally engagedas subcontractors,thus their work is scatteredall over the country. This will lead to a difficulty
in comparingtheir own BP in different localities and varied nature of work which gives
rise to different meaningandbeliefs to the concept.
Secondly,they do not have power and resourcesto work as main contractors in the
industry owing to industry regulations covering procurement,health and safety and
environment;and the requirementfor high levels of specialistknowledge. Furthermore,
the requirementfor large amountof funds as security bondsat the start of a contractand
retentionwithheld by the client at the end of a contractcannotbe accommodated.
By consideringthesefactors, this inquiry was designedto study the BP of medium-sized
constructioncompaniesoperatingin the English Midlands. It can also be emphasisedthat
medium-sized construction companies' representationis considerable and significant
comparedto the other two categories,as is their contribution to the economyof the UK.
It is assumedthat any researchoverlooking them would not give an accuratereflection of
the behaviourof the constructionindustry in the UK. Therefore,on a national scale any
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performance improvement in this category is believed to play a vital role in the behaviour
change in the UK's construction industry.

This inquiry into BP of medium-sizedconstructioncompaniesis locatedwithin the much
broader discipline of CM with the assumption that the popular area of project
managementcontributespartly to creatingBP along with a company'slong-term view of
the business.In doing so, it has addressedthe related issuesthrough the perceptionsof
seniormanagerson how they createdand managedsuchprocesses,including the transfer
of businessideafrom onelevel to anotherwithin the selectedconstructioncompanies.
1.4 Researchaim and objectives
Construction is a businessdone by people who are involved in numerousconstruction
specialitiesto satisfy people's (clients/customers)requirementsin producinglong-lasting
structures.However, this constructionproduction processis subject to factors such as
companygovernanceand processes,industry regulationsand social norms which are all
imposedby people.
The epistemologicalassumptionmade,that a constructioncompanyis situatedin a social
settingwhere people(interviewees- seniormanagersin this case)are consideredable to
interpret their experienceon processesin creating BP, has been supported by OB
(Finchamand Rhodes,2005pp7-9). That is not to saythe humanelement,its capabilities
and conflicts will be overstatedwhen interpreting how intervieweescreate BP. The
researchermadeevery effort to designthis researchmethodologyto report perceptionsof
intervieweesethically and without distortion. Therefore, in this study the researcher
envisagedthe "construction company and its partners" as a social organisationwhich
pursuesa set of social acts in different ways; coming together to build long-lasting
structures. The following section describesthe researchaim and objectives used to
uncover senior managers' ideas, beliefs and values and the researcher'sinterpretation
which informed how seniormanagersconstructBP.
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The aim of this researchis to understand,in a socialorganisation,"how seniormanagers
construct BP in medium-sized construction companies".

This is a study of business in a wider perspective than the financial perspective of
business. Senior managers in companies produce financial information for themselves
such as costs, projections, forecasts and financial structures. They use this information to
assesthe success/failure of the current and future direction of the company. However,
this study employed the social perspective of BP, therefore the process cannot be
explained without human participation.

Thusto fulfil this aim; the researchobjectiveswere set asfollows:
9 To review managementtheories in BP and project performanceappropriateto
medium-sizedconstructioncompanies.
This will be a desk study to understandtheory in different dimensionsincluding theory
development,its requirementsandits usefulnessrelatedto constructionpractice.Theories
appearingfrequentlyin the literaturewill be studiedconceptuallyand their empirical use
in practicewill be analysedthroughthis inquiry (Appendix 5).

"

To explore how BP is perceivedby companies'seniormanagers.

Data from in-depth interviews will be used to understandthe meaning given by senior
managersto BP in companiesinvestigated.Then the data will be examinedto understand
the complexity of BP in a company as it comprisesmany other processesinevitably
connectedin a companythrough businessprocess,organisationmanagementand people
management(Part B).
9 To identify the key factors(externaland internal) which influenceBP in mediumsizedconstructioncompanies
The themetic data analysis will be expected to expose the key factors which are
considereduseful by the intervieweesin creatingBP (Part B).
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"

To discover how the perceived idea of BP is translated from company to project
level in construction companies.

This study will be expected to explore the ways in which this constitution of BP is
translated in a company from company level to project level through the integration of
processes and people. Furthermore, it is expected to explain the management of such
integration in construction companies (Part B, Chapter 6).

"

To articulate how senior managers construct BP in medium-sized construction
companies.

This objective will connectdata from practice with related theoreticalconceptsin BP to
articulate different issues,perceivedas being important by senior managersin mediumsized constructioncompanies,interact to achieve BP (figure 1.2). This articulation is
expected to inform the future sustainability of these companies and suggest more
effective approachesto managementwithin the constructionindustry.
1.5 Research inquiry in context

CMAA (2008) defined CM `asa professionalmanagementpracticeconsistingof an array
of services applied to construction projects and programmes through the planning,
design,construction and post constructionphasesfor the purpose of achieving project
objectivesincluding the management,cost, time and scope'.Thus CM is beneficial to the
constructionclients or ownersfrom the original conceptof the project to its completion.
The discipline of CM spans the breadth of the construction industry such as how
contractorsoperatetheir businesses,their relationships in the industry, what is taking
place in their companies, how they differentiate themselves with respect to other
companies, their plans for short-term profit generation and long-term sustainability.
Therefore,in this field, researchcannotbe conductedaspure researchor desk studiesas
it involves severallayersof systems,regulationsandprofessions.
CM is still a young discipline; developing from the early 1960s (CMAA, 2008). The
nature of the CM discipline is that it consistsof many problems and much data without
academictheoriesto solve them (Hughes, 1994). However,Runeson(1997) arguedthat
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CM is not a discipline in its own right but can be considered as a topic area which needs
support from other diverse and established disciplines. Therefore, any researchin CM can
be problematic and the researcher needs to relate problems and data from CM with
established academic disciplines (Hughes, 1994) such as OB, organisational learning,
strategic management and so on to discover reasonable explanations and to provide
recommendations. Rooke and Kagioglou (2007) emphasised that `to understand a
particular industry practice, we must look to the theories, ideas or beliefs that underpin
that practice'. Unfortunately, `[t]here appears to be little two-way flow in construction
management thought between theory and practice' (Betts and Wood-Harper, 1994).

Furthermore, `[c]onstruction

problem solving characterizes much of construction

management practice and thus is an important research domain. Nonetheless, research in
construction problem solving has not yet crossed the threshold into a mature discipline as
there is no universally accepted theory for construction problem solving research' (Li and
Love, 1998). Perhaps this can be treated as an advantage for research in CM, as Saunders
et al. (2007 p6) demonstrated that the British Academy of Management research favours
transdisciplinary research: `using knowledge from a range of disciplines enables
management research to gain new insights that cannot be obtained through all of these
disciplines separately'. The use of transdisciplinary research has also been favourably
considered by Easterby-Smith et al. (2002 p8). However, Saunders et al. (2007 p6)
argued that transdisciplinary research in management `not only needs to provide findings
that advance knowledge and understanding, it also needs to address... practical
managerial problems'. Therefore this inquiry is expected to establish construct of BP
which connects the practice level with the theoretical level (figure 1.2).

Therefore,by joining the above two concepts,if CM is not a discipline in its own right
and there is also a needto understandhow constructionindustry works relatedto other
establisheddisciplines,the researcherarguesthat suchresearchfalls under the headingof
transdisciplinaryresearch,which can be complex in nature.Existing researchin CM does
not give any clear direction for new researchprojects. Therefore,this researchis basedon
the fact that CM is a discipline which does not specify any theory for its operations
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(Hughes, 1994) and there are many ways to formulate or to arrive at a particular theory to
use in the CM discipline (Seymour et al., 1997). Such research can discover and explain
practical problems in a wider context (Saunders et al., 2007 p7). Thus this research is
based in CM discipline to acquire data from practice and to analyse such data with
conceptual explanations related to OB (figure 1.2).

OB is a well established discipline based on psychology and sociology (Fincham and
Rhodes, 2005 p l); that covers a vast area and which explains thinking, performance and
people in different systems and structures which are subjected to change in processes in
an organisational setting. Therefore, `organisations are social structures' (Cole, 2000 p2).
However, there is another perspective in OB `more favoured in recent years, [which] is to
look at behaviour not as structure but as process and to emphasize factors of dynamism
and change' (Fincham and Rhodes, 2005 p497). This process view matches the
ontological stance of the researcher (section 1.6.1). Therefore, this research enquired into
organisational process through perceptions of senior managers of BP in organisations. In
doing so, it identified

OB

theoretical concepts such as strategy, performance,

relationships and integration which led to articulation of how senior managers construct
BP in medium-sized construction companies (Chapter 7, section 7.4).

1.6Researchtask in context
The researchdesign was important for this complex transdisciplinaryinquiry because
data were acquiredfrom CM practice and logical analysiswas basedon OB discipline.
Easterby-Smithet al. (2002,p21) definedresearchdesignas `the overall configurationof
a pieceof research:what kind of evidenceis gatheredfrom whereand how suchevidence
is interpretedin order to provide good answersto the basic researchquestion[s]'. It is a
challenge to any researcher,and Gummesson(2000, pp4-16) described the means to
overcomeit in three stages:effective use of "preunderstanding"of the researchsetting,
accessingrealistic data andby improving the quality of research.
Gummesson (2000, p15) defined preunderstandingas an input to research where
`people's knowledge, insights and experience into a specific problem and social
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environment before they start a research'. Furthermore, preunderstanding `is used in a
wider sense than just knowledge; preunderstanding also implies a certain attitude and a
commitment on the part of researchers/consultants.It involves their personal experience
as an essential element in the process of collecting and analysing information. Moreover,
researchers/consultants must demonstrate theoretical sensitivity'
p60). The word

"understanding"

(Gummesson, 2000

is described as the output of

the previous

preunderstanding together with its data analysis and it `acts as preunderstanding before
the next task' (Gummesson, 2000 p15). Preunderstanding can be referred to as the tacit
knowledge of the researcher on a certain research area which the researcher intends to
develop and it can also be shaped by participants' preunderstanding based upon their own
experiences about the research situation. He further equates the cyclical process of
preunderstanding produces understanding which leads to enhanced preunderstanding as a
never-ending hermeneutic spiral (figure 1.3) and considered it as a vital instrument for
good research skills. Gummesson's other two stages in research design, i. e. accessing
realistic data and improving quality of research, are dealt in Chapter 2, sections 2.4.1 and
2.6.1 respectively.
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Figure 1.3 - The hermeneutics spiral (Gummesson, 2000 p7l )

Furthermore, the research design needs to reflect the researcher's adopted ontological and
has neither been purely ideological nor
epistemological stances. The researcher's stance
theoretical; it was significantly influenced by the empirical nature of this research area
and also the researcher's involvement

in the construction industry since early 1980s.
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The connectivity of OB and CM in this inquiry can be explained through the relationship
of people to process in a construction company. The CM at practice level is assumed as a
set of processes which are stimulated by one another. More precisely, it is a changing
process; commencing with the initial concept to build and terminating with the finished
product (sometimes extended to maintenance) but also involving building a relationship
with the client for future construction work. This provides an ontological position process view (section 1.6.1) for this research (figure 1.2). Empirically it incorporates
many different professionals and trades along the changing process which gives rise to
different issues related to performance of work. These issues are dealt within an
organisational context. Cole (2000 p3 10) described the principal issues addressedby OB
as - (1) individual behaviour and performance at work, (2) the nature and working of
people in groups, (3) the nature of social structures and organisational design at work,
and (4) the processes involved in adapting behaviour to meet changing conditions.
Therefore these OB theoretical issues are compatible with empirical issues in the CM
discipline.

1.6.1The researcher's ontological and epistemologicalstance
Rooke et al. (2007) and Koskela and Kagioglu (2005) describedtwo world views - the
world consists of substances(things) or processes.The former `led to an a-historical
approach, the requirement or assumption of certainty and analytical decomposition'
whereasthe latter `favours a historical and contextualapproach,the acknowledgementof
uncertainty and a holistic orientation' (Rooke et al. 2007). These world views could
`strongly influence how the subject of the inquiry or action is conceptualised'(Koskela
solutions
and Kagioglu 2005). Furthermore,Rooke et al. (2007) said, `substance-based
predominatein the constructionindustry' in the UK. However, the researcherarguesthat
conceptually construction business needs to be managed based on the ontological
categoryof processview. It has the capacityto integratecompanyand project processes
empirically, thusto developlong-termBP for the company.
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The suitability of the ontological process view is further supported by following existing
studies. Koskela (2000,1992) analysed construction using "transformation-flow-value"
approach where flow is actually the process identified by Shingo in 1988 (Bertelsen,
2003). Rooke et al. (2007) described `over-reliance on the ontological category of
substance poses a significant conceptual barrier to progress in the construction industry'.
Koskela (1992) described that there are two main processes, design and construction,
which are supported and controlled empirically by project management process, design
management process and construction management process. Those `processes may be
characterised by their cost, duration and value for the customer' (Koskela, 1992).
Therefore, these diverse empirical processes need to be managed efficiently to achieve
required construction production. Unfortunately, it is not the case because `traditional
managerial concepts have not only ignored but actively

deteriorated flows of

construction' (Koskela, 1992). As a remedy, understanding the governance of process
approach in construction management is required (Winch, 2001). Therefore, Winch
(2001) elaborated Williamson's transaction cost approach in relation to the construction
project life cycle and discovered that governance of transaction `combines the presently
diverse perspectives of construction law, economics, and management'.

Thus, to govern a construction company and to develop and enhance its BP,
understandingof diverse empirical and conceptual processesis deemed to be a vital
qualification for seniormanagers.It can be further supportedby the popular construction
businessinitiatives such as total quality approach,lean constructionand supply chain.
Theseinitiatives are focusedon integratingempirical processesin companyand project
levels and aim to developing long-term BP for the company, which satisfies the
ontological requirementof processview.
This researchassumedthat the whole constructionbusiness involves pre-contract and
contractprocesses.The pre-contractprocessessuch as design,estimating,planning can
be done preciselyusing substanceview but contractor the constructionproduction needs
considerable adaptation due to numerous prevailing conditions which leads to
acknowledgementof uncertainty and complexities by all parties involved. This satisfies
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the definition given above for ontological process view. Koskela (1992) treated
complexities and uncertainties in construction as `resultant process features rather than as
primary peculiarities'.

Furthermore, the success of empirical construction process

`depends on having the right relationships between the parties to the process'
(Hillebrandt, 1988 p39). Consequently, in this study, it was assumed that construction
production which leads to creating BP in a company is achieved by collaboration
between processesand people in a company (section 1.6).

Therefore, to manage and accomplish complex pre-contract and contract processes,
people are vital in the construction industry. Bryman (2004, p16) said that `the social
constructions built up from the perceptions and actions of the social actors'. Thus this
research tapped the senior managers' knowledge, experience and perception to
understand "the version they give to their world" to get close to the reality.
epistemological position taken is that people working

The

at senior positions in the

construction companies are able to interpret their perceptions based on their past and
present experience. Therefore, the researcher viewed reality through social actors, and
findings were interpreted through common understanding between the social actors and
the researcher. This is in accord with the view that `sociological research should be
concerned with gaining an understanding of these interpretations' (Jones, 1993 p 137).

Consequently,consideringthe aboveontological and epistemologicalfactors, and further
reasonsexplainedin Chapter2, section2.2, this researchwas designedas an interpretivist
researchwhich inquired into the reality throughperceptionsof seniormanagers'using the
researchconcept- BP. This inquiry was concernedwith the way in which organisations
work and how organisationsdeal with the perceptions,beliefs and actions of people
within them. Thereforethis researchwas designedto capturesuch ideas,processesand
actions which were taken in a social field full of human interactionsat different levels.
The following section briefly describesthe researcher'sunderstandingof theory in this
inquiry.
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1.7 Understanding the role of theory
A researcher faces a great challenge in theory-building or theory-improving exercise
irrespective of its paradigm. Eisbach et al. (1999) described how `legitimacy of a theory
is reflected in its acceptance'. They further exposed a debate that `the scope of a theory is
correlated with its level of acceptance as a research tool, then there appears to be a
conflict between what is required for a theory to gain acceptance (legitimacy and power
for the theorist) and being deemed acceptable (credible)'? Weick (1999) described
`tradeoffs' and `reflexivity' as two significant issues for theorists. Tradeoffs deal with the
level of complexity of a theory whereas reflexivity deals with a researchers balance
between theoretical perceptions and concepts of the subject under research.

Nevertheless,theoretical underpinning in the construction industry is rather puzzling.
This can be due to the large variation and fragmentationobservedin the industry. The
previous CM theoretical reviews have recognisedsystemstheory and its variations socio-technicalsystemsand complexsystemstheory, transactioncost approach,resource
based view and lean principles. In general, they are all different-level theories and
demonstrateclose relationship to organisationalperformancewhereasBP is an integral
element. This study employed the systemic view of construction process as the
theoretical framework to design in-depth, semi-structuredinterview questions,to design
the themesfor data analysisand to developa greaterawarenessof data.
Swarnadhipathi and Boyd (2008) (Appendix 5) show that a theory has different
requirements:`empirical validity is one requirementthat a theory should satisfy among
other requirements such as sensemaking,believability (credibility), adaptability and
coherence'.Therefore, a conceptually-derivedtheory may not be very pragmatic and
empirically-derivedtheory may lack conceptualcoherence. However,with respectto the
constructionindustry `the needis to apply theory to assistthinking about organizational
issuesrather than to develop theoriesor to test them' (Lansley, 1994). Thus this inquiry
was not intended to develop or test any theory; instead systemstheory was used in
researchdesign,evaluatingfindings and developinga thorough understandingabout the
conceptof BP.
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1.8 Structure of the thesis
This thesis employed a three-part structure for effective presentation of work. Part A
(Research preface) consists of three chapters namely, research introduction, methodology
and review of literature. Part B (Research findings) consists of the next three chapters
which were based on the three themes adopted in data examination. Thus includes
chapters covering doing business at company level, doing business at project level and
doing business through the integration of project and the company. Finally, Part C
(Evaluation of research) consists of two chapters, the synthesis of research and the
conclusion.

This chapter has so far provided a concise view of this research. The concept examined is
BP in medium-sized construction companies. The data collected from interviewees at the
practice level is analysed using a set of themes to develop an understanding of the
concept BP. Furthermore, theoretical concepts identified through data analysis strategy,
performance, integration and relationships are used to conceptualise the understanding of
the BP. The chapters of the thesis are as follows:

Chapter2 describesthe methodologyadoptedwith conceptualand empirical reasoning
for different elements in this research design. The conceptual activities consist of
placementof this inquiry in the interpretivist epistemologyare comprisedof studyof the
nature of constructionindustry, constructionprocessand debateinto CM research.The
selection of the hermeneuticperspective,methodsfor data generationand analysis are
basedon the conceptualunderstandingdevelopedon interpretivist researchin the CM
discipline. Then, related to the empirical activities, the selection of the interviewees,
designof interview questions,the methodusedfor conductinginterviews andpreparation
of datato generatefindings are discussed.
Chapter3 setsthe scenefor this researchby reviewing relatedliterature.It discusesBP in
a company in general and particularly related to a construction company. It explores
financial and non-financial BP indicators. It also covers BP frameworks and
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management. It further discusses BP links -

strategy, marketing, relationships,

client/customer satisfaction and quality of construction production identified through
empirical data examination.

Finally it explores the selected existing literature which

criticises and supports the performance in the construction industry and the identified
disparity between construction company and projects.
Chapter 4 explores the findings using the theme of doing business at company level. This
chapter discusses in detail company-level processesbased in ways in which interviewees
perceived them. They are ways of getting business, business development and
relationships at company level.

Chapter 5 investigatesthe findings using the theme of doing businessat project level.
This chapter discussesin detail what interviewees perceived to be useful project/s
processesfor creatingBP. Their perceptionsevolved aroundprojects and managementof
project/s as a priority, relationships in projects, and performance criteria helping to
developBP.
Chapter 6 examines the findings using the theme of doing business through the
integration of company and project. Although there is a propensity of data overlap, data
was carefully identified and examined to explain the integrated way of working in a
construction company. Thus this chapter covers company and project boundary,
integrated processes adopted and the continuous business improvement process taking
place in a construction company.

Chapter7 synthesisesthe findings empirically and conceptually.It includes an analysisof
empirical findings. It describestheoretical conceptsextrapolatedfrom findings of this
study- strategy,performance,relationshipsand integration.It also discussesof the use of
integrative devices that companiesemployed to construct BP. It further explains the
usefulnessin theoretical conceptsin the continuousbusinessimprovement processesto
constructBP in companies.
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Chapter 8 concludes the research with a concise description of findings and a broad
definition for BP using findings in this research. It includes implications of this research
for literature, methodology

It discusses the accomplishments and

and theory.

shortcomings of this research. Finally it concludes the research with new insights

generatedas a result of this inquiry.
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Chapter 2- Methodology: investigation of business performance in
construction
2.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the way in which this inquiry was approached and the subsequent
reasoning for adopting the interpretivist methodology. Considerable time was spent on
understanding the concepts and principles of interpretivist epistemology and on reflecting
its suitability for this inquiry. Thus this demonstrates the researcher's struggle to
understand research methodology in both conceptual and empirical aspects related to
construction management (CM) practice and organisational behaviour (OB) theory.

The development of this methodology commenced with the conceptual understanding
gained from the argument in the CM research as is explained in section 2.2.2. This
emphasizes that this methodology has a purposive meaning when coupled with CM
practice and OB theory. On the one hand, the development of this research methodology
played a role in every stage of this research inquiry process and, on the other hand, the
methodology was enhanced by other parallel processes undertaken such as literature
review and data collection. Different methods used here act as vehicles leading to logical
analyses and to discovering the most appropriate research findings.

Even thoughthis thesisis written in a standardformat this researchwas not carriedout in
that order. The following outlines the stepsin which this researchwas progressed:
"

Step 1- Understanding the construction industry in the UK, CM practice and OB

theory asdescribedin Chapter1, sections1.2and 1.5respectively
"

Step2- Identifying the areaof research,researchaim and objectives,andresearch
limits as describedin Chapter3 section 3.5, Chapter 1 section 1.4 and Chapter 1
section 1.3respectively.

"

Step 3-

Access data (stage-one)using the EFQM framework as describedin

section2.4.1.2
"

Analysing suitable researchperspectivesand compatibility of data
consideringthe analysisof dataasdescribedin section2.3
Step 4-
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"

Step 5-

Finalising the connectivity and suitability in hermeneutic perspective

with phenomenologyapproach(section 2.3.4), data generation through semistructuredinterview method (section2.4.1) and data analysisusing hermeneutic
principles (section 2.5.1).

"

Step6- Accessdata (stage-two)without usingthe EFQM frameworkasexplained
in section 2.4.1.4.

"

Step 7- Data analysis (Chapters 4,5 and 6) exposed the links in BP.

9

Step 8-

BP links were explored in the existing literature to develop an

understandingof the researchconcept- BP - as discussedin Chapter3, section
3.4.
"

Step9- Finally the researcherinterpretedhow senior managersconstructBP in
medium-sized construction companies as described in Chapter 7 based on
empirical findings in Chapters4,5 and 6 and theoreticalunderstandinggenerated
in Chapters1,2 and 3.

Figure 2.1 below summarises the interpretivist research methodology adopted to
investigate perceptions on business performance (BP), to interpret how interviewees
created BP empirically, and its usefulness in generating theoretical concepts to articulate
how interviewees construct BP in a construction company as shown in figure 1.2 Research diagram 1.
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Research philosophy
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"
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"
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"
"
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Construct
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Figure 2.1 - Schematic layout of Chapter 2 with connections to the following chapters
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The following

section describes the rationale for selecting the interpretivist research

epistemology for this inquiry. It also discusses the positivist and interpretivist debate into
CM research. Section 2.3 then discusses available interpretivist research perspectives
such as grounded theory, narrative analysis, ethnomethodology, and the reasons for
choosing the hermeneutics approach to this inquiry.

Section 2.4 describes the method

used to access data with and without the EFQM framework at two different stages
together, with advantages and limits in use of such a framework to access data. This
section also covers the design of in-depth, semi-structured interview questions for the two
stages and the selection process adopted for participants in this inquiry. It ends with a
brief description of the companies and interviewees participating in this research. Section
2.5 deals with the chosen data analysis method and the processes of doing data analysis
using the pattern, themes and memos. It also discusses the usefulness of preparation of
data in different formats. Section 2.6 discusses ways to improve the quality of
interpretivist research. It also includes a discussion of research ethics in terms of this
research inquiry and its adopted methodology. Finally, section 2.7 reflects on the
methodology adopted and the difficulties experienced in this research inquiry.

2.2 Researchepistemology
A studyinto different researchepistemologiesrevealedthat positivism and interpretivism
are the most common epistemologicalapproacheswhich develop into quantitative and
qualitative researchstrategies respectively. However, this research inquiry did not
comply with the positivist approach due to its objective nature and exclusion of all
subjective factors related to the researchand researcher. In positivist approach,the
researcheris separatedfrom the subject of the research,observesthe reality and analysis
will be basedupon facts.Such an observationdoesnot seethe world asit is. However,it
is capable of providing answersto approve or disapproveof a scientific theory under
observation;usually on a basis of theory-blind observation.Normally this observation
cannot be completely separatedfrom the researcheras the researcheris carrying some
preunderstanding(Gummesson,2000p15) aboutthe areaof research.
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Furthermore, this transdisciplinary research spans CM and OB disciplines as explained in
Chapter 1, section 1.5. Thus a variety of considerations such as sensitivity, complexity
and ethical requirements of BP as a research concept were considered during the
placement of this research in the interpretivist epistemology (Chapter 1, sections 1.3,1.5
and 1.6). The appropriateness of the selected interpretivist epistemology is further
described in the following section.
2.2.1 Interpretivist

approach to research

The argument created here is that there is a complete difference between the natural
world and the social world (Benton and Craib, 2001 p75). People are not treated as
machines (objects) as they have different beliefs and values about the society in which
they live. Bryman (2004, p13) said `the subject matter of the social sciences - people and
their institutions - is fundamentally different from that of the natural sciences'. This type
of research can explore the deeper meanings that participants/social actors give to the
subject under research.

Therefore it interprets the reality as experienced by the

participants in a research.

Bryman (2004, p540) defined interpretivist approach as an `epistemological position that
requires the social scientist to grasp the subjective meaning of the social action'.

It

makes the researcher very concerned about how individuals who take part in the research
(social actors/respondents and researchers - individuals who are subjected to social
values and norms) make sense of the subject under research. Therefore, the researcher
reflects his/her own preconception together with the social actors' understanding of the
subject. This approach requires the researcher to explore the attitudes and behavioural
motives of the participants. It demonstrates that the interpretivist approach is subjective
in nature as the researcher is involved as a participant and s/he reflects about the subject
under research. Thus, the nature of reality can be perceived as opposed to the observable
is
bias in the
nature in the positivism approach. However, there a greater possibility of
is based on his/her
nature of interpretation of data. The researcher's interpretation
in line
preunderstanding and developed understanding of the subject, theory and concept,
The main disadvantage
with the participants' interpretation of the subject under research.
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of this approach is that the researcher is conscious of "one thing" which overlaps between

but not "other things" which might be
the researcherand the social actors/respondents
necessaryfor goodresearch.
The interpretivist approach to research has branched off from phenomenological
approach to research where it assumesthe social world is different from the natural world
(Harvey et al., 2005 p55) and it also considers the actor's point of view (Benton and
Craib, 2001 p82). The initial work of interpretivist research was carried out by Max
Weber (Benton and Craib, 2001 p76). However, `Weber was not a phenomenologist, yet
he was concerned with the actor's point of view' (Benton and Craib, 2001 p82).

Max

Weber's work has been developed by various other philosophers including Alfred Schütz
(Bryman, 2004 p13). Benton and Craib described how Schütz was concerned with both
the individual motives of people and the social processes. In other words it is based on
human thought in a social surrounding.

Therefore, interpretivist approach is more

suitable to researchinto complex topics in social phenomena.

Gummesson(2000, p175) referredthis interpretivist approachas hermeneuticsapproach
to research. Gummesson explained the research relationship between positivism,
interpretivism and hermeneuticsthus: a positivist, as a researcher will deal with
processing of data and `completely disregard non-verbal phenomena such as body
language, physical environment and unexpected events that may occur during an
interview. Phenomenologistwould register all cues in an effort to "understand" the
respondent. A hermeneuticsscientist would go a step further to "interpret" these
immediate eventsalso in the light of previous events,private experienceand whatever
they find pertinentto the situationunderinvestigation' (2000,p 175).Thus, the researcher
investigatedthe appropriatenessof this hermeneuticsapproachin interpretivist research
epistemologyfor this inquiry in section2.3.4.
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2.2.2 Positivist, interpretivist

debate in CM research

During this study, the debate about the research epistemologies for CM research was
followed. Seymour and Rook (1995) and Seymour et al. (1997) suggested that CM
researchshould change its paradigm from positivism to interpretivism. They believed that
to understand real world problems in a social setting such as in CM discipline, one needs
to understand the context in which they are formed.

Runeson (1997) defended the positivist paradigm but stated that certain types of research
can be undertaken using an interpretivist approach. However, his concerns were about the
negative effect of interpretivist approach as opposed to vigorous and value neutral
positivist approach. Thus it raises a question of validity and reliability in interpretivist
research.The Unique Adequacy (UA) method, proposed by Rooke and Kagioglou (2007)
which described a set of rules to conduct and evaluate interpretivist research in CM
discipline can be considered as a possible answer to Runeson's concern. Gummesson
(2003) clarified that the researcher needs to be familiar with the methods and techniques
of qualitative epistemology and the evaluation should be based on generated data within
adequatecriteria in qualitative research.

By making the situation more complex, Collier (2006) argued that the non-homogeneous
nature of CM discipline has created confusion and legitimacy

of positivist

and

interpretivist research approaches. Nevertheless, `what we know has a social dimension
and therefore the need for shared understandings of epistemological legitimacy is
emphasised' (Collier, 2006). Collier agreed with the philosophical stance of (Benton and
Craib, 2001 p79) that `the shared culture is essential to interpretivist understanding'.
Then from an empirical point of view, Gummesson (2003) said `[b]oth numbers and
words require interpretation' and he argued that `all research is interpretive'. Therefore,
the researcher should `recognize that interpretive elements are influential and present in
all types of research and see them as an asset rather than a cross to bear' (Gummesson,
2003). However, this debate will be continued in academia as and when new knowledge
is developed in both positivist and interpretivist epistemologies considered beyond the
aim of this research.
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Therefore, in summarising the above debate, `in positivist research the relationship
between theory, practice and methodology is unproblematic being reduced to good
procedure, but in interpretive research such a smooth relationship is not evident'
(Swamadhipathi and Boyd, 2008). Thus, this research has challenged the researcher, in
determining a suitable methodology including strategies to get access to suitable data and
to produce data analysis in a convincing manner aiming to interpret perceptions of senior
managers on how they create BP. It has also identified that the majority of academic
research is not used by CM practice (Morris and Lancaster, 2005). This reason made the
researcher aware of how to add value to CM research by making it more valuable to CM
practice.

Thus, this research inquiry was designed in the interpretivist epistemology by considering
the above debate, the reasons explained in Chapter 1, sections 1.2,1.3,1.5

and 1.6 and

reasons explored during this study which will be discussed in the following sections. All
above factors confirmed

the appropriateness of

interpretivist

epistemology

for

investigating the concept of BP, which is embedded in complex social phenomenon of
the construction practice.

2.2.3Reasonsto place this inquiry in interpretivist epistemology
This researchnotion has been analysed by CM researchersand practitioners using
positivistic epistemology.The reasoncan be the availability of numerical data through
performance measurementframeworks and regular financial analysis as described in
Chapter3, section3.3.1.1.However, the existing researchdemonstratedthat operational
factors take centre stage in a company(Chapter 3, section 3.3.1.3). Those operational
factors have a direct input in formulating the BP of a company and in doing so; they
influence the financial performanceof a company.Therefore,this researchwas designed
to enquire into how those operational factors shapethe BP of a company through the
perceptionsof seniormanagerswho are assumedto be involved in creatingBP.
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Therefore, the focus of this interpretivist research inquiry is two-fold: firstly, to discover
how senior managers have perceived the idea of BP and secondly, how they have
translated that business idea within their company and project/s to create BP. This inquiry
was designed to investigate human beliefs, values and experience of respondents by
means of their perceptions of BP and the idea translation in a medium-sized construction
company without the use of sensitive financial measures.

Considering the above debate about CM research and the logical factors such as (1) CM
is a field in a social setting, (2) the nature of the industry as explained in Chapter 1,
section 1.2 that it is a fragmented industry, a joint venture of different specialisations,
heavily labour dependent, involve complex technical activities, uniqueness in projects,
(3) from Seymour and Rooke (1995); in the real world managers and engineers think
about and handle work differently and (4) the researcher's ontological stance and
understanding developed through operational factors and financial factors in creating BP;
all of which display a complex social element. Thus, it was decided that interpretivist
research epistemology would be more appropriate to explore this research inquiry in a
complex social setting.

The suitability of the choseninterpretivist approachcan be further explained as; firstly,
the construction industry attracts a wider cross section of participants in different
specialisms. In reality construction process is a mix of performances of human
participation in different specialisations.Those specialists deal with their trades and
specialisationsbound by different regulations, thus their perceptions of means of
achievingthe samefinished product is different. Therefore,potentially conflicting ideas
are difficult to avoid. Seymourand Rooke (1995) stated,that CM researchis principally
set in a rationalist paradigmbut, in the real world, managersand engineersthink about
andhandlework differently.
Secondly, since the construction industry operateson a conflicting background, the
decision-makingprocessin suchan atmosphereis complex and is also aggravatedby the
fragmentednatureof the industry. Constructionproduct is the result of severalactivities
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which are widely spread; hence it required all the people involved from different trades
and specialisations to focus in the same direction to achieve successful completion of the
construction production. There are different

systems (human and non-human),

regulations and norms adopted in a construction company to manage the process
efficiently and effectively by overcoming potentially conflicting ideas. However, in
reality human nature tends to override all set protocols in a company.

Thirdly, the reality of BP is subjected to the individual

performance of several

participants in a company. As explained in Chapter 1, section 1.2 a construction company
requires people with different skills and specialisations for its operations. Therefore,
creating BP in such a diverse company is not solely dependent upon decision-making and
decision makers. It is best viewed as an amalgamation of all processes and participants
aligned efforts in creating BP.

Since this inquiry involves complexity in social phenomenaas discussedabove, an
interpretivist approach to exploration is suitable. Furthermore, in reality, the word
"performance"is not purely objective as it cannotexist without individual actor's efforts
in the process.Therefore,it is assumedthat preunderstandingof the researcherand the
intended participants can be used for making this research more explicit. This
interpretivist approachprovides an understandingof the viewpoint of the social actor human thought and action on the researchconcept (Bryman, 2004 p279) creating a
meaningfulway of exploring the BP in medium-sizedconstructioncompanies.Therefore,
this interpretivist researchdesign has considered the methods which recognise the
conceptof preunderstandingof its participants.
2.3 Interpretivist research perspective
There are different perspectivesavailable for conducting interpretivist research.These
different researchperspectivescan uncover different findings in more or less similar
areasof studies(Flick, 2007 p18). Furthermore,Flick describedgroundedtheory,social
representation,biographical approach,ethnomethodologyand ethnographyas available
researchperspectives.The establishedresearchperspectives do not work effectively
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across all types of research concepts. They have limitations when accompanied with
unsuitable research concepts. Thus, wrong selection of research perspective can lead to
serious consequencesto the out-come of the researchinquiry. The researchernoted that, a
careful analysis is necessary to select the most appropriate research perspective. This
perspective should have the ability to explore the given research topic and enhance the
findings with minimal or no limitations with respect to the methodology used.

It was resolved when adopting the interpretivist researchepistemologyfor this inquiry,
the most suitablemethod to generatedata would be using in-depth interviews due to the
natureof this inquiry. This interview approachwill be discussedin section2.4.1 in detail.
However,Kvale (1998 p38) reportedthat interviewing techniqueis extensivelydiscussed
in qualitative literature `but not the philosophical implications of the mode of
understanding'further, he presentedpost-modernthought, hermeneutics,phenomenology
and dialectics as `philosophical lines of thought that have analysedthat very themes
centralto qualitative researchinterviewing'.
Therefore, during formation of the rest of the methodology for this inquiry, popular
qualitative research perspectives - Grounded Theory (GT), Narrative Analysis (NA) and
Ethnomethodology approaches were studied in line with CM research and qualitative
interview method to access data. The following

section discusses their values and

limitations related to this inquiry, both conceptually and empirically. Furthermore,
Gummesson explained the extension from phenomenology to hermeneutics approach;
considering interpretation of understanding of respondents as described in section 2.2.1
above. Therefore, the possibility

of using the hermeneutics perspective with the

interpretivist epistemology and interviewing technique will be investigated in section
2.3.4.

2.3.1 Grounded Theory perspective
GT analysisis defined asa data analysisapproachsuitablefor interpretivist research;the
evolvementof theory takesplace as interplay betweendata collection and data analysis
(Bell, 2005 p19 and Straussand Corbin, 1998 p12). The GT method consistsof unit of
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analysis, categories and propositions. The unit of analysis is the conceptualized idea of
research, in this research; the perceptions of BP. Data categories are derived from coding
the data where coding is defined as `the analytical processes through which data are
fractured, conceptualized and integrated to form theory' (Strauss and Corbin, 1998 p3).
Propositions involve conceptual relationships (Whetten, 1989); which can be interpreted
as the means of establishing relationships between the concept and discrete data
categories for theory building.

Furthermore, Denscombe (2007, p334) defined theory as

`a proposition about the relationship between things'.

Due to the iterative approachinvolved in the process,this method has the potential to
enhancethe researchdesign in different phasessuchas data collection, data analysisand
theorizing the researchconceptthrough constructingvalidity. "Validity" in interpretivist
research is a debated attribute. The GT method correspondswith the strategies to
maintain validity in research. Easterby-Smith et al. (2002, p54) said `refutability,
constantcomparison,comprehensivedata treatmentand tabulation' are componentsin
GT. Thus, `theory that was derived from data, systematically gathered and analysed
throughthe researchprocess.In this method,data collection, analysisandeventualtheory
standin closerelationshipto one another' (Straussand Corbin, 1998p12).
However, GT perspectivewas not consideredas appropriatefor this study because:(1)
The researcher'spreunderstandingof the subjectareadue to previousexperienceleadsto
assumptionsthus it can influence the data coding processwhich consequentlyhas an
adverseeffect on theory building from data.(2) The fact that literaturereview was started
at the beginning of the researchprocesscan lead to a similar effect. (3) Hodkinson
(2008, p92) criticised groundedtheory becauseof its over-prescriptivenatureof limited
explanatory power. Coding can eradicate the `richnessand depth' of qualitative data,
theory saturation is an unclear concept in `practical researchsituation' and (4) more
importantly similar to Gummesson(2003); `whetheror not they [researchers]conduct a
formal literature review and develop explicit hypothesesat the beginning of a project,
researchersalwayswill hold values,assumptionsand biasesand thesealways will shape
their research'(Hodkinson,2008 p92).
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2.3.2Narrative Analysis perspective
An investigation into NA showed its ability to preserve the meaning and significance of a
respondent's story. Riessman (1993, p70) said `narrative analysis allows for systematic
study of personal experience and meaning: how events have been constructed by active
subjects'. Czarniawska (1998, p2) described a set of events `do not make much sense. For
them to become a narrative, they require a plot, that is, some way to bring them into a
meaningful whole'. Therefore, the researcher creates the plot based on an assumed point
of view to tell the story. Also from the same story different narratives can be constructed.
Therefore, the researcher's preunderstanding of the subject area can create biases towards
certain features of a narrative during its formation from a transcript and will lead to a
situation where important parts of data may not appear in narrative and hence may not be
subjected to analysis.

The NA is also subjective in terms of the interviewee's own account of the subject
interviewed, the interviewee's position in an organisationand other contextual details
related to organisationsuch as productivity, relationships and performance.Therefore,
constructionof narrativefrom an interview transcript and its analysiswill be subjectedto
the researcher'spreunderstandingand the developing understandingof the inquiry, own
valuesand beliefs, in addition to nuancesof speech,what cannotbe spoken,nature and
locality wherethe conversationhas taken place. Lemke (n.d.) describedthe problematic
nature of original data and the transcription created from it. In line with the above
Riessman(1993, p70) said `there is tension in narrative studiesbetween generalisation,
on one hand, and the "unpacking" of speechand closeattention to narrativeform on the
other'. By evaluatingthe abovefactors, NA was not consideredan appropriatemethod
for data analysisin this study.Thus, `[n]arrative analysisis one approach,not a panacea,
suitablefor someresearchsituationsbut not others' (Riessman,1993p70).
2.3.3 Ethnomethodological perspective
Alfred Schütz'swork on "consciousness"of peopleandtheir social processeswas further
developedby Harold Garfinkel to create ethnomethodology(Benton and Craib, 2001
p84). It is carried out in a field with emergentproperties (Silverman, 2000 p197) and
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analysisis basedon talk and action from a more formal perspective(Flick, 2007 p20).
Conceptually,this methodhas the potential to derive suitable data and findings for this
inquiry.
However, its suitability was not seenas a viable option due to practical reasonssuch as
availability of resources,accessto "field" data, diversity in constructionprojects which
leadsto difficulty in comparisons,ethical issuesand the researcher'slack of training on
linguistic analysis.
2.3.4 Hermeneutic perspective
The aim of this researchis not to build conceptualtheory, but to recognizethe way in
which different issuesperceived as being important by senior managersin companies
interact to create BP. Thus, this inquiry expects to develop an understandingof the
concept BP based on empirical data obtained from the senior managers with the
researcher'sinterpretationbasedon contextualdata.
Bryman (2004, p394) wrote that `[t]he central idea behind hermeneuticsis that the
analystof a text must seekto bring out the meaningsof a text from the perspectiveof its
author. This will entail attentionto the social and historical contextwithin which the text
was produced.' Kvale (2007, p109) describedhermeneuticsas `the meaningof a text is
establishedthrough a process in which the meanings of the separatepassagesare
determinedby the global meaningof the text as it is anticipated.Re-readingof the single
passagesagain changethe global meaningof the text, which again alters the meaning of
the single passages,and so on.' This is known as `hermeneuticalcycle' (Kvale, 2007
p 109)and asnever-ending`hermeneuticalspiral' (Gummesson,2000p70).
This approachhas its roots in Gadamer'snotion of history is primary and individual is
secondary(Bentan and Craib, 2001 p104). Furthermore, `Gadameris a critic of all
conventionalnotions of objectivity, insisting that knowledgeis not a product of coming
to understandthe action of the individual (ä la Weber) but of achievingan understanding
of the movementof history, and history is the developmentof commonaim; we can only
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understand a text when we make ourselves part of that common aim out of which it
emerged' (Bentan and Craib, 2001 p103). This goes a step further from

the

phenomenological philosophy adopted to place this research in the interpretivist
epistemology. Phenomenological approach is based on understanding the respondent's
view in research whereas hermeneutical approach is based upon the researcher's
interpretation given to the respondent's view together with contextual data and the
researcher's own preunderstanding and understanding of the situation.

From a philosophical stance Kvale (2007, p20) distinguished between phenomenology
and hermeneutics as `phenomenological philosophy... focuses on the life world, with
openness to the experiences of the subjects; there is a primacy of precise description,
attempts to bracket foreknowledge, and a search for invariant essential meanings in the
descriptions. In the hermeneutical tradition interpretation of the meaning of text is the
central endeavour. The concepts of conversation and text are essential; there is an
emphasis on the multiplicity

of meanings in a text, and on the interpreter's

foreknowledge of the text's subject matter' [emphasis added]. This is similar to
Gummesson's explanation on connectivity between phenomenology and hermeneutics
approach (section 2.2.1).

Furthermore, Benton and Craig (2001, p104) described the paradoxical process of
understanding which was known as `hermeneutic circle' and concluded that
`understandingis inevitably historical'. Therefore, `we cannot know the part without
understandingthe whole of which it is a part, and at the sametime we cannotunderstand
the whole without understandingthe parts that make it up' (Benton and Craig, 2001
p104). This conceptideally matcheswith the theoreticalperspectivetaken in this inquiry
asexplainedin Chapter1, section 1.7.
Therefore, the hermeneuticalperspective fits well with this researchinquiry, which
investigatedthe complex nature of the construction industry as explained in Chapter 1,
section 1.2. It is further compatible with a wider participation of different fields of
Thus,
specialismswithin a constructioncompanyasexplainedin Chapter3, section3.5.1.
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this perspectivehad the potential to lead this study to uncover a commonunderstanding
of how senior managers perceived and created BP.

Although this approach is presented as an infinite method using hermeneutic cycle and
spiral, once the analysis reaches a `sensible coherent meaning' Kvale (2007, p109) in
terms of the prevailing research inquiry; the process can be stopped at the discretion of
the researcher. Therefore, the researcher's capabilities on preunderstanding play an
important role. The formulation of new research questions in the same area can lead to
further investigations using the previous data as the basis for preunderstanding. This
process was identified in notable researchers work. The following sections 2.4 and 2.5
will discuss the research methods adopted within the chosen interpretivist epistemology
and hermeneutic perspective to conduct this inquiry.

2.4 Data generation
Gummesson(2000,p14) consideredaccessto researchdata as `opportunitiesavailableto
find empirical data (real-world data) and information'. Generally, researcherscannot
gain accessto all dataand all information they plan to access.Accessto requireddata can
be obstructeddue to several reasonssuch as (1) sensitivity of the researchtopic, (2)
complexity of the researchtopic, (3) researcher'spreunderstandingof the area being
investigated, (4) researcher's ability to find appropriate informants for the area
researching. Gummesson(2000, p32) describedinformants as `those who can provide
valuable information and smooth the way to others' and (5) obstruction to data from
in the practice;Gummesson(2000,p32) describedgatekeepersas `thosewho
gatekeepers
can openor closethe gatefor the researcher/consultant'.
There are different methodsavailableto accessdata. All considerthat the empirical data
is quantitative or qualitative. The relationship between data and the chosenresearch
epistemology and perspective has not been discussed much. However, this research
identified that the chosenresearchepistemologyand perspectiveboth have a significant
impact on the selection of method adopted to accessrequired data. In this inquiry the
selectionof the hermeneuticresearchperspectiveis partly basedon the use of qualitative
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interview methodto accessdata (section2.3). Furthermore,Kvale (1998,p38) confirmed
the compatibility of hermeneuticresearchperspectiveandqualitative interview methodto
accessdata.
2.4.1 Access to data
The qualitative interview method employed to access data is a popular method (Bryman,
2004 p319), is flexible, produces in-depth and in-detail data, data based on informants'
priorities, opinions and ideas (Denscombe, 2007 p202). Kvale (2007, p7) equated it to `a
construction site for knowledge'. Furthermore, Kvale said that a qualitative interview
`attempts to understand the world from the subjects' points of view, to unfold the
meaning of peoples'

experiences, to uncover their lived world prior to scientific

explanations' (2007, pxvi). Therefore, it is a powerful method of producing knowledge of
the human situation (Kvale, 2007 p8).

However, conducting an interview was not easy. It required the researcherto gain a
thorough understandingof ontological, epistemologicaland methodologicalconceptsof
the areato be researchedprior to conductinga qualitative interview. Obvious limitations
experiencedwere that the researcherlacked control over the data generationprocessand
as a result overloadedwith data. However,an experiencedresearchershould be able to
control this process.
There are different types of qualitative interviews; an in-depth, semi-structured and oneto-one interviewing method was selected for this research. Kvale (2007, p8) defined
semi-structured interview as `an interview with the purpose of obtaining description of
the life world of the interviewee with respect to interpreting the meaning of the described
phenomena'. An interview appeared to be a conversation between the interviewer and
the interviewee. Nevertheless, Denscombe (2007, p173) described the difference between
the interview and conversation as `interviews involve a set of assumptions and
understandings about the situation which are not normally associated with a causal
interview is a `professional interaction which
conversation'. Kvale (2007, p7) said that an
goes beyond the spontaneous exchange of views as in everyday conversation'.
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Therefore, an in-depth, semi-structured interview needs to be carefully designed and
conducted. Although it was designed as a set of open ended questions, there is space for
divergence or probing during the interview. Therefore, the interviewer's skills and
preunderstanding of the area of research inquiry are important to explore and capture all
relevant information

within

the inquiry.

On a similar

note the interviewees'

preunderstanding and experience of the subject are also important to developing an
appropriate understanding of the research inquiry. If those conditions are satisfied, this
method has the potential to demonstrate new insights.

Additionally contextual and other related information collected would be very useful for
providing the base for logical analysis with hermeneutics approach chosen for this
research. The reasons for the above selection can be explained as: firstly, the existing
literature suggested that a large number of events and human participation are related to
BP of a company in the fragmented construction industry.

Secondly, there was a danger that due to the broad nature of the researchtopic an
intervieweecan easily spendlot of time covering just one point. Therefore,in this case
the use of a semi-structuredapproach helped the interviewer/researcherto guide the
interviewee to get more information and the interviewee can be given the freedom to
move from onetopic to another.
Thirdly, it facilitated the free flow of the conversationwithout any interruption using
probing questions.Easterby-Smithet al. (2002, p86) describedhow this method can be
follow up questionsand also a response
used to investigatemotives and feelings through
in an interview can be developed and clarified, which cannot be done by using a
structuredquestionnaire.Thereforeit is easyto clear doubtsthrough follow up questions
and allows theresearcherto get closeto the phenomenon(Bell, 2005 p22).
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Fourthly, flexibility of this method harmonizedwell with organisationaldata gathering
through perceptionsof individuals, thus it had the potential to lead to cues for data
analysisand conceptualisation(Straussand Corbin, 1998p23).
Furthermore, the hermeneutics approach adopted here to access data using interviews `is
concerned, first and foremost with human experience' (Denscombe, 2007 p77) therefore,
concentrated `its efforts on getting a clear picture of the `things in themselves'- the things
as directly experienced by people' (Denscombe, 2007 p77). However, that experience is
in respect to a position they hold in a company which is a recognised feature in OB
(Fincham and Rhodes, 2005 pp7-9). Therefore, the chosen respondents' capability to
provide data for this inquiry is expected to derive from personal and organisational
perspectives. This feature had been considered very useful and expected to lead the way
for the researcher to produce clear argumentative interpretations of how senior managers
perceived and created BP in a company.

Thus, conceptually,the use of in-depth,semi-structuredinterviewing method is expected
to generatea more accurateand clearerpicture of interviewees' perceptionsabout the
researchconceptinvestigated.Then empirically, it is expectedto help the researcherto
understandand interpret the depth and detail of an activity in question supported by
contextual data and preunderstandingof the researcher;in this case how interviewees
have perceived and created BP in companieswhich are situated in a complex social
setting. Therefore, it can be concluded that, this researchsought to understandthe
complex social phenomenain perceptionsof interviewees' BP through in-depth, semistructuredinterviews. It is the most appropriatemethod which is capableof providing
unique accessto the interviewees' world and to generatefindings through hermeneutic
perspectivewithin the interpretivist researchepistemology.In the subsequentsections,
the approachtaken for data collection for this inquiry will be discussedin detail.
2.4.1.1Accessto data in stage-oneusing the EFQM framework
In stage-oneof this study, the researcheraccessedthe real world data using the five
(EFQM)
enablersof the well-establishedEuropeanFoundation of Quality Management
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framework. A detailed explanationof the EFQM framework is provided in Appendix 2.
Figure 2.2 below summarisesthis approachto stage-onedatacollection.

(interpretivistepistemologywith hermeneuticperspective)
Methodology

Method (in-depth, semistructured interviews
using 5 enablers from the
EFQM framework)
Practice

(constructioncompany)
Figure2.2 - Schematicdiagramfor stage-onedatacollection
It was decidedto use the five enablersfrom the EFQM framework asa conceptualtool to
accessdata and also to introduce a meaningful relationship to methodology at both
conceptualand practice levels. The premiseto select a tool to accessdata lies within
Gummesson'schallengesto researchwhere he described`[a]ccessrefers to the ability to
get close to the object of study, to really be able to find out what is happening'
(Gummesson,2000 p25). Thereforeto enhancethe accessfor requireddata,the existing
theoreticalEFQM framework was usedto structurethe questionsrather thanjust creating
a setof randomquestions.
2.4.1.2Reasonsto employ the EFQM framework
On the one hand,EFQM was well documentedand discussedat academiclevel and can
be regardedas a theoretical framework which can analysea company's approachesand
even present solutions to improving a company's BP. On the other hand, the EFQM
framework has meaning at the practice level as it is a tool in use and is reported in
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business experience. It was surmised that the respondents would be aware of EFQM and
so could present their thinking about their business through it. It was also expected that
the disparity between academic language and practitioner language issue would thus be
solved. Thus it should provide a basis for practitioners to talk through their own language
and enable the researcher to probe and collect sufficient information; in a manner related
to both conceptual and empirical levels. It covers all aspects of operations in an
organisation with a direct relationship to results which made probing less traumatic. It
also covers: the relationship between leadership and BP; how non-financial BP is
perceived by directors and how it is translated in a company. It made the data generation
process less complex by providing access to data and also capable of uncovering data
based on OB discipline with a leadership approach.

The adequacy of this framework as the tool to access data can be further explained as:
firstly, those five enablers logically cover all aspectsof operations in an organisation with
a direct relationship to results (Appendix 2). It further covers the relationship between
leadership and BP; an assumption that the researcher made in section 2.4.2 when
deciding on the type of interviewees to investigate the concept of BP.

Secondly,in reality by using such a model it will be easy to accessand uncover data
which is basedon OB. Furthermore,Bou-Llusar et al. (2003) said that the EFQM model
is an appropriatetool to investigateinto organisationsand `other researchershave used
this modelfor organisationanalysis'.

Thirdly, this model is linked with BP; Bou-Llusar et al. (2003), Leonard and McAdam
(2002) and McCabe (2001, p149) identified that the businessinitiative process exists
together with total quality managementapproach in this model which is used to
benchmarkthe quality of Europeanorganisations.

Fourthly, the flexibility of the use of EFQM model can be consideredfavourably as; it
doesnot specify any specific managementcontrol systemto be adoptedupon use of this
model. Dahlgaard-Parkand Dahlgaard(2005) establishedthat most of the elementsof six
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managementcontrol approaches(bureaucratic and mechanic view, cybernetic view,
agency view, human resources view, contingency view

and cultural view)

are

incorporated in the EFQM model.

Fifthly, the EFQM model relates well to resources and capabilities available in an
organisation, thus, future improvement can be planned accordingly `tracks down the
main resources and capabilities of organisation so that we can identify what part of
business structure hosts the essential resources or capabilities that generate competitive
advantages' (Ruiz-Carrillo and Ferdinandez-Oritz, 2005).

In summary; this framework can be used for evaluation of a construction company, it can
be integrated with a company's management approach irrespective of its type and can
also be used effectively to identify areas to improve and monitor BP of an organisation.
Thus, the fundamental concepts of this model fit well with the requirements of this
trandisciplinary study; to investigate how BP is created through perceptions of senior
managers and to analyse data with a view to OB discipline.

2.4.1.3 Design of interview guide for stage-one

Bryman (2004, p321) describedthe interview guide as a `list of questions or fairly
specific topics to be covered'. In this research,the interview guide used was a set of
questions.However,not all questionswere posedfor intervieweesduring the interview;
probing was conducted to match the prevailing circumstancesof a company or the
previous answers.The interview guide was intentionally made fairly broad to capture
different views from the respondents.It is one reasonfor using the five enablersfrom the
EFQM framework as they cover everything pertaining to BP of a companyas explained
in Chapter3, section3.5.
The stage-oneinterview questions were designedto collect required data in three sub
sections and adopted the funnelling technique by setting questions from general to
specific. It consistedof carefully worded questions.Section A questionswere basedon
company structure, strategy and involvement of people in those areas. Section B
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questions were based on business development/improvement methods and involvement
of people in that area of the company. Section C questions were framed using the five
enablers from the EFQM framework where the intention was to collect data on BP
within their companies. Refer to Appendix 1.3 for stage-one interview questions.

2.4.1.4Accessto data in stage-two
The data from stage-oneinterviews confirmedsomeof the existingresearchas discussed
in Chapter 3, section 3.5.2, into the disparity between construction company and
construction project. It also confirmed the suitability and efficacy of the interpretivist
epistemologyand hermeneuticperspectivetaken in this research.The complexity in BP
was noted from the stage-oneinterviews. Therefore, discovery of new insights from
stage-oneinterview data and subsequentanalysisled the way to conductingthese stagetwo interviews with a view to clarify different issues,consideredimportant by senior
managersto createBP.
However, it was identified that, none of the companies used the EFQM framework in
their operations but all interviewees agreed, if they acted in that way it would be easy to
achieve BP. The explanations received for section C, stage-one questions were broad but
general. Thus, it was identified that the use of a framework as a tool to accessdata has a
tendency to limit data which might be more specific to their companies and useful for
analysis. For example, the EFQM framework has a bureaucratic nature which favours
administrative managers but not those company/project leaders who are found in
construction. Dahlgaard-Park and Dahlgaard (2005) criticised the EFQM framework as
too simple to handle `the complexity with its uncertainty and unpredictability in real
world'. However, the success of data collection from stage-one confirmed that an indepth, semi-structured interview approach was suitable for undertaking stage-two inquiry
which is based on clarifications of stage-one data.

It was identified that the same theoretical position, systemstheory was informed by
stage-one interview data, the majority of literature reviewed and the hermeneutics
perspectiveadoptedfor this research.Therefore,it was decidedto adopt systemstheory
asthe theoreticalorientationfor design of stage-twointerview guide in this inquiry.
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2.4.1.5Design of interview guide for stage-two
It was decided to collect stage-two interview data using in-depth semi-structured
interviews due to its established success. Furthermore, it was decided not to use any
framework as a tool to access data due to the drawbacks identified above. To maintain
integrity of this study, clarification on previous data was sought from the same companies
and the senior managers participated in the stage-one of this research. To obtain more
useful clarifications on data new participants from the same companies were approached.
The previous interview transcripts were available for verification and also the researcher
summarised what they have described previously - how they have perceived BP in their
respective companies. This served a dual purpose, firstly; as a mechanism to validate the
research findings so far. If there were any deviations from the previous stance then such
reasons were discussed. Secondly, as a mechanism to handle the research interview more
effectively,

more specifically to their companies by probing and stimulating their

interpretations and to obtain thoughtful answers and examples.

Stage-two questions (Appendix

1.4) employed a systems theory perspective. The

questions were so designed by enquiring into BP of a company through business
development as a company level process and eventually investigating into contributing
factors including project performance. First two questions addressed the issues on
transfer of the business idea from company to project level in terms of decision to do a
project in a certain way, who will be doing it and what is expected out of it. The next two
questions were based on the links between business development and the project
performance. Business improvement is a useful criterion which interviewees described;
as a connection between business development and project performance in a company
without much clarity in stage-one. Thus, the last three questions were framed to achieve
more clarification on relationship between BP, business development, project
performance and business improvement.

Although the researchdesign was that thesein-depth interview questionswould be in the
same format, due to the uniqueness in construction companies' practices already
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identified, the interview questions neededto be relate to the individual circumstances of a
company. Therefore, these questions (Appendix 1.4) were used as a guide and topped up
with specific company scenario (section 2.4.2.1) for further investigations. Finally, these
questions were designed to capture senior managers' perceptions on mechanisms they
used and processes involved in transfer of ideas from higher level to a lower level of a
company hierarchy.

2.4.1.6 Secondary data

In addition to the abovetwo stagedinterviews; secondarydata was collected.They are the researcher's own notes during interviews which consist of some of the facial
expressionsand body language,details of the companyand current projects (Appendix
1.2), brochures,company meeting agendas(board of directors and management)and
companyproceduresfor some of the companiesas all intervieweeswere not willing to
sharethosedetails. Such data was collected to support,clarify, contrastand comparethe
primary interview dataduring data analysis.
The following sectiondescribesthe methodadoptedto selectthe intervieweesand a brief
introduction to them which enhancedthe above mentioned characteristicsof this indepth, semi-structuredinterview method.
2.4.2 Selection of interviewees
This study was designed to enquire into BP of medium-sized companies in the West
Midlands region due to the reasons explained in Chapter 1, section 1.3. It is expected that
this issue of creating BP is a function of senior management rather than middle and junior
managers. Thus, senior managers in companies were selected as interviewees in this
inquiry. This assumption is compatible with strategic management in construction that
`executive level individuals who were responsible for organization-level concerns'
(Chinowsky and Meredith, 2000).

The logic adoptedhereis to collect data from medium-sizedconstructioncompanieswith
a purposive manner irrespective of targeting a specific number of interviews. When
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interviews are used to access data, `[s]ampling in most cases is purposeful: random or
formal sampling is rather the exception' (Flick, 2007 p80). Therefore, the researcher's
networking through professional bodies, personal contacts of staff members at the School
of Property, Construction and Planning, Birmingham City University and internet
facilities was used to identify a purposive sample. Denscombe (2007, p17) described the
advantages of a purposive sample as `it allows the researcher to home in on people or
events which there are good grounds for believing will be critical for the research'.
Therefore, such a sample is considered as `economical', `informative' and `illuminate the
research question at hand' (Denscombe, 2007 p 17).

It was also noted that `[t]here is a strong tendency for qualitative research to be relatively
focused in terms of the scope of the study and to involve relatively few people or
situations' (Denscombe, 2007 p249). Since this research focused on interviewing senior
managers of their perceptions on BP and management idea transfer there was a
requirement to approach people who would be able to provide such data through their
past and current experience and also people who have power in a decision-making
capacity in construction companies. Therefore, 12 construction companies satisfying the
above criteria within the West Midlands region were approached with a brief introduction
to this research inquiry which appears in Appendix 1.1, and 9 companies agreed to
participate.

Stage-oneinterview data was generatedthrough 11 interviews conductedwith company
directors, chairmenand senior managersin 9 companies.However due to transcription
difficulties one interview was discardedfrom a companywhich had two representatives.
Similarly for stage-twointerviews; the samecompanieswere approachedfor the reasons
explained in section 2.4.1.5 above. This study became more focused on identifying
"transfer of BP idea within a company" to align projects with the company's business
strategy as a result of the data emerged from stage-one interviews. Thus, relevant
information and further clarifications were sought from previous intervieweesand new
senior managers in stage-two interviews. Therefore, stage-two interview data was
generatedthrough 7 interviews conductedwith group/companydirectors, chairmen and
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seniormanagersin 5 companies.Out of the 9 companiesparticipating in stage-one,one
companydeclinedto participate in stage-twoof this study and 3 companieswere forced
into administration prior to the stage-two data collection.

2.4.2.1 An insight to the companies and interviewees

"

Company `A'

Company `A' is a chartered building company, accredited by the NHBC3. The structure
consists of a traditional hierarchy with two owners/directors, one contracts manager and
site managers. In the latter part of 2007 they were engaged on 10 -12 building projects
from new builds to refurbishments. However, in July 2008 their work was affected due to
economic downturn in the UK thus engaged in maintenance work to maintain the
company. The highly informal structure and the change in business context demonstrated
that those factors have some effect on productivity.

This business was built upon convention and so they admitted to not being very
adventurous.This has servedthem well by allowing them to specialize,however new
market gapscannotbe cateredfor and so they are losing market share.The company's
future is uncertain as both directors are reaching retirement age and they are doubtful
how to takethe companyforward.
One director and the contracts manager participated in both stages of this research
inquiry. Stage-oneinterviews took place in October/November2007 and stage-two
interviews in June/July2008. All recorded interviews were carried out in interviewees'
office premises.
Interviewee Al- One of the founding directors of the companywho is in his early 60s.
He was a trained quantity surveyor and becamea builder in the late 1960s.He is the
managingdirector and overseesthe control of projects, contracts,finance and IT services
in the company.He has a bubbly personalitywith hands-onexperiencein construction,
but did not know how to delegatehis work.
3NHBC refers to National HouseBuilding Contractor
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Interviewee A2- Working as the contracts manager and his work involves all aspects in
construction processes including management of such processes. He is in his 30s, with
hands-on experience in diverse type of construction work. His working relationship with
his directors is very informal and they do not work within a formal structure, instead they
manage all processesby direct managerial contact approach.

"

Company `B'

This company has developed over the last five years under the directorship of the two
current business partners. One partner takes care of the company's IT and commercial
requirements while the other deals with the production requirements. This company
operates formally with an operating board of four members with a project management
perspective and they make use of a standard hierarchy which is of great advantage to
communication and productivity.

The business is seen as a partnership with themselves and their major clients (national
contractors) with whom they have a good business relationship. Their intention is to build
a reputation as a regional ground works company without acquiring any and every job.
Thus, they invest and engage in health and safety programmes to get more recognition
from their clients. The only admitted failing of the business is that they cannot handle
long-term contracts because of their management fallibility.

Consequently, they have

resorted to short-term (weeks to months) contracts and avoid long-term (1-2 years)
contracts.

One director participatedin the stage-oneinterviews in November2007 and declinedthe
participation in stage-two. The recorded stage-one interview was carried out in
interviewee'soffice premises.
Interviewee B1
Working as the director in IT and commercial since 2005 and is of middle age, a polite
gentlemanwith a marketingbackground.He valuesrelationshipsand right peopleat the
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right job becausethey experiencedproblemsdue to the contractsmanager'smanagement
capabilities.
"

Company `C'

This is a 154 year old company in 2007 and was operating as the contractor in a group of
companies which has two companies. It is a founder member of chartered building
company established by the CIOB4 also awarded IIP5 for the past four years. This
company has built a very good reputation in the region for high quality workmanship. It
engages with heritage work and they have a need to accommodate new markets. The
company operates on a fairly standard hierarchy and runs the business traditionally
through estimating and tendering to achieve their targeted turnover.

In early 2007 the company was re-structured, promoted 7 loyal employees to associate
directors and changed its approach to work from a main contractor to large scale subcontractor with an established supply chain. This company is concerned with quality of
work and value for money; although the majority of their business originates from
traditional tendering process.

One director participatedin the stage-oneinterview in June2007. The recordedinterview
was carried out in the researcher's office premises. The company was forced into
administrationin early 2008.
Interviewee C1
He is an influential person in the construction industry; holding the West Midlands'
branchchairmanshipof an internationalprofessionalbuilding organisation.He works as
the contractsdirector and is of middle age. He values networking with the construction
community and uses employeesto build a marketing strategy.He is full of ideas about
how "it should be done" in managementin construction and tends to see things in
different ways.

° CIOB refers to CharteredInstitute of Building
5 IIP refers to InvestorsIn People
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Company `D'

This company has 41 years of contracting experience in 2008 and operating as the
construction company in a group of companies which has diverse interest. Company D
operates with an objective driven business strategy on specific work and, `care, quality
and innovation' is their business ethos. It carries out business with a proactive approach
engendering teamwork. Thus, this company prefers to work in close partnership with
clients, designers and supply chain members to produce high quality buildings at an
economical price ensuring on time delivery. They promote best practice in construction
through supply chain management, concept of partnering and transparency of costs.

The non-executivechairman of the companyparticipatedin the stage-oneinterviews in
June 2007. The recordedinterview was carried out in the interviewee'soffice premises.
This companywas forced into administrationin July 2008
Interviewee D1
The interviewee is an influential and affluent person with a vast knowledge of the
constructionindustry and holds chairmanshipsin three different constructioncompanies
in addition to leading two professionalorganisations.He has worked from site manager
to chief executive/managingdirector in large contracting companies.He perceived that
inherent problems are due the training in the industry. He believed that a new way of
thinking is requiredfor constructionto perform betterbut not acceptingimporting ideas
from other industries.Thus he pioneersmodem methodsin constructionand skills.
"

Company `E'

Company E is the construction company in a group of companies whose major
shareholdersare family members. This business operatesusing a standard structure
allowing for a formal working network which aids productivity and communication.This
is a diversified company and caters for different types of construction and prefers to
engagein niche markets. The company does not take part in government partnering
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frameworks instead they take part in competitive bidding through OJEU6. Company E
wants to improve its outlook as a reputable regional builder but not a national builder.

Due to its size, growth in profits has become the major objective. In its favour they have
a clear business plan which helps in the management of the organisation. The business
also makes use of technologies and systems (process maps) to improve the organisational
effectiveness. Furthermore, they have a modern outlook on the market and thus the
preference for niche contracts. Another advantage of this business is the close links
between colleagues who were working together for some time and this environment can
be seen as very productive. The business has a disadvantage because of its average
customer satisfaction; it recognises its importance, however, admits that it could be given
more preference in its organisation.

One director participated in the stage-oneinterview in November 2007. The recorded
interview was carried out in the interviewee's office premises. This company was forced

into administrationin November2008.
Interviewee El-

He is the director for marketing and quality assurance and is a middle

agedpersonwith a builder's backgroundwho understandsthe need for the company's
future direction. He recognizesfrom time to time they have to changetheir strategyin
businessto suit opportunitiesand capabilities;especiallythe type of work to be engaged
with. However,he does not want to getjust any job from anywhereasthey are driven by
an annualbusinessplan to satisfyoverall businessstrategyof the company.
"

Company `F'

This is a diverse, regional and a family company in 2007. One of the most obvious
advantagesis its family backgroundwhich was preserved,thus the internal business
affairs are very well managed.This companywas operating with a standardstructure
allowing for a formal working network which aids productivity and communication.Due
to its size,profits arenot the major objective;however,sustainablegrowth is.
6OJEU refers to official journal of EuropeanUnion, a tenderingprocessusedby Europeancommunity Directives in public sector
procurementswhen the value exceedsa predeterminedannual threshold.
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This business works on the philosophy of `identify it early and action early then you
minimize any cost'. This company merged with one of the larger contractors in the UK in
September 2008 as their regional builder. Since then, they operate with a semiautonomous structure. The reason for the merger was that the present directors did not
want to add another layer of management to the company by distancing themselves from
project activities due to its growth.

The same director participated in interviews in both stages in November 2007 and
December 2008. All recorded interviews were carried out in their office premises.

Interviewee F1 - He was the director for design and build before the merger and after
the merger his position became director- design, build and estimates. He is of middle age
and has worked in the company for 30 years. He is quite knowledgeable about all aspects
of current practices in the construction industry. He prefers to operate through good
people relationships (not partnering and supply chain) which they have managed to
capitalise on to date. Thus the interviewee highlighted that people are an important
resource in the construction industry more than in any other industry.

" Company `G'
The businessis very specific about its type of work and more than 95% of their turnover
is delivered through private and public partnering contracts. This allows them the
foresight for growth and better project performance.Due to the nature of specific
business they operate an around the clock after care service for clients/customers.
Furthermore, their project delivery is focused on client/customersatisfaction and thus
employedpeople with customerfacing backgroundat project level. This challengesthe
traditional one-off project delivery approach by project managers in construction.
Therefore, this company strongly demonstratesthe company's long-term proactive
businessstrategy.
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This company promotes long-term relationships based on team working and collaborative
working between its partnering clients and sub-contractors. Furthermore it promotes the
use of local sub-contractors as a company commitment

to develop sustainable

communities. Trust, honesty and opennessare considered as company ethos.

The same interviewee participated in both stages, in November 2007 and January 2009.

Stage-onerecordedinterview was carried out in interviewee's office premisesand stagetwo recorded interview in the researcher's office premises.

Interviewee Gl
The interviewee is the chairman of the company and of middle age. He is broadly
engaged in the industry with vast professional experience ranging from project level up to
chairman level in different organisations. He believes that construction as a business
needs to consider the leadership and differentiation of the company in its market as useful
features for its growth. He strongly believes that the industry is changing from businessbusiness to business-customer and is better for the industry.

"

Company `H'

Group H is a key regional contractor with 140 years of experience in diverse work in
2009. `Delivering the promise' is the group ethos and a pioneer of partnering in
construction. They have a long-term business strategy based on 20% annual growth target
with specific annual milestones for different divisions. Company H is their housing
division which specialises in building all types of houses.

Company H is engaged in long-term partnering with local councils and housing
associationsand delivers projects through supply chain relationshipsand further enters
into sub-contractingwhen they require specific skills for certain projects. All these
relationshipsallow them breadthand the ability to negotiate/tenderfor projectsthat they
do not necessarilyhavethe capabilitiesto completethemselves.This might increasecosts
to the businessbut increasesthe output asa whole.
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The same director (HI) participated in both stages, in November 2007 and December
2008. All

recorded interviews were carried out in interviewee's office premises.

Interviewee H2 participated in the stage-two in November 2008 and the recorded
interview was carried out in the researcher's office premises.
Interviewee H1
He is the director in housing and regeneration and is a middle aged person with a lively
personality. He exemplified traditional construction persona who has entered the industry
at a young age and learned and studied while being working at the industry. He has
worked at quite a broad spectrum of companies and is driven by good results/production
all the time. He uses trust and control graph to manage his subordinates.

Interviewee H2

He is the director for businessimprovementat group H. He is a young gentlemanwith an
extensiveacademicand professionalknowledge in businessaspects.He is heavily into
lean principles in constructionand works with all different divisions in the group. He
promotes collaborative work between partnering clients/customersand supply chain
membersto deliver addedvalueto groupH, its clienteleand the product.

"

Company `J'

This is the constructioncompany in a group of companiesand forms the core of the
group business.`Value for money and quality driven service' is their ethos.The type of
work is well spreadacrossa rangeof sectorsand they caterfor this diversification, rather
than specialisation,in fact embeddedinto the companywhile it was in infancy asa family
businessin 1969. The advantagesare that they are not severelyaffectedif one sectorof
the market goes into recessionand further their customersfeel that all of their different
projectscan be deliveredthoughthis one single company.
CompanyJ addsvalue to the businessby giving preferenceto attract and retain highest
calibre employees. Further they pursue initiatives in supporting local people and
communities by engaging small-scale local contractors into their supply chain. Their
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dynamic approach to business has led them into long-term partnering with public and

private sectorclients.
Interviewee J1 participated in the stage-one in November 2007 and the recorded
interview was carried out in the researcher's office premises. Interviewee J2 participated
in the stage-two in February 2009 and the recorded interview was carried out in the
interviewee's office premises.
Interviewee J1
In 2007 he was a contracts manager and in 2008 was promoted as the construction
manager in company J. He started as an apprentice in brickwork and developed his career
in construction through site management up to construction manager. He is of middle age
with more than 35 years of experience in construction practice. He values relationships
in construction and believed that existing clients as a strength to a company's future
business development.

Interviewee J2
He is the businessdevelopmentdirector in group J, a middle age gentlemanwith a sound
knowledgein construction.His constructiontheoriesare basedon changein construction
market,thus he prefersmulti sectorialwork andniche contracts.
2.5 Data analysis
Data analysis is a major component which needs to follow the previous steps in a
researchdesign to enhanceits value as a whole. More especiallyit should bring out the
characterand essenceof datacollected.Thesedifferent methodsin researchmethodology
are inter-woven to produce logically acceptable research findings. Therefore, a
conscientiousresearcherhas to meaningfully select the most appropriatedata analysis
method.The methodto adopt stemsfrom the researchepistemology.The chosenresearch
perspectiveacts as a bridge to join the methodof data collection with the method of data
analysisin a researchinquiry.
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This inquiry was located in the interpretivist epistemology with hermeneutic perspective
of research for previously explained reasons in sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.4. Therefore, this
inquiry used interview method to collect data. Gibbs (2007, p3) said `the most common
form of qualitative data used in analysis is text'. He further described that qualitative
analysis consist of two activities. First it develops `an awareness of the kind of data that
can be examined and how they can be described and explained and second, a number of
practical activities that assist with the kinds of data and the large amounts of it that need
to be examined' (Gibbs, 2007 p3). In Gibbs' explanation; the first activity covers the
conceptual component and the second covers the empirical component involved in data
analysis. Thus, the selection of an appropriate data analysis method which is compatible
with the research epistemology and perspective is the conceptual component. Then the
effective handling of such data including its preparation for analysis and finally doing the
analysis within the previously established criteria covers the empirical component. Both
components are of equal significance to producing good quality, ethical and logical
research findings.

2.5.1Data analysis method
In common with any other researchmethod in a methodology,data analysis methods
have limits and de-limits when used with different researchareas. After a thorough
analysis of different methodsavailable for data analysis in Bryman (2004, pp364-412)
and Kvale (2007, p 104) it was decidedto employ a methodbasedon interview text. The
chosenmethod is qualitative content analysis (Bryman, 2004 p392) where analysis was
conducted focusing on meaning interpretation (Kvale, 2007 p104) with hermeneutical
approach(Bryman, 2004 p394; Kvale, 2007p109). Descombe(2007,p312) describedthe
advantagesof qualitative data analysis as `rooted in the conditions of social existence,
capableof providing richnessand detail to the data, reflects toleranceof ambiguity and
contradictionsin social reality and also could provide alternativeexplanations'.However,
dataanalysiswas experiencedasa messyandlengthy processin this inquiry.
The reasonsfor selecting the qualitative content analysis might raise few questions.
However, the researcherwould like to emphasisethat in this inquiry, oral data which
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were obtained through in-depth, semi-structured interviews were transcribed to produce
interview text. During that process, every attempt was taken to capture every word
spoken, including pauses, for the relevant sections that were transcribed (refer to
Appendix 4 for transcripts where verbatim sections appear in bold).

Thus, this data

analysis was primarily based on interview texts. Those interview texts were compared,
contrasted and supported where possible with other texts such as the researcher's
personal notes taken during the interviews and company information collected as
described in section 2.1.4.6 above. Therefore, this analysis was based on a series of texts
which satisfied the criteria for qualitative content analysis.

During analysis, the interview text was primarily subjected to deeper meaning
interpretationand then comparedand contrastedwith secondarytexts. This processwas
supported by the researcher'spreunderstandingand developing understandingof the
inquiry basedon the same texts. Kvale (2007, p107) said in this method `interpretation
re-contextualizesthe statementswithin broader framesof reference'however,he further
said there is an elementof suspicionsin such interpretations.Also this method was time
consumingdue to the fact that the researcherneededto traversewithin data severaltimes
until coherencein analysisis achieved.
This combined method, qualitative content analysis with meaning interpretation of
interview text falls within the hermeneuticalprinciples. The suitability of this approach
had its roots from the early designof this research.This interpretivistresearchhas taken a
phenomenologicalapproach(Bryman, 2004 p279; Denscombe,2007 p76) due to the
nature of the construction industry. This researchdealt with construction companies'
senior managers' `perceptions of meanings, attitudes and beliefs and feelings and
emotions' (Denscombe,2007 p76) to understandhow they createBP. Data was obtained
through in-depth semi-structured interviews which has links to phenomenological
philosophy. Those recorded interviews were transcribed to text during the data
preparation stage for analysis. Then, using hermeneuticsprinciples; senior managers'
experienceof creating BP was interpreted.The hermeneuticsphilosophy is used as an
extensionto the phenomenologicalapproachbecausethe researcherfelt that bracketing
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of researcher's preunderstanding and understanding was an unrealistic situation. The

interpretation of the main interview text was further supported by secondary data
collected (section 2.4.1.6).

2.5.2 Doing data analysis
This analysis employed meaning interpretation by comparing data to form themes and
sub-themes (see pp l 29-130 and figure 131). This comparison method was selected
because `comparisons will

help you understand the relationship between factors,

phenomena, settings, cases and so on. With this information you may then be able to
build a model of the situation that identifies causes, strategies, intervening conditions,
actions and consequences' (Kvale, 2007p 58).

Thus, three themes doing business at
company level, doing business at project level and doing business via the integration of
project and the company - were established through re-reading all of the interview
transcripts and going through data groups and following the pattern represented in the
data. All interviewees followed the same pattern which was identified as company and
project/s in their descriptions of BE

It was apparent that the same pattern and themes

were repeated in different groups of data within a transcript. Denscombe (2007, p202)
described the benefits of a theme as `a recurrent theme in interviews indicates that the
idea/issue is something shared among a wider group, and therefore the researcher can
refer to it with rather more confidence than any idea/issue which stems from the words of
one individual'. A constant comparison of data was carried out between data from
different respondents and also with the existing literature to finalise the theme.

Then "memos" were used to understandthe depthand detail of data in a theme and also
to provide data about the "making of sense"of managementideasboth individually and
in a theme.It provided a platform for the researcherto generateideasaboutinterviewees'
perceptionsas well as theoriesin form of a set of personalnotes to keep a track on the
developmentof ideasfor dataanalysis.Memos are a featurefrom groundedtheory which
facilitates deeperunderstandingand connectionsbetween data. Hodkinson (2008, p89)
described`whetheror not you are using a full groundedtheory approach,the recording of
hunches,ideas and possibilities via memos should be regardedas an individual tool, in
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making sense of data'. Furthermore, Denscombe (2007, p295) said `the use of memos is
generally recommended as good practice in relation to the analysis of qualitative data'.
The memos in this case helped the researcher to select the most appropriate interview
excerpts in line with the identified data themes and sub-themes. Thus, memos do not
appear in the data analysis in Part B, where the main emphasise is given to the interview
data to speak for them-selves.

This unique qualitative data analysisprocesswas designedto enhancethe hermeneutical
approachin this interpretivistinquiry and the collectedin-depth semi-structuredinterview
It further recognised the researcher's preunderstanding and developing
understanding(Gummesson,2000 p15) of the subjectunder analysis.Thus, in summary,
data.

this approachrecognisedthe value of `life world' data (Kvale, 2007 p8) throughpeoples'
experienceand assumesit is not static. Conceptually,combining phenomenologicaland
hermeneuticalphilosophiesdoesnot soundacceptable.However, in this researchit was
consideredas a continuationprocessfrom phenomenologyto hermeneuticsas explained
in section 2.2.1. In empirical researchterms, where a researchinquiry was defined
previously andwhen the researcherfocusedwell during the interviews to collect required
information; this processwas madeless traumatic.Knowing "what you are looking for"
could achievecoherentmeaningin an analysiswith lesshassle.
This is not the general understandingof interpretivist researchand this methodology
tendsto be betweenthe interpretivistand positivist epistemologies.Interpretivist research
is usually presentedas an emergentstudy and positivist researchassociatedwith a study
having a specific focus. However, Denscombe(2007 p247) describedthat `in the real
world of social researchthings do not fall neatly into the two categories'and `in practice
[g]ood researchtends to use parts of both approaches'.Thus this methodology is
...
deemedappropriate.
2.5.3Preparation of data for analysis
It was decided to audio record in-depth interviews as a means to collect data without
obstructingtheir naturalflow and to managethem effectively. It gavethe freedomfor the
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researcher to probe and enhance the quality of data during in-depth interviews without
distracting the interviewees. Therefore, consent was sought from all interviewees to
record the interviews to maintain the ethical integrity of this study. The research
overview was introduced to the interviewees and permission requested to record the
interviews assuring them that the interviews were not going to appear elsewhere other
than for research purposes (Appendix 1.1). All interviewees granted their consent to
recording the interviews based upon that assurance.

A set of draft transcripts for both sets of interviews were producedto understandthe
totality in interview data, to identify the pattern in data and to form the themes.Then
selectedparts of all interviews were accuratelytranscribed,considering the clarity in
speechfor both setsof interview data collected.However,the researcherwas careful not
to exclude any datawhich has a direct input towards the analysis.Transcribingused the
basic method of listening to the recordedinterviews and typing. Though it was a time
consuming,complexand a tediousactivity anddone in severalstages,the processhelped
the researcherto becomemore familiar with the data.A one hour interview neededabout
10-12hoursto producea transcriptby listening and re-listening.Problemsof transcribing
explained by Descombe(2007, p197) were experiencedas `recordedtalk is not always
easy to hear, people do not always speak in nice finite sentencesand intonations,
emphasisand accentsusedin speechare hard to depict in a transcription'. Kvale (2007,
p109) said that a verbatim transcript is a necessary requirement for meaning
interpretation.It is also a very valuablepart of the research,because`it brings researcher
close to the data' (Denscombe,2007 p196). Due to abovedifficulties in transcription this
researchemployed the verbatim text of selectedsections of both sets of interviews
(Appendix 4- the verbatim text of sectionsof transcriptsis identified in bold).
Data was groupedaccordingto the in-depth interview questions.It was a difficult process
asthe interview questionswere not similar in all interviews. Although there was a semistructuredapproachto the interviews, it worked merely as a guide to avoid leading the
interviews to unwantedareasand thus most of the follow up questionswithin the main
interview guide were instantaneousand matchedthe circumstancesof the interviewee's
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answer to the previous question. This can be highlighted as a useful feature in
interpretivist research. The above process was supported and strengthened by the
preunderstanding and the developing understanding of the researcher in order to group it
in similar and manageable portions. Then, data summaries were produced in tabulated
manner for easy comparison of data as appear in Appendix 3. Gibbs (2007, p78) said `[a]
good way to carry out... comparisons is using tables'. The use of tables is a common
feature in quantitative analysis. However, Gibbs (2007, p78) said `[t]he tables used in
qualitative analysis allow similar comparisons' furthermore he said, `tables are a
convenient way to display text from across the whole dataset in a way that makes
systematic comparisons easier'.

Therefore, data gatheredduring the two-staged interviews was presentedin different
formatsnamely:
(1) brief descriptive summaries for each company investigated and interviewees
participated as in section 2.4.2.1 above.

(2) tabulatedcomparisonsummariesfor all companiesin Appendix 3 as follows:
"

Table 3.1 - Representationof companiesand interviewees

"

Table 3.2 - Backgroundinformation of participatingcompanies

"

Table 3.3 - Interview summary - stage-one (grouped according to questions)

Table 3.4 - Interview summary - stage-two (grouped according to questions)
(3) interview transcripts in Appendix 4.
"

The idea of presentingdata in different formats was due to the type of bespokeanalysis
method espousedin this inquiry where,firstly, to make-senseof datain totality aswell as
in parts (Hodkinson, 2008 p89; Kvale, 2007 p58). Secondlyto identify, understandand
be confidentof a sharedpatternand ideaswhich is socially constructedby the majority of
interviewees(Denscombe,2007 p295). And thirdly, to establish a suitable theme and
sub-themesthat occurredrepeatedly(Denscombe,2007p202).
The acquireddatawere comparedand contrastedat different levelsto producethemesfor
analysis.Therefore,the summariesof data presentedhere reflect the researcher'ssense-
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making and understanding process of "what interviewees said". The empirical data
categories shown in tables 3.1 - 3.4 were derived from the semi-structured interview
questions. These tables allowed identification of shared ideas among the interviewees in
the formation of themes for data analysis.

2.6 Adding value to interpretivist research
2.6.1 Validity and reliability
Validity

and reliability

are heavily discussed attributes in interpretivist

Researchers have discussed value enhancement in interpretivist research.

research.

Benton and

Craig (2001, p182) defined interpretivism `as a name given to those approaches that
concentrate on the interpretive action of human actions and cultural products'.

Seymour

and Rooke (1995) described the interpretivist approach as `understanding of another's
point of view but not the causal understanding'. Thus, the researchers need to be very
concerned about how individuals who take part in the research (social actors individuals who are subjected to social values and norms, senior managers in this study)
make sense about the subject under research in addition to what they say. Therefore, the
researchers tend to reflect their own preunderstanding and understanding together with
the social actors' understanding of the subject. However, Benton and Craig (2001, p175)
said 'Weber's distinction between meaning and causal adequacy indicates that there is
something more at work than cultural validation and coherence of explanation; the
phenomomenologists begin with basic sense experience that is not produced by
consciousness but is worked on by it'. However, in a complex social science research
inquiry as in this case, the questions arise - how could a researcher understand another's
(interviewee's) point of view without any reservations? Are they (interviewees) talking
through what they are really doing or what should have been done? Is a researcher
supposed to consider what they (interviewees in this case) have told as absolute truth? Is
hermeneutics

perspective

recognising

historical

events

and

can

researcher's

preunderstanding and understanding find answers for these questions? This is beyond the
scope of this research but identified as a useful area for future methodological research.
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Rooke and Kagioglou (2007) introduced the Unique Adequacy (UA)

method of

requirement in interpretivist research, which can be considered as a possible method to
increase validity and reliability

in interpretivist research. They specified two forms;

namely weak and strong forms which describe the importance of familiarity of the
research setting and value judgment free research reporting respectively.

The weak form requires a conscientious understanding and knowledge `competent' about
the construction industry setting `being able to perform relevant activities within that
setting without censure from other member' (Rooke and Kagioglou, 2007). They
proposed `participant observation' as an ordinary commonsense method to acquire such
competence which includes interviews and questionnaires. The strong UA requirement
deals with concerns of reporting of research. Rooke and Kagioglou (2007) described
`ethnomethodological indifference' which excludes value judgments as the research
practice to employ.

The ethnomethodologicalindifference is defined as `a refusal to evaluate,describe or
explain the activities that constitutethe settingusing criteria, conceptsor theoriesthat are
not a part of that setting' (Rooke and Kagioglou, 2007). Seymour and Rooke (1995)
describedethnomethodologywhich was initiated by Garfinkle in 1967 as a programme
for empirical research.It can be usedto enhancethe study of interpretivist researchas it
deals with `studying the ordinary, everyday methods used by members of society to
discover,establishand communicatethe facts of social life' (Seymourand Rooke, 1995).
Thus, it is free from any judgementsfrom the researcher.Rooke and Kagioglou (2007)
believedthat valuejudgementsarisefrom the researcheras a result of non-understanding
of the researchsetting which was described in the weak requirement. Therefore, to
achieve the strong requirement a researchermust first achieve the weak requirement.
Accomplishment of the weak requirement can be achieved and enhancedby the
hermeneutics spiral described by Gummesson (2000, p71) where a sound
preunderstandingdevelopsan understandingand acting as the preunderstandingin the
next stage of research which eventually leads to eliminating unnecessary value
judgements.
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A researcher must gain a deeper understanding of the social actors' perception to create
an accurate account in interpretivist research. Thus the answers in this type of research
which search for analysis of meaning are `descriptive and provide a sound empirical basis
rather than prescriptive' (Seymour and Rooke, 1995). To provide such descriptions,
hermeneutics approach to meaning interpretation will be useful, where it `concentrates on
understanding and interpretation' Gummesson (2000, p178).

However, it demonstrates, the interpretivist approach is subjective in nature as the
researcher is involved as a participant and (s)he is reflexive about the subject under
research. Therefore the researcher's ontological, epistemological and methodological
knowledge in interpretivist research is useful in interpreting data and also in reporting
findings free from value judgements. This is a huge task and refers back to Rooke and
Kagioglou's UA method of analysis as a suitable method to build-in value for this
research inquiry.

2.6.2 Ethics in interpretivist research
Almost all professionalbodiesand institutionswork on a set codeof ethics. However,in
broad discipline of researchit will be difficult to establish a standardframework for
ethics asdifferent researchareasexposeand experiencedifferent forms of ethical issues.
Any research;irrespective of its ontology, epistemologyand methodology has to deal
with ethical issues from the commencementof a researchinquiry up to its completion
stage.`Ethical issuesin designing qualitative researcharise in the severalstepsthat are
addressedby design issuesand in all the stagesof the researchprocess' (Flick, 2007 p
76). This section will discuss the ethical issues relevant to this interpretivist inquiry
which inquired through humanparticipantsinto complex social structurein construction
integrity of this researchfocusing
companies and the precautionstaken to maintain the
on formulation of the researchquestions,accessto dataand analysisof that data.
It was identified at the formulation of researchinquiry; it should be possibleto address
some of the ethical issues.This is not to saythat researchersshouldnot researchcomplex
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and sensitive subject areas. Instead, researchers should be able to design the research in
such a way as to inquire what the researcher wants to know but within boundaries
constructed by the researcher to preserve ethical and moral standards applicable to
different circumstances and participants. This research more precisely inquired into how
senior managers' create BP in their companies. Although it was not aimed at inquiring
into sensitive financial aspects of a company, from time to time respondents disclosed
certain financial aspects due to the nature of this topic. However, the researcher managed
to treat those details in strict confidentiality.

This inquiry used one-to-one interviews to access data. At the beginning of each
interview the research overview was introduced to the interviewees and their permission
sought to record the interviews, assuring them that confidentiality would be maintained
during the whole process. During this stage, the researcher took a series of steps to
conduct the interviews ethically and morally: (1) The researcher adhered to the code of
relevant companies' business ethics during data gathering stages and data presenting
stage in order not to disclose any information deemed to be highly confidential to
individual

companies. (2) Interviewees were given the option to withdraw

from

participation during any stage. (3) All interview material was securely stored in a
password protected computer which was locked after office hours. (4) If participants are
interested to learn about the research outcomes, a summary will be made available after
the examination process. (5) After completing the examination all personal notes, indepth semi-structured questionnaires, interview transcripts and any related material
collected from the participants will be duly destroyed.

This researchacquired data from two stagesof interviews using the same companies,
sameintervieweesand some new intervieweesas explained in section2.4.2. Therefore,
during the stage-twointerviews, the stage-oneinterview transcriptswere made available
for the respectiveintervieweesfor the purposeof verification of their previous interview
content.However, there was no verification processcarried out for stage-twointerview
transcripts. Ethical quality in both stages of interview data was maintained by the
selectionof intervieweesasexplainedin section2.4.2 above.
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Ethical issues were considered at data analysis stage in this interpretivist research,
because the method was dependent upon researcher's interpretation in producing
coherent findings. However, the data presentation and data analysis were handled by the
researcher to the best of her capabilities and based upon the research methods adopted by
maintaining the integrity of this research. In addition, the researcher offered the option
for the interviewees to be anonymous in the data presenting stage using pseudonyms for
their real names and companies. It was also decided that any publications arising from
this research will not identify individuals or companies without their prior consent.

2.7 Reflecting on the methodology
The abovemethodologyhas describedone way of investigating into the given research
inquiry. There are alternativeapproachesto investigatingthis topic. Therefore,the nature
of the researchinquiry, ontological, epistemologicalstance of the researcherand the
availableresourceswill guide the methodologicalprocessin the research.
The chosenmethodto accessdata,i. e. in-depth, semi-structured,one-to-oneinterviews,
was capable of generatingdata in a systematicway either with the use of a tool or
without. However, it was difficult to limit data during an in-depth interview. Other than
the recording and transcribingdifficulties, on one handit proved to be a time consuming
processto sievethrough datato producedata groupsat the datapreparationstage.On the
other hand, it helped the researcherto developa deeperunderstandingabout data; based
on its history and the contexton which the data hadbeenbuilt upon.
However, there is a tendency that large amounts of information could lead to
contradictionsin the interviewees' own statements.Consequentlythis led to difficulties
in meaning interpretation and achieving coherenceduring the data analysis process
employed for this research,becauseit was the researcherwho selectedthe evidenceto
make the analysismore convincing andcoherent.
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Interview data could have been affected due to the location of the interview and the
interactional style between the researcher and the interviewee; e.g. would they answer or
converse in this way in the practice context? Thus it will limit or add to the researcher's
own interpretations and assumptions which affect the value of the research during data
analysis.

For this research, some of the interviewees' expressions and body languages were
captured as personal notes during interviews, but it is acknowledged that all such features
were not captured for all interviewees. Lemke (n. d.) said `the process of transcription
creates a new text whose relation to the original data is problematic'. He further
explained that `language in use always creates three independent kinds of social and
cultural meaning - It constructs social relationships among participants and point of view;
it creates verbal presentations of events, activities and relationships other than itself; it
construes parts to whole within its own text and between itself and its context'.
Therefore, transcribed interviews using the digital audio recording equipment were
unable to capture all the above features. During the process of transcription, some of its
features which might be useful for data analysis were lost as spoken and written
languages are not the same. Thus, there could be a tendency to lose some of the meaning
which might have been useful for data analysis in this research.

Data analysis was designed to be guided by what interviewees said that they were doing
in their companies to create BP. However, there can be a disparity between what they
said they were doing and what they actually do. The data analysis method adopted does
not have provision to deal with this disparity. Therefore, the story presented in Part B has
considered the socially constructed similar and dissimilar perceptions among the
interviewees on "BP in medium-sized construction companies" represented by the pattern
in
2.5.2 above.
- company and project, and within the themes mentioned the section
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2.8 Chapter summary
In summary, the chosen methodology for this research inquiry was based in the
interpretivist

research epistemology (Bryman,

2004 p13) which

originated from

phenomenological philosophy (Bryman, 2004 p13; Benton and Craib, 2001 p76) and
extended to hermeneutics perspective (Gummesson, 2000 p175) . Then appropriate data
was acquired through in-depth, semi-structured interview method (Kvale, 2007 p8;
Bryman, 2004 p32 1) in two stages where stage-one data accesswas facilitated by the use
of the five enablers of the EFQM framework, while no tool was used to structure
collection of stage-two interview data. Data analysis was conducted through qualitative
content analysis (Bryman, 2004 p392) by focusing on meaning interpretation of interview
transcripts (Kvale, 2007 p104) following principles of hermeneutics (Kvale, 2007 p109;
Bryman, 2004 p394; Gummesson, 2000 p19).

This methodology was shaped by the following ways of adding value to interpretivist
research: (1) to be `descriptive and provide a sound empirical basis rather than
prescriptive' (Seymour and Rooke, 1995), (2) to generate a deeper understanding of the
social actors' preunderstanding (Gummesson, 2000 p60), (3) to expose the reflexivity of
the researcher about the subject and the evaluation method by UA requirement of
methods as described by Rooke and Kagioglou (2007) where importance of familiarity of
the research setting and value-free judgment is highlighted and (4) to make sense in
organisations by realising the social structure as described by Weick (2001, p11).

Lastly, this methodology was devised to identify the way in which different issues,
perceived as being important by senior managers in medium-sized construction
companies,interact to constructBP. Therefore,it is expectedthat this identification can
inform the future sustainability of these companies and suggest more effective
approachesto managementwithin the construction industry through the researcher's
interpretationof BP.
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Chapter 3- Review of literature
3.1 Introduction
There is a widely held view that performance in the construction industry is inadequate.
Performance is a wide area thus this inquiry was chosen to investigate into business
performance (BP) of medium-sized construction companies due to the reasons discussed
in Chapter 1, section 1.3. Therefore this inquiry addressesthe question what is known
about how BP is created in a medium-sized construction company which is working at
company and project levels. Then the question arises of whether companies pay less
attention to the long-term fortunes of their companies than the short-term considerations
of running projects. Critics (Phua, 2006; Bassioni et al., 2005; Dubois & Gadde, 2002;
Handa & Adas, 1996; Winch, 1989) agreed that the construction companies do not pay
sufficient attention to the long-term company interest. Implicitly in these criticisms they
agree that companies' main efforts are in monitoring,

controlling

and managing

temporary organisations - projects; thus neglecting the management process of the
company.

The scopeof this literature review was three-fold. Firstly, the literature was reviewed
with the aim of establishing how commentatorstreat the notion of BP. Secondly,the
literature was explored to understand how BP was treated through its links in
constructioncompanies.Thirdly, a review of literaturewhich relatedto different views in
performancein the constructionindustry was carried out. This led to identification of the
disparitybetweenthe companyandproject, which has structuredthis researchinquiry.
Some commentatorscompared the construction company with some ideal model of
"what a company should do to be sustainablein the long-term". The literature review
suggestedthat this model evolves from the manufacturing industry. Therefore, the
researcherarguesthat comparisonsin literature are inappropriateand misguided. In fact,
this researchexpectsto demonstratethat constructioncompaniesdo attend to the longterm interestof the companybut through a much more subtle and complex processthan
the model derived from the literatureallows us to see.
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In essence, the notion implies how BP is translated in a company. However, how this
translates into practice is more complicated, especially when applied to construction
companies. Existing research in construction has sought to demonstrate that there is a
significant disconnection between BP at the company and project levels. It was argued
that the major focus of management systems has been a company's projects and that,
consequently, the long-term need for sustainability of the company as a whole has
received insufficient attention. Thus, the literature has identified the determinants of
successful BP, but has done so on the model of conventional manufacturing
organisations, underestimating and misconstruing the particular nature of construction
organisation which is ineluctably project-based. The purpose of the research reported in
this thesis was to remedy this tendency. It has sought to establish how construction firms
in fact identify

and manage BP in these particular circumstances, rather than to

characterise them as a deviant case with respect to the dominant model.

The following sectiondescribesBP in a companyin generaland particularly relatedto a
constructioncompany.It then exploresBP indicators and discussesthe use of financial
and non-financial indicators.It also coversBP frameworksand management.Section3.3
deals with BP links in a construction company. The links discussed are strategy,
marketing, relationships and project performancecriteria. Finally section 3.4 describes
performancein the constructionindustry using different perspectivesto set the scenefor
this research. It explores the identified disparity between companyand project. Then it
discussespastresearchwhich arrived at a similar conclusionthat "construction company
performanceis underresearched"from which this inquiry was formed.
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Figure 3.1- Schematiclayout of the Chapter
3.2 What is BP?
The term BP is embedded in "performance" although not defined. The word
`performance'was derived from the English word `perform', which has a meaningof to
do somethingor to createsomethingor an activity. `It can differentiatethe actual being or
existence,as opposedto an imaginary, idealized,or false nature' (Encarta, 1998-2004).
Performanceis consideredas one of those `suitcasewords in which everyoneplacesthe
conceptsthat suit them, letting the context take care of the definition' (PMA, 2000).
Furthermore from an organisationalbehaviour (OB) approach, `[p]erformance is the
accomplishment of work assignments or responsibilities and contributions to the
organisationalgoals, including behaviour and professionaldemeanor(actions, attitude
and mannerof performance)as demonstratedby the employee'sapproachto completing
work assignments'(FPM, 1999).
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From a strategic management approach, Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) described
that the concept of performance is widely recognised and adopted in the area of
organisational effectiveness. Researchers have little consensus on what constitute and
valid to create organisational effectiveness (Handa and Adas, 1996). However, Handa
and Adas (1996) identified `organizational attitude towards change, multiple project
handling ability, level of planning by management, strength of organizational culture and
level of workers' participation in decision making' as significant factors constitute
organisational effectiveness in construction companies. These variables are a mix of
conceptual categories of `structural context, organizational flexibility,

rules and

regulations, person-oriented processes and strategic means and ends' (Handa and Adas,
1996). Thus, Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) considered BP as a major player in
strategic management in any organisation which contributes towards organisational
effectiveness.

The characteristics of BP were studied by researchers in numerous ways. BP was
identified as a broad term and can be given different descriptions based on three major
criteria. Firstly, some researchershave analysed BP in terms of organisational perspective
which included type, size, age and competency of a business (Bassioni, et al. 2005;
Kagioglou et al. 2001; Handa and Adas, 1996; Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1986).
Secondly, in terms of managerial perspective which covered decision making, leadership,
human resources management (Handa and Adas, 1996; Shirazi et al., 1996). Thirdly, as a
comparative study between industries using industry characteristics (Bryde, 2008).

Those studiesdemonstratedthat BP can capturemany different forms within a particular
type/size of company/industry, company structure and also in line with prevailing
managementfads. Thus, BP is observedas a diversecharacterand companiesuse many
indicatorsto expressit (sections3.4.1.1 and3.4.1.2).Someof the BP indicatorsidentified
during this empirical study were annual income (turnover), a measureof a company's
growth in sales, relationships such as clientele, and financial return on its initial
investmentwhich is termed asprofitability.
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Using an organisational and management perspective, Venkatraman and Ramanujam,
(1986) divided BP into two, financial performance and operational performance, and said
financial performance is the dominant factor as in figure 3.2 below.

'ain of FinancialPerformance

omain of Financial + Operational
-rformance

lusinessPerformance)

of Organisationaleffectiveness
Financial Performance

-The domainof performanceconstruct
in most strategyresearch
Financial Performance+ OperationalPerformance-The enlargeddomainreflectedin
recentstrategyresearch
OrganisationalEffectiveness
-The broaderdomainreflectedin most
conceptual literature in strategic
management and organization theory

Figure 3.2- Circumscribingthe domain of BP (Venkatramanand Ramanujam,1986)

Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) further described that `[t]he inclusion of
operationalperformanceindicators takesus beyond the "black box" approachthat seems
to characterize the exclusive use of financial indicators and focuses on those key
operationalsuccessfactorsthat might lead to financial performance'.This recognizesthe
financial performance as the narrowest but dominant conception and operational
performance as the broader conception of BP. Similarly, Bassioni et al. (2005) and
Kagioglou et al. (2001) criticized financial performancemeasuresasresults anddecisions
based on the past and do not encouragethe continuous improvement of the overall
performance. They all describedthat a company can identify their past performance
using financial performancebut not the factors contributedtowards achievementof that
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performance.Therefore,the operationalperformanceof a companyhasbeenthe focus of
researchsince the late 1980s(Kagioglou et al., 2001). Additionally, Neely (1999) stated
`some organisationshave been far more explicit about the link between financial and
non-financialdimensionsof performance'.
Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) said BP is complex thus circumscribed their study
to `(a) adopting the perspective of the field of strategic management and (b) focusing on
measurement issues'. Furthermore, `the important role of business performance on
strategic management warrants close attention to conceptualisation and measurement of
business performance' (Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1986). However, this inquiry
adopted the management perspective to articulate how senior managers construct BP not
the measurement perspective.

3.2.1 BP in a construction company
BP is an area of interest to all construction companies (Ankrah and Proverbs 2005;
Bassioni et al. 2004; Kagioglou et al., 2001; Egan, 1998; Latham, 1994). Within a similar
context of environment, size and sector, some companies succeed and some fail. This has
laid the path for much research to analyse the reasons using different concepts including
this inquiry.

Phua(2007) identified the `important interactionbetweenthe firm and its environment'.
Furthermore, `construction firm performance is influenced by firm-specific resource
based factors as well as by industry-specific institutional factors' (Phua, 2006).
Therefore, performanceof a company including its BP can be influenced by external
environment factors: market, industry-specific factors - opportunities,regulations and
internal companycapabilities- resources.However,Cicmil and Nicolson (1998) argued
that in the constructionindustry there is a "`misfit" betweenmodernbusinessphilosophy
and traditional "engineersparadigm"'. This "engineersparadigm" has beenidentified and
discussedby Seymourand Rooke(1995) wherethey concluded;in the real world there is
a differencein the way that managersandengineershandletheir work.
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Therefore, in the real world, construction companies develop `superior economic and
strategic performance' through `acquiring, exploiting, managing and developing their
unique resources and capabilities' (Phua, 2006). Furthermore, these resources and
capabilities can be `(i) tangible, such as economic factors of production (e.g. land,
material, labour, capital) licence, market share, patents and (ii) intangible, such as human
capital, prestige, firm experience management system reputation, technological knowhow and buyer-supplier relationships' (Phua, 2006). These resources are `coupled with
the existence of certain rules, regulations and norms that are present within the industry
determine the kinds of strategies that firms pursue to achieve optimal economic
performance' (Phua, 2006).

Examples for rules which govern performance in construction are occupational health
and safety, operations in terms of public and private companies, ethical requirements
imposed by various trades and professional bodies (Phua, 2006). Therefore deriving BP
for a construction company appearsto be a complex task. However, Cicmil and Nicolson
(1998) identified that there is a need to align construction company through customer
requirements, with the strategic planning for development and growth including project
performance. Therefore, Cicmil and Nicolson (1998) suggested a `marketing orientation
as a tool for effective business growth'. This relationship between business development
and growth with project performance through customer satisfaction might be the reason
for many CM researchers (Ankrah and Proverbs, 2005; Kagioglou et al., 2001; Egan,
1998; Latham, 1994) to analyse project deliverability factors - time, cost and quality.

The above discussionexposedthat BP does not exist alone and it is linked with other
factorsin the industry, companyandprojects. This complex relationshipof BP with other
factorsis not unique to constructionindustry. It can be confirmedusing a few mainstream
management studies. For example White and Hamermesh (1981) identified the
relationshipbetweenstrategyand structureof an organisationwith BP. Harrington et al.
(2004) recognised dynamism, complexity and munificence as environmental
characteristicsthat can affect strategyformulation in any organisationand consequently
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its performance.Venkatramanand Ramanujam(1986) identified the BP as a useful
element in strategic management of a company.

This shows that the BP is an important but a complex phenomenon and there is no direct
method to approach BP in a construction company. Therefore, it is widely accepted that
BP is a multi-faceted concept (Neely 1999). BP of a construction company is a much
discussed topic in the CM journals as well as main stream management journals. It is
linked with OB - where strategic management and human resources management are
heavily discussed. It is further linked to project management, marketing and finance
disciplines. Nevertheless, the literature suggested that the determinants of BP are
identified but BP is not defined.

3.3 Indicators of BP
BP measurement,performancemeasurementframeworksand BP managementare three
areas which have attracted academic's and practitioners' interest. They are used
separately and also in relation to one another to develop an understandingof this
multifacetednotion.
Bassioni et al. (2005) described purposes of BP measurement in a construction
organisation is to measure the general business health and to measure strategic
performance. Performance measurement framework is defined by Bassioni et al. (2004)
as a `general theoretical framework developed in research that can act as the basis for a
company's performance measurement system'.

Kagioglou et al. (2001) identified that

the performance management and performance measurement as the process in a systems
model where vision and strategy are inputs and the BP is the output.

3.3.1 BP measurements
Performancecan be measuredat different levels such as industry level where GDP7 or
GVA is common, constructioncompanylevel where turnover, profitability are common

7 GDP refers to Gross DomesticProduct and is a measurement
of annualmarket valueof goodsand
servicesproducedby a country
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criteria and at project level time, cost quality and customer satisfaction being the main
criteria. The `purpose of performance measurement is to effect control' through `planning
what should be achieved' and `monitoring what is achieved' which eventually lead to
control or minimise the variation (Homer, 2006 p271).

Therefore, performance measurements are necessary to analyse not only construction
companies' previous performance (as the case with many quantitative research), but more
importantly its current performance and to forecast future performance. Performance
measurement relation to construction; is a process of collecting and reporting information
about the inputs, efficiency and effectiveness of construction projects at regular intervals
(Takim et al., 2003). To achieve validated results, gathering current performance data is
critical to any performance measurement system. Usually the benefits of performance
measurements go below the bottom line of any strategy used in companies (Kaydos, 1999
p2). However, they are not well recognised. As a remedy Bassioni et al. (2005) suggested
that performance measurement should be based on critical successfactors of a company.
Thus, performance measurement should not be considered as an option to the
improvement

process (Kaydos,

1999 plO).

This demonstrated that performance

measurement as an essential process in a company.

However, Homer (2006, p294) identified a `lack of integration in modem performance
measurementsystems'.Kaydos(1999, p44) emphasisedthe needof `integratedsystemof
measuresthat reflect the entire process'. Furthermore,Homer (2006, p294) said `there
are discontinuitiesbetweencost and financial systems,cost and time systems' So it adds
anotherdimension(inconsistencyin performancemeasurement)to the disparity between
companyand project. Homer (2006, p270) said `to develop a hierarchical approach' is a
industriesincluding construction.
challengein all process-based
Nevertheless,a set of proper performancemeasurementtools can be beneficial to the
managers as well as employeesin a company. It can be used to evaluate current
performance,to facilitate improvement in future performance,to inspire employeesand
align them towards company strategy and to contribute towards decision making in
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strategic management. These benefits depend on the type of systems adopted at company

level and project level, their compatibility with oneanotherandthe managementof those
systems.

Consequently, performance measurement in construction can be summarized as
construction project performance measurement is a sub-process in different larger
processes such as profitability of a company, benchmarking a construction company in
the industry, evaluating internal organisational activities (in different projects) and also
part of strategic management tool. Similarly, a company's BP measurement system falls
as a sub-system related to the benchmarking systems for the industry. Thus the selection
of the type of framework at the required level is important. Such a system should be able
to communicate at different levels from day-to-day operations to long-term strategy of a
company. It is expected that these current performance measurements enable the
managers to minimise or eliminate the future gap between actual and desired
performance levels in a company and project/s. However, Homer (2006) and Cain (2004,
p136) identified a mis-match due to the unstructured nature of the construction industry
and the structured nature of performance measurement frameworks.

This empirical inquiry identified that construction companies investigated do not use any
standard framework to measure performance except for health and safety. Measurement
of health and safety is standardised and it is a statutory requirement, thus, used to
benchmark construction companies. However, senior managers were adopting few
financial and non-financial measures for internal reporting purposes. They are turnover
and total projects value at company level and KPIs for cost, time, quality and customer
satisfaction at project level. Neely et al. (2002) said `[fJinancial measures are critical for
their short-term evaluations, while non-financial measures are key to longer-term
assessment'. Thus the following sections explore financial and non-financial indicators in
BP.
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3.3.1.1 Financial indicators
Economics is a prominent part in any business. At the company level `the most common
measure of performance is profitability' (Homer, 2006 p273) and `there are a plethora of
financial ratios'

(Homer, 2006 p273).

From a strategic business perspective

Venkatraman (1989) described `growth and profitability

dimensions' as indicators to

measure BP. The function of growth dimension is to `reflect the performance trend of the
business' whereas profitability

dimension `reflects an efficiency

view of current

performance' (Venkatraman, 1989). The examples from Venkatraman for growth
dimensions are sales growth position relative to competition, satisfaction with sales
growth rate and market share gain relative to competition. Examples given for
profitability dimension are satisfaction with return on corporate investment, net profit
position relative to competition, ROI (rate on interest) position relative to competition,
satisfaction with return on salesand financial liquidity position relative to competition.

Traditionally, companies report their worth in terms of financial and physical assets.The
most common financial indicator in a construction company is the "turnover" which is
the income of a business and is subjected to inflation. Thus comparison of annual
turnover cannot be considered as a realistic measure of health of a business. Construction
projects strictly monitor "cash flow"

which is the simplest form of accounting.

`Historically, construction has been a cash flow business' Hughes (2006, p354). Cash
surplus or deficit at the end of a project can give rise to profit or loss in the said project
therefore it is an objective measurement. Nevertheless, it is simplistic in analysis, regular
monitoring of the cash flow can also give early indication of the BP of projects.
However, simple aggregate of short-term profit or loss in a project cannot be extended to
forecast long-term profit or loss for the construction company.

Reasons will be other

costs such as staff (not on projects), overhead (running an office), payments such as rents
and loans that a company is liable not a specific project.

There is a general consensusamong researchers(Homer, 2006; Ankrah and Proverbs
2005; Kagioglou et al., 2001) that financial indicators alone cannot determine the
performanceof a company. Similarly, Handa and Adas (1996) stated`[a]lthough most
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managers use some indicators (mostly financial) these do not capture all of the salient
elements of effectiveness and cannot be relied upon as predictors of effectiveness'.
However, Sousa et al. (2006) through a study of performance measures on SME's in
England confirmed that `[o]verall, financial measures were the most widely used'.
Furthermore, measurement of financial performance is a statutory requirement (Homer,
2006, p282) for a registered company in UK. Therefore companies make an attempt to
scrutinize BP through financial as well as non-financial indicators.

3.3.1.2Non-financial indicators
Neely et al. (2002) stated that strong non-financial factors `can be used as leading
indicators of future financial performance'.BP is governedby non-financial factors such
as client/customerand employeesatisfaction,trust in relationships,tacit knowledge and
many more. In line with this, Homer (2006, p273) said `companiesare taking increasing
pains to measureclient satisfaction, on which their competitive edge depends, and
employeesatisfaction,on which their ability to producethe necessarygoodsand services
relies'.
Sako (1997) analysed the relationship between BP and inter-organisational trust in
automotive supplier companies in Japan, US and Europe including UK. This study
`conceptualised inter-organizational trust into `contractual trust', `competence trust' or
`goodwill trust" based on reducing transaction cost, investment to increase future returns
and continuous improvement and learning. Findings identified `goodwill trust' would
have the strongest impact on performance' (Sako, 1997). Reasons given are `the extra
edge which `goodwill trust' offers over and above the formal governance structures of
contracts or hierarchies is learning and continuous improvement, not merely in making
savings in transaction cost' (Sako, 1997).

Trust has beendiscussedas a factor related to successor failure in constructionprojects
(Egan, 1998;Latham, 1994).Kalfan et al. (2007) said `[h]onestcommunication,reliance
and delivery of outcomes[in projects]' are factors contributing to trust in constructionin
the NW region of UK. Therefore, `building of trusting teamsmust, ultimately, be about
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improved project performance' (Kalfan et al., 2007) which consequently improve BP in a
company. Although many changes have taken place in the construction industry UK after
Latham and Egan studies, it is surmised that its outlook has not changed much. As an
example, Kalfan et al. (2007) stated `[t]here is a sense that there needs to be a cultural
change, a move from a "blame culture" to a "problem-solving culture"'.

In a problem solving culture, Pathirageet al. (2007) identified that `tacit knowledge has
become more relevant to sustaining business performance than traditional physical
capital' is useful. Their conceptual researchon tacit knowledge in the construction
industry identified the effective use of tacit knowledge `to achieve best value due to
industry's inherentnature' (Pathirageet al., 2007).
Similarly, a plethora of existing research has explored many non-financial perspectives
that contribute towards BP of a company. As examples (1) the structure of a company
(Phua, 2006; Handa and Adas, 1996), (2) non-financial strategy (Green et al., 2008;
Bassioni et al., 2004; Kagioglou et al., 2001; Handa and Adas, 1996; McGrath et al.,
1995; Venkatraman, 1989), (3) environmental factors - internal and external (Phua,
2007; Harrington et al., 2004; Shirazi et al., 1996; White and Hamermesh, 1981), (4)
quality of work (Hafeez et al., 2006; Freiesleben 2005) and (5) customer satisfaction
(Morgan and Rego 2006; Cicmil and Nicholson 1998). It makes BP a further complex
concept which has links to all above non-financial criteria.

3.3.1.3Existing researchin BP
Existing researchsuggestedthat contractors' performanceis a common area which has
beenexploredby academicsand practitionersmainly using a positivist epistemology.The
standardmethod to analyseBP of a companyis by profitability, market shareand growth
for a given period, which can be generatedthrough regular financial analysis. Many
researchershaveusedthis approachbecauseof the easeof accessibilityto numericaldata
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through quarterly/annually financial statements, regular cost analysis reports,
performancemeasurementframeworkssuchas KPIs, EFQM, BSC8.
However among the CM research community there is a growing concern about such
financial measurement analysis. Kagioglou et al. (2001) criticized financial performance
measures as `results and decisions based on the past and do not encourage the continuous
improvement of the overall performance'. Many researchers (Homer, 2006; Ankrah and
Proverbs, 2005; Bassioni et al., 2005; Kagioglou et al., 2001) suggested that a company
can identify its past performance using financial performance indicators but not the
factors that contributed towards achievement of that performance. They have considered
financial information as a lagging indicator at least by one reporting cycle in terms of its
readiness for future decision making. In relation to a project-oriented business like
construction, Ankrah and Proverbs (2005) stated performance can be approached by
means of two perspectives; overall BP and individual

project performance of the

organisation. They argued that the BP measured as profitability

in a construction

organisation using only financial indicators does not convey the strategies and specific
requirements of individual project performances which contributed towards it. Bassioni et
al. (2004) emphasised that `managers need current, up-to date, and mostly non financial
information to be able to take better decisions/actions'.

This conceptof theseCM researchershasbeensupportedby the mainstreammanagement
literature. Thus, main streammanagementresearcherscommentedabout the inadequacy
of gauging a company basedupon financial measuresthrough strategic control. Nonfinancial measuresare consideredas value drivers or performancedrivers for financial
performance in performancemeasuring systems-balanced scorecardand value based
management (Frigo, 2002). `The traditional methods of measuring a company's
performance by financial indices alone have virtually disappeared from large
organisations' (Basu, 2001). Thus, `strategy build[s] on non-financial performance
measureshelp in its execution' (Frigo, 2002). The "Beyond Budgeting" process
8 BSC BalancedScorecardis a performancemeasurementframework with financial and non-financial
measureswhich canbe usedto measure/monitororganisationalperformancerelatedto strategicgoals.
Therefore it can be usedto align operationalactivities to achieveorganisationaleffectiveness.
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described by de Wall (2005) creates flexible organisation structure with authoritative
employees and supportive management process. They emphasized the fact that nonfinancial indicators (operational performance indicators) are equally or more important
than the financial indicators for a broader conceptualization of BP.

The underpinning idea is that they all want to understand how organisations are
performing in the short term, how well they are likely to perform continually in the long
term and the factors driving those performances.By doing so, those researchers
demonstratedthat organisationsare now moving towardsa deeperanalysisof BP than the
surfacelevel analysiswhich was basedon financial situationof an organisation.
3.3.2 BP frameworks
Several frameworks are available to measure construction performance based on
individual projects or overall company performance or both. Some of those frameworks
can be used to measure financial or non-financial measures or a combination of both.
However, many of them are theoretically based rather than empirically

proven

(Kagioglou et al., 2001).

Existing frameworksmay not fit well with all different types of constructioncompanies
and different types of organisationalcultures.As an exampleit was identified during this
study none of the companiesinvestigatedused a standardframework for performance
analysis other than standardhealth and safetymeasurementsand a few KPIs derived by
individual companies. Ankrah and Proverbs (2005) identified that the organisational
culture plays an important role in construction project performance. Therefore, any
performance measurement framework should align with the requirements of the
organisationalculture to be satisfactory in the long-term. Ankrah and Proverbs (2005)
confirmed that a `one-fits-all' approachto performancemeasurementis not satisfactory
in the constructionindustry.
Kagioglou et al. (2001) described,performancemeasurementin the constructionindustry
can be addressedin relation to the construction product as a facility improvement
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(refurbishment) or in relation to creation of a new product (new-build).
BSC, Performance Metrics (PM)

and KPI

frameworks

They analysed

as suitable performance

measurement frameworks in the construction industry. Kagioglou et al. (2001) explained
that BSC does not `identify the relationship between the measures developed for certain
goals' and does not consider `projects perspective' and `supplier's perspective' which is
useful for a construction company. Similarly, PM does not provide a structure where
performance measures can be evaluated in relation to strategy. Furthermore said, the KPI
framework is accurate in terms of predictability of design and construction cost, but, does
not take into consideration of any cost reductions or increases by the suppliers when
measuring construction cost in a project. Thus, eliminating the short comings from the
above three systems Kagioglou et al. (2001) invented a conceptual performance
management process framework (PMPF). PMPF is specifically derived to use in the
construction industry and based on the BSC with additional view on `project' and
`supplier', which has not been covered by BSC Kagioglou et al. (2001). Although PMPF
can be used effectively in construction projects according to its originators, it lacks
validation from the industry so far.

Takim et al. (2003) synthesisedthe performancemeasurementframeworksin four broad
headings based on various stages of construction project development namely;
construction project performance measurement model, construction productivity
measurement model, project viability measurement model and project quality
measurementmodel. Under thoseheadingsthey analysedtwo frameworks. One of them
is the popular KPI method, which was developed by Construction Best Practice
Programme,UK. The other is IntegratedPerformanceIndex (IPI) developedby Pillai et
al. (2002) as cited in Takim et al. (2003). However, Takim et al. (2003) concludedwith
reasonablefactorsthat KPI framework has beenwell receivedby the parties involved in
the constructionindustry but not IPI.
Different frameworks measuredifferent criteria. Frameworks investigated maintained
reliance on traditional project performancecriteria - cost, time and quality. Apart from
those three criteria some of the frameworks even go into softer issuessuch as trust or
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confidence in contractor performance (Kagioglou et al., 2001), willingness to use the
same contractor again (Kagioglou et al., 2001) and leadership issues (Bassioni et al.,

2005).
However, there is enough evidence to suggest that these frameworks are so structured to
measure certain things in certain circumstances not in general, thus retrospective in
nature. Ankrah and Proverbs (2005) identified the restricted use of performance
measurementsin the construction industry due to `inadequacy of measures, complexity of
measurement, time consuming and costly nature of performance measurement, and
project oriented nature of the industry'. From another perspective, Neely (1999) stated
that the problem of BP measurement is related to the management of measurement
systems in the long-term. Consequently, the next section explores the BP management in
a company.

3.3.3 BP management

Mackay et al. (2008) said BP managementneed to be `reducing the money-making
machine of the businessdown to componentparts and measuringthe performanceof
each, a more holistic view should be adopted which instead concentrateson how the
overall value creating systemperforms as the different elementsinteract'. CIPD (2002,
pix) identified that `many organisationsare putting their performance at risk because
managementdevelopmentitself continues to be a victim of poor managementpractice,
disconnectedfrom the businessimperativesandchallengesof the enterprise'.
The above illustrated the requirement for a strong relationship between BP and
management practice in an organisation through value creation. However, in a
constructioncompanymanagementpractice is complicatedbecausemanagementneedto
satisfy internal company and projects requirementsin addition to the external statutory
requirements.It is surmisedthat BP of a companyis under intensepressurefrom internal
as well as external requirements to satisfy different goals; thus BP managementis
scrutinised from all sides. This can be a reason for the previous commentators'
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identification that constructioncompaniesconcentratemore on project performancethan
company performance as recognized in section 3.5.3.

Around the year 2000 BP management systems were introduced to integrate planning and
reporting of financial and operational performance (Pancoast, 2006). Such systems deal
with people, processesand technology (Waters, 2006). CIPD (2002, pvii) described two
broad routes to improve BP through management behaviour; (1) transactional school 'the main emphasis is on the trading and exploitation of assets and the squeezing of
organisational costs to the bone' and (2) business process - `developing an organisation
that is capable of performing better than its competitors'.

A construction company is engaged with both activities as described above. As an
example it falls into category (1) above when project performance is considered and into
category (2) above when overall company performance is considered. However, Koskela
and Ballard (2006) criticised category (1) approach to project management due to its
partiality, inability to separate transaction cost from production cost and inability to
encourage continuous improvement becauseproduction is based on the lowest cost.

This disparity in management practice at project and company level can be one of the
reasons for previous commentators to analyse project and company separately. There is a
possibility that this same reason has led to the BP of a construction company being a
much discussed topic in the CM journals, but without a definition. However, considering
the management of projects (Moms, 2006) and revaluing construction (Barrett, 2005) it
can be argued that the construction project is part of the company, therefore any
management practice affecting projects needs to be embedded in the management
practice of the company and vice-versa.

In summarising,the BP managementit can be argued that a medium-sizedconstruction
company needs different types of skills for its different operations on project and
companylevels. The managementof all such processesare imperativeto develop BP for
the company.Therefore BP managementperspectiveis significant for thesecompanies
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for number of reasons: (1) to formulate new business plans which includes expand or
contract of present business (2) to retain and to attract internal skills and existing
clients/customers and/or to attract new skills and new clients/customers, (3) to develop or
to change the business strategy in turn to be more profitable. Thus, this inquiry leads to
investigate BP links which facilitates development of BP.

3.4 BP and its links in construction
This section discusses identified links to BP in this empirical study. They are - strategy,
(construction

relationships

consortia,

partnering,

supply

chain,

sub-contracting),

marketing and project performance criteria (customer satisfaction and quality of work).

3.4.1 Strategy
Strategy literature is vast and very rich in content. In a company, strategy can be
formulated using different concepts as a plan, ploy, pattern, position, and a perspective
(Mintzberg,

1987). Companies develop different

strategies such as business and

operational; using one or a combination of the above and Venkatraman and Ramanujam
(1986) stressedthat BP involves in strategic management of an organisation.

From a conceptual perspective, Green et al. (2008) described strategic management as a
fragmented discipline that is `characterized by numerous schools of thought such as
strategic positioning

school, the process school, the action school, the dynamic

capabilities school, the resource based view and the practice school' Of those, dynamic
capabilities and the resource based view were considered by CM researchers related to
performance of construction companies (Phua, 2007). Similarly, McGrath et al. (1995)
described two major paradigms of strategy related to sustained superior performance such
as (1) `competitive advantage' where some companies are `more or less attractive
because they contain structural impediments to competitive forces' and (2) resource
based view where companies `over time, they accumulate unique combinations of
resources and abilities which allow them to gamer rents on the basis of distinctive
competence'. There is evidence, that in a construction company, business strategy is
developed as a plan to satisfy competitive advantage based on its numerous competencies
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such as people and organisational structure (Phua, 2007). Therefore, such a strategy

covers a broad contextual area which includes overall performance, profitability,
professionaland socialrelations in a company.
From an empirical perspective, Chinowsky

and Meredith (2000) said `strategic

management has received less attention in the construction industry'.

However,

Srivannaboon and Milosevic (2006) recognized that there is a growing need for
`alignment of PM9/business strategy more thoroughly'. Then, Chinowsky and Meredith
(2000) iterated `[a]lthough the pressures of project performance can often obscure the
broader social, economic and professional context in which strategic management is
under-taken, it is these broad contextual areas that makes strategic management an
essential issue for construction organization'.

Therefore strategic management and

implementation is an advantage to the industry to `proactively manage emerging
strategies rather than simply reacting to change markets when it is too late to avoid
impending failure' (Price, 2003). This point has been discussed in CM research and has
led to identify construction as a reactive industry in section 3.5.1.

The above perspectives suggested alignment of strategic priorities in company and
project/s as a requirement in creating BP. Price (2003) said that construction companies
are attending to a strategic change due to `increased integration of its supply chain'.
Furthermore, `strategy process within many construction organizations still needs to be
improved' (Price, 2003). One way of improving strategy process is `to focus on the right
projects, given the objectives of the business strategy' (Srivannaboon and Milosevic,
2006). This same reason has been identified as a requirement for integration between
company and project in the section 3.5.2. In agreement with Srivannaboon and Milosevic,
Ramsay (1989, p23) said `headquarters,... involves the strategic thinking necessary to
achieve a better sense of direction thereby increasing long term financial returns for the
total company'. Furthermore `companies must develop and execute innovative business
strategies in order to stay competitive' (Srivannaboon and Milosevic, 2006). Therefore,
alignment of project/s with companies' business strategy is crucial. Thus this inquiry
9 PM refers to project management
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enquires into the alignment of company and project strategies to create BP in medium-

sizedconstructioncompanies.
Ramsay (1989, p 10) stated that the `essenceof business strategy is try to arrange things
so that you are in control of the situation'. However `planning and control in a strategic
sense is very difficult'

because it `requires more data from more sources, particularly

external sources' (Stacey, 2003 p63). Furthermore, strategic control does not address the
creativity, innovation and richness and importance of relationships between people in an
organisation (Stacey, 2003 p63). Therefore, Stacey favoured the financial budget as an
instrument to implement short-term control as opposed to top-down, long-term strategic
control.

However,making the situationfurther complex,Ramsey(1989, p11) said that missionor
vision, objectives and strategyis interrelatedin a companyirrespectiveof size and type
of industry. Furthermore, Venkataraman(1989) said the concept of strategy can be
formed at different levels of a hierarchy namely corporate, business/operationaland
functional. Thus, the question arisesof whetherit is more appropriatefor this study to
analyse BP as a strategyconcept acrossthe hierarchy of a constructioncompany or to
confine it to one level. It is assumedthat BP is a processcommencedat the company
level and transferred to project/s level through a business level. Thus, it is expected
participation of all three levels to develop BP. However, this inquiry was designedto
generate perceptions of senior managers at company level on creating BP in their
companiesdue to the assumptionmadein Chapter2, section2.4.2.
3.4.1.1Company strategy turning into project strategy/ operational tactics
Pastresearchersdescribedimplementationof strategyas more useful than formation of a
strategy.Akan et al. (2006) identified that `tactics associatedwith each of the generic
strategies'are significant for implementationof that generic strategy'. Thus alignment of
business strategy in project/s is a challenge becausebusinessesare not static in the
changingeconomy(Becher,2005).
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Therefore, long-term strategic planning is not sufficient to make a business sustainable. It
needs to address the process of how to bridge the gap between strategy and execution of
that strategy. Becher (2005) described `the biggest impediment to organisations' success
is not that they lack a well-defined strategy or well-honed execution; it's the fact that
these two are usually not in sync'. Srivannaboon and Milosevic (2006) identified that
`objectives of business strategy are not always well communicated or consistent with PM
actions'.

Akan et al. (2006) said that `managers [are] essentially been left to interpret Porter's
theory and then determine implementation on their own'. Furthermore they identified that
tactics associated with generic strategies are implemented by managers at the operational
level based on `their intuition, experience or trial and error alone' (Akan et al., 2006).
Therefore it might adversely affect the organisational performance. In an extreme case, it
can `cause an organization to loose market opportunity' (Srivannaboon and Milosevic,
2006). Similarly, Samuelsson et al. (2006) identified the gap between strategic and
operational levels of a company and described that usually lower managers prioritised
operational criteria without paying attention to the strategy due to the lack of incentives
of alignment between the two. However, Akan et al. (2006) stated that `a number of
tactics are necessary to follow a given generic strategy'

Therefore, Becher (2005) suggestedways of reducing the gap between tactics and
strategyas (1) increasingtransparencyin different departments,(2) sharinginformation,
(3) effective empowerment to achieve organisational goals and (4) encouraging
functional and individual accountability. Furthermore,Samuelssonet al. (2006) stressed
the (5) needfor unambiguousand concretestrategy,(6) explanationsof the importanceof
strategyand (7) how individuals' choicesand actions influence or limit it and provide
incentives for people to attain the strategic objectives. Becher and Samuelssonet al.
suggestedthe use of company-wideperformancemeasurementsystemas a tool to align
strategywith the tactics. Alternatively, Morris and Jamison(2002) describedthe use of
portfolio and programme managementin construction to transfer business strategyto
projects.
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Business development activity in a company is represented by portfolio management
which is `used primarily to select and priorities programs and projects, and not to manage
programs or projects' (Morris and Jamison, 2002). The programme management is
described as `primarily in the sense of managing a group of high value projects sharing a
common aim and/or of delivering regular benefits over a protracted period of time'
(Morris and Jamison, 2002). This represents a scenario that all projects in a company are
managed to gain business benefits to the company.

However, Ezer and Demetis (2007) criticised strategy as `one of the most outrageous of
the management myths' and argued in favour of short-term tactics by dispelling the longterm strategy. Stacey (2003 p63) believed `strategic control is inevitably less precise and
less formal than budgetary control'. Ezer and Demetis (2007) criticised the scholars who
neglect the facts such as importance of changing context in organisations and people who
are responding to their environment and making adjustments to handle the present.
Therefore, the `real innovation does not arise from boardroom directives, rather it
emanates from people doing their jobs every day, experimenting with

different

approaches and tinkering with new technology' (Ezer and Demetis, 2007). In their study
they discussed a successful Canadian software company which is focused on short-term
tactics instead of long-term strategy and said that the operations were based on
`understanding the present situation, the client's needs and react quickly' without any
obstructions by formal administrators or managers (Ezer and Demetis, 2007). Some parts
of this notion are in line with Stacey's preference - short-term budget but with more
flexibility and authority for people who are doing the job.

In summary, strategy needs to be flexible. Formation and implementation are equally
important. Strategy can be short-term and implemented as tactics (Ezer and Demetis,
2007) and budget (Stacey, 2003 p63).

Alternatively

strategy can be long-term and

implemented as selection of projects (Srivannaboon and Milosevic, 2006), strategic
thinking from headquarters (Ramsay, 1989 p23) such as performance measurement
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system (Samuelsson et al., 2006; Becher, 2005) and through portfolio and programme

management(Morris and Jamison,2002).
3.4.2 Marketing
The construction industry is contributing as a major economic developer in any economy
(Hillebrandt 1988 p4). Construction market is highly competitive and always changing.
Thus, knowledge about construction marketing becomes a predominant requirement for a
construction company to generate economic growth.

However,

`[u]nfortunately,

construction and marketing were often regarded separately as two different disciplines
without any common interface'. Pheng (1994) demonstrated that business `planning of
this nature has neglected the interface between construction and marketing'. From the
few research available `[c]onstruction researchershave also grappled with the question as
to exactly what constitutes marketing in construction' (Yisa et al., 1996). Thus, there is a
gap between construction and marketing.

Simpson and Taylor (2002) identified in relation to SMEs `although marketing is an
important businessfunction, its role within the organisationand its relevancewith regard
to the businessenvironment in which the companyoperatesis a complex relationship'.
In constructionSMEs there is a `lack of understandingof the true meaning of marketing
and how it can be integratedwith businessand project planning in construction,rather
than being usedasa bolt-on promotionaltool' (Walker et al., 2007). However,this is not
the casein largeconstructioncompanies.
Hall (2007) identified through a study on a diverse range of UK-based construction
enterprisesthat `marketingof overseasoperationshas becomean increasingly important
activity for international constructionenterprises'.Reasonsdiscussedare differencesin
culture and ethics and Hall (2007) said `[i]f they are to maintain a significant presencein
the internationalarena,they can no longer rely on reputationand historical connections'.
It indicated that constructionSMEs do not needa marketingapproachbecausethey can
rely on their reputationbuilt throughpreviouswork in their locality. However,it can also
be related to the lack of knowledge in marketing (Walker et al., 2007; Yisa et al., 1996;
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Pheng, 1994). Construction companies renowned for "getting jobs, doing jobs and getting
paid" and thus, majority if not all employees are with a construction background with
minimal or no knowledge in marketing. Furthermore, Simpson and Taylor (2002)
identified, 'SMEs lacked the financial resources to employ specialists, that the resource
constraints limited the ability of the company to search for information and that a lack of
management information system limited the use of data already held within the
organisation'.

Those researchers identified

that lack of employees' background,

intelligence in business promotion and market research and, financial resources as
limiting factors in construction marketing.

However, the industry has changedand in SMEs, `[p]rofessional marketing has only
recently been recognizedas an important factor for businesssuccessin the construction
industry (Walker et al., 2007). But Cicmil and Nicholson (1998) are concernedthat
`[u]nless all the employeesare clear about the objectives of the organizationalchange,
therecan be no positive effectson businessperformanceasa whole'.
Yisa et al. (1996) and Knight et al. (2002) identified a shift in adopted procurement from
client-led to contractor-led such as design and build is preferred by the clients. This
`encouraged more client participation in the construction process' (Yisa et al., 1996).
Therefore, Yisa et al. (1996) argued that `for a long term competitive advantage,
marketing strategy must be developed towards relationship marketing by developing
strategic alliances such as package deals, partnering arrangements, joint ventures, and
offers of additional services to the client in addition to the construction services'.
Construction has changed since Yisa et al. 's analysis; thus partnering and joint ventures
are not new anymore. However, the suggestion on `additional services' though not clearly
specified, might lead to more complications in the industry instead of a marketing
strategy as expected. The construction industry covers a vast range of services such as
design, estimating, new build, refurbishments, life-time maintenance, after care services.
Due to this variation, the industry was identified as a complex and fragmented business
by many researchers. So by introducing `additional services' the situation might not get
better.
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However, there is a possibility by introducing a marketing strategy to integrate company
and its project/s. Cicmil and Nicholson (1998) considered it as a strong requirement,
`unless the construction companies start seriously analysing their own marketing
environment and aligning their pre-project and project performance with the clients'
needs, they will create their own decline'. Thus, Cicmil and Nicholson proposed the
`introduction of a marketing department and the appointment of a marketing manager' to
handle marketing requirements thereby to improve BP. This is recognized in Chapter 4,
section 4.3.3.

Furthermore, the formation of consortia, partnering, and supply chain

supported that companies have inclined towards the proposed `relationship marketing'
(Yisa et al., 1996) to develop construction business. This is recognised in Chapter 4,
section 4.3.1. The usefulness in relationships in construction companies will be discussed
in the following section.

3.4.3 Relationships

Latham (1994) has recognisedthe issue of adversarialrelationships in constructionand
its affects in construction companiesand the industry. There is enough evidence that
private/ public clients and construction companies take conscious efforts to avoid
adversarialapproachto projectsby using new contractingmodels basedin relationships
such as consortia,partnering and supply chain. There is a plethora of such contracting
modelsavailablein the industry with different agreementsbetweeninvolved parties.
Since there is no one size-fits-all casein the constructionindustry, it has attractedmany
criticisms for trying different ideasto improve constructionperformance.As an example,
Chaston et al. (1999) criticized the support of the government for two decadesof
providing SME sectorfirms `the funding of intervention by commercial consultantsand
training schemescovering start ups, owner-managerdevelopmentsand employee skill
acquisition' where it failed to enhance performance of SME firms. Although, the
introduction of organisationallearning is attractiveto SMEs, however,theoriesbasedon
large firms cannotbe appliedto SMEs (Chastonet al., 1999). This is an issuerelatedto
size and governanceof a company,however,Dubois and Gadde(2000) describedthat the
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industry favoured transaction to relationships which hinders collaborative working.
Therefore, `a fresh approach is required which ensures embedding of the concept that
firms should be more responsible and continually strive to find ways of enhancing their
performance' (Chaston et al., 1999).

One of the new ways of enhancingperformanceis identified through the relationships
formed at different levels in a constructioncompany.`[a] relationship approachneedsto
be recognisedas a basisof strategyor vehicle for managingprojects' (Pryke and Smyth,
2006b p29). These relationships come in many forms and it can be summarisedas
consortia, partnering, supply chain and sub-contracting where team working and
collaborativeworking is required.Theserelationshipsalso operateat different levelssuch
as businessto business,businessto individual and individual to individual (Pryke and
Smyth, 2006a p10). Dubois and Gadde (2002) said `[l]ong-term relationships and
adaptationsbeyond individual constructionprojects are necessaryto foster learning and
innovation' in the industry. Consortia,partneringand supply chain are examplesfor such
long-term relationships. Additionally, short-term relationships are available in the
industry, asan examplesub-contractingin a specific project.
In this inquiry, thoserelationshipswere explored in four categoriesnamely, relationships
formed between companies to get recognised for substantial construction work
(construction consortia), relationships formed at company level with clients/customers
(partnering),relationshipsformed with sub-contractorsat the project level to executethat
project and supply chain relationships formed by companiesas a strategic approachto
continually work with a known set of sub-contractorsin projects. All theserelationships
are enclosedin different forms of constructionprocurementmethodswhich conform to
legal contractual documentsbinding parties involved. However, this inquiry does not
dealwith the legal aspectsof thosecontracts,insteadit focuseson the relationship aspect.
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3.4.3.1Construction consortia
This takes a strategic approach in the formation of relationships with different parties
involved, however, not the preferred option (Gruneberg and Hughes, 2006). Construction
consortia1° comprise a group of companies of different professionals such as a public
sector client, developer, funder/banker, consultants, contractors and specialist contractors
(mechanical and electrical) to carry out large scale and highly complex construction
work. Generally a consortium is headed by a developer but it can be headed by the main
contractor (Gruneberg and Hughes, 2006). The formation of `construction consortia' is a
means of changing the deep-rooted concept of a short-term thinking to a long-term
thinking in construction business (Gruneberg and Hughes, 2006). This has been identified
as a requirement to improve performance in the construction industry by Flanagan (1999)
(see section 3.5.1). Gruneberg and Hughes (2006) described reasons to form construction
consortia as to:
(1) integrate facilities and services of building-in-use phase at the inception of buildings.
(2) lessen the uncertainties and risks that individual contractors have to bear.

(3) involve in the developmentof large scaleprojects which SMEs may not able to offer
their servicesand alsoto sharework with many SMEswithout creatingmonopolies.
(4) form an attractiveadvertising/marketingapproachusingjoint capabilities.
(5) eliminate the blame culture between different parties and problems in construction
design, production and maintenance by addressing them in a meaningful way to achieve
value management approach and thus to create long-lasting solutions.

Gruneberg and Hughes (2006) said `there is no one form that defines construction
consortia'. Following figures 3.5(a), 3.5(b) and 3.5(c) illustrates different types of
relationshipsbetweenmembersof a constructionconsortium.

10A constructionconsortiumis an arrangementbetweenseveralfirms where eachcontributesanequal stakein the
form of risk capital of paymentin kind in order to qualify as a member.Remunerationof consortiummembersmay be
calculatedas the shareof the net profits of the consortium' (Grunebergand Hughes,2006).
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Figure 3.3(a) - Consortium showing external client and lines of communication between
individual members of a consortium and the client with little or no communication
between members of the supply chain (Gruneberg and Hughes, 2006).
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Figure 3.3(b) - Project partnering contract showing the client within the contract
arrangementsand lines of communicationbetweenindividual membersof a consortium
andthe client andbetweenmembersof the supply chain (Grunebergand Hughes,2006).
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Figure 3.3(c) - Consortium arrangementshowing lines of communication between
individual membersof a consortiumincluding the supply chain but excluding the client
(Grunebergand Hughes,2006).
Thus a company'smajor driver in joining a consortiumis to succeedin project/s with the
help of its other expertise.This conceptis not new; Cannonand Hillebrandt (1989b p35)
describedit as a `conglomerate'.The constructionconsortiumis seenasthe solution for a
heavily fragmentedconstructionindustry by Grunebergand Hughes,though in reality
consortium works as a fragmented company increasing tensions and conflicts in
managementby adding anotherdimension of complexity to the construction industry.
Successand failure factors in such strategicalliances" have beeninvestigated.Lajara et
al. (2003) revealedthat `strategicalliancesare becomingone of the main tools funs have
to improve and maintain their level of competitiveness,especiallywhen their small size
preventsthem from undertakingmany projects on their own'. Furthermore,in alliances

11Astrategicalliance is `formedby firms who seekto work togetheron an on-goingbasisas and whenthe
membersof the alliancewin work from different clients,provided the specialistskills are required'
(Grunebergand Hughes,2006).
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`usually fail[ure] is very high' and is due to `inadequate management of the problems
affecting joint operations' (Lajara et al., 2003).

Rubery et al. (2003) demonstrated in multi-employer environment where contracting and
re-contracting

predominates; the management is characterised by tensions and

contradictions. It is unavoidable when there is a mismatch between internal firm
resources such as `skills, competency and value'

and external `constraints and

opportunities on contracting behaviour' (Rubery et al., 2003). Furthermore, Cannon and
Hillebrandt (1989b, p41) said contractors can be disadvantaged of some resources of
growth and eventually profitability. Thus Rubery et al. (2003) highlighted the usefulness
of inter-organisational relations by considering `what people actually do at work' and
`their experience of work'.

Furthermore, Gruneberg and Hughes (2006) suggested that

failure can be managed by `openness and trust between parties in a consortium'.
Although

implicit,

there is a possibility

of improvement of working

in multi

organisational setting- consortia by adopting a good management practice based on trust.
Since, it leads to another area of researchit will be not be addressed.

3.4.3.2Partnering
Partnering is basically a relationship formed at company level with clients/customers,
Gruneburg and Hughes's consortiaare included. In the absenceof a explicit definition,
this study considerpartneringas a structuredmanagementapproachformed betweenthe
construction companies and their clients/customersbut not parental or associated
companies,designersor suppliers. This is in line with Dainty et al. (2001a) `many
positive examplescan be found within the literatureof partneringventuresbetweenmain
contractor and their clients, but examples of partnering agreementswith production
subcontractorsandmaterial suppliersare lesscommon'. This arrangementcanbe applied
for one project or it can be used by the same team for a given period of time or for a
series of projects thus, promoting continuous improvement by applying lessonslearnt
from oneproject to the next.
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Wood and Ellis (2005) stated that partnering `provides a major opportunity for improving
project performance, whilst offering direct benefits to the whole of the supply chain'.
However, there are limitations in practice. Bresnen and Marshall (2000b) described
limitations including that a fully fledged collaborative approach did not appear to be
necessary or desirable or feasible, the use of financial incentives and understanding the
process among users. The reason for those limitations being `people and relationships
were considered to be the heart of collaboration, but that lack of continuity of
relationships (at company, team and individual levels) frequently undermined attempts to
secure the full benefits of collaboration and to transfer experience across projects'
(Bresnen and Marshall, 2000b).

However, what is central to partnering is `a determination to move away from
adversarialism and litigation and to resolve problems jointly and informally through more
effective forms of inter-firm collaborations' Bresnen and Marshall (2000a). This supports
the idea which was recognised by Latham (1998) and Egan (1994). Although,
conceptually partnering aims to build a win-win situation for all parties on a long-term
basis, however, `even with long term partnering, since collaboration depends so much on
individual behaviour' (Bresnen and Marshall, 2000b). Thus, there is no guarantee of
absolute win-win situation.

Pokora andHastings(1995) describedpartneringasa `very much an attitude of mind and
one that requires fundamental changes in behaviours that have categorised the
construction industry for the last 25 years'. Unfortunately, industry has not seenmuch
behavioural change as `some of the traits that have characterizedthe construction
industry for many years are still apparentand genuinetrust seemssomeway off (Wood
and Ellis, 2005). Therefore, to achievebetter results in partnering the industry needsto
`challenge conventional thinking and explicitly recognize the need to balance
relationshipsand commercialissues' (Wood and Ellis, 2005).
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3.4.3.3Supply chain
This study considers the supply chain as a facilitator in a strategic approach to
establishing a long-term relationship of different companies (designers, contractors (main
and sub), suppliers, manufacturers) to execute projects. But the literature draws a division
on this as Akintoye et al. (2000) described supply chain as a relationship between the
main contracting company and its client and (Briscoe and Dainty, 2005) described it as a
relationship between all parties involved in the construction production. However, there
is no dispute of the aim as all agree that the main aim of supply chain is to deliver value
for money for the client (Briscoe and Dainty, 2005; Akintoye et al., 2000). The duration
and form of existence of supply chain relationships will be regulated by the type of
contract in a project (Briscoe and Dainty, 2005).

Supply chain management is described as a `boundary spanning discipline'

which

requires `coordination and collaboration of functions within the enterprise and between
enterprises' (Sanders, 2009). Furthermore Akintoye et al. (2000) considered supply chain
management as `the process of strategic management of information flow, activities,
tasks and processes,involving various networks of organisations and linkages (up-steam
and downstream) involved in the delivery of quality construction products and services
through the firms, and to the customer, in an efficient

manner'. Therefore the

relationships between members are significant. Stading and Altay (2007) identified that
`supply chain partners generally acknowledge the pivotal importance of relationship
management, but often, default to conventional measures that are mostly founded on
easily quantifiable criteria like price, delivery and quality'. Briscoe and Dainty (2005)
identified 'lack of desire to engender trust', `significant attitudinal barriers' between main
contractor and sub-contractors in supply chains hinder its success.Similarly Dainty et al.
(2001b) said there are `serious concerns among subcontractors that point towards a
fundamental mistrust and scepticism within existing supply chain relationships'.

Supply chain addressesthe integration; a shortcomingidentified in the industry in section
3.5.1. `Integration is strongly reliant on the philosophy of supply chain management'
(Briscoe et al., 2004). On the one hand, Briscoe and Dainty (2005) identified that `the
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large number of supply chain partners and the significant level of fragmentation limit the
levels of integration that are achievable' in the construction industry. On the other hand,
Price (2003) said the `construction industry has experienced increased integration of its
supply chain'. Consequently, `construction organisations are concentrating on focus
strategies, such as: partnering; certain regions; the provision of high added value skills by
downsizing to core competencies; design and build; build operate design; PFI projects
and specific construction sectors such as building' (Price, 2003). Therefore, supply chain
relationships, if managed well, have the potential to develop continuous improvement
within its processes,people and ultimately producing a valued product.
3.4.3.4 Sub-contracting
Humphreys et al. (2003) suggested that the tradition of medium-sized contractors to
employ direct labour at projects has disappeared in the UK construction industry. Instead
companies frequently use sub-contractors to do construction production, therefore
medium-sized companies `now provide only the management and coordination activities
of the project' (Humphreys et al., 2003). Thus sub-contractors are subjected to undue
pressure for quality and cost in their services. A new perspective has emerged recently
and now construction companies prefer to be engaged with their sub-contractors in a
long-term partnering basis rather than the traditional lowest cost driven approach. This
supports Latham (1994) and Egan (1998) who identified requirements to change and
improve construction industry.

Partneringbetween the main contractor and sub-contractor/scan offer benefits to all
parties.Thosebenefitswere identified as `lower costs, improved team approachand less
confrontation' (Humphreys et al., 2003). However, Greenwood (2001) said that in a
majority of sub-contractors,a partnering relationship with the main contractor is
traditional and cost driven, and a minority of sub-contractorsand main contractors
accommodatea casualrelationshipapproach.
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3.4.4 Project performance criteria

This sectiondiscussesproject performancecriteria which were perceivedby interviewees
as capable of influencing the BP in a company.

3.4.4.1 Client/customer satisfaction
This is not a new concept in the UK as Egan (1998) and Latham (1994) repeatedly drew
attention to companies' need to identify the client/customer requirements. As a result
Forsythe (2007) reported that the `construction industry is beginning to increasingly
recognize customer satisfaction as a means of achieving competitive advantage in the
market place'. Furthermore, it is a basic requirement to develop successful BP in a
company (Morgan and Rego, 2006). Therefore, companies are aware of different aspects
of economic (hard) and non-economic (soft) aspects which are necessary in delivering
client/customer requirements. Examples for economic aspects are - engaging in
marketing, quality assurances in contractual agreement and non-economic aspects are relationships based on professional understanding and collaborative nature in handling
construction process.

Yasamiset al. (2002) said that client satisfactionand quality of constructionproduction is
directly related to one another. However, Hughes (2006, p355) identified that `[t]he
problem of client satisfactionis more closely related to marketing than it is to quality
management'.Clients in the industry can be categorisedin numerousways: public and
private or existing, pastand future or good andbad. Therefore,there is no fixed definition
for client/customersatisfaction in constructiondue to its individualistic and situational
nature(Forsythe,2007).
From anotherperspective,Betts and Wood-Harper (1994) argued that a `range of new
customer-orientedtheories' such as `BPR12in particular' should be consideredin the
construction industry to be in line with `rapidly changing and innovative theoretical
businesscontext'. In such an environment, Morgan and Rego (2006) confirmed that
`customer feedback metrics are valuable in predicting firms' businessperformance'.
'2 BPR refersto businessprocessreengineering.It is a managementapproachusing technologyto improve the efficiency of business
processesin a company
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There are different methods available to measure client/customer satisfaction in practice.
Performance measurement frameworks such as KPI and EFQM have included provision
to measurecustomer satisfaction.

In addition to the customer satisfaction frameworks, Ryd (2004) said that design brief
documents `act as information carriers during the design and production phases in
construction'. Thus it can be used to introduce customer satisfaction requirements at early
stages and to influencing BP in a company. In agreement, Lindahl and Ryd (2007)
highlighted `briefing and project management' concept to satisfy client requirements in
construction. It is expected to address the problems of inadequacy in project managers'
participation of activities and inadequacy in clients' knowledge hinders the innovation
required to `communicate core business needsto construction prerequisites' (Lindahl and
Ryd, 2007). Therefore, briefing concept acts as a tool for collaborative working (Ryd,
2004).

"Customer delight" is anothertangential concept to "customer satisfaction". Rust and
Oliver (2000) placed this concept`on a firmer psychologicalfooting' where a `positive
emotional state generally resulting from having one's expectations exceeded to a
surprising degree'. They identified that, customer delight `is likely to be profitable if
customer satisfaction can be maintained at the higher expectation levels causedby
assimilatedlevels of delight' for a companyand a customer.Consequently,`it will attract
more customers from other companies' and also these `programmesare increasingly
expensive to the firm'. However, Rust and Oliver (2000) identified an issue, by
`delighting the customer"raises the bar" of customeroperations,making it more difficult
to satisfy the customerin the next purchasecycle andhurting the firm in the long run'.
3.4.4.2Quality
Quality is a complex issue in a companyand dependsupon the company strategyand
skills of thosewho are actively engagedin it. Thereforequality of work can be a variable;
thus, to manage quality of work in construction companiesemploy quality assurance
(QA) systemssuch as ISO 9000. However, a managementapproachwhich focuseson
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supplying customers with quality

products and services is the key to improve BP

(Oakland, 2005). McCabe (1998, p14) said `total quality management (TQM) is a less
formal approach than QA'. Nowadays, companies tend to develop a relationship between
quality of construction production and BP through long-term partnering and supply chain
arrangements. Thus a "quality route" was favoured as an alternative to a "strategy route"
in a construction company which is known as a business in a social setting. However,
Sommerville (1994) criticized the construction industry for not realizing the potential
benefits of TQM.

"

TQM, frameworks and links to BP

`In the early 1980s... organisations in the West started to be seriously interested in
quality and its management' (Oakland, 2005). Thus, `[i]ncreasingly organisations are
recognizing the strategic importance of quality and quality management' (Anderson et
al., 1994). However, `[q]uality management should not be practiced in isolation from
other initiatives but form an integrated part of an organization's overall strategy' (Price
2003).

The `Total Quality Management(TQM) has become a part of businessthinking and
many companiesin the Westernworld (including those in Australia) have adoptedthis
conceptin someform' (Sharmaand Gadenne,2002). Therefore,the TQM approachwas
developedand integratedinto businessand organisationalexcellencethrough different
models. McAdam and O'Neil (1999) summarisedthe TQM approach as- `(1) it is
strategically linked to the businessgoals. (2) customerunderstandingand satisfactionis
vital. (3) employeeparticipation and understandingat all levels is required. (4) the need
for managementcommitment and consistency of purpose. (5) the organisation is
perceivedasa seriesof processeswhich incorporatecustomersupplierrelationships'.
Sincethe launch of the TQM approach,many quality frameworkshave appearedfor the
use of different industries and organisations.Among them, the most popular are the
American Baldrige model, Europe's EFQM excellencemodel and Kaplan and Norton's
Balanced Scorecard.All of those models followed an early example from Japan; the
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Deming Price model (based on the philosophy of plan - do - check - act) in 1951

(Oakland,2005).

The literature demonstrated that the strategic importance of quality has been considered
together with business excellence in many quality control frameworks including the
EFQM framework. Price (2003) said `[m]any of the tools and techniques used within
strategic management today have their origins within quality management'. Thus, TQM
frameworks are capable of self-assessment, benchmarking and delivering improved
performance in organisations (Oakland, 2005; McCabe, 1998 p182). Those frameworks
which are able to improve quality are compatible with the control view of management
(Dean and Bowen, 1994). Therefore, it facilitates continuous analysis of experimenting
and improvement cycle.

`Total Quality Management(TQM) has beena key businessimprovement strategysince
the 1970s,asit hasbeendeemedessentialfor improving efficiency andcompetitiveness'
(Hafeez et al., 2006). Freiesleben(2005) statedthere are financial benefits of TQM
because`quality improvementsbenefit a companyboth in terms of costs and revenues'.
Furthermore,Anderson et al. (1994) statedthat organisationshave realisedthat `quality
managementcan enhancetheir competitive abilities and provide strategic advantagesat
the marketplace'.Thus, TQM covers "overall performance"of a companyother than its
TQM concept.
The above explanationsindeed provide a correlation betweenTQM and BP as it is an
integral part in overall performance of a company thus, the selection of the EFQM
framework as the tool to accessdata in this study. However, Price (2003) identified the
`alignment of strategic managementwith different quality initiatives is not easy to
achieve'. Therefore, it might be a reason that none of the companies investigated
employedthe EFQM framework to developbusinessin spite of all the advantageslisted
above.
To summarise, conceptually the success of a company depends on its overall
performancewhere BP was consideredas an important component.However, BP is a
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multi-faceted concept which is often discussed but neither described nor defined.
Therefore there is a need for a stable definition for BP.

Thus, the next section

investigates performance in the construction industry, company and project/s to set the
scene for this inquiry.

3.5 Research milieu

3.5.1Different views in construction
Researchinto constructionhas taken numerousdirections. Some related to this inquiry
analyse construction as a pre-determined model, a comparison between different
industriesor ascomplexitiesand uncertaintieswithin the constructionindustry, company
and its projects. This is a vast area, thus this literature review dealswith few of those
studieswhich were selectedthroughanalysingthe authors' work in the relevantarea.
Koskela (2003) perceived construction as `one-of-a kind nature of projects, site
production and temporaryorganisations'.It hasbeen further refined as `constructionis a
complex productionof one-of-a-kindproduct undertakenmainly at the delivery point by
cooperationwithin a multi-skilled ad-hoc team' (Bertelsen and Koskela, 2004). The
production processesis observedby clients/customersand all interestedparties, this can
be a reasonto brandconstructionas a complex industry as a whole. This perceptionwas
the generalnorm in the industry. Someof thosecomplexitiesin the constructionindustry,
companiesandprojectswere revealedin Chapter1, section 1.2.
Koskela (1992) analysed the nature of construction using the production philosophy
which has its roots in the manufacturingindustry. In line with this Ballard and Howell
(2003) said construction `[p]rojects are temporary production systems'. To make
production more efficient, Koskela (1992) argued that activity based model in
constructionneedto be reconceptualiseasa flow basedmodel.
Furthermore,the root causeof poor performancein the constructionindustry is relatedto
the way of thinking and managerialprinciples used(Koskela,2000,1992). Thus, Koskela
(1992) arguedwhy the constructionindustry cannot adopt similar managerialprinciples
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from manufacturing industry; `rather than seeking isolated solutions' to over come some
of the shortcomings. This argument was shared by other researchers namely Flanagan,
Kagioglu et al., Ballard and Howell. However this notion, where construction is analysed
as a mechanistic production has been criticized by Winch (2003) due to reasons including
(1) `final product is assembled in-situ' (2) product design is excluded from the industrial
definition, while maintenance is included. Furthermore, Winch (2003) and Green and
May (2003) questioned the suitability of exporting such tried and tested ideas from
manufacturing to construction due to the nature of the construction industry, its processes
and involvement of people.

Koskela (1992) led the concept that construction can learn from other manufacturing
industries and introduced the application of the new production philosophy - lean
production principles in construction. Then Ballard and Howell (2003) introduced `lean
project management' in construction. Ballard and Howell's

study concluded as

`[a]pplying that new way of thinking to project management appears to offer opportunity
for performance improvement comparable with those achieved with the change from
mass to lean forms of manufacturing'. So Koskela (1992) and Ballard and Howell (2003)
argued that construction industry can adopt solutions from Japanese and Western
manufacturing philosophies. Furthermore, Dainty et al. (2001a) stated `[i]n 1998, a
government-sponsored review of the UK construction sector called for the adoption of
initiatives from manufacturing industry in order to increase productivity

and reduce

costs'. However, Koskela, Ballard and Howell's expectations of construction to be in the
same model like any other manufacturing industry is inappropriate due to the nature of
their continuous work in evaluation of construction.

On the one hand, those researchers'evaluationsdemonstratedthat the managerial and
organisation developmentin construction industry is quite different to that of general
manufacturing. In other manufacturingindustries activities are co-ordinated,controlled
andmanagedbasedon top-down routine processes.The repetition of suchprocessesover
many cycles eliminatesall inaccuracies.Therefore,they deliver effectively with the most
profitable outcomesunder varied managerialprinciples. However, the fragmentedand
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diverse nature of the construction industry has made this linear and planned delivery
impossible as it is closer to the natural world with regard to its varied processes adopted
specifically at construction production.

On the other hand those researchers' evaluations on construction projects have
demonstrateda numberof distinctive differencessuch asthesesconstructionprojectsare:
uncertain- weatherconditions, high labour intensity nature; fragmented- many people
are working in a work site but they are not attachedto the sameorganisation;unique not possible to correct many mistakes due to its in-situ nature; and complex due to the nature of its diversification.
constructionprocesshas so many sub-processes
Therefore,the nature of constructionprojects and the fragmentationof the construction
industry undertakingthose projects have effectively resulted in non-linear and highly
variableprocessesin a constructioncompany.
SupportingtheseFlanagan(1999) comparedconstructionwith automotiveand aerospace
sectorsfrom the point of view of researchand innovation and said `[t]he construction
sectorthinks its problemsare unique - in reality they are not'. Flanagan'scomparisonof
three sectorsis comprehensiveand appearsin table 3.1 below.
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Table 3.1- Comparing features of the three sectors (Flanagan, 1999)
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Thus, Flanagan (1999) suggested that the construction industry should think about `(1)
The separation of design from production and assembly in the construction process
hinders the flow of R&D13 that resides with the myriad companies in the supply chain.
There is no physical link between suppliers, component manufacturers and designers. (2)
The contractors are placing more and more emphasis on the specialist contractors yet
they have no link with the people who design projects - this is the reverse of what
happens in the automotive and aerospace sectors. (3) We have to move from short-term
project-based thinking to long-term product-based thinking'. Though the product-based
approach has subjected to disagreement from some critics; what is apparent from
Flanagan (1999) is that construction sector lacks long-term thinking in construction
process and integration between parties involved compared to the other two sectors.
Similarly, Morris (2004, p1351) said `poor integration between project participants'
needs to be well managed.

From another perspective;the lack of integration in company and project has been
identified by researchersas a main shortcoming responsible for poor performance in
construction. From a knowledge based study in technology transfer between out-ofindustry (far and near) research,Barrett and Sexton (1999) recommended`[a] central
strategyto elevateperformancehasbeenfor the constructionindustry to learn from these
better performing industries through effective technologytransfer'. They consideredthe
`processprotocol maps'14used in the manufacturing as far out-of-industry and `the
builders merchant' which can be used by estimatorsto get their pricing correct, as near
out-of-industry. Builders merchant is an IT system to `enhance customer care by
providing customerswith product pricing information and ordering facilities, and to
generateinternal efficiency gains' (Barrett and Sexton, 1999).The identification of lack
of integrationbetweencompanyand project causedpoor performancethus recommended
that improvementin integrationwhich is central to the companyis required. The reason
given is, `[c]ompanies, not projects, are the only credible focus for change in the
" R&D standfor Researchand Development
"'University of Salford (1998), presenteda processprotocol, which considersthe whole lifecycle of a constructionproject whilst
integratingits participantsunder a common framework.This identifies the variousphases/gates
of a constructionprojectwith
particularemphasisto the stagesin the manufacturingindustry. Insteadof teamingup different disciplinesor roles in constructionthey
haveconsidereda categorizationbasedon activities to createa crossfunctional teamin designand construction.It also includes
decision-makingmechanismsfrom a client perspective.
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construction industry'.

Furthermore, Barrett and Sexton (1999) emphasized the

importance of the construction company as `[i]n all this the company is central and the
major thrust is to move these firms from reactive imitation or the defensive routines of
structural innovation to a position of deeper understanding - of enhanced wisdom'. This
identification supported Flanagan's finding; that construction lacks long-term thinking
and integration.
Although, Ballard and Howell (2003), Flanagan (1999) and Koskela (1992) argued that
construction should look to manufacturing to make improvements, Kornelius and
Wamelink (1998) said that manufacturing can learn from construction. Kornelius and
Wamelink studied manufacturing and construction industries in the area of co-operation
in networks. They identified the main difference between manufacturing and construction
as the `customisation and outsourcing' and further said that manufacturing is changing to
a `virtual corporation' where `[c]urrent investment goods manufacturing sees more than
70 per cent of the value of the product added not by the manufacturer of the final product
but by other manufacturers'. The construction industry has engaged in outsourcing in
value adding business for a long time and has tried and tested different means of interorganisational relationships. Therefore `[m]anufacturing should learn from construction,
that only if parties agree to co-operate, not only during one project, but aim at reoccurring relationships, in different projects, can advances be made towards controllable
inter-organisational co-operation' (Kornelius and Wamelink, 1998).

Above identification is in line with construction production is `a cooperationwithin a
multi-skilled ad-hocteam' (Bertelsenand Koskela,2004). However due to a lack of cooperation of teams at production/project level much past literature recognized and
identified constructionproduction as a complex process(Barrett, 2005; Bertelson and
Koskela,2004; Bertelsen,2002,2003). This can be due to the fact that temporaryproject
organisations `does not promote learning' because,`no guaranteeof further contacts
among team members' (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). Furthermore, `there is no input of
commonly sharedexperienceof other building processes.Each memberof the building
teambrings little more than his own accumulatedexperiences(and prejudices)to bear on
current problems' (Crichton, 1966 p22). However, even if the same team attempts to
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mange construction

production

in

several projects co-operatively

the diverse

requirements of projects might give rise to different perspectives in management of
projects thus creating different management approaches. Within different management
approaches, the co-operation between the same team doing different projects might not
be the same. Therefore it is argued that different requirements in projects make the
responsible parties (who were in the same team previously) to manage them with
different perspectives might create apprehension between parties as to the co-operation
factors.
As a consequence of this uncertainty in co-operation at project level and apprehension in
management of those projects have created lack of integration of projects and company.
Thus leads to the identification of a disparity with conceptual shortcoming between
company and project. However, this has made project management a primary
requirement in construction companies making company requirements secondary. This
research is an attempt to remedy this situation. The importance of integration of company
over the project has been discussed by other researchers. This integrated approach to
construction process has been notably promoted by Barrett (2005) introducing revaluing
construction and by Morris (2006) introducing management of projects.

3.5.1.1Integration through managementof projects
The changesin the constructionindustry, companiesand projects are considerablewith
time. Some changes reflected in approach to management of project's are: the
introduction of lean project management(Ballard and Howell, 2003), supply chain
initiative (Briscoe and Dainty, 2005; Akintoye et al., 2000), partnering(Wood and Ellis,
2005; Bresnenand Marshall, 2000b) and managementof projects (Morris, 2006). Of
those different initiatives, managementof projects through portfolio and programme
managementappearsto addressthe disparity of conceptualand empirical shortcoming
between company and project whereasthe other three focus mainly on the empirical
aspect of integration. Morris said that managementof projects `provides a holistic
approachto managingprojects, and programs,from their earliest stagesto their last in
orderto deliver businessbenefit' (Morris, 2005).
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Figure 3.4 - Linking corporate and project strategy (Morris and Jamieson, 2002)
The notion of "management of projects" has been considered as the brain child of `Morris
and Hough 1987 and Cooke-Davis 2004' (Morris, 2006). Morris (2006) further
demonstrated that this perspective has considered `the importance of managing
contextual and definitional aspectsof projects in addition to the usual execution, planning
and control type issues' as illustrated in the figure 3.4 above. This demonstrates that
processes in the company and project can be integrated with one another using
management of projects.

Above is an example for the functional management approach to projects. But this
functional approach used conceptual and empirical aspects in dealing with management
of all processes at company and project levels. Thus, an issue is identified; whether
processes can integrate the company and its projects without considering the people who
are doing those processesdue to the absence in discussion of people by Morris. However,
CRISP (2001) confirmed that `[a]ppropriate processes in supporting the role of the
project team in achieving project success reflects the importance of people issues and
how organisations and their staff and clients address process improvement. A key step in
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this process is the internalisation of information from different projects from which others
may learn'. Therefore this research intends to articulate the integration of company and
project through construction processes and people which eventually leads to construct
BP.

3.5.1.2 Integration through revaluing construction
Barrett (2005) described the development of the construction industry will be possible if
it can be driven by `shared vision amongst stakeholders'. The approach described by
Barrett through an infinity diagram (figure 3.5) facilitated management of construction by
perceptions and performance jointly. Barrett (2005) identified that "revaluing
15
construction" is the `key to a long-term, sustainable resolution of the interests of those
involved'. Much of Barrett's prescription is diverted at institutional level rather than level
of particular companies.

Figure 3.5 - Global agenda for revaluing construction (Barrett, 2005)

Barrett describedthat constructioncan be improved using sevenmajor factors as shown
in the figure 3.5 above. By appreciating the diverse nature of the industry, Barrett (2005)
is a need to create a balance between various factors to enhance
stressed that there
15Barrett (2005) defined Revaluing Construction as the maximisation of the value jointly created by the stakeholders to
distribution of the resulting rewards between those created it.
construction and the equitable
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performance and perceptions in construction. He identified the `balance of markets and
social capital, dynamic decisions and information, and evolving knowledge and attitudes'
as factors influencing the performance. The perceptions of the industry are useful to
facilitate performance and need to be broader than `existing categorizations, mindsets and
images' (Barrett, 2005). Thus, he considered `awareness of systemic contribution,
promotion of full value delivered to society and holistic idea of construction' as factors
influencing perceptions. Those six factors are held together by the shared vision amongst
the stakeholders in revaluing construction (Barrett, 2005).

3.5.1.3Change in approach
Both of the above holistic notions, management of projects and revaluing construction,
appear to be beneficial to the industry. It is surmised that when scale-up management of
projects and scale-down revaluing construction converge at company level and it has the
capacity to include all construction process as a whole without dividing them as project
and company responsibilities separately. Therefore by adopting a change to our vision
and doing construction production in line with a company initiated management process;
there shall be scope to change the poor image of construction industry as described by
many researchers. However to make the overall company process to be effective there
need to be a series of sub-processes in line with the systems theory. Such sub-processes
need to be managed with the aim to develop business success for the company. This
notion is in line with `the importance of the Front-End' (Morris, 2005) and `shared vision
amongst stakeholders' (Barrett, 2005).

For such a changeto take place in the industry and to be highly valued by the society;
might take long duration of time. Although constructionindustry has undergonesome
change,Foresight (2001) emphasised`the needfor Government,professionaland trade
bodies, academiaand the financial institutions to work closely with the construction
industry to determinehow best they can help the sectorto deliver the changesthat all of
society can benefit from in the future'. It indicatedstill constructionlacks the integration
and stressed that `the key to the future lies in achieving an integrated approach
throughout the entire construction process' (Foresight, 2001). Two of the suggested
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measures in Foresight (2001) relevant to this inquiry, amongst many more are `enable
supply chain integration' which covers the construction process and `invest in people'
which encapsulatesthe relationship between process and people. Therefore, this inquiry
is an attempt to update the body of knowledge through empirical data how construction
companies create BP working at company and project levels using processesand people.

To summarise the above, where researchers have described that the uncertain nature of
construction process create complex nature in project processes and also complex nature
of project processes create uncertainty in the construction process resulting lack of
integration in a company as a whole. It has identified the different dimensions of lack of
integration. This feature originated as lack of integration of different parties involved;
creating a lack of integration between construction process as a whole, thus, resulting
lack of integration between company and its project/s. This made construction `indeed a
nonlinear, complex and dynamic phenomena' (Bertelsen, 2002). Therefore, in such a
situation; existence of a construction company in the market appears to be vulnerable.

3.5.2Disparity of company and project
Crichton (1966) described company works on formal systems obtaining projects and
planning of those projects to execute effectively without recognising the interdependent
and uncertainty nature of those projects. Therefore, it created a disparity between
company and project operations and management. Winch (1989) maintained that CM and
project management were two different concepts. His analysis of the construction firm
and the construction

project using different

theories established `the effective

management of the construction project is of central interest to us all, that aim depends
first upon the effective management of the firms which contribute to that project'. He
also stressed the importance of construction firms over construction projects because `the
project is a temporary organization, while the firm is a continuing capacity to create the
built environment'.

However, `[c]onstruction activities - and, hence, the processes- are determined
significantly by the project, not by the firm' (Groäk, 1994). The sourcesof uncertainty
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for construction firms are found `within the project, and in the way projects are awarded'
(Winch, 1989). He discussed four types of uncertainties and they are task, natural,
organisational and contracting. These uncertainties lead to reactive management practice
in construction companies (Loosemore, 1994) which has not been considered favourably
by the critics (Koskela, 2003; Barrett and Sexton, 1999; Koskela, 1992). Therefore this
disparity in the construction industry has led many researchers to study different
characteristics in construction companies and its project/s. Such research (Phua 2007;
Phua, 2006; Bassioni et al., 2005; Winch, 1989) informed separation of project and
company with respect to their operations and management aspects.

Conceptually, project management literature is presented as a linear and orderly set of
activities. Bertelsen (2003) stated that it `is a fundamental mistake' and further said that
`project management must perceive the project as a complex, dynamic phenomenon in a
complex and non-linear setting'. However, Groäk (1994) said that such `implication
which seems not fully

explored in the general rise of project management in

construction'. Gidado (1996) defined project complexity as `the measure of the difficulty
of implementing a planned production work flow in relation to any one or a number of
quantifiable managerial objectives'. Thus, this inability

to implement managerial

objectives at project level can affect the economical development of a company. Phua
(2006) identified that `particularly for a developing academic discipline like construction
management (CM), understanding the sources of construction firm performance and
hence, firms' ability to derive sustainable economic profit would seem to be a warranted
requirement'.

Unfortunately,neitherCM nor project managementasacademicdisciplines recognisedto
determinefavourableperformancecharacteristicswhich integratescompanyand project
to create long-term business opportunities. Issue identified here is that, projects are
importantto constructioncompanies;they are complexand uncertaintemporaryactivities
and however,the constructioncompanyhandling such activities are expectedto outlive
the temporary projects to create the built environment. Therefore, integration between
project/sand companyappearedto be an imperativefactor.
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3.5.2.1 Analysis of company and project
Modig (2007) identified a requirement for integration, `[ijf a large part of the work is
undertaken in a project is similar to that of other projects, sharing of resources and
knowledge through a stationary organization becomes attractive'. This indicated, if
companies choose their projects to be in similar context such as type of work; a company
can benefit from integration of project/s and company by sharing knowledge and
resources. From an organisational point of view, Shirazi et al. (1996) identified that
organisational design in construction is conscious about `most effective and stable
patterns of interaction between firms which operate within the project organisation.
Therefore to achieve project objectives they said the organisational structure `links
technology, tasks and human components through formal and semi-formal means'
(Shirazi et al., 1996). This method also has the potential of integrating company and
project. Then from a strategic management point of view, Morris (2004) identified the
`growing recognition in recent years of the value in managing more systematically the
linkage between business strategy and project strategy'. Therefore, integration of
company and projects are possible through type of work, organisational structure and
systematic management of business and project strategies.

However,

Bertelsen and Koskela (2005) argued that `the complexity

increases

dramatically by the fact that the production system - the project organisation - is sharing
its resources with any other project the participating parties may be involved in'. A
reason can be the identification of `construction as a whole - but particularly the building
and civil engineering sectors - were to miss out the formal knowledge that is available on
the management of projects' (Morris, 2006). Additionally, problems in integration can be
the result of considering company and project as stationary and temporary organisations
respectively. However, in reality, a project-based industry like construction `manage
business activities both in intra-organisation as well as inter-organisation or network
context' (Sandhu and Gunasekaran, 2004) which is in line with Winch's analysis of the
construction industry.
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Modig (2007) analysed the temporary and stationary organisations to model the impact of
project characteristics on logistic solutions in temporary settings. Modig's study explored
four case studies in four industry sectors - defence, construction, media and a stage event
and identified `variation in employment forms, work processes and resource network
used' in different sectors. However, Modig concluded that `[s]tationary and temporary
organisations fulfil different roles therefore they coexist'. In line with (Bertelsen 2002;
Groäk 1994; Crichton 1966), Modig said `[w]hen a task is associated with a great deal of
uncertainty and complexity, projects are more likely to run by "pure"

temporary

organisations' which reflects the general understanding of the construction industry as
explained in Chapter 1, section 1.2. Modig defined pure temporary organisation as
`freestanding organisation that are set up to run specific projects before being dissolved,
form the end points'.

The above different

motives regarding construction company and project from

organisational and management aspects have made this research to investigate the
relationship of construction company and its project/s through perceptions of BP of the
senior managers in construction companies. The reason to select BP as the focus in this
inquiry (Chapter 1, section 1.3) is further supported from the existing research where BP
appeared as a useful aspect which has been represented and discussed at both levels.
Therefore it is expected to have the potential to generate useful findings in integrated
management approaches at construction companies working at both levels. Thus, this
inquiry visualises that a medium-sized construction company as an `intra-firm and interfirm organisation' where processes and relationships are the most useful characteristics
(Winch, 1989).

3.5.3 Formation of the researchinquiry
The lack of integration of projects and company has made project managementa key
theme neglecting the company related processesin construction companies. This
disparity leadsto a conceptualshortcomingbetweencompanyand its project/s has been
observed by other researchersin different dimensions. This section examines such
researchin line with this inquiry using a theme constructioncompanies'main efforts are
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in monitoring, controlling and managing temporary organisations - projects; thus
neglecting the management process of the company (Phua, 2006; Bassioni et al., 2005;

Dubois & Gadde,2002; Handa& Adas, 1996;Winch, 1989).
All above researchers identified a disparity between project level performance and the
contractor's overall BP. They are in agreement that overall BP of a contractor is not
satisfactory, and it is also under-researched; although their approaches to this conclusion
were different.

Winch (1989) described the difference between construction project and company as;
project is a temporary organisation and company is a permanent organisation which can
lead to create the built environment. Dubois and Gadde (2002) said that this difference
adversely affects the long-term sustainability of companies. They stated that `tight
couplings in individual projects and loose couplings based on collective adaptations in
the permanent network... favours short term productivity while hampering innovation
and learning'. Myers (2004, p240) described those loose couplings as a disconnection
between processes which construction companies need to integrate to achieve better
overall performance. Thus, in a construction company there are three layers of processes
which need to be integrated; individual company's own processes, coordination of
processes across companies within a project and the development of the supply chain
(Myers, 2004 p240).

The CM researchconsistsof researchon constructionindustry and abovedescribedthree
layers in a company. However, there is inadequacy of research into company level
processes.On the one hand,there was much researchinto the constructionindustry little
of the researchexplored the performancedeterminantsat company level (Phua, 2006).
On the other hand, most of the researchdiscussedperformance determinants at the
project level. Bassioni et al. (2005) said that there are many different frameworks
available in the industry to measureorganisationalperformance.Nevertheless,Bassioni
et al. agreed with Phua's argument that performancemeasurementin construction is
predominantlyfocusedon project performance.
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Although the CM literature supported the view that there is a direct inter-relatedness
between industry and contractor specific factors, contractors' overall performance is
under-researched (Phua, 2006). Phua (2006) identified two possible reasons for the
imbalance as `the lack of consensus on how firm performance should be measured and
the relatively weak theoretical conceptualization and objective operationalization at firm
level of the predictors of firm performance. ' However, Bassioni et al. (2005) stated that
some large construction companies in the UK measure their organisational performance
using frameworks such as the EFQM excellence model, Key Performance Indicators
(KPI) and the Balanced Scorecard (BSC). Handa and Adas (1996) suggested a
multivariate model for measuring organisational performance to evaluate and manage
organisational performance. However during their research they discovered most
managers in the construction industry use mostly financial indicators which do not
capture the salient elements of BP which will be discussed in section 4.3.4.

Thus,

Bassioni et al. (2005) concluded the `issue of measuring strategic performance in
construction is relatively untapped, more work is required in this area'.

The above demonstrated disparity between project and company level processes lead to
short-term productivity at the cost of long-term stability for a construction company.
Given that construction business is placed in a complex and uncertain environment;
companies' project work becomes highly volatile and competitive. A construction
company's BP therefore becomes a very important factor which determines a company's
economic and social success as well as its long-term stability in the industry. To
overcome those problems, a construction company needs to discover the integrating
factors which contribute towards its BP and project performance as a whole. Thus this
inquiry is set to investigate those integrating factors in a company in addition to the
project needs and requirements. Furthermore it is the relationship between project and
company with respect to company's BP needs to be established to improve sustainability
of the construction company. Therefore the aim of this research was "to investigate how
senior managers construct BP in medium-sized construction companies" with a set of
objectives as discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.4.
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3.6 Chapter summary
This chapter explored existing research related to the BP of a company in general and in a
construction company specifically. The existing literature demonstrated that BP is an
important but a complex character which links different disciplines in a company. The
complexity in BP further increases in a construction company which operates at both
company and project levels to satisfy different requirements.

Therefore,understandingthe complexitiesin the constructionindustry and companiesis
required before trying to specify solutions to problems in a complex industry. The
literaturereview suggestedthat someresearchersevaluatedthe constructionindustry in
terms of a model from the manufacturingindustry and suggestedchangesaccordingly.
The existing researchidentified lack of integration in severaldimensionssuch as the
different parties involved, the construction process,use of performancemeasurement
frameworks,and companyand project. Theseled to the identification of the construction
industry asa reactiveindustry without a businessperspectiveby somecritics.
This inquiry identified a lack of CM literature on company performance as opposed to
plethora of project management literature. It also captured some of the changes suggested
by researcherswhich have potential advantagesto the construction industry by enhancing
relationships such as revaluing construction (Barrett, 2005) and management of projects
(Morris, 2006). However, the existing literature demonstrated that there is a significant
disconnection in the BP of a construction company and its project/s. The project-based
system described does not generate long-term sustainability to the construction company.
Although the literature has identified the determinants of BP, it has not described the way
in which companies constitute BP from both company and project level processes. Thus
this inquiry was established to fill the gap in terms of knowledge about creating BP in a
medium-sized construction company and to articulate how senior managers construct BP
in medium-sized construction companies.
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Therefore, in Part B, the researcher discusses empirical data on perceptions of BP
of
senior managers in medium-sized construction companies in the English Midlands. It is
expected to identify the way different issues, perceived as being important by senior
managersof those companies, are integrated to construct BP.
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PART
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B

Part B- Findings of business performance in construction
The purpose of this part is to show how interviewees talked about, and, by inference,
thought about business performance (BP) and acted in such a way as to manage it in their
respective companies. In particular the aim is to show how they saw the relationship
between BP, business development and project performance.

In summary, they reported that the distinctive, project-based nature of construction is
such that while they recognised, in principle, a distinction between the concerns and
activities associated with the management of projects and the management of the
business as a whole, in practice, and for the reasons described in what follows, they were
in many ways indistinguishable. These findings suggest that the allegations described in
the review of literature that construction companies pay insufficient attention to BP are,
in important respects, unjustified. Certainly it was found that the collaborative, valueadding work of a company takes place within the varying constraints of individual
projects: the attention and energies of most personnel were focused on them. However,
this was not at the cost of attending to the long-term concerns and priorities of the
business development in companies as a whole. In fact they depend on it partly for future
business development.

The ways in which the managementof a companyand its projectswere to a significant
extent integratedare now described.Clearly some activities have primary relevanceto
the businessas a whole, for exampleobtaining contracts,deciding what kind and where
to obtain them, obtaining intelligence with which to make such decisions and so on.
Other activities relate directly to production and inevitably take place on the project. In
simple systemsterms these may be referred to as outward directed or inward directed
functions. However,much of the time activities and the information and knowledgethey
generateand employ have a double and interactive significance. For example,relations
with a client on a particular contract have consequencesfor both running that contract
andfuture businessprospectsfor the company.
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Thus, though there is inevitable overlap between them, this chapter reflects the following
three-way distinction.

9

Theme 1- Doing businessat companylevel

"

Theme2- Doing businessat project level

"

Theme 3- Doing business: the integration of company and project

The relationsbetweenabovethemesare illustrated in figure B1 below.
Chapter4 examinesperceptionsof intervieweeson processesat companylevel such as
different ways of getting business,the way they attendto businessdevelopmentthrough
business strategy,board meetings,businessadvisers and performancecriteria. It also
describesthe relationshipscompaniesmake such aspartneringand supply chainbetween
different partiesand their usefulnesstowardsBP.
Chapter5 examinesperceptionsof intervieweesof processesat project level such aswhy
project processesare controlled and treateddifferently from companyprocesses.Then it
explores the interrelatednessof the relationshipsformed through heavy involvement in
sub-contractualwork and project performancecriteria - customersatisfactionand quality
of work towardsbusinessdevelopment.
Chapter6 examinesthe ways in which intervieweescreateBP with doing businessvia the
integration of companyand project/s. It enquiresinto an ambiguousarea; the boundary
betweencompanyand project. It also discussesthe degreeof integration of project/s and
companyand the CBI process.
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Chapter 4- Doing business at company level
4.1 Introduction
The construction industry is divided into building engineering, civil engineering and
process engineering (Morris, 2006 p59). Further, within each branch there are numerous
sub- divisions where professional/technical capabilities, regulations and resources restrict
construction companies in all types of construction. Thus the nine companies investigated
(Chapter 2, sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.2.1) considered many factors when selecting their type
of work in order to optimise their Business Performance (BP), to develop their businesses
and to build a reputation for themselves in their chosen sectors.

Of the nine companies, eight deal with building construction. Of those eight, one
company(companyC) haschangedits strategyfrom main contractorto sub-contractorin
early 2007, whereasthe other seven companiesare working as main contractors.One
company (company B) investigated works as a civil works sub-contractor (refer to
Appendix 3, table 3.2 for detailsof thetype of work within thesecompanies).
This section starts with a discussion on two different ways of getting business, how they
develop the way of getting business and the relationships between those processes and
different parties involved. This leads to understanding of the type of management
practices in those construction companies. Furthermore, figure 4.1 simplifies this chapter
in addition to the discussion in pp 131-132 above and the figure B I.
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Doing business at company level

Selectionof type of work

Diverse

Specific

\/

Matching opportunity with capability

Boardmeetings(managementdevice)
/

Strategyformation, implementation
%ýrepeat business
with existing
+
clients new markets)

Businessdevelopment

Businessadvisors(marketingdevice)

Performancecriteria- financial/
non-financial

Relationships

Partnering

Supplychains

Identified projects leadsto design/planning andexecutionphase

Figure 4.1 - Simplified linear schematiclayout of the Theme 1: the companylevel
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4.2 Different ways of getting business
This section describes the rationales given by interviewees for undertaking the kind of
work they do across this range of possibilities, the processesused for procuring it and the
personnel involved in these processes. It was found that the dominant consideration was
whether to specialise or diversify.

4.2.1Diverse types of work
IntervieweesFI and JI preferredto be engagedwith diversesectorswhereasinterviewee
EI and J2 preferredniche contractswithin that diversesector.
`... we are not predominantly building for schools or hospitals or commercial or
industrial. We do some of everything, that's on the basis of, if the market took a
down turn in one sector then we are in the other sectors to be able to even out
our work load and turnover' (Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

The reasonsfor the above multifaceted approachby interviewee 171is identified as,
firstly, the variability of demandin the market.
Secondly,their awarenessof funding in different sectors.
`... the funding of apartments is a more torturous route for the clients. It's
normally through bank. So there is probably more risk in whether you're actually
getting the money at the end of the day than the commercial which probably is
developer lead. So [money is assured] there is that factor, the other thing is that,
we have taken the view although apartments are the flavour of the month at the
moment, so the flavour of the year. If we carried out and started to do too much
work on the apartments, then in 5 years time if the market dried up you could be
in a position where you haven't kept your foot in the door' (Interviewee F 1,
Company F, 2007).

Given this readingof the market, a companymay specifically structureits operationsso
as to be responsiveto it. Thus, thirdly, companystructurehas an influenceon the type of
work.
`...we also diversify the company into two different sectors within our
organisation.One,focusing on the main contractingand the otherfocusing onfit
out worksandfast track. So we are able to offer both sectorsto a client. So if he
wants,say an office building, we are able to build the shell as well asfit it out'
(IntervieweeF1, CompanyF, 2007).

Thus, the companyasa whole can optimiseits resourcesin a potential contractbecause,
`...the two work hand in hand and gives us the flexibility that we need'
(IntervieweeF1, CompanyF, 2007).
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Some interviewees demonstrated that there are different companies in a group of
companies with different expectations. Interviewee J1 described such a case,
`... split into 4 companies within the group. [Company J] Construction which is
what I work for. There's [Group J's] Special Projects which is each doing
projects naught to a million pounds. There's [Group J] Strategic Alliance which
works on a 10 year framework agreement with the prison service and home
office. And now the [Group J] Development we've just set up a development
company. So there are 4 co-divisions now. All reporting to the same board.
Which is only been like that for 12 months now' (Interviewee J 1, Company J,
2007).

CompanyJ is the constructioncompanyattachedto Group J and it dealswith all typesof
building construction.However,the dependencybetweendivisions at group J is not usual
but it takesplaceduring emergencies.
'... we're all supposed to be individual divisions, with no cross over from division
Whenyou get busy that doesn't happen. You know one calls on the
to division.
others resource and ask anybody spare can you come and help us. Which isn't
going to be totally independent. With the difficulties we all work in the same
building of course so it's easy just go down the corridor and pinch John to this
job and that's what does happen. But it's a learning curve for the company'
(Interviewee J1, Company J, 2007).

The abovescenariois an examplefor transferof resourcesbetweendivisions and how to
optimise the use of those resources.Companiescan engagein diversetype of work but
managementplays an important part to get the best out of that diversification. As an
example;the transfer of resourcesand skills between divisions where it is required or
most neededto be addressedto develop successfulbusinessfor the company.The reason
for less proceduralapproachin companyJ as opposedto the others was identified as a
change in company structure taking place in 2004 from a local family businessto a
limited liability group of companieswhich work in different regions. So it is surmised
that they are not yet accustomedto the changebecause,
`[n]ot only is a big jump in turnover. It's a big jump in staff to do that turnover.
Soyou got all thoseproblems with new staff coming into the businessgenerating
higher salaries.... It's got its own problem for growing. Historically [Group J]
werea local family business.' (IntervieweeJ1, CompanyJ, 2007).

Moving from a family businessto a divisional structureimplies the intention to increase
turnover. However, it's not just a matter of divisionalisation but also the size of the
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companywhich is important. Thus, the fourth reasonto influence the choiceof work is
size of the company.

Interviewee E1 said they started as a family company and changed the structure into a
group of companies with three different companies in Construction, Estates and
Investments. The company E is the construction company which attends to all types of
building construction but preferred niche contracts due to its size and the change in
market situation.
'... really that's what our size company have to got to look for niches. There is
...
a model of crematoria up there and I'm actually pushing to get to build
crematoria. Because there aren't many people that build them. Not many of them
have been built over the last 40 years. But there are new rules on... when
particular people of my age have mercury in our teeth. The governments over the
world people have found the mercury is going into the atmosphere; it's not
affecting in UK at all or Europe. This is an unbelievable story, but it is landing in
South Seas the tuna fish are taking it into. Mercury is getting into the human
body. So they say all crematoria from now got to have a big lot of equipment put
in to extract the mercury. So I've seen that and, I mean this is confidential thing
in a way. I believe that we could, I'm talking to some people doing a lot of work
with them. Because it's a specialist, it's a niche. And the big contractor with
huge money they don't want to know about. The small people won't either.
Because the jobs, the projects could be all over the country' (Interviewee E1,
Company E, 2007).

The main idea here is that these interviewees are conscious of new developments,
opportunities or changes in requirements in the market. In line with that, interviewee El
believed that concentrating on such niche projects can open future opportunities for the
company. He expected that the competition for such work will be less as large and small
contractors are excluded due to these reasons. It can be further assumed that mediumsized contractors who engage with specific types of work may not compete for niche
projects.

He further describedthe usefulnessof such awarenessusing an example which made
company E change their type of work due to government-initiated frameworks in
constructionof prisons.
`...we got to be careful we must be aware of changes.I mean 3 years agofor 10
or 15 years we've built a lot of prisons and we had a lot of expertisethere. The
government are pushing these huge, big, is beautiful contracts they decided
about 3 years ago, they had far too many contractors on prisons. So they
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advertised on OJEU a framework agreement. We spent a lot of money to try and
win that job. We didn't get there and what's happened, they placed the award
with 5 national contractors. Now that was tough for us. Because actually a
quarter of our turnover some years was on prisons. We were making a lot of
money. We were very good at them. We were understood the disciplines of
working inside the prison environment, perhaps having all the guys approved
and everything. That market disappeared. Now luckily the retirement market has
almost replaced that' (Interviewee E1, Company E, 2007).

Interviewee J2 described their process in getting business as
`... it would encompass the traditional way of getting it either public sector
through qualification, private sector through contacts with clients and their
professional advisors. And the other aspect is our business is really the pure
business development aspect, which is really looking at new ways, new markets,
new ways of presenting the business, trying to find niche markets in certain
things. And that is 1 suppose really is where the business development comes
down to'

Therefore,finding a niche is seenasa way of businessdevelopment.
`We've have got a development company within our group. So currently the
amount of development work available through them is low. So what we doing at
the moment is our development director tends to try to identify land which we can
use in negotiations with clients. On the basis that if we can introduce the sites
and the site is of interest to them, we may be able to negotiate construction
contract on the back of the site. So the back of us providing the land and the
beauty of that in business development terms is that very often even in the public
sector if you can identify the only site for a use. It leads to a different route in
terms of procuring the work. Which is and OJEUshortened process. OJEU being
the Journal of the European Union. And obviously is a pure competition
document. If you've identified the site that is of use to a client, then he can apply
to do what they called shortened route. And on that basis sometimes you can
create a better opportunity business terms. It just depends on the rules'
(Interviewee J2, Group J, 2009).

Both examples from interviewees El and J2 strongly suggest awarenessof the
of changesin marketsand governmentplanning, and the opportunitiesthat
consequences
these may represent.These examplestherefore challenge the contention, described in
Chapter3, section3.5.1, that contractorsare merely reactiverather than proactivein their
adaptationto an operationalcontext.
CompaniesE, F and J originated as family companies.They all have long histories;
where companyE startedas a building company in 1957,company F originated in the
1930sas a general builder and company J in 1959 as a general builder. Interviewees
demonstratedthat their presentbusinessapproachis deeply rooted in the origin and past
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experience of companies where understanding and knowledge was developed over the

yearson variedmarkets.
From interviewee J1,
`[Group J], they were established in 1959 by [Mr. A] who is now the chairman of
the group'

Where,
`I think the managing director probably under instructionsfrom his father as
chairman together with thefinancial director are probably the 2 people who are
trying to developthe business'(IntervieweeJ1, CompanyJ, 2007).

IntervieweeF1 describedthat companyF
`... started as a family company, as a general builder did many things in the
process of getting to where we are now but started as a family builder. And the
strategy which the directors, board of directors adopt at the moment and will do
I think for theforeseeable future is that we don't like to be in any one sector. So
we market and also our strategy for tendering work is on the basis that we try
and go across the market' (Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

These comments identified differences in knowledge and experienceon markets and
different companystructureswhich lead to prefer diversetype of work. It can be due to
the reason that those family-originated companies are now at different stages in
operationsso their requirementsare different.
Therefore, it is establishedthat intervieweesare highly responsiveto and proactive in
their perceptions of the market. The evidence to support this proposition is that
companies'histories and past experienceshave led them to identify their strengthsand
thereforedisposedthem to undertakecertain kinds of work. The divisionalised structure
they adoptedreflectedwhat they saw as strength,therefore,it further gives evidencethat
strategic thinking contributed to those companiesdevelopment.(Refer figure 4.1 for
connectivityof type of work andopportunity and capability)
4.2.2Selectivetype of work
Other intervieweesA 1, A2, B 1, C1, D 1, G1 and H1 preferredto be engagedin selective
type of work anddescribeddifferent reasonsfor their selectionbasedon a combinationof
factorsasdiscussedbelow.
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IntervieweeA2 said
`Leamington Spa is a quite a funny place. There is only a certain number of
architects and a certain number of builders and it tends to do go in cycles and we
just pick and choose our jobs that come through the door. But they tend to be, I
would say about 8 regular architects that we work for and we have only worked
throughout' (Interviewee A2, Company A, 2007).

The above is ideal situation for a construction company but one commonly not found.
The location of company A was the main factor for such uniqueness, but this can be
affected by factors such as economics, politics as well as relationships between builders
and architects. In line with that, interviewee A2 stated that they have regularly worked
with 8 architects.

Interviewee B1 preferred to work in commercial and industrial sectorsinstead of the
housing sector.He argued that his choice to remain in those two sectorsis due to profit
margins in different sectors and lack of management capability within company B.
`Highways is quite good from the profit margin point of view and then the middle
one the average sort of price is commercial'.

Then,
`[hJousing is very competitive. So you have to get it right first time. You don't
always get things right thefirst time'.

Therefore, they needto be equippedwith proper managementskills to succeedin such
type of work.
'We haveproblemsand one of the problems is that if you employ a bad manager
it costs a lot of money. In the past year we've gone through 3 contracts
managers.Wenever had a contracts managerand then we've expanded Wefelt
that we need a contracts manager. We employed a contract manager last
Septemberand he lasted about 6 weeks. He just couldn't do his job. We
employedanother one in Decemberand he lasted 4 weeksand we recently had a
guyfor 6 monthswho's had to go as well. Becausehe won't follow what we are
trying to control and we realized that if we can't get the right people, then that
figure 5 million pound turnover next year will go down. And we'll control the
business better becauseno point in turning over more money, if you're not
making any more money' (IntervieweeB 1, CompanyB, 2007).

IntervieweeB1 has identified the direct relationship betweenmanagementcapability and
the profitability of the businessduring expansions.Thus, his choiceto remain in specific
type of work is justified.
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IntervieweeG1 demonstratedthat the reasonsfor them to continuouslylook for work in
the same sector is related to the profitability and opportunity cost.
'The fall back is that we're a construction company. We are about actually, with
our processes and our systems actually, people build things. We could divert the
business into health or education or perhaps private development or whatever
and we've got the skills to do that. We've chosen not to and we regularly look at
whether we should diversify ... we've chosen not to at the moment, because we
believe on an opportunity costing basis that is better to actually stay in decent
homes' (Interviewee G1, Company G, 2007).

He perceived that specialising and dominating in one market sector can generate more
profitability than diversifying their activities. He does not want to lose the opportunity
cost having established themselves in one sector decent homes by moving to another
sector. He valued relationships, experience and trust developed between its employees
and clients by working repeatedly as a team on a specific type of work. Furthermore,
'I mean the more focused you are, the better you can be at it, but the danger is
you end up the creek without a paddle if market collapses and therefore lot of
that we do is to make sure that market isn 't going collapse. I mean [company G]
positioned itself in the market because it has got long term prospects'
(Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2007)

The profitability can be increaseddue to increasedefficiency in processes.It is the result
of having full awarenessof nature of the work which is an advantageto a company.
However, intervieweeGI understoodthat there are limits related to these opportunities
dueto the unstablemarket.
In addition to the identified factors above, Interviewee D1 is interested in the
procurementapproachin which they can add value from their experiencein order to
demonstratetheir uniquenessin that sector.
`The ideal for us, example would be primary care construction using 2 stage
procurement,because2 stage is our preferred methodof procurement. 2 stage
being where we initially bid on overheadsprofit and sometimeson prelims and
then work with the client, in an open book basis to work on the work packages.
That meanswe can bring out affordability, add absolute value and in primary
care we'vegot a lot of experience,so all the view as an overall prioritization that
would be the reasonfor us to be on top of the tree ... and that wouldform our
marketing plan. So business development manger and other directors will
particularly be concentrating on opportunities in that sector' (IntervieweeDl,
CompanyD, 2007).
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This confirmed that different sectorsin the constructionindustry operatewith different
profit margins and different contract approaches. This can be due to the fundamental

complexnatureof the industrywith high involvementof intelligence.
IntervieweeCl is concernedwith their in-housecapabilities when selectingthe type of
work.
'We are looking to increase but it is only by a percentage or depending on manpower and resources obviously and also the type of work that comes in. Wemight
be successful on 2 or 3 five million pound tenders which they might take it well
above that. But it would have involved 2 to3 projects, it depends on the type of
work comes in as well' (Interviewee Cl, Company C, 2007).

He demonstrated that understanding in-house capabilities plays a vital role when deciding
which jobs to accept. He further indicated that if the jobs are of similar nature they might
take more jobs than they can cope with given the available resources. The reason for such
a situation might be the confidence and the familiarity developed through repeatedly
doing the same type of work.

Although companyH (housingdivision in Group H) dealswith specific work, its group
engageswith a diverserangeof constructionactivities.
'... the type of work we do is all residential work we call it. Which is new build
housing, nursing homes, shelter blocks, apartments, old peoples homes.
Anywhere where people are actually living is what we do. And we have another
section which does the decent homes improvement program.

IntervieweeH1 further commentedabout different divisions basedon different types of
work at groupH'... it has number of individual divisions that operate quite separatelyas sort of
individual little businessesall under the [Group H]'s umbrella. They are my
housing division, there is a division called strategic projects which undertake
works on a design and build basis, a traditional work division that does
traditional tenderedwork where the design responsibility is with consultantsnot
with [Group H]. Thereis a division we refer to as the Aston division; which used
to be doing predominantly interiors work and work for the railways. ...Now it
does slightly varied work, but I think it would probably still say that they do
predominantly their office interiors type of work. And then there is another
division which we call as the Reading office becausethe company took over a
[C and C] who were based in Reading' (Interviewee H 1,
...company called
H,
2007).
Company
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Although Group H operateswith each division concentrating on one type of work (except
Aston and Reading office), collectively they demonstrated capability in diversified work
in the industry. Group H is a well-established group of companies in the Midlands region.
Their divisionalised structure can be viewed as being highly competitive with any
regional competitor because of their strength in different skills in different divisions. So
when the opportunity arises in one division, others gain from inter-divisional

skill

transfer. This group of companies can be considered as an example for construction
consortia (Gruneberg and Hughes, 2005).

All interviewees demonstrated a set of conscious and rational decisions based on
identification of company strengths and what circumstances were more suitable. The
variety of reasons that interviewees consider to remain in diverse or specific sectors can
be summarised as (1) reading of the market (2) previous experience and history of the
company (3) company structure and size (4) investments they make (5) opportunity for
improvement when repeating the same type of work (6) profit margins in different sectors

(7) their understandingof capabilities (8) their proactivenesstowards opportunities,
competition and complex nature within a particular market sectorwhich demandhigh
managerial skills and (9) unique advantageof location. Furthermore,all interviewees
appearedto be highly responsiveto the "market".
4.2.3 Matching opportunity with capability
All interviewees irrespective of their preferred sector of work employed ways of
matchingopportunity with capability when deciding on type of projectsbest suited them.
However,the market appearedto be a major factor which determinestheir type of work.
The following is an account of interviewees' awarenessof the market with respect to
their futurebusinessdevelopment.
'It dependson the market buoyancyto a large degree,I mean the market isfairly
good and it is expectedto befairly goodfor the nextfive yearsparticularly up to
the Olympicdead line. It might be, there after a drop' (IntervieweeCl, Company
C, 2007).
'... we're trying to look at different markets' (IntervieweeB 1, CompanyB, 2007).
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'...from marketing point of view, marketing was on the basis of marketing to a
broad breadth of customers, to be able to deliver that the required tenders into
the building' (Interviewee F1, Company F, 2007).
'But I think we are within that generality [other traditional regional businesses]
focusing on particular things, we do better than others. So that's how our
strategy is formed. Looking at markets, defining where, we got some track
records, we have got some differentiation and then actually highlighting and
prioritizing those markets. So its market driven really, I would say the strategy'
(Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).
'... business strategy is actually is both, bottom up and top down and often lead
by marketing opportunities within the regions in which they work' (Interviewee
GI, Company G, 2007)

The important idea emerging from the above excerptsis that intervieweesmonitor and
act upon their readingof the market.Therefore it is establishedthat thesecompaniesare
proactive. This is in contrast to suggestionsin the literature that medium or small
contractorsare merely reactiveor perceivethe market asbeing unpredictable(Chapter3,
section3.5.1).
Interviewee D1 identified that it is not purely the market which determinesthe type of
work. He strengthenedtheir market-driven strategy with their in-house capabilities to
acquire better results from their competitors. The location of work appearedto be a
similar important requirementto that of the market for interviewee G1. His reasonto
consider the `marketing opportunities within the region' is that they have a company
structuredivided into four regionswhich tend to operateas`...sort of businessesin their own right albeit they are supported in number of
things like, billing, HR, all those companyfunctions and the central functions
basedon Aldridge in the WestMidlands which provides that resourceto each
those4 regions' (IntervieweeG1, CompanyG, 2007).

IntervieweeD1 disclosed'... in our chosen sectors of operation and those sectors are defined in 3 ways,
One geography and we are basically a West Midlands based company. So we
don't set out to work outside that area unless for a specific partnering client.
Second sort of sector is procurement type. Not our procurement of our supply
chain but our client's procurement of construction, and the third is work type'
(Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).
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As noted above, geography, client's procurement and the type of work are considerations
for interviewee D1 to enhance their market-driven business strategy in the chosen healthcare sector.

Similarly intervieweeF1 said
'I would say with regard to strategy, there's clearly one of the things that what
we do look at and that is government thrust. And the government thrust at the
moment which is probably become more evident since July is in home or house
building or whatever you got to call it. And we are certainly looking at that
avenue. So our market share of that we would probably try and increase. But,
probably no more than 30 %. ' (Interviewee Fl, Company F, 2007).

Thus it is not only market, but governmentplanning which is important for interviewee
F1.
Interviewee El looked into profits and attached risks when matching capability to
opportunity.
`I mean make no bones about it. We're here to be a profitable organisation.
That's the one of the biggest drivers. But it's to have good relationships with
people it's to get more repeat business. You know that because obviously the
repeat business is better. We also try not to we don't want to scattergun
government approach. I mean it's very easyfor me to get lots of tenders from
everywhere. But we want ones we've got the staff that can run the company, they
can run the job, they've got the high skills and therefore you know how we can
best match out skills to a market opportunity' (Interviewee E1, Company E,
2007)

The understandingof capability of a companyis an important factor when matchingjobs
availablein a givenmarketbecause`...if our turnover say 60 million, I procure onejob for 35million. It would be a
recipe for disaster becauseour guys haven't had the experiencerunning a 35
million pound project. So what I'm looking for I mean we're debating at the
momentwhat is the bestlevel of value of work and it's probably 3 to 6 million we
are best at. Our staff qualification best reflect that and you seethe other thing
we've got to think of is that the company overheads...' (Interviewee E1,
CompanyE, 2007).

From anotherpoint of view, intervieweeH1 statedthat capabilitiesare importantbecause
marketand profitability are '... all ingredient into making the businesssuccessful.Because(1) you got to be
able to makeyour businessa marketablebusiness.BecauseI always say that the
first thing that I'm doing, back to this my performance on site is that if we are
rubbish on site. Thenpeople don't want to useus'.
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Then, point (2)
'... the quality of the work that we do has got to be such that we're invited back
to do more work. So that's a minimum sort of level of performance and then you
have to monitor the way in which the job is going in order to you remain
profitable' (Interviewee H 1, Company H, 2007).

When interviewees considered "type of work", other than the available opportunities,
they paid attention to details in company capabilities such as employees' performance,
client relationships and quality of work they can offer. Thus, there is great correlation
between capabilities with opportunities to develop business.

As an example, what interviewees in specific sectors are doing is gaining a greater

awarenessandbeing proactivein changingrequirementsin opportunitiesand capabilities
when developingsuitablebusiness.This is further reflectedin,
`...for example at the moment we are doing a mapping exercise on the health
sector to really look at where there may be opportunities in primary care. I
mentioned we're fairly clear on that but health is quite complicated sector and you
got private hospital operators, you got dental companies, you got GPs, you got
dentists and you've got the interface of the local authorities, with housing
associations. All of those actually quite complicated market map and our job is to
differentiate and then highlights and differentiate which of those areas overlapped
with matrix and we can offer that service' (Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).

This evidence shows that these interviewees have different objectives but the "market" is
being the dominant consideration when selecting type of work. However, all interviewees
differentiated their companies by creating a unique image using different characteristics
from a set of considerations such as market, history, past experience, locality, client's
procurement, government planning, profits and risk involvement in different sectors,
capabilities in management and man-power, and performance based on quality of work.

4.3 Businessdevelopmentin a company
This sectiondealswith the different ways of developingbusinessin a companythrough
previously identified requirementson opportunities and capabilities. The companies
investigated,differentiatedtheir businessdevelopmentfrom a set of similar perspectives:
9 Nature of businessstrategywhich drives the business
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"

Board meetings as a management device

"

The role of Business advisors as a marketing device

"

Performancecriteria - financial and non-financialconsiderations

When business development is discussed, interviewees explicitly

used the words

"market", "strategy" and/or "business strategy". All interviewees except At and A2 have
taken a long-term approach when deciding what type of work they preferred to be
engaged with. They discussed the way they manage it through board meetings. The
participation of business advisors is important to them to get to know the opportunities
and to market their business. What they discuss at board meetings led to the identification
of their perceptions on operation strategy and usefulness in non-financial factors in
business development. All above factors are directly related and form part of company's
BP. This section investigates how perceived business is developed and interviewees'
expectations on business development in shaping their BP (figure 4.1).

4.3.1Nature of businessstrategy
Interviewee B1 described short-term project approach without any long-term business
approach. The word "business" means projects for them and they operate with a target of
constant growth in projects.
`Our business plan has basically been what business are we able to get.... We
haven't sat down there and we haven't said we're going to go after this and the
other. [Mr. Z] my partner looks at what he's good at and I've to look at what I'm
good at we've gone for less clients. We basically got our targets always been
what we are able to control. But we've never put that into writing' (Interviewee
B1, Company B, 2007).

Similarly intervieweeA2 describedflexibility in their approachto projectsas`[wie usedto go out and do a lot of smallerjobs, but over the last 5 years we've
tried to project ourselves into fewer jobs, but greater value, you know. So our
turnover has gone up. But we remain sort of keeping our blokes down to a
minimum and pulling in necessarytrades elsewhere'(IntervieweeA2, Company
A, 2007).

Both casesabovedescribedthe informal approachto project strategywhich is basedupon
constantproject work with a minimum targetvalue for projects at a given time. Therefore
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this short-termapproachdescribedaboveis flexible and dependsupon the opportunities
and capabilities.

For interviewee CI businessstrategy is a set target in terms of their expectedannual
turnover.
'30 million will be the current. Probably in 2007 - 2008 we will be looking at say
32 million pounds. It depends on the market buoyancy to a large degree, I mean
the market is fairly good and it is expected to be fairly good for the next five
years particularly up to the Olympic dead line. It might be, there after a drop. We
don't know yet. But it is going to sustain it self over next few years. As long as we
don't grow too large, we get too greedy, we gear up too much and the company
should sustain itself over that period and wejust look for indicators and perhaps
gear down as necessary' (Interviewee C 1, Company C, 2007).

This is a commonand formal businessapproach.However,when the businessstrategyis
coupledwith the turnover it can be influencedby the market. Intervieweeperceivedthe
unpredictable nature of market and accepted flexibility in business strategy as a
requirementfora constructioncompany.Other intervieweesEl, FI and J1 supportedthe
aboveconcept.They are in agreementthat formal businessstrategycan be influencedby
market relatedfactors. Therefore,these intervieweesdemonstratedthat informal project
strategy or formal business strategy needed to be flexible in its formation and
implementation.

4.3.1.1Strategy formation
The exploration into the formation of flexible strategyidentified that the interviewees'
opinionsaredivided. IntervieweeHI's idea aboutstrategyformation is formal.
,...your man at the top needs to set the strategy. Because you've got to
concentrate on doing what you are good at and if you are going to throw your
hat into the ring for everything, whether you're good at it or bad then, that's not
a very good strategy, is it? You have to concentrate on what you are good at and
if you find for whatever reason that you are not able to do a certain type of work
well, then generally the people you are employing are good enough and doing
that particular type of work and then you've got to make some changes, in order
that you can improve, yes, to be able to then, pull your socks up in that particular
sector' (Interviewee HI, Company H, 2007).

Strategyis a key elementin businessand he indicatedit doesnot travel in one way; it can
be bottom-up as well as top-down. There is contribution from other parts of a business.
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However, `man at the top' is responsiblefor creatingit by consideringopportunitiesand
capabilities.

The above view was shared by interviewee J2.
`In terms of deciding a market at the end of the day it comes back to me [business
development director]. In terms of performance it comes back to the group board
as a whole. In terms of setting strategy comes back to the chief executive. In
terms of controlling finance and everything else in it obviously comes back to our
financial director and in terms of commercial aspects, in terms of commerciality
of the business, profitability on the coal face, it comes back to our contracts
director and to our commercial director. So those are the key sort of roles in the
business' (Interviewee J2, Group J, 2009).

The chief executive is responsible for creating the strategy. Although strategy is a key
role within the business the interviewee considered it similarly to markets, finance,
performance and commerciality at company J. This demonstrated that business strategy
does not exist alone.

Another view on formation of strategyis `...developed by all of us [board of directors]. So we don't put anything in place
on the basis of somebody having a good idea. Weput it in place on the basis of
somebody having a good idea and then for a sort of analyze that and say ok,
what are the benefits where are the pitfalls and can we see a way forward and
generally through talking it through around the table we come up with a strategy
to move the thing forward' (Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

The strategy formation is the responsibility of its board membersat company F. This
view was sharedby IntervieweesC1, DI and E1. Furthermore,intervieweesA 1, A2 and
B1 are in agreementwith the abovein the caseof formation of their project strategy.
Interviewee G1 said that creatingthe businessstrategytakesinto accountof company's
managementstructureand their prevailing marketingopportunities.
`...the businessstrategy is actually is both, bottom-up and top-down and often
led by marketing opportunitieswithin the regions in which they work. But then
the overall thrust to the business,takesaccount of that and lays down a structure
and for example one of the market opportunities at the moment which is in
Wales.And therefore that would be a separatestand alone region. Now that's
not necessarilyone of the regions task with going to Wales, with that sort of
businessdecision isfor businessas a whole. And resourcesmaybe drawn out of
differentpart of businessto actually set up Walesoperations.It's actually worth
in this interview to describethe sort of work that we do. Most of [companyG's]
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work is in decent homes which is the refurbishment ofpublic sector housing stock
what used to be called council housing or housing run by the housing
association' (Interviewee G1, Company G, 2007).

The business strategy is formed as a collaborative effort and is liable to change. Though it
is decided at the top, participation of all parts of the business is required to establish and
operate it in their chosen sector. Thus, there is a need for processes and people to be
adapted to changes when necessary. This provision is made through the regional structure
in company G.

Furthermore,interviewee D1 said the formation of businessstrategy dependson the
choiceof work andit is a featureof strategy.
'I think our strategy is probably best defined what our mission or vision or
objective and we don't actually differentiate between these 3 but really it's to be
contractual choice, in our chosen sectors of operation and those sectors are
defined in 3 ways, One geography and we are basically a West Midlands based
company. So we don't set out to work outside that area unless for a specific
partnering client. Second sort of sector is procurement type. Not our
procurement of our supply chain but our client's procurement of construction,
and the third is work type. So we're not setting out to be the contractors' choice,
in every thing everywhere in West Midlands. We are setting out to be a leading
player on the contractors choice in certain focused areas, so we are involved in.
those. By the way the strategy evolves really by looking at each of those
procurement methods or procurement as a whole and defining our positioning in
that and then looking at those work types. So we tend to categorize in education,
health, residential and residential affordable and so forth the other sectors and
deciding which of those we are going to position ourselves in... ' (Interviewee
D1, Company D, 2007).

This strategywhich is formed in line with clients' procurementtype is beneficial for
company D becausethey are working in a specific sector with long-term partnering.
Interviewee DI expectedit to originate at the top but understandit is flexible and the
effects from collaborative nature of companyobjectives (geography,procurementtype
and work type).
Therefore, it can be establishedthat the factors discussed in the previous section
matching opportunitiesand capabilitieshave a role to play in the formation of business
strategyin a company.
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In contrast to interviewee D 1, interviewee F1 said their strategy is
'... based on both risk reduction and also our ability to be able to maximize our
return out of the project' (Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

Interviewees DI and F l's adaptation of different business strategies can be due to
requirements originating from the specific and diverse types of work respectively.
From another perspective, interviewee J2 described their business strategy is twofold

focusingon existing andnew clients separately.
'... we've probably divide it into 2 parts, perhaps at least 2 parts and we probably
be dividing it into effectively working, what we call our existing clients initially
to get as much work as possible as from existing clients which we tend to do by
having people like [J1], whom you met [J 11. Then new clients, I've told new
...
business I would fit into 2 categories, one is the traditional business or the
business that we have previously been involved with where we have a good track
record and that really is a question of using our contacts, all our contacts
throughout the industry to mine for whatever opportunities that there are... '
(Interviewee J2, Group J, 2009).

The main strategyis to get repeatbusinessfrom their existing clients. The usefulnessof
implementingthat strategyis explainedthroughthe employmentof constructionmanager
at companyJ to look after their existing clients' constructionrequirements.
A similar view to the abovewas expressedby intervieweeC 1. He dependson key people
such as finance director and buyer in their company to liaise with their existing
clients/customers.
`Soit's actually using theseguys as tools asyou said marketing in different ways,
not necessarilyjust to win work or to engagedwith new clients also maintain the
existentpeople base...'(Interviewee C1, CompanyC, 2007).

Both aboveintervieweesJ2 and Cl confirmed that they use the relationship approachin
marketing asa useful feature in formation and implementationof their businessstrategy
in contrastto the discussionin Chapter3, section3.4.2.
4.3.1.2Strategy Implementation
Investigationsinto ways of implementation of businessstrategyfurther led to different
views. From intervieweeH2,
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`...the managing director; he has been I think very forward thinking and almost
innovative within the industry. In fact he has for some time and bear in mind
I've been with the company since September 2003, and even at that stage 1 could
recognize that he was really trying to... he had a vision. And he had a long term
strategy. The vision or strategy was a 10 year document, if you like which he
had developed with his management team, his director team, senior management
team and therefore had painted the path as to where they wanted to take the
business and the business has been growing I think 20% approximately 20%
..
year on year to grow. A very significant growth pattern and in and around that
we'd been maintaining some of the key things we wanted to maintain was almost
the [company H] way. That was core really in terms I guess our ethos how we
behave, how we work with our clients, how we work with our supply chain. I
think it's about being fair; it is about being professional, being innovative etc.
number of other things and trying to make sure we have that as a process which
goes throughout our organisation' (Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

Current managing director's long-term vision on the construction industry has paved the
way for group H to become a diverse group of companies with an obvious long-term and
formal business strategy. This business strategy dictated all current processes should fall
within it. It is a set process to be governed by long-term company requirements coupled
with a series of short-term project requirements to satisfy their clients. In so doing they
intended to achieve their annual growth targets. Furthermore,
`[s]o what we do is we say okay we set these annual objectives this is where you
were last year and this where we want you to be this year so improve objectives,
So this load of people, product and process, I call the product a project, if you
know the services which we provide, and we have... these are then cascaded out
communicated out to the divisional functional heads and in a true policy
deployment process. They then have to go through an iterative process okay
where are we now? What are the improvement or change activities reoccurring,
where are we? What are they delivering? A rather easy objectives which has
been set linked to the vision and strategy for this year' (Interviewee H2, Group
H, 2008).

The businessstrategyimplementationis driven from the point of view of people,product
and the whole of the constructionprocess.This strategyis very broadbecauseit engages
the whole company. Although they have annual targets which are simplified to
performance characteristics, its implementation can necessitate appropriate and
responsive managementsystems and personnel. It was observed that, this group of
companiesbeing a top end companyamongthe companiesinvestigatedhappenedto be
quite resourcefulin thoseways.
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IntervieweeG1 describedthe use of a businessplan to implement strategy.
`... in construction it is always best to think about a3 years businessplan. 3 year
time scale but reviewed annually and the first year of that being a detailed action
plan. So 3 year plan saying we're painting a picture where the business is going
to be in 3 years time. And then various milestones along the way, and quite
detailed milestones and actions in the first year. Okay so the business plan
therefore says from a businessfirm point of view, I am taking the [company G]
as the example, 2-3 years ago we identified the Welsh decent homes market was
a market coming up..., we know for that sometimes Wales is somewhat behind
England in time scale, they were learning from the England's experiences So
businessplans says we need to form a foothold in Wales and develop the business
in Wales. Out of that then comes a series of business development activities to
ensure that we understand the market, we understand the customers, we position
our offerings and we recruit the people, offices and all those things to actually
get a base in Wales. And part of that thefirst line or one of the lines of that, then
is to secure thefirst project. So secure the Rhondda it's actually happens to be
in geographic terms, thefirst decent homes' project and that becomes a project.
So we're then delivering that project is part of the overall business development
activity of developing a Welsh region' (Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2009).

From intervieweeE1 abouttheir businessplan,
`...we set a businessplan which is approved by, remember [Mr. Y. ], he is acting,
but he is Chief Executive of the group. He would approve the business plans
provided. So on the first of October which we just passed we would have an
approved business plan which shows what our turnover is, what the type of jobs
we would be looking for, what our structure is ... business plan that showed all
those, what our profitability, money targets, what our turnover would expect to
be, what's the cost of our overheads would be, what the interest earn would be,
and then from that of course you're left with what profit there should be'
(Interviewee E1, Company E, 2007).

Above intervieweesH2, G1 andE1 demonstratedthat their long-termbusinessstrategyis
formal. For better implementation,it is coupled with an action plan for shorter duration
(1,3 and 1 year respectively)which informs what they needto achievein short-termin
relation to company's long-term businessstrategy. Therefore, the annual businessplan
can be considered as the link between long-term company and short-term project
strategy.
The abovedescribedbusinessplansdemonstratedstrong links betweenopportunitiesand
capabilities and also used them to optimise the company and project requirements.
CompaniesC, D, F andJ operatedon annualturnover targetsin the absenceof a business
plan. CompaniesA and B operatedwith targetvaluesfor projects.
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All interviewees demonstrated that formal or informal business strategy is developed by
interviewees or their managing directors/board of directors set their sights on taking the
company forward in future (short-term in companies A and B and long-term for all the
others). Its implementation is through collaborative processes such as relationships
(companies C, D and J), business plan (companies E, G and H), annual turnover
(company C), risk reduction (company F) and a set of project targets (companies A and
B) in addition to the factors discussed in the section 4.2.3 above. The following section is
a continuation with the discussion of operations strategy and its usefulness through board
meetings as a management device.
4.3.2 Role of board meetings as a management device

ExceptintervieweesAt and A2 other intervieweesexplainedthat all strategyissuesare
discussedat board meetings. In company A informal discussionsare related to project
performanceand improvement.
'That's done through the 2 directors and myselfand then we will sit down and
discusswhere any improvementsneed to be or whetherwe need to takeon extra
staff or extra labour to fill in areas that we are not performing in' (Interviewee
A2, CompanyA, 2007).
Furthermore,
'... it's very informal it sort of takesplace at least once in a week.But it's sort of
on the hoof sort of meetingswhen wefind ourselvesall in the office... it's very
flexible, so whenwefeel the needor we put our headstogether, if one of us hasa
problem. It's very relaxed and you know it seems to work' (Interviewee A2,
CompanyA, 2007).

This is a simple but effective way of dealing with direct managerialcontactapproachto
management.Company A is the smallest in size (number of employees)of companies
investigated.Thus an issueis identified whether such a method can be used irrespective
of the sizeof the company.
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4.3.2.1 Composition of boards
Company A has the simplest structure with both directors in construction specialisms.
Except in company A, all other companies conducted formal meetings of their board of
directors, consisting of people from different specialisms. Refer table 4.1 for the
composition of boards of directors and their specialisms. Interviewees B1, El and F1
confirmed that all members in their board of directors participate in decision making in
operational strategy. Interviewee Cl said they depend on external experts' contribution
when creating business strategy in addition to their regular members in board of directors.

Interviewee Dl confirmed that there are three regular memberson the board and other
directorscontributein their respectiveareaswhen necessary.
`But that the whole business isn't there and strategy [operational strategy] is
evolved within. The strategy tends to be developed between myself [nonexecutive chairman] and the managing director with involvement from business
development and appropriate of the directors' (Interviewee D1, Company D,
2007).

Note: The board membersresponsibilitiesin operational strategy in company J-

see

p149 andfor companiesG and H- seepp157-158.
The aboveexplained operationalstrategyis different from companyto companydue to
their differing structures.However, the participation of commercial,marketing, finance,
humanresourcesand/or businessdevelopment/improvementdirectors/managersis worth
noting along with severaldirectorsin constructionspecialisms(table4.1). Therefore,it is
assumedthat these non-constructionspecialist directors are responsible for analysing
what businesswill be profitable for the companyfrom a businessperspective,along with
contribution from the constructionspecialistdirectors' on internal capabilities.Therefore,
this researchusestheterm "businessadvisors"to describethe role of all non-construction
specialist directors' (external for company C and internal for all other companies)in
terms of their involvement in business development/improvement,and it will be
discussedin section4.3.3.
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4.3.2.2 Types and intervals of meetings

It was identified that all eight companieswhich hold formal boardof directorsmeetings,
meetat regularintervals.
`We have basically an operating board. Which we have a meeting here in every
month ' (Interviewee B 1, Company B, 2007).

The interval between board meetings varies among companies, but the norm is to have
one meeting every month (Appendix 3 Table 3.3). Furthermore, some companies split
meetings to discuss issues related to business strategy into several meetings at different
levels.

IntervieweeF1 informed that in addition to the formal monthly boardmeetings'... the board of directors are twice a year have a specific meeting for business
development or business strategy it's probably better. So we have every 6 months
we have a specific meeting, a half a day, where we sit down and say ok, where
are we going, what we're doing' (Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

Interviewee J2 explained the group board meeting at every two months in which they`...try to keepthat really to look at strategy, to look at growths, to look at threats
and to look at initiatives. Thewholegroup strategy of the businessthat meeting.
We try to keep that meeting really for that level. Having dealt with all of the
individual issues,only things which could be regard as the major issues which
might derail any view of successin thefuture wouldfeed up to board meeting'
(IntervieweeJ2, Group J, 2009).

The above describedboard meetingsare purely to discuss businessstrategywhich is
consideredas businessdevelopmentin those companies.There are subsidiarymeetings
availableto discussother issuessuchas `...an entity meetingwhich is a managementmeetingwhich then reviewsall of
the contract reviews carried out for each individual contract. And looks at
trends, looks at performance, looks at trends and causefor feedback down and
really in a initiatives or ancestorproblems,feeds the information back,joins up,
seeswhere we haveweaknesses,
seeswhere our strengthslike, a general source
of a summation,if you like, a month's businessand obviouslyconcentratesquite
a lot onprofitability' (IntervieweeJ2, Group J, 2009).
Furthermore,
`...2 level board in [companyG]. The board itself which the banksit in on tends
to deal with overall corporate issuesand with the objectiveof giving the banker a
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surety that the business is going according to the plan or whatever. And the way
that we've chosen to set it up or [Mr. G] the MD has chosen to set it up is that he
has a management meeting level and that's the level actually which involve the
same people with the exception of him and bank generally that would deal with
business improvement' (Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2007).

The top level board meetings discuss issues relating to business development in the
company. Then the management board meetings discuss issues relating to business
improvement. Both are important aspects to create BP. Thus business improvement will
be discussed separately in section 4.3.3 and in Chapter 6, section 6.4. From the secondary
data it can be confirmed that the management board at company G, consist of the
chairman, managing director, four regional directors, finance, HR16, and business
development managers. Furthermore, the bank's representation is not common with other
companies. Company G operates with a management buy-out and is thus owned by six
shareholders and the bank which has a 20% shareholding.

Company H conducts managementboards at divisional level in addition to their
company's board of directors meeting. Business strategy which was formed by the
managingdirector is further developedby the board of directors and people responsible
are
`...managing director, me [businessimprovement director], financial director,
HR manager and best practice director. I'd say that at least 50% of the
...
backgroundof thosepeople arefrom theproject basedfocus they've grownfrom
the tools and from the process to support that. And it is important to get many
different aspectsin terms of errr... if the people I just mentionedare called the
businessimprovementsteering group... okay. But also in the strategy we have
the divisional functional directors which have an input, we are overlay and
cross-relate if you like into those, and we have an overall view where the
businessis going that then... is then given to... we break that into... to we want
to beyear on year... '(Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

The strategicdecisionson businessdevelopmentand businessimprovementare taken by
the permanent members of the board of directors. Some of them have hands-on
experience on construction projects. Other than that they invite respective
functional/divisionalheadsto takepart when they discussissuesrelatedto their particular
divisions.

16HR refers to Human Resources
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Furthermore, the managementboard in housing division consist of people who are
involved with the construction production.
7 have a management structure where I have a head of the new build division
and the head of the regeneration division as we call it. Beneath the new build
division head is 4 contracts managers and beneath the head of the regeneration
are at the moment 2 contracts managers. And the contracts manager responsible
on the regeneration side for each of my 2 major clients in regeneration which is
Birmingham City partnership and there is the Wolverhampton Homes
partnership. And now we could say becauseI now work for 4 major frame work
people that as I've got 4 managers over in new build there is one for each'
(Interviewee H1, Company H, 2007).

In addition to the above personnel, a member from the board of directors represents

managementboardmeetingsat housingdivision.
`The business improvement director is invited to join those meetings
[management board] and then he forms an opinion and he also is monitoring
what we are doing against our business improvement program and that's what
happens' (Interviewee H1, Company H, 2007).

Strategic issuesdiscussedby board of directors at meetingsof different levels are (1)
business development - what business is good, where to get it and (2) business
improvement- how to improvethe ways of getting businessand doing business.
4.3.2.3Board meetingdiscussions
Further inquiries into what board of directorsdiscussat meetingsexposedthat, directors
except in companiesA, B, E and F discuss overall company related activities and
businessdevelopmentduring regular boardmeetingsbut not the project issues.
IntervieweeG1 said,
`... the main topics that we look at the board meetings are formal, forward
workload, so the first chunk of meeting is actually about ... looking at the
prospects going forward, understanding what market is ... what we're doing
about it, where we are winning, where we are loosing, why we're winning it, why
we're loosing it. So quite a chunk of time is on forward management information
support. The second chunk is about performance and that generally is contract.
It's built up on contract by contract. So the board gets information on how every
contract is doing. It won't generally look at that, we tend to report and discuss by
their ends. So the commercial director will include a report on those contracts
which aren't going well... which are outside the certain variance bracket'
(Interviewee GI, Company G, 2007).
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Further probing on "either doing very well or doing very poorly" led to interviewee G1
continuing as
'Absolutely yes. So it's plus or minus whatever per cent it is. We generally work
We don't discuss contracts much individual contracts. It tends to be just the
....
very big ones, we've got 100 million PFI contracts in Oldham and that's
generally will feature on the board because it is a very significant piece of
business for us. And apart from that and it's just by variance. And that is 5
contracts and those are the 5 in this month and he 71give the variance to. The
third area suppose to look at is customer feedback actually. Not in very
quantitative form but as part of the MD's report would be feeding back... he
would befeeding back what we're doing' (Interviewee G1, Company G, 2007).

Similarly other interviewees C1, D1, H1, H2 and J2 disclosed that they do not discuss
individual projects at board meetings.

However,intervieweeEI saidat boardmeeting
`[t]here was the agenda, minutes, HR report from No. 1 people side then
marketing- me, estimating, construction reports .That's how the jobs are going,
how about the safety. Those two are linked how much we are making money, any
litigation, IT. Now actually the new managing director was here we spent, and I
was pleased we spent, a lot of time on marketing. Because the company uses
marketing you know why, what we want to do, how we do it' (Interviewee E1,
Company E, 2007).

Explicitly, they discussabout `jobs' (projects), demonstratedthat health of projects is
importantto theboardof directorsat companyE.
Interviewee B1 confirmed that they discuss projects at their formal board meetings.
`Wetalk about our personnel, we talk about the plant, the buying, are we buying
right and we got a buyer here. And then we spendawful lot of time talking about
jobs that aren't going well trying and makesure weput that right becauseif we
don't there's nopoint in us being there' (IntervieweeB1, CompanyB, 2007).

However, it was identified previously that companiesA and B operatewith a project
strategy. Company A holds informal meetings about projects whereas company B
discussesaboutprojects in their formal board meetings.CompaniesE and F also discuss
their projects at board meetings.However, companyF holds a special boardmeeting to
discuss strategy issuesas explained previously. Company E is being the construction
companyin a group of companies,so their strategyis devisedby the group board. Thus
companyE analysethe progressmadeagainstthat strategyat their boardmeeting.
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All other companies have two levels of board meetings to discuss management of
business development and business improvement. They are two different entities
nevertheless both are important to derive BP. Business development is looking outward
and deals with strategic decisions on getting business and doing it. Business improvement
is looking inwards and deals with strategic decisions on how to improve the way of
getting business and doing it. This will be further discussed in detail in Chapter 6, section
6.4. All these companies depend on informal or formal board meetings as a managerial
device to evaluate and change business strategy and thus to form the operational strategy
for the business.

4.3.3The role of businessadvisors as a marketing device
The previous sectionshave identified the requirement for a company to establish its
businessin its chosen sector/s and how they strategically tend to do it by matching
opportunitieswith capabilities.All intervieweesconsideredmarketasan important factor
which is coupled with other factors to develop business (figure 4.1). Therefore, this
of marketanalysison BP.
sectiondealswith theconsequences
IntervieweeCl getsbusinessadvicethrough
,...an external business advisor. So that we can test that against the use, as a
sounding board, if you like to' (Interviewee C 1, Company C, 2007)

The reasonsto have an externalbusinessadvisorsserviceare
`[h]e was probably more aware of the industry and the external markets'

`[wie usesomebodyelse's experienceas well just to bounceoff ideas to seethe
relevanceof idea really'.
`...we run the new strategy by just to get him to test its robustnessif you like, to
makesure that we are not sort of barking up the wrong tree'.

And to know about
,... our competitors within the market. He would know through his business
network how they're performing, what they're doing to make their firm
performance' (Interviewee Cl, Company C, 2007)
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Some interviewees confirmed they have employed internal business development

directors/managers.
`Wehavea businessdevelopmentdepartmentand there is a director in charge of
the businessdevelopmentdepartment who reports to the managing director'
(IntervieweeJ 1, CompanyJ, 2007).
`... we have a business development manager who isn't a director but operates in
that line' (Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).

The impact of contributionsof such an individual,
'[y]es, very much, it's a she. She contributes
(Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).

to the overall decisions'

Responsibilityof such a position dealingwith decisionmaking appearedto be enormous
andfrom intervieweeJ2 who is the businessdevelopmentdirector,
'[iJn terms of deciding a market at the end of the day it comes back to me'
(Interviewee J2, Company J, 2007).

have a responsiblerole during the selection
Thesebusinessadvisors/directors/managers
processof jobs before other professionalsengagewith pricing. The connectionbetween
thetwo professionsfrom intervieweeF1,
`Thatwould go straight down through marketing, becausethere is a marketing
director and a businessdevelopmentmanager,so he would be chargedwith the
sameview when we go into estimating, the estimating manager would also be
told that, well he knows,becauseit's beensomethingbred into them really a long
period of time' (Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

Somecompaniesobtain the servicefrom externalbusinessadvisorsin addition to internal
businessadvice.As an example,
'... it would cost us a huge amount for that information when it turn to resource
cost to collect that information. And many of them actual leading affordable
housing contractors buy the same research. Because it's not too confidential in
find it out. So effectively
the sense that ....Somebody puts the hard work
... we
we all pay the same organisations tofind out and tell us all.
'(Interviewee G1, Company G, 2007)

He explained that, they drive the approachthrough information collected from several
external marketresearchanalystsand then processthat data with their own data created
in-housefor a more comprehensiveevaluationof the market. The internal processdeals
with-
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'... we're always looking at important announcements. So I mean in the housing
group paper is a very important. I suppose and we knew what our government
was thinking was on housing, the comprehensive spending review and where
each of the government departments including the, what used to be DCLG
[Department of Local Government] whatever it is called now, again put this into
overall structure for housing expenditure in next 3 years. Now those are key
documents for us. Because those are the indicators to us of what the market's
doing. Now as it happen they both actually confirm what we thought anyway so
that wasfine. But there is a decision process, if the comprehensive review says
some thing very different then we'd obviously have a decision and say, OK does
this change our forward plan and that's it' (Interviewee G1, Company G, 2007).

This indicatesthat companiesspendcomprehensiveresourceson businessdevelopment
looking into different elementsasdescribedabove.
The post of commercial director exists in companies B, and E (table 4.1). Their
contribution in creating the BP could not be analysed due to inadequacy of data.
However, there is evidence to assumethat companiesB and E fall within companies
which have internal businessadvisorsby going throughthe entire interview transcript on
how they developbusinessin their respectivecompanies.
From another perspective, business development is strongly linked to project
performance.
7'm always driven by - if you don't perform well on the site then you are on the
main road to nowhere and you've got to perform well on the site. What's
associated with that is to perform well on the site you've got to have
improvements of your performance, so the gentleman [business improvement
director] that deal with us on the business improvements side we'll work closely
with them to use their techniques to assist us which ultimately means that we
have a better performance on the site' (Interviewee H1, Company H, 2008).

The above explained a different scenario to that of business development in other
companies. It can be surmised that this company which is heavily into long-term
partnering with clients pays attention to its performance to obtain repeat business.
Therefore, they have a business improvement director who is responsible for
improvementsto performanceand to developmore business.Businessimprovementwill
be discussedin Chapter6, section6.4 becauseof its significanceto BP.
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Furthermore other companies use their project performance to obtain business promotion,
as an example
`...what we are trying to do, at the end of eachjob is get somebodyto say
[companyB] do a good job, we can use it on our website...' (IntervieweeB I,
CompanyB, 2007).
Company A was identified as a unique case because it is the only company investigated,
which operates informally. They do not get any internal or external services from
commercial or business perspective. However, the investigations into how they remain in
their chosen market sector emphasised the previously identified location- specific factor.
Thus,
'... our clients come to us through another party with a confidence in that
introduction' (Interviewee Al, Company A, 2007).

And,
'... basically through word of mouth or generally based on previous jobs and
getting recommendation from the clients as well really' (Interviewee A2,
Company A, 2007).

So how they securejobs and yet be selectiveon them seemsto be quite unusual.For the
pastfive yearsthey haveselectedfewerjobs with greatervalue. From intervieweeAl`I think both [reputation and relationship] go together really. I mean I like to
believe that we have a good reputation. For that reason, we have got a pool of
architects and surveyors who would always give us the opportunity of tendering,
you see I mean if anything... we're in thefortunate position, where we are able to
decline tenders, you know, rather than go looking for them, we get sufficient
inquiries for work more than we need, more than we can cope with' (Interviewee
Al, Company A, 2007).

In addition to the location-specific

factor the reasons for the above can be the

consequence of mature workforce, preference in type of work and quality of work (see
Chapter 5, section 5.4.2). Good quality work is generating external relationships for the
company A and thus the business promotion required for remaining within their chosen
sector. They identify which jobs match their prevailing requirements with informal faceto-face discussions between two directors and the contracts manager.

Intervieweesadoptedone of the approachesfrom following to analysethe market:
(1) to get externalmarketresearchersor businessadvisorsto do it asin companyC,
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(2) to use the internal business advisors to formulate the necessary business approach as
in companies B, E, F and H,
(3) a combination of the above two methods as in companies D, G and J
(4) none of the above methods as in company A,
Furthermore, it was identified that there is another parallel post to business advisors in
companies H and J which is termed as business improvement director and business
improvement manager respectively. Further examinations demonstrated that their duties
deviate from
responsible

business development. Business development advisors/mangers are
for

getting

work

for

companies

and

business

improvement

directors/managers are responsible for improving the way they get work and improving
the way they do the work. This has the ability to bring in more business to a company and
will be dealt in Chapter 6, section 6.4.

Thejob descriptionof the businessimprovementdirector '[mJy responsibilities are as how I see it as I drive it... is to improve to how
[company H] operate within their business also to improve how we deliver
projects and so that includes working with clients and that also includes how we
work with our supply chain and also I believe it's actually working on processes
which are the interface between [company H] and our clients and also Company
H and our supply chain and even such where in fact I am developing a... I have
already started a programme one I called supply chain development. So that's
what I define for me, when I say businesses not just mean the [company H]
business I mean the complete value chain' (Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

Also,
'... we do employ a guy within the business, who we call our business
improvementmanager. his role is really is to look at our systemsand seehow
...
we can do better' (IntervieweeJ2,Group J, 2009).

Therefore, business development and business improvement in a company are two
different issues;nonetheless,both are equally important. Businessdevelopmentis quite
broad and includes the whole business,whereasbusinessimprovement is casespecific
(see Chapter6, section 6.4.2 for examples).More importantly businessimprovementis
capableof creatinga link betweena companyand its projectswhich will be discussedin
Chapter6, section6.4.
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The above findings, confirmed that eight out of the nine companies investigated take a
comprehensive business initiative to promote their business in the chosen business
sector/s. Company A, depends upon relationships developed on quality of work for their
business promotion.

4.3.4 Performance criteria
The majority of respondents did not approach business development from the point of
view of profits. Profits are required but they have taken a long-term and a subtle view on
it. Therefore, interviewees are more advanced and considered non-financial factors able
to influencing business development to make profits. Therefore in this section the
researcher discusses about non-financial/financial

orientation in business development

through perception of interviewees.

Intervieweesdescribedthat,
'... moral standards in a civilised modern manner sets our strategy not only
profits' (IntervieweeAl, CompanyA, 2007).
'... business is set up entirely customer driven, market driven and therefore all the
processes basically flow from there' (Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2007).
'[hooking at markets, defining where, we got some track records, we have got
some differentiation and then actually highlighting and prioritizing those
markets. So its market driven really, I would say the strategy' (Interviewee D1,
Company D, 2007).

`...we weren't turnover driven, where the idea was not to drive the companyby
turnover, but to be more selectivein the projects that we were actually tendering
for and thereforewinning'. (IntervieweeF1, CompanyF, 2007).
'...profitability turnover is still an important things but there are other
commercial people who are looking into the market opportunities then they
decidehow to build on that profitability' (IntervieweeJ 1,CompanyJ, 2007).

Thereforefive out of the nine companiesinvestigatedconsiderednon-financial factors as
usefulfor businessdevelopment.
However,intervieweeCl considereda budgetforecastapproach.
`...we look at turnover what we want to achieveas turnover. Weare a 30 million
pound construction company that's what we aim to achieve every year, set
budgetsin line with that 30 million pound turnover... '
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Then they
'... run the business through estimating and tendering to achieve that level of
turnover for us. It suits the operation of the business and it suits the resources we
have within the business and we can make a suitable profit' (Interviewee Cl,
Company C, 2007).

The above is the most popular approach to any business in 20th century; however, the
business world has rejected this approach nowadays'? (Chapter 3, section 3.3.1.3).
Interviewee BI said that their approach to business operations is by maintaining a

constantturnover.But, the way they achieveit, is different from that of companyC.
'We work with [K] on highways and [L] so that's highways work.... We then try
and partner with companies. So we do work with people at [M]. We are
partnering with [K] to keep the turnover going. And we've been successful
basically in getting repeat businessfrom those 2 major clients' (Interviewee B 1,
Company B, 2007).

On the one handcompanyB valued relationshipsas their approachto generatea constant
turnoverwhile profits havetaken a backseat.On the other hand it demonstratedtheir lack
of businessthinking. Other reasonsfor IntervieweeB1 to monitor turnoverare:
`[w]e roll the cash flow. The profits are going into financing the increased
turnover'.

And
,...we havenever borrowedmoneybasically... becausenormally they'll give you
banking arrangementif you like it and lend you money as long as you put a
purposeful managementplan in place. Wenever actually had to do that'.

Then their
'... businessplan has basically been what business are we able to get.... We
haven't sat down there and we haven't said we're going to go after this and the
other. Barry my partner looks at what he's good at and I've to look at what I'm
good at we've gone for less clients. We basically got our targets always been
what we are able to control'.

And
`[wle are not businesspeople' (IntervieweeB 1, CompanyB, 2007).

'7 It can be arguedthat this is one of the reasonsthat the companyC could not survive in the construction
industry in 214 century.
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It can be concludedthat interviewee B1 is not very sophisticatedin his thinking in
finances. Therefore, he tried to develop business primarily on repeat business from the

relationshipsthey havedevelopedwith their existingclients.
However, there are two companies out of the nine investigated which prefer profits to

drive their approachto business.
'We're here to be a profitable organisation. That's the one of the biggest drivers.
But it's to have good relationships with people it's to get more repeat business.
You know that because obviously the repeat business is better' (Interviewee E1,
Company E, 2007).

IntervieweeE1 consideredrelationshipsas anotherbusinessdriver in addition to profits
as he dependson repeatbusinesssimilar to that of intervieweeB 1, but, intervieweeE1
has
`...a clear business plan that showed all those, what our profitability, money
targets,what our turnover would expectto be, what's the cost of our overheads
would be, what the interest earn would be, and thenfrom that of courseyou're
left with whatprofit thereshould be' (IntervieweeE1, CompanyE, 2007).

Therefore, company B, a company in the lower end of companiesinvestigated lacks
focus on long-term businessapproach.Whereas,companyE; a fully fledged mediumsized companyin a group of companies,focusedon long-term financial and relationship
perspectivesto build their business.
Similarly, intervieweeJ2 described
'[pJurely and simplyprofit to start with. If we don't make a profit we are not in
business.Then we look at the more esoteric aspectsof it. In terms of obviously
we want repeat business.So thereforewe look after our clients as well as we can.
Wedon't look after we don't chasemarketswhere in fact we can't makemoney.
Wedon't chasemarketswhere in fact we lose money' (IntervieweeJ2, Group J,
2009).

An issueis identified, what should be given more priority to build a sustainablemediumsized company - profits or relationships? A possible answer is interviewee F l's
explanationon financeas a subsidiaryby-product of collaborative working in a flexible
project environment.
,...over my experiencethe mostsuccessfulprojects bothfor the client andfor us,
that's not necessarily talking about financial. Becausefinancial actually is a
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spin-off of working collaboratively. Now when I say collaboratively that's not in
a fixed regimented contract. That's saying that we all work together for the
benefit of the project. Cost benefits are a spin-off of that, but the main spin-off is
quality and time' (Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

Similarly,
'... I am very much customerfocused so tenants' or clients' satisfaction is a big
one for me but to help me to get that and deliver that if you think from
operational measures quality, cost and delivery, if we give those three right, then
in fact hopefully if you do it well and you don't annoy the customer you know
there is a client relationship management aspect you know all of this of course
and we have that, then you know hopefully all the rest should you know we
deliver the project on time or ahead of time, right first time, quality within the
budgets that you said you are going to or better in fact your profitability is going
to be there' (Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

Both of these interviewees strongly demonstratedthe relationship between business
developmentand the project performancetowardsBP (figure B I).
From different perspectives, it is confirmed that the approach to business operations is
not completely financially oriented. All interviewees except El and J2 tend to approach
business operations based on non-financial factors. However, even El and J2 firmly
focused on relationship aspect together with profits. It demonstrated that the approach to
business is varied and flexible thereby easily accommodating changes. Thus, a majority
of the interviewees appreciated non-financial factors which are capable of creating profits
more than the financial factors when developing business.

The above findings confirmed that the formation of businessstrategy in a company is
basedon choiceof work, opportunitiesandcapabilitiesof peopleat all levels. It is further
refined and implementedby the collaborationof board of directorsand seniormanagers.
Interviewee H2 described that, ultimate aim of business strategy is to satisfy the
clients/customersrequirements and enter into repeat business with them. Other
intervieweesechoedthe sameidea without any exceptions.Thus, they believedthat it is
useful to maintain relationshipsand also emphasisedthis factor is capableof developing
and improving their businesses(figure 4.1). Therefore, the next section inquires into
"relationships"through interviewees'perceptions.
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4.4 Relationships at company level
Since all interviewees considered relationships as a useful attribute for business
development in a construction company they tend to form relationships with others such
as similar/dissimilar companies, specialist/general sub-contractors, finance providers,
building material suppliers and manufacturers. They used the relationship approach to
convince of a big picture with enhanced capabilities in a given sector to their prospective
clients. If the big picture is shown with varied skills, management capabilities and with a
sound financial backing; a company can attract prospective clients. Consequently, this
leads the company to form better relationships with the said client on a long term-basis.

Therefore, the constructionindustry has developedto be an excellent basefor different
types of procurements,frameworks and partnershipsto avoid disputesin relationships
between parties concerned. Construction conglomeratesare an example for official
partneringbetweengroupsof companieswith similar or dissimilar interests.This feature
was observedin this study. Various types of procurementssuch as JCT'8 and PFI19were
identified in this study and they are examplesof official procurementsbetween client,
contractor,and/or financial provider/architects.Another popular method of forming an
official relationship is through formation of supply chain agreementsbetween a client,
specialist/general sub-contractors and
(figure B1 and figure 4.1).
suppliers/manufacturers
main

contractor,

building

material

18JCT refers to Joint ContractsTribunal and is a suiteof contractswhich meetvariousand diverseneeds
of constructionindustry. This canbe usedwith all threeproject procurements-traditional, designand build
and management.Partneringis not a procurementbut hasincreasedthe requirementof a procurement
strategy,thusthe use of JCT hasbecomepopular within the industry.Different JCT contractsare available
to usewith theclient and sub-contractors.
19PFI refers to PrivateFinanceInitiative and is a long-term contractand originatedthroughpublic and
private sectorpartnerships.
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4.4.1 Partnering
Interviewee F1 considered partnering as
'... the general thrust is a kind of framework agreements with clients and
negotiate a contract's most type of issues are partnering' (Interviewee F1,
Company F, 2007).

Even though the outlook in partnering is simple as above, it does not appear to be the

samewith all companiesin practice. Therefore, companiesare divided on formation of
external relationships through partnering/frameworks or supply chains.

Note: the vertical upward relationship between company and clients is referred to as

partneringin this section.
4.4.1.1 Drawbacks
The general understanding is that partnering facilitates repeat business and thereby
continuity in business for a company. Consequently it increases the complexity in
management of project operations. It is argued that, though on paper it is an agreement
between two or more parties, in practice it raises complexities. It can be due to the
involvement of different skills and professions in construction design, management and
production with different concepts, perceptions and principles. As an example, on-going
debates between architecture and construction specialists regarding buildability

of

structures.

Some companiesdo not see partnering arrangementsas useful for the companyor the
client.
`... what the framework says Warwickshire say to all the local schools say by the
way you go to this contractor. But the schools are autonomous, some of them are
financial organisations and they say hold it. It's costing me more money to go to
this contractor. I don't want to go to. I want to go to so and so... ' (Interviewee
E1, Company E, 2007).

Thereforehe continued
,...very interesting is that actually a lot of theseframeworks are beginning to
break down becauseof the client'.

However,
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`[t]he overall idea and concept of partnering is great and very ideological, the
reality on the shop floor or on the coalface, is that it doesn't actually work in the
way that people originally intended it to work' (Interviewee F I, Company F,
2007).

The above situation can be due to unforeseen conditions such as prevailing site
conditions, effect of weather in addition to the previously described involvement of
different professionsin constructionproduction.
Therefore
`I subscribe to the view of partnering frameworks and that type of management
exercise. But in practice it's not as easy in construction' (Interviewee F 1,
Company F, 2007).

Also
'[i/ts bureaucracy you've added a huge amount of bureaucracy which is not
favourable for you and I as tax payers' (Interviewee E1, Company E, 2007)

The above,both companiesE and F are however constructioncompaniesaffiliated with a
group of companies.Therefore, they are also in a relationship with their parenting
companiesand their counterparts.It can be the lack of a single definition for partnering
which excludedthat aspectfrom respectiveinterviewees'discussionin partnering.
Somecompanieswere affecteddue to constraintsfrom partnering in the industry. As an
example,businessdevelopmentof a companycan be affected due to the unpredictable
natureof work even when in a partneringarrangement.
`... we've got a partnering arrangement but sometimes you won't hear from them
for a year and then they'll ring you up and say there is a job in Corby and a
another job in Kettering ... and you price them and you probably won't hear for
another 3 months. Because they are sorting out their bid and then they'll say [M]
it is up on next week' (Interviewee B 1, Company B, 2007).

Another drawback is that profitability generatedby such partnering procurementsis a
gain for the client not for the contractor.
,... we are on an agreed profit margin generally. There are some sort of
safeguards both ways. I mean sort of that the more efficient we become on decent
homes the clients get the benefit of that not us' (Interviewee G1, Company G,
2007).

Then the question arises that partnering agreementsallow companiesto sustain in the
marketin long-termbut for whosebenefit - client's or contractor's?
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Furthermore, interviewee Cl said the change in approach to the business from main

contractorto sub-contractoris due to `[t]he procurement methods of these days are lot of emphasis on the framework
agreements. So large contractors they are taking large chunks of construction
work from local authorities and government where they building prisons or
schools and there is lot of frameworks around the region that actually has 5 year
programs to build so many houses and so many schools and so on and because
we are not sort of qualified as a company in terms of size, to be able to compete
against the market... '(Interviewee C 1, Company C, 2007).

The size of the company has raised serious consequence for business development in
company C. However, interviewee CI has identified their in-house capabilities on
restoration work to capitalise on, when changing their approach to business.
'So particularly on the elements like restoration where large contractors haven't
got those skills; we can go and offer those skills on a sub-contract basis. We've
got sort of evidence in 5 to 6 projects we carried out in the last 12 months, where
we have taken on that role it's been successful and we've made money from
those processes. Had we stayed in main contracts we wouldn't have done 6
projects. So it helps to sort of maintain or enhance our turnover for this year'
(Interviewee Cl, Company C, 2007).

Although the intervieweeCl expressedthat
,...we are happy to do say 20 or 30% of the overall work as a sub-contractor to
anothermain contractor'.

And
'... it has allowed for
approach.

us to be more successful with work because of that

Company C could not survive long with their new strategy and eventually it was forced
into administration 20in latter part of 2007. Therefore, size of the company is assumed as
the reason for company F to merge with a large national contractor, companies D, E and J
to operate within group of companies similar to consortia and companies G and H to
operate with regional and divisional structures respectively.

20Changein
approachto businesswas not the only factor contributedfor liquidation of this company.It canbe argued
that, the companyC might not haveaddressedthe fundamentalchangebetweenthe main contractorand sub-contractor
in terms of managerialactivities and mind setswithin its employeesadequately.
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4.4.1.2 Advantages
Partnering/framework agreements are highly valued by some interviewees. The way of

enteringinto partneringis
'... very much about opening cost base up to those clients, working with them to
make sure that's effective, on an agreed profit and overhead structure and that is
the way that market works. So when we talk about partnering, it's driven by the
client procurement which is a procurement of a framework of contractors to
work on open book basis' (Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2007).

Interviewee GI's explanation is based on fairness and ethics in business. Being a larger
company among the companies investigated they might have secured competitive
advantage to win jobs based upon those factors. He valued relationships between client
and contractor based upon openness in both parties. Therefore such relationships are
capable of avoiding adversarial issues between client and the contractor which leads to
litigation. Further, it has the potential to create a valued product. However, whether they
work with a similar attitude and processeswith their sub-contractors is questionable (see
p 197).

Interviewee B1 said,
'[w]e don't want to start introducing ourselves to new clients. We've got enough
clients. What we want is more of their markets ... we've got enough of those at
like to prove ourselves to get a bigger
the moment that give us work.
...
(Interviewee
B
1, Company B, 2007).
proportion of their pie'

Greater familiarity in work processeswith the same set of clients can lead to develop
effective and efficient work practicesin a company.Thus, growth in volume of work is
expectedby the known clients is beneficial to the companyB.
Furthermore,
`... continuity and repeat business is generally good for a construction company.
Because it gives the opportunity to go up the continuous improvement learning
curve' (Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2007).

Partnering gives an opportunity for construction companies to be engaged with
continuouswork. It helps them to organise,plan and carry out work with less cost and
with added value to all parties by minimising or eliminating all non-value adding
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processes and increasing value adding processes. Consequently they become more

efficient andeffective in their work practices.
Repeat business through relationships is crucial to interviewee B I. Because of the nature
of their multi-skilled business where they needed to maintain a steady stream of skilled
employees to handle drainage work, steel fixing and concreting as an infrastructure sub
contractor. Therefore, they
`... have to find different types of work, for different gangs and we got to keep
those guys, employ them on a continue basis, I mean with more being successful
in repeat business through the product. Our product like, that school there, that's
the 5Ihbrand new school, we've done in the past 2 years with that company and
you wouldn't get repeat businesses if you didn't get the first one right. So the
product has to be right so we hope to keep the people going, and we basically say
to them if you do a good job we get the next one, we get the next one and we
do... '(Interviewee B 1, Company B, 2007).

IntervieweeBI supportedthe notion of client relationshipsare basedon performanceand
it is capable of increasing continuity in work for them. Although continuity of work
assists companiesto maintain their skilled workforce, heavy dependencyon repeat
businessfrom existing clients increasesthe risk in business.CompanyB is in the lower
end of the companiesinvestigatedwhich operateswithout a businessstrategyand as a
sub-contractor.Besides,this is a classicscenarioin the industry which makesthe way for
supply chainrelationshipswhich will be discussedin section4.4.2.
Benefitsin partneringcan
`...guarantees you more turnover,
(Interviewee B 1, Company B, 2007).

more... more

sustainable

turnover'

`...give us stability and some basedloading to the business' (Interviewee G 1,
CompanyG, 2007).

Furthermore,partneringis
`...the better routefor all parties, becauseall parties should benefitfrom it is
when you are negotiating. Becausewe are able to fully understandthe total
scopeof the works by doing it that way' (Interviewee H1, Company H, 2007).

The direct managerialcontact approachin negotiatingjobs was responsiblefor building
fairness in business. It has the propensity to lead the businessto becomemore aware
about the returns through opennessin constructionprocesses.Therefore, they valued
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inter-firm collaborations in working, which can facilitate added value to all parties as
well as the product. Company H is one of the companies in the higher end of the sample,
similar to company G which adopted similar management approach. By doing repeat
business and getting to know the client better has the potential to develop efficient and
effective processes,which will lead to generating sustainable turnover for the company.
4.4.1.3 Attempts to maintain advantages
A simple explanation on how to maintain sustainable turnover through partnering `...we started off with a framework agreement with [client S], and it was a
straight forward philosophy of- you demonstrate to a client that you can deliver a
good product on time, within budget and then they'll come back and want you to
do more work. And therefore that strategy enabled us to grow the volume of our
work with [client S]. Then we seek to get opportunities to work with the other 3
main people which we've achieved in doing. Same philosophy when you got a
chance do a good job, finish it on time, quality is great and within budget. You
try to become thefirst choice contractor of the people that you work with and you
try to work with thesepeople time and time again' (Interviewee Hl, Company H,
2007).

However, maintaining a sustainable turnover is not as easy as the above explanation,
because of significant involvement of different specialities of people engagedin different
processes. Therefore, management approach to get done those processes through people
needed to be given priority. It depends on many characteristics of a company such as
business and operation strategy, attitude of employees, work ethics and management of
quality of the product; which spans a wide range of operational processesat company and
project levels. Therefore, management of all related processesand people play a vital role
in the development of sustainable turnover through partnering.

Some interviewees preferred government initiated partnering due to its strategic and
sustainablenature.
'So really what we're looking for is opportunity by any meansin construction.
Wealso look at governmentinitiatives, governmentgrants. Welook at wherethe
money is going and basically wefollow the money.So governmentinvestingin a
particular programme wefind out about it we seewhetherwe've got the skills to
do it. I think like us everybodyelse what we are lookingfor is strategic business
and sustainablebusiness.So what we're looking for is frameworks, partnering
arrangementsand thesesorts of things' (IntervieweeJ2, Group J, 2009).
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Interviewees D 1, G1 and H1 also expressedtheir preference for such contracts. Therefore

it can be surmisedthat the type of partneringclient has an influence on the sustainability
of a partnering arrangement.

The relationships built on private partnering clients do not guarantee the next job.
Interviewee B1 explained the unpredictable nature in p173 above, albeit they depend
heavily on repeat business from a set of existing private clients. Thus, the relationship of
business development and performance at project/s in a company emerged as significant
in partnering arrangements.

In line with the above,intervieweeJI describeda scenariothat majority of their work is`...construction probably 40 % construction is done in competitive tendering
and a lot of it is repeat business. A lot of it is... I was at a meeting yesterday at
Coventry University, we do a lot of work for Coventry University and I'm like a
client manager for Coventry University site' (Interviewee J 1, Company J,
2007).

Interviewee J1 has developed a very good relationship with the client but company J has

not beenselectedin a recent pre-qualificationtender for a future job. He comprehended
that as'... I'm really disappointed, because they are my client. I mean I took them to the
company. We got a lot of work with them. I play golf for them regular; I'll be
taking them for Christmas lunch and everything like that just to keep their
relationship. Yes, there's nothing wrong with that. But they can't just give me the
work. You still got to do the business and going back to what I've said earlier, we
weren't... production were not involved in the job what so ever until called for
the tender interview' (Interviewee J 1, Company J, 2007).

In the aboveexcerpt "business"meanswhat companyJ doesto securefuture work from
an existing client which includes appropriate pricing, attitude of the contractor's
representative,quality of work and/or customersatisfaction.Interviewee J1 has fulfilled
thosecriteria but one. CompanyJ's estimationdivision did not price thejob correctly due
to the absenceof contactbetweenintervieweeJ1 and the estimationdivision. By knowing
the client well; interviewee J1 would have offered much valuable information to the
estimator to price the job appropriately.This increasesthe awarenessof face-to-face
contacts in winning jobs through partnering. Thus, understandingthe contractor's soft
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and hard requirements and pricing accordingly can guarantee better job prospects. This
issue will be further considered in Chapter 6, section 6.3.

Thus, someintervieweeshavedevelopedsystemsto get to know their clients.
`A lot of would be about the client and we also be feeding back if we find
ourselves a client that's pretty good to work for or a client... where their ethos is
very much aligned to [company G]. Well the team will be feeding back straight
away look, you know - This is a good client, We can do well here and we can
satisfy them, we can make some extra money and therefore the business
development team will take on boardd,well obviously therefore need to make sure
any opportunities going with that client are to put on very high priority.
Conversely we might actually find a client quite difficult to work for, and
therefore that would be feedback, you know - Don't put that the top of the list,
next job that comes on we may be on the tender list but actually we need to be
careful on that' (Interviewee Gl, Company G, 2009).

The above is an example for a data management process of existing clients. It supported
the point made previously on understanding the soft and hard requirements of the client
as useful for pricing their future jobs and thereby wining more jobs from the same client
even in a partnering arrangement.

The above discussionsidentified overall performance criteria in a company such as
pricing, attitude of employees,customersatisfactionand quality of work asuseful factors
to maintainingrelationshipsin partnering.
4.4.1.4Types of partnering agreements
Conceptually partnering/framework agreements are designed for win-win situations for
both client and the contractor. However, different types of agreements can alter the above
conceptual understanding. As an example, Interviewee H1 described the profit negotiated
procurement whereas the interviewee GI

described the open book procurement.

Therefore, it confirms that companies work on different types of partnering arrangements
with clients.
`Sowhen we talk aboutpartnering, it's driven by the client procurementwhich is
a procurement of a framework of contractors to work on open book basis'
(IntervieweeGI, CompanyG, 2007).
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Interviewee Hl, on different types of partnering agreements,... we are working on an open book basis with an agreed overhead and profit
mark-up. That happens in the Birmingham partnership on the decent homes
programme' (Interviewee HI, Company H, 2007).

They work with local authorities,
,... not totally open book basis because, lets say for an example if in that scheme
there is a central heating installation to be done. We obtained a price from a
heating company to go in through houses and install a central heating system. If
it's 4,200 pounds for a three bed house, then they'll get paid that and is not open
book in such a manner that they are submitting their price based upon 16
radiators at 25 pound each, I boiler at 350 pounds like that. It's that there has
been an agreement that for all those houses they will get paid 4,200, so when we
open our books up. We showed to them we have done several thousands of
heating installations and 4,200 each, these are all the addresses the tenants have
got their central heating and have said lovely, thank you very much, nice and
warm in my house now. And that we are audited that is what we have done, that
is what we have been paid for and we get our overhead and profits. (Interviewee
Hl, Company H, 2007).

Furthermore,they also participatein selectedcompetitivetenderingin frameworks.
'... there are 4 contractors in the framework, we have a schemefor this one here
again 29 dwellings, Wooster Road, Stourport and here are the planning
drawings and the architect's worked up. You give us a price for that. So you are
in what I call a competitive tendering club. And so you compete then in select
number of people and generally they select the lowest price. Sometimes you go
along for an interview if you like the lowest two because they want to question
you about the various things, whether you have allowed for this and that'
(Interviewee H 1, Company H, 2007).

Additionally, companiesE, H and J participatein OJEU tendering.However,Interviewee
H2 insistedthatjust signing an agreementbetweentwo or morepartiesis not sufficient to
add valueto all partiesand the finished product. His explanationextendsbeyondprojects
done through partnershipsthus will be discussedin Chapter6, section 6.3.4. It can be
viewed as a company-wide process regarding business improvement. Furthermore,
intervieweeH2 insistedon collaborating work within partnering/frameworkcan enhance
BP in a companyiteratively.
Other than well formulated relationshipsdiscussedabove;there are also simple external
relationshipsthat exist in the constructioncompanies.
'... it's to havegood relationships with people it's to get more repeat business.
You know that becauseobviouslythe repeatbusinessis better. Wealso try not to
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we don't want to scattergungovernmentapproach' (Interviewee E1, Company
E, 2007).
The idea here is that understanding the client's requirements fully and trying to provide
the valued product at a reasonable cost is the formula for such relationships. Therefore,
interviewee El illustrated the same scenario explained by interviewees J1 and GI above.
There are different types of partnering arrangements available but what construction
companies indeed need is simply to understand one another's capabilities and work on
ethically and transparently to produce a valued product within available resources of
clients and contractors.

4.4.2 Supply chain
Note: the vertical downward relationship between a construction company, its subcontractors,suppliersandmanufacturersare termedas"supply chain" in this section.
Gaining repeat and continuous business increases the efficiency and effectiveness of
work processesin a company. Consequently it leads to developing BP for the company.
Additionally, there are other advantages that relationships can open for companies. As an
example, firstly, prospective clients can be given the assuranceof work,
`... this is not just someone we have picked from the yellow pages.... this is a
company that works with us for 20 years. We know Bill, the managing director; I
know that if he doesn't perform I can phone him and say "What's going on
here ", you know, and then he will responding in a positive way so you've got no
contractual battles and that sort of thing. We have got people want to work with
us with our clients as well. So that's one of the big fundamental things that has
been successful... I think so' (Interviewee C 1, Company C, 2007).

Secondly,
`[w]e can actually explain that to our clients becausetheyare interestedto know
that you got the resources,theyknow people are not coming to the industry and
they know lots of severeskills shortages and they want to know if they employ
[companyC], if they are able to get this army of people and they get their job
done. I think theyget the comfortfrom us saying we have a formal supply chain
we have all thesepeople registeredto us, we know what their businessesis all
about, we are trying to support them and they get so much comfort from that'
(IntervieweeCl, CompanyC, 2007).

The abovemethodscan add value to all parties and the product as it has the potential to
use direct managerial contact approach to management.However this approach is
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debatable,becausecompany C did not survive in the market in spite of having such
arrangements.Furthermore, this opens up the complex nature of relationships.

The formation of a supply chain had benefited company C in communicating with their

clients effectively because,
`[wie had proformas that subcontractors could fill in, so we had all their
company data and we really revamped and put together our supply chain. Now
the benefits of that we can communicate with them all these people much much
better than we ever did' (Interviewee Cl, Company C, 2008).

The above confirmed that medium-sized companies' role has changed from doing
constructionproductionto managementof constructionproduction.
IntervieweeH2 is in agreementwith the aboveandfurther described,... we try and cascade through the [company H] way those responsibilities to
everybody. So whilst we might have, we do have a quality assurance manager.
We try and work with people to say actually what we try to do is to empower you
and give you the responsibility and whilst we as contractors are almost managers
of the project anyway and the value is delivered through our supply chain really
in terms of the work that's done, construction work let's say the production part.
Emm... we are trying... I suppose to give the responsibility of that to our supply
chain' (Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

Interviewee Cl described the formation of a supply chain to handle the construction
production and it consists of their sub-contractors. Interviewee H2 depend on supply
chain for the construction production, therefore, "company H way" seems to be getting
construction production done by controlling and managing sub-contractors using the
word "empowering". It can also be seenas a way of risk reduction to company H.

A requirementto becomea supply chainparticipant is,
'... basically all the time we are looking to make sure that we have the best deal
we can possibly get from everybody in our supply chain. At the moment it's
basically what we are all having to do is go in at much reduced margins, that we
would like to go in that to maintain our turnover and we have to make sure that
everybody in our supply chain realizes, and I am sure they all do realizes that
we've all got to be competitive. So at the moment we are looking at driving down
costs all the time and from every aspect of our business; driving out waste,
driving out any excessesof cost. Really wejust have to be absolutely competitive'
(Interviewee J2, Group J, 2009).
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The competitiveness factor identified is based on the lowest cost which has been
repeatedly rejected by Egan (1998) and Latham (1994). Furthermore, there is evidence,
that companies D and E maintain and manage supply chain based on competitiveness;
thus they pick sub-contractors for their projects from it. However, companies A, F and G
do not manage a supply chain officially but they have their preferred sub-contractors for
doing their projects (see Chapter 5, section 5.3.1).

The two companies B and C are specialist sub-contractors therefore, it would be expected

that theymaintain their skill base;nonethelessit is not the case.IntervieweeCl described
that theymaintain a supplychain,... we set up our own supply chain system where we were looking to bring all our
sub-contractors together so that we could say you are in our team, we want you
to be part of our future. We want you to maintain your future, so that if we can
not guarantee but get you committed to our business, we can give you work over
the next 5 years equates say a million pounds or quarter of a million pounds or
100,000 pounds and get them involved with our business make sure they are
running their business OK, so they are only a small business they are not privy
to industry advice, business advice and that sort of things'.

Furthermore,
`when we did that 3 years ago at least I1 of those sub-contractors businesses
have actually achieved investing in people... So we have opened the door to
people to come in through and to me that's a such a massive benefit ...actually
going and talk to client marketing terms and so we've actually engaged with our
supply chain. Not that is a lovely document. This is how it work and this have
nice flowcharts and we can actually say this company is a decorator going to
come and work on your job. We help him achieve in investing people. So he
managing and developing his stajj" (Interviewee Cl, Company C, 2007).

CompanyC usedthe supply chainfor two very different reasons.One is to convincetheir
potential clients about their strengthsin different skills and capabilities.The secondis as
a service to the small contractors.The above explanation again refuted the general
understandingof constructionindustry asnot professionalenough.
Company B demonstrated the use of specialist sub-contractors for specialist and
regulatedwork as a means of risk reduction and to satisfy industry requirements(see
Chapter5, section5.3.1).
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In spite of the advantagesdescribedabove,intervieweeF1 is not in favour of the idea of
supply chain,
'[wie don't run a supply chain. Mainly because this is a very competitive
business and I have issues with supply chain on the basis of competitiveness'
(Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

All above interviewees except Fl favoured supply chain relationships as a means of
developing BP. They demonstrated, on the one hand they take an interest in monitoring
and managing the sub-contractors and on the other hand they tend to develop
relationships with the clients' based on supply chain performance. Therefore, these
shared responsibilities

of main-contractor

and supply chain participants at the

construction production stage are capable of creating BP for the company. However, such
processescannot be problem free which appeared to be an intuitive area for CM research.

Relationships at company level can be viewed in many different perspectives ranging
from simple individual relationships to more complex partnering arrangements in the
industry. All such relationships a company make with other parties are either long-term
or short-term business concepts. However, they have the capacity to bring in repetitive
and continuous business to a company.

4.5 Chapter summary
In summarising the way of doing business at company level, it is evident that all
companiessharedmixed results in the way they see their opportunitiesin the market.
Therefore, companiesA, B, C, D, G and H preferredto be in a specific sectorwhereas
others preferred to be more diverse in their type of work. The type of work was
influencedby companyhistory, past experience,size, market opportunities,capabilities
and its requirements.
Businessdevelopmentwas consideredas a long-term concept coupled with short-term
requirements.Therefore, all intervieweesexcept Al, A2 and B1 describeda long-term
businessstrategywith a flexible approachto achieve it through effective and efficient
operations in chosen projects. Those projects were carefully selected to satisfy the
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business strategy of the company. Therefore, they depend on expertise of business field
within and/or outside their companies with the exception of company A.

Then they further developed their businesses in the chosen sector/s by entering into
repeat and continuous business with clients through relationships. It was identified that
those relationships fall into short-term and long-term categories. All interviewees, except
F1, valued relationships differently and maintained them both short-term and long-term.
However, the development of long-term relationships with external partners/clients in the
construction industry with an overall business initiative is demonstrated to be useful.
Such relationships with collaborative working have the potential to add value to a
company, client and the product in different means as explained by interviewee H2 on
several occasions. Without

any reservation, the described business development

processesare responsible for a significant part of BP in a company.

Interviewees paid attention to construction production to iteratively enhance BP for
companies. Therefore, all of the factors discussed above have a role to play in
determining the company's approach to its construction production in the chosen
businesssector/s(figure 4.1). The next chapterwill describedifferent approachestaken at
project level and different reasonsfor their usefulnessin sustainingthe businessesin the
constructionindustry.
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Chapter 5- Doing business at project level
5.1 Introduction
All interviewees were in agreement that business development takes place at company
level looking into and procuring certain types of work they can do better than their
competitors, thus developing strategies and relationships accordingly. The developed
business becomes a reality at the project level through construction production. Thus all
interviewees perceived that the management of construction production significantly
influences the Business Performance (BP) along with the previously discussed companyrelated factors. They believed that the success of project processes is capable of
generating more business and more confidence for the company. Consequently, it was
identified that a company's long-term BP strategy is partly built upon the short-term
project performance. Needless to say, therefore, management of projects could not be
avoided in this discussion.

However, this section does not addressthe issuesrelating to deliverability of projects.
This is becausethe aim is to understandthe impact of managementof projects towards
business development. Thus the empirical data was obtained from senior
managers/directorsand chairmen of those companiesinvestigated,but not from project
managers.Figure 5.1 below show the structure of this chapter in addition to the
discussionin pp131-132and the figure B I.
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Doing businessat project level

Project and management of project

Relationships

Sub-contractors

Performancecriteria

Customersatisfaction

Quality of work

Data links to businessdevelopmentat companylevel
(existingclients' data to developrepeatbusiness)

Figure 5.1- Simplified linear schematiclayout of the Theme2: the project level
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5.2 Projects and management of projects
Interviewees described project level as their `coal face' or `doing face' of the business
and without exception prioritised project/s and their management. Furthermore, project
level processes are perceived as more central than the company's business level
processes.It is supported by the following excerpts:
`... we've chosen the strategy was to keep the value of the company around where
it is' (Interviewee F1, Company F, 2007).

Also,
`... businessesare project specific' (Interviewee D 1, Company D, 2007).

And,
`[y]es, definitely. That's how we obviously... our reputation is probably how we
get that work' (Interviewee A2, Company A, 2007).

Interviewee Fl further described that driving projects through people and supportive
management structure can establish a successful construction company.
'... at the end of the day if you are not delivering the projects then you are not
making money. And it doesn't matter how many directors you've got, or how big
the accounts department's monitoring is. Then it will not succeed. So we, very
much focus on people and we've striven very hard to form a company where we
have a family ethos. So that everybody knows each other. There is hierarchy but
it is not waved as a big stick and the hierarchy is there to support not to wave the
big stick. So there is a driver with what I've just said' (Interviewee Fl, Company
F, 2007).

IntervieweeJ2 stressedthat
`[ijf we [directors] can havea meetingon site, we'll have it on site rather than sit
in the office. So we [directors] all visit sites all the time and the various board
membersare visiting sites all the timefor one reasonand another' (Interviewee
J2, Group J, 2009).

In line with the above, interviewee El regularly analysesprojects againstprofitability
which is their main businessdriver becauseit has an impact on type of work for the next
job in thebusinessdevelopmentstage.
`...obviously eachproject we, every month, every board meetingwe're formally
looking at how the profitability on it. And if we see a trend where we are not
making moneyon a particular type of job, we drop that and we will then look at
as to wherewe're getting better and better' (IntervieweeE1, CompanyE, 2007).

The different points of view such as having preference to hold board of directors
meetings on sites, frequent visits to sites by directors, motivating and building a
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favourable culture and discussing project performance at board of directors meeting
suggested that projects are important to those interviewees. Furthermore, all above
analogies illustrated projects and their behaviour as one of the determinants of business
development and thus create BP for a company. Therefore, the reasons to focus on shortterm project concept were identified as:

(1) Noticeableshort-termresultssuchasprofitability
`...project performance, where probably we should give more consideration of
that. [because]...short term profitability probably, that way' (Interviewee Al,
Company A, 2008).

(2) The natureof capabilitiesavailable in a companyfavours certaintypesof projects.
`We know our failures... we know our good points. We are good at highways,
because they are short-term projects; we can control lot better than the longterm projects. Because, we can't find a good contracts manager' (Interviewee
Bl, Company B, 2008).

(3) The influence of managementof projects towards the business strategy of the
company,
'... it [project] is monitored every month, every week rather from the point of time
and every month with regard to cost. If we got through a month period and we
realized that there was a problem , then there would be a task force, board
member task force put together to look at that job and say, ok is it time, quality,
or is there another issue. The task force would generally comprise of myself
[director- design and build] the QS' director and also commercial director and
also thejoint managing director. So the three of us look at it independently and
say ok, what do we think is the problem, and then once we identified what the
problem was we then put together a strategy of working through this. Yes, and
one of the philosophies that we have within this business is you identify it early, if
you can identify it early and action early then you minimize any cost. So, we're
down to a kind of risk reduction and trying to reduce any impact' (Interviewee
F1, Company F, 2007).

(4) To develop long-term relationships with existing clients thereby develop more
business.
'... what influences us very much in business development is first of all if we're
working for a client, and we've successfully worked for him for a number of
years that influences us to go to that client, look to that client for all of his
business. If we are doing a new build job for him we would look to influence him
to give us an opportunity in refurbishment becauseyou know business is within
our businesses which deal with that. So the first aspect is as much business as
21QS refer to Quantity Surveyorsand they aretrained to control costsin constructionproduction andor project
managementdisciplines.
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possible with the existing clients' base. The second one is to look at what we do
well. And obviously look at the aspects of [project] performance. Look at why we
are making money out of something in particular. And why we are losing money
in other respects. So constantly then you are looking, "Ok we seem to be very
good of that. We want more of that ". So that influences your judgment in
business development terms' (Interviewee J2, Group J, 2009).

The direct influenceof project performancetowardsbusinessdevelopmentof a company
was echoedby all intervieweesexcept A 1, A2 and B1 in many instances.Therefore,the
need for regular and rigid monitoring and controlling of project performance which
consequentlydemandsmore focus in managementof project/sis justified.
(5) Relationshipswith peopleand the industry
`... the directors now... you know they were the contract managers 4-5 years ago'
(Interviewee JI, Company J, 2007).
`... most people in construction companies have come up through construction
companies, I mean there isn't a great deal of transfer particularly in mediumsized companies between other industries' (Interviewee DI, Company D, 2007).

Therefore,directors' frequentinvolvementin managementof project/swas identified.
`...I am a director but still push a broom' (IntervieweeA2, CompanyA, 2007).
'... fact that we arefairly closeto what's going on. Now the typeof companythat
we run is one wherethe directors actually arefairly hands-on. ...and theyare
closeto theprojects, (IntervieweeF1, CompanyF, 2007).
,... we get out there and find out. I visit sites [Mr. C. Chairman] visits sites. We
are right there all the time actually finding out things for ourselves by physically
looking really' (Interviewee C 1, Company C, 2007).

Then,
go and visit the site. And I'll find outfor myselfwhat is the, what I believe
to be the situation, by asking them lots of probing questionsand having a good
look around' (IntervieweeH1, CompanyH, 2007).

Furthermore,
'I also have a philosophy that in the construction industry things are always
going wrong. So when people, I don't shoot the messenger, I expect people to be
telling me that things are going wrong, because there is always things going
wrong. And I don't shoot the messenger, all I ask is the person there to tells me
what's going wrong, is that they are doing something to try to put it right. And
we'll help them to try and put it right as a management team. And that when
people keep telling me that they've got no problems, that's when I worry.
Because they probably telling me Poky pies. Because I know that the
construction industry don't work like that. So when people tell me that they got
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no problems, then I'll go and see that site. Because that's generally that they are
trying to pull the bull over my eyes' (Interviewee H1, Company H, 2007).

The above indicated that directors' work at both levels i. e. project and company and the
reasons identified are: (1) they have a fondness for projects and also an attachment for
projects and (2) they do not have faith in what is happening as reported to them by their
project members. As a result of not having faith in subordinates, interviewee Al could
not delegate his work which eventually restricted the development of the company A.
`Youshoulddelegateyour work. Wetendedto carry everythingon our shoulders.
Because, it is probably easier to do that than passing it to somebody'
(IntervieweeAl, CompanyA, 2007).

And,
`Even at 611 still find it difficult not to get two hands on and not to have faith in
my supervisors and probably it is easy to do now and it is far better for me to
leave them to it and they lose tuppence a day and because they don't do it quite
as I will do it. And we come back to the office and make pence doing something'
(Interviewee Al, Company A, 2008).

On the one hand the above confirmed directors' fondnessfor projects and their lack of
faith in project level managementand activities. On the other hand it establishedthat,
directors have vast experience and understanding about projects. Therefore they
understandthe usefulnessof projects in creatingbusinessdevelopmentand eventualBP
for the company.
The reasons for prioritising project/s over the company can be summarised as, the initial
plan for type of work originates at the company level, but business development of such
work and eventual BP heavily depends on how they manage and perform at project/s.
Since projects are the "doing side" of construction business they are subjected to heavy
scrutiny due to performance criteria, regulations, and policies. Processesat project level
consume more manpower and resources than a company's business planning and
development processes. Since, outcomes of the project level processes have a direct
influence on the company as a whole; interviewees have prioritised projects and their
management (figure BI).
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Above can be confirmed using different processes taking place in a company including

project/s.
`...project performance is very important, because that's one of the things that
underpins, and that's what the client sees. But how to help us deliver that better
is about people, process, how we go about delivering that project or that
product? And, yeah... I see that it's being a key thing, but you got to have a
vision as to where you are going, you've got to be prepared to challenge, be
innovative, within that arena of... or that environment to have a sustainable
process, there got to be good processes, you've got to be able to challenge them,
they are going to be delivering best value' (Interviewee H2, Company H, 2007).

The integration between projects and company can lead to developing BP for the
companybut there is a need for a clear vision of how to achieve it, which is indeed a
companylevel process. The above scenarioestablishedthat changeto our thinking in
project processcan lead to delivering best value. Project is the outcome of company's
obligation to producewhat the companyhascontractuallyagreedwith a client. Therefore,
the short-termproject concepthasto be guided by the long-term businessstrategyof the
company to deliver the best value to the client and the company. Furthermore, the
companyneedsto producea valued productbecausethat is what the client seesat the end
to judge the companywhich has the potential to developfurther business.
Some interviewees prioritised and used the knowledge gained from working with
different clients at project level as inputs for their future businessdevelopment.As an
example,refer to excerpts from intervieweesG1 and J2 in p179 1s` excerpt and p152
respectively. The idea developed is that there are methods available to use client
relationships and information generatedat project level when developing business at
companylevel which is consequentlycapableof creatingBP. Thereforethose companies
developedBP by working with an iterative approachbetweencompanyand project level
processes.
The following sections deal with different processesinvolved in the managementof
project/s to satisfy companies' business strategy through sub-contracting, customer
satisfactionand quality of work. Theseare the threeareasin projects which interviewees
most discussedand consideredas capable of influencing business development and
therebyBP of companies.
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5.3 Relationships at project level - Sub-contracting
It was recognised that eight companies out of the nine investigated generate the majority
of their turnover through sub-contracting (Appendix 3, table 3.2). Company B which is a
civil works sub-contractor, depends on a minority of their turnover being generated by
sub-contracting. The usefulness of relationships with clients was discussed in Chapter 4,
section 4.4. This relationship between client and the company is based on project related
factors as described in the section 5.2 above. Therefore, it is argued that, the relationships
between main contractor and sub-contractors have the ability to enhance the client's
relationship with the main-contractor which is one of the influential factors of creating
BP (figure 131). Therefore, this section inquires into interviewees' perceptions of
relationships with sub-contractors as a tangible project outcome capable of building BP
for the company (figure 5.1).

5.3.1Dependencyon sub-contracting
All intervieweesexcept intervieweeB1 said they heavily dependon sub-contractingfor
constructionproduction (seeAppendix 3, table 3.2).
Additionally intervieweeD 1's description of flow of work demonstratedthat company
manages the construction programme but construction production is done by subcontractorsexceptfor specialistworks.
its marketing goes into estimating and goes into main operations and which
..
may either be a separate design built teams that support operations, we operates
through specialist works goes into main operations and obviously after that
comes down to site management to our sub-contractors, with after care analysis,
supported by our procurement team and quality, health, safety environmental
team' (Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).

Interviewees'explanationssuggestedthat the main-contractorsdecidethe work load and
type to be sub-contracted.They further demonstratedtheir limited engagementin actual
constructionproduction to specialist work through direct labour. However, they control
and manage the whole programme of work in construction production through a
specialist team as in above excerpt. All intervieweesexcept BI and CI said the main
efforts are on managementof the productionprocessthan doing production.
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Companies B and C are specialist sub-contractors. Interviewee BI disclosed that subcontractors are used sparingly.
'... I would think, as part of that 5 million pound turnover this year, only 200,000
is been sublet. So the majority of the work we do is all in-house all ourselves'
(Interviewee B 1, Company B, 2007).

However, company C being a specialist sub-contractor maintained a supply chain

increasedthe curiosity to find reasonsto use sub-contractors.
,...we set up our own supply chain system where we were looking to bring all our
sub-contractors together so that we could say you are in our team, we want you
to be part of our future. We want you to maintain your future; so that if we can
not guarantee but get you committed to our business, we can give you work over
the next 5 years... '(Interviewee Cl, Company C, 2007).

5.3.2Reasonsfor sub-contracting
Interviewees'explanationsexposeddifferent reasonsto use sub-contractors.Interviewee
B1 who is a civil works sub-contractorusessub-contractorsbecause
'... we need people more specialized than others, like for instance if we do deep
drainage, we don't do very often we bring in people we know, we trust and they
would do draining 6 meters down. We normally cope with drainage down 2 -3
metres but if get drainages that long way down you need people that know what
they're doing. You can reduce the risk. We also use sub-contractors for
concreting. If we've got to produce high specification floors we will bring in
expertise of people' (Interviewee B 1, Company B, 2007).

The first reason is the specialist nature of work dictates the use of sub-contractors
services.The secondreasonis the nature of specific work sub-let carried a reasonable
amountof risk, thus, sub-contractorsare usedasa meansof risk reduction or aversionfor
the main-contractor.
IntervieweeA2 describedthe natureof project work from the point of view of the maincontractor.
'Basically a programme is set for a project. We'll then just look at the project
ascertain, what external labour is required. Some projects obviously require
specialist contractors or just normal general sub-contractors that we would just
pull in, just to give us an extra lift. Because we haven't got enough labour to
service all the contracts. They would (a) either be or known to us or (b) they are
given to us by the architect or client' (Interviewee A2, Company A, 2008).
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One of interviewee A2's reasons specialist nature of work; is in line
with interviewee
B l's identification above. Thus the third reason is shortage of own labour and the fourth
reason is type of contract agreement between the client and the main-contractor where
clients and/or architects appoint sub-contractors. Those sub-contractors are known as
nominated sub-contractors in the industry.

Further, in line with the specialist nature of work,
`[s]o particularly on the elements like restoration where large contractors
haven't got those skills; we can go and offer those skills on a sub-contract basis'
(Interviewee Cl, Company C, 2007).

Therefore, sub-contracting specialist work which requires skilled craftsmanship is
commonin the industry and is a popular methodin risk reduction/aversionfor the maincontractor.This is the samereasonwhich companyC capitalisedon, when they changed
their businessstrategyfrom main-contractorto sub-contractor.
Then,
'[wie are talking about say mechanical, electrical and those types of subcontractors. We would go out to tender, we would tender probably to 2,3 or
maybe 4 sub-contractors' (Interviewee F1, Company F, 2007).

So, the fifth reason is due to the amalgamation of construction work with highly
regulatedmechanicaland electrical work. In this situation the main contractorsdo not
have any other option except to use those services of certified or approved subcontractors.
5.3.3 Issuesin sub-contracting
Employment of sub-contractorsfor five different reasons identified above creates
complexitieswith respectto managementof a project. IntervieweeA2 disclosedthat the
companyis facing an issuewith three specialisedsub-contractorsworking with them in
oneproject.
'... we're doing a project at the moment.It's very much how can I say... we are
the main contractor. But there are 3 specialist subcontractorsinvolved and it's
more of a... allow our relationship is with contracts and subcontractors.It is
more of a case that we'll working togetheras a one design team. That thejob is
evolving as we progress. And I would find that, that partnership of that and
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getting the communication is where the problem lies on the job, you know,
making sure that everyone is at the same point' (Interviewee A2, Company A,
2007).

He acknowledged that, communication is very important between the main-contractor
and all three sub-contractors for performance in the project. Conceptually, requirements
for multiple parties are laid down clearly and linearly in an agreement. However, in
reality, in construction activities that clarity and linearity is un-observable. Reasons can
be due to the complex nature of activities involved and involvement of people of different
trades and specialisations leading to gaps in communication. Therefore, this can
adversely affect the relationships between parties involved unless direct managerial
contact approach to management is considered.

From anotherpoint of view,
`...I can hand over thefirst houseafter 18 weeksthat we've havestarted on-site
if all theprocessesthat maybe required to satisfy the electric supply...and I have
to proceeddown the route that theyhaveat the momentit takes36 weeksbeforeI
could hand my first house over. So that's a joke isn't it? Its nonsensesomethinghasto be doneabout it'

He further statedthe delay is due to
'they haveto get a lot of legal things in place. It's the legal things that takethe
time' (IntervieweeH1, CompanyH, 2008).

In this situation intervieweeH1 cannot dismiss the sub-contractorbecausethe work on
regulatedelectrical field is subjectto its own regulations.
Therefore above examplesconfirmed that managementof project/s becomesa complex
criterion for a medium-sizedcompanywhen dependingon different sub-contractorsfor
different partsof production.
5.3.4Types of sub-contract agreements
To easethe complexities in managingsub-contractualwork to some extent interviewees
adopted different types of sub-contracting agreements. However, interviewee G1
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explained the complicationsof such arrangementswith regard to their work in decent
housing.
`We are all the time looking what is the best way to do that is, because if you got
somebody to supply and fix it, in theory you are actually packaging up more risk
and passing it on to them. But it might be the case they can't buy the kitchen as
effectively as we can. Because they can't buy 100,000 kitchens. So in that
respect is often better for us to buy it as we are buying thousands of them.
because if he is supplying and fitting, he
is
...probably then of course wastage,
fixing
kitchen.
And
if we supply and if he damages it then
the
only gets paid after
we have to supply another one. The industry is all the time actually looking for
individual ways packages what is the best way to do it' (Interviewee G1,
Company G, 2007).

The explanation above is comprised of three main types of sub-contracting agreements in
the industry which were echoed by other interviewees as well: (1) labour only, (2)
material supply only and (3) supply and fix. Companies need to evaluate these methods
separately with the type of work to be sub-contracted to find the most favourable method
for all parties concerned. Generally, main contractor's decision is based upon the method
with least risk to him. However, interviewee GI revealed that buying power of materials
and financial stability of the sub-contractors are also useful criteria to consider when
deciding

upon

the sub-contractual agreement, because overall

performance

of

construction production can enhance the relationship of the main contractor and the
client.

In line with above, intervieweeB1 preferred labour only sub-contracton specific work
but,
'... if the sub-contractors need plant we hire it in for them. We only employee
them only labour based. They may have small plants but nothing major'
(Interviewee B1, Company B, 2007).

The aboveindicatedthere is no fixed policy; it is the main contractors'choice to package
their work to sub-contractors.It can also dependon the reasonsfor sub-contractingwork
and relationshipsfactor identified above.
5.3.5 Selection of sub-contractors
Other than the nominated sub-contractorsin a project; companiescan select their subcontractors.The following is an accountof how main contractorsselectsub-contractors:
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Interviewees did not employ any sub-contractor.
`It's not done on a ad-hoc, no. We have run for probably 30 years again or
longer, what we call select of contractors. Those are sub-contractors that we
know, have worked with usfor a long period of time and we know the strength of
(Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

Although the relationship between the main contractor and the sub-contractor is
significant, interviewee F1 adopted a tendering system for the selection of subcontractors for highly specialist work. It indicated that "cost" is an important part of their
relationship.
'We would go out to tender, we would tender probably to 2,3 or maybe 4 subcontractors. We have already asked them whether they would prepare to tender
and we work on the basis that, they give us their best price first time round. If
they give us their best price first time around, when we've won thejob, we would
be talking to them to say we've won the job, we've evaluated you're the most
...
competitive. We need to talk to you about this' (Interviewee F1, Company F,
2007).

Intervieweespreferredto selectsub-contractorslocally.
'... we will try and use local sub-contractors...
job coming up at
.I mean we got a
Southampton. We are not quite sure whether we will win it but we have almost
won it. Which is couple of million pound office block to build. Now clearly we
won't use Birmingham labour. We'll be trying to source the labour from
Southampton' (Interviewee J1, Company J, 2007).

However,
`[t]he difficulty is we don't know anybodydown there and theydon't know us.So
that's the learning curve in it self trying to find specialists down there'
(IntervieweeJ 1, CompanyJ, 2007).

Interviewees Fl and JI's perceptions coincide on past relationships' aspect in the
selection of sub-contractors.However interviewee F1 could benefit from it being a
regional contractor;intervieweeJI has yet to see benefitsof it having jobs more widely
spreadthan intervieweeFl. In such circumstancesmaintaining relationshipswith subcontractorsis not effortless.Thereforeas a solution,
,...as they're [company J] growing are experiencing growing pains. It's good for
the future.... It's developing some of the sub-contractors with them' (Interviewee
J 1, Company J, 2007).
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Thus, interviewee J1's comment on `developing sub-contractors'

supported the

observations on supply chain which was described in Chapter 4, section 4.4.2.

Similarly, interviewees Cl, D1, El, and H1 preferred to maintain and manage the supply

chain; thus they pick sub-contractorsfor their projects from it. IntervieweeHI described
the processthey adoptas
'... at the start you should be good enough to get in. So it takes references to get
in. Then when you are in you got to maintain a high standard of work in order to
stay in. And we don't go throwing it out to every Tom, Dick and Harry every
time. And perhaps saying right we will give this job to this chap here who is a
man of straw, because his price is the cheapest, because that man may not have
the ability to deliver another high scale job. So that's an art. So you are coming
to the supply chain you are expected to perform, if you perform you get in if you
don't perform then we talk to you about why is it you can't perform, and if you
can't perform you're out. Then somebody else get the chance. And that's the way
we do it. And if you are in the team and you are doing well, as you stay in the
team you get more work as long as we don't give you too much work'
(Interviewee H1, Company H, 2007).

IntervieweeH1 valued relationshipsdevelopedthrough controlled and high standardof
work. Thus, in addition to the relationship factor performance capability of subcontractorsis imperative to securing a job. IntervieweesC 1, D1 and E1 also adopteda
similar processwhen they allocatedwork to sub-contractorsin their supply chains.
IntervieweeH1 highlighted the generalarrangementbetweenthe main-contractorandthe
sub-contractor regarding pricing as,
`[w]hen we put in a scheme together we invite them to give us prices. Based on
the extent of the workers involved in the scheme, they submit prices to us. Then
we select from those prices that we receive which is the price that we will use in
a bid. Then it becomes a constituent part of our price build up. And then we put
our prelims on top of our overheads and profits and submit thefigure'

Furthermore,
`[t]he actual job costsgenerally are aboutjust over 80% of the cost. Prelims
tend to be about 11-12% overheads and profits depends on the framework
generally, it's about 6 or 6%%... ' (IntervieweeH 1, CompanyH, 2008).

Thus, interviewees are still vigilant about the sub-contractors"cost" further to the
relationship and performancefactors. Then thesefactors createa competition amongthe
sub-contractorsfor futurejob opportunities.
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Some interviewees have used such competition to their benefit. Company G's work
portfolio depends on partnering contracts but they do not manage an official supply
chain. Thus to my question to Interviewee GI, so you have an unofficial list of subcontractors who are working with you?
'Yes, we do. Because we are on long-term frameworks, we ideally recruit not just
one kitchen fitter, or plumber or whatever but generally 3 or 4,2 or 3 whatever it
may be for that framework and they would, you know provide they continue to
perform they would then generally continue to get the work' (Interviewee G1,
Company G, 2007).

The above is a situation where competition among sub-contractorsis exploited by
employing several of them for the same job. It might be a situation where the main
contractortries to get a job done as soon aspossible or as a meansof testing efficiency
and performancecapabilities of sub-contractors.It was identified that interviewee G1
seesthe relationshipswith clients andsub-contractorsdifferently. As an examplethey use
openbook framework agreementwith their clients but not with their sub-contractors.
The findings establishedthat the medium-sizedconstruction companiesmanage and
control the construction programme of their sub-contractorsto remain in business.
Therefore, it

is

recognised that a

medium-sized company requires high

intelligence/knowledge in management of company procurement, performance,
relationships and people than the knowledge in actual construction production. The
knowledge in construction production and craftsmanship skills are vital for subcontractors.
5.4 Performance criteria
Intervieweeswithout any exception sharedthe idea of client/customersatisfactionand
quality of work asuseful performancecriteria to createbusinessdevelopmentandthereby
BP in a company (figure B 1). However, it was recognisedthat, customersatisfactionis
difficult to separatefrom quality of work and other project deliverablessuch as time and
cost. In this section the researcherwas cautiousnot to separatethe idea but to present
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customersatisfactionand quality of work as two entities which were describedby the
interviewees with different management processes(figure 5.1).

Companies have different structures in place to develop company level relationships with
clients based upon customer satisfaction and/or quality of work at project level. On one
hand interviewee J2 described long-term relationships with clients as useful for their
business development. Thus they employed a Construction Manager to look after their
existing clients' future construction requirements (see p152). On the other hand
interviewees A 1, A2 and B1 (see p 165) described how they simply depend upon existing
project performance based on quality for their next job. In both casesthey aim to control
and manage their projects efficiently to get more work from the existing clients.

Therefore, customer relationship was consideredas an integrating device to integrate
processesat company and project levels.
`...customer relationship management if you like to maintain, if I close the circle.
That's how we try and see it. If I come back to the point about, linking business
strategy to performance, project performance. Okay what's we have is at a side
there is the... we have this vision we have the basic idea of strategy is a route
map where we want to go' (Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

Customerrelationshipmanagementwill thenbe influencedby`... the quality of the work that we do has got to be such that we're invited back to
do more work' (Interviewee H1, Company H, 2007).

5.4.1 Customer satisfaction
Customersatisfactionhas becomea priority issuefor many companiesto the extentthat it
wasusedto benchmarkthe companiesin the industry.
`...the differencebetweenan average companydoing that and a good company
...
is the customerbase/satisfaction'(IntervieweeD1, CompanyD, 2007).

In a framework agreementwherea numberof contractorsare working; usually customer
feedbackresultsare monitored for individual contractorsand also`[t]he client generally would share that. So if just an exampleWakefieldBorough
council they got 3 contractors, they generally have a systemwhere they share
performancedata amongstthosecontractors.So we know how we and the others
are doing' (IntervieweeG1, CompanyG, 2007).
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Therefore,someintervieweesstatedthat they have heavily investedin systemsto control
and monitor customer satisfaction so as to convince prospective and existing clients that

their businessapproachis surroundedby customersatisfaction.
`...the customer satisfaction is_embeddedthroughout the business. And we have
all of our clients and ourselves have quite sophisticated customer feedback
systems. So we know all the time how we're doing in the customer's eyes'
(Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2007).

IntervieweeGI describedthe usageof an IT systemwhere clients can accessall project
information on line and review the contractor'sperformance.
,... we have a... what we called OMNI - VIEW which is one of the innovations in
[company G] which is an integrated sort of business system and it particularly
serves the open book requirements. So our clients can go on line to our
accounting system and to see what's happening. There are certain parts actually
which are password protected, salaries and things like that. Generally speaking,
so at all levels OMNI -VIEW drives in our business system'.

In addition to the abovebusinesssystem,
`...[wie also do a piece of work every now and againfor independentresearch
on our customers where they will anonymouslytalk to our customers and
actually getsfeedbackfor us' (IntervieweeG 1, CompanyG, 2007).

However, they have found out that there is not much difference betweentheir in-house
computationsandresultsfrom the independentresearchers.
Similarly, customersatisfaction
'...to me that's numberone.Becauseif we haven't got satisfiedcustomerswe are
not going to get business'(IntervieweeE1, CompanyE, 2007).

IntervieweeE1 prioritized customersatisfactionastheir main businessdriver, because
`[tJherehas been an issue in company that our customer satisfaction is not as
good as it could be.It's lot better than others but it's not right up whereI would
like it to be and [managing director] would like it to be... ' (Interviewee E 1,
CompanyE, 2007).

Although customer satisfaction results are useful for businessdevelopment,it can be
viewed differently, thus leadingto createan ambiguity in thoseresultsbecause
`...trouble with that is everybody'spaying lip service to it as being you know
client satisfactionis everything...'(Interviewee F 1, CompanyF, 2007).
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Furthermore,the rationalefor customersatisfactionis explainedas
'[wJe're actually almost by accident fallen into retirement villages and we're
doing very very well at them. We've got two national clients. That one of them is
negotiating with us. So the Tewksbury, the one I mentioned that's one of thejobs
that we could pick. We were building 6 million pound retirement village at
Tewksburyjust about to finish. It has gone really well. About 3 months 5 months
ago they said to us, would we negotiate another one in Bristol Portishead on
Western-super-mare. So we are on site there and now talking to us about a third
one. Now that's fantastic. So that's 3 job contracts of 6 million pound negotiated'
(Interviewee E1, Company E, 2007).

Above suggested, when depending on repetitive business from existing clients the
requirement of customer satisfaction criteria increases. Therefore, interviewee El
identified customer satisfaction results as a useful criterion to differentiate the BP of their
company from its competitors. This demonstrated a similar scenario to interviewee G1
above.

In line with those interviewees,
`... client satisfaction is everything and it is because that's the way you get the
next job from. But you don't get clients satisfaction by the projects umm... by the
quality being substandard by overrunning or by issues where the client is upset.
If you can sort out the quality, time and cost issues then the client is going to be
satisfied' (Interviewee F1, Company F, 2007).

However, interviewee F1's idea of achieving customer satisfaction is through project

deliverability factorsandhe believed,
`[iJf you can give a project good quality, on time, then the clients
satisfaction is there as a prerequisite' (IntervieweeF 1,CompanyF, 2007).

Therefore,they
`...send a questionnaire to all of our clients and ask how we can improve'
(IntervieweeF1, CompanyF, 2007).

The aboveis the generalmethodto get feedbackon customersatisfaction.Interviewees
A 1, B 1, C1, D 1, E1 and Hl haveuseda similar system.
Alternatively, intervieweeJ2 collected customer satisfactionresults at the closing down
meetingof a project.
`...managementis chargedwith addressingthe issueof KPIs with people on site
by the cost or production on site. And we obviouslyhavefeedback, we speakto
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our clients, we ask our clients as soon as we finish the job we have what we
called a closed down meeting with the clients. And we ask them to score our
performance against certain categories, quality, safety, cost, time. We ask them
to look at those issues on our KPIs. We look at them ourselves, we address them
ourselves, we use scoring regimes as far as health and safety, number of
reported incidents per number of days worked and these sort of things. The
performance assessment is a whole 360 degree assessment using our clients'
(Interviewee J2, Group J, 2009).

Furthermore, interviewee Cl described a slightly different method to the others,
,...we do a customer research as well. So we do have somebody that's employed
one day a week basis to make sure they are happy they send their feed back
forms. Weget those back in. And then it's the architects' perception, the clients'
perception. Sometimes we get architects perception - [company C] very good,
good, good... and sometimes... well they did not respond to repairs or didn't
quiet ... And you get a more balanced view. So we get that information coming as
well. Wedo use that as well' (Interviewee C 1, Company C, 2007).

The aboveprocedureof getting feedbackfrom the designteamand the customers/clients;
may be required due to the different types of work and customersthat a construction
companycatersfor. However,the perceptionsof customersatisfactionfrom clients and
architects can differ widely. It can be further explained through interviewee DI's
approachto - who are our customers?
'It is combiningcustomerfacing operation where the customermeansindividual
customersas opposedto corporate customersand our clients and big difference
there' (IntervieweeD1, CompanyD, 2007).

Furthermore,individual customersare also different.
'If you are refurbishing thousanddecent housesa week and that's a thousand
differentfamilies or people living in that houseswhich we got each one of them
individual. Youneedto makesure their bathroomsworking at night whenyou left
them. That's a very different world actually' (Interviewee D1, Company D,
2007).

Satisfying different types of customers/clientsis a challenging task for a company.
However, investigationsexposed that some intervieweesaddressit effectively. As an
exampleintervieweeG1 dependsmore on people with a customerfacing backgroundand
less on people specialised in construction to improve customer satisfaction at their
projects.
`...I mean I or 2 construction people have to sort of being retrained. Generally
speaking they are coming from a customer facing background. Because bear in
mind the industry generally works on a business to business basis isn't it? I mean
generally in the industry... in a construction company is selling a building to
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another company or group of people or local authority. And in this market
although the ultimate payers are the local authority the customers are arguably
are the tenants. Therefore it's a business to consumer offering. In the same way
the market housing is private housing and therefore that does require different
skills. So we tended to bring those sorts of people generally from call centres,
some from customer departments in another business' (Interviewee G1,
Company G, 2007).

As a rule of thumb they look into equivalentqualifications such as
'That's NVQ actually in customer... I'm not sure but there is a relevant NVQ that
we use. We don't necessarily insist on that. But when we bring somebody new in
and we and they want to develop their qualifications and that would be a natural
qualification to use' (Interviewee GI, Company G, 2007).

Therefore the above combination of customer-facingand construction specialisms at
construction production level can be used to improve the commerciality/marketing
prospectsof the business.
It can be further strengthened, by interviewee Dl's understanding on their popularity in
affordable housing sector has the
'... opportunity to bring in people from customer service facing background
emm ...and who have been in a particularly business to customer industry and
that gives a very different dynamic we got people used to dealing with customers
alongside site managers who're used to putting door and windows. And that
actually giving a good mix of business and really liven the business up ...and it
shows actually it is interesting to me look at the pure construction business like
this and others. We tend to find there but people, customer facing people actually
become the better managers and... and sites tend to be run by customer facing
rather than the production managers which is moving away from the old product
delivery' (Interviewee Dl, Company D, 2007).

Employing peoplewith qualifications other than constructionbackgroundat project level
is new in the industry. It demonstratedthe concept that the industry has shifted from
"business-business"to "business-customer".In such an environment interviewee DI
statedthat people with customer facing backgroundmake better managersto run the
businessthan focusing on production alone. Thus, the above identification refuted that
constructioncompaniesare merely project oriented without a company-widebusiness
perspective.
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As explained above, customer satisfaction is important for all companies because they
use it to generate repeat business from existing clients. It was established from Chapter 4,
section 4.4 and section 5.3 above that relationships are important to generate repeat
business. These relationships are formed through the way a company handles business
operations with its clients/customers and its production process through sub-contractors.
Therefore, customer satisfaction depends upon type of work, type of client/customer and
company requirements related to its business development approach.

All companies except company A; have systems in place to manage their client/customer
satisfaction. The severity of this process can be further confirmed using interviewees G 1,
H2 and J I's explanations on usefulness of those results as input data for their future
business development. Company A does not have any systems to obtain customer
satisfaction feedback, instead they depend on good relationships based on quality of work
for their next job.

It was identified that quality of work is important for a companyto be engagedin repeat
businessto persuadethe customer satisfaction factor. Therefore the next section deals
with the perceptionsof intervieweesof quality of work and its influence towards the
businessdevelopment.

5.4.2Quality of work
"Quality of work" has been discussed by all interviewees and considered as an
influential factor of BP becauseof its capability to differentiate companieson project
deliverability. Though quality is discussedfrequently; it is an attribute without a single
definition in theory. Therefore in practice, different companiesadopt different quality
deal with
standardsand they have establishedmanagementsystemsin their companiesto
quality issues and are continually looking to upgrade those. Therefore, interviewees
demonstratedan interestin investing in processesand peopleto maintain requiredquality
standardsimposed by their clients or the industry. It can be the consequenceof the
generalunderstandingof the constructioncompanies
'I think people are prepared to pay that little bit morefor the quality, definitely'
(IntervieweeCl, CompanyC, 2007).
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Although, quality of work is one of the criterionsusedfor businessdevelopmentin these
companies,it doesnot exist alone.It is connectedwith other objectivesof a companyas
characterizedby businessstrategyand/or marketing.
'If we don't produce the quality you don't get repeat business.And what we are
trying to do end of eachjob is get somebodyto say [companyB] do a goodjob,
we can useit on our website' (IntervieweeB 1, CompanyB, 2007).

However, intervieweeA2 dependson quality excessivelyto generatework for them in
absenceof a businessstrategy. His perception of generatingquality is through type of
work andmaturework force.
`Most of our blokes tend to be mature skilled blokes. So, the average age in the
company is probably about 55 to 60. But then we find we get the quality rather
than the quantity and bulk of our work is quality work. So it's on church
refurbishment or church adaptations' (Interviewee A2, Company A, 2007).

And
`... type of work we get and a lot of blokesfeel quite rewarded in the work that we
do, in fact like working in the churches they can go back and they can see
something or they know something is going to be therefor the next 50 years or
whatever, its not just a job done... It's a case of providing that quality'
(Interviewee A2, Company A, 2007).

The aboveapproachhas its pros and cons becausequality is different to different people
and thus makes"quality of work" as a highly debatableattribute. This was perceivedby
some intervieweesand they adopt a standardsystemto maintain quality of work in their
companies.
to
BS'228000, which is the
...we will work a standard of work that complieswith
recognized standard for the quality of workmanship on a building site'
(IntervieweeH1, CompanyH, 2007).
'... ISO 900023 and yes we do KPIs. I think the quality system we do, we have a
quality management system. Now in that quality management system, we have set
procedures, every department except special projects, have to comply with'
(Interviewee J 1, Company J, 2007).

'... ISO 9000 which is standard, the industry standard. The world wide
standard' (IntervieweeF1, CompanyF, 2007).

22BS 8000 coversworkmanshipin construction
23ISO 9000 set of guidelinesand clausesto managequality in constructionprocesswith a business
-a
initiative.
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Although ambiguous some interviewees demonstratedan interest in environmental
performancemeasurementsystemsto improve quality of work. IntervieweeG1 said that
companyD has
`...investedin ISO 1400024,
becausethey do see it as ways of differentiating the
business.But I think that's come down to the leadership' (Interviewee G1,
CompanyG, 2007).
Interviewee GI said they use,
fS is the Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment
`BREEAR,
Method - BREEAM I have used that. Because most buildings now environment
quality of the building is governed by the BREEAM standard. So clients says my
new health centre must be BREEAM excellent and what BREEAM excellent is,
that things comes down to energy and waste and water and all respect'
(Interviewee G1, Company G, 2007).

IntervieweeE1 is currently engagedwith ISO 9000but plansto change.
'We are addressing a bit of environmental but we are not addressing it enough.
So for instance in the next year we will almost certainly go for ISO 1400126'.
(Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2007).

These are examplesfor different quality assurance(QA) systems and environmental
performancemanagementsystemsused in the industry. They all induce the business
benefits to a company. Interviewee G1 said the selection is mostly based upon the
leadership. Furthermore, the type of work and market opportunities influences the
selection of the system. Those standardsystems in one entity have similarities and
differences. In common, those standard systems offer clients the benefit that their
constructionproduct will conform to the standardsadopted.Therefore, clients tend to
think that those companiesoffering such standardsare more reliable than the rest. This
will indeedmake an optimistic point towardsbusinessdevelopmentof that company.
In some companiesinvestigated;quality of work is given preferentialtreatmentand QA
directors and managersare appointedto manageit through businessinitiative. The aim
here is to generatecontinuous and repeat businessthrough producing quality work in
accordancewith agreedand adoptedstandardswith their existing clients.
24ISO 14000- is an environmentalperformancemeasurementsystemwhich hasbusinessbenefits
25BREEAM - this systemassessthe environmentaland sustainabilityissues
26ISO 14001 branch off from ISO 14000,an environmentalperformancemanagementsystem which has
businessbenefitsand addresses
specific issues
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Interviewee El is the director who deals with QA, supply chain, marketing and office
management at company E.
`... our QA, Quality Assurance is a massive system we do QA awarding. I've got a
guy; a manager goes round to sites practically he'll go twice on a site and to
satisfy ISO 9000. He has to check some things and he does check list there and
we are alright but... '

He continued,
`[m]y expectations are very strong. I'm determined to put in. Because I'm
responsible for QA and I know again it's not being done as well as it could. I'm
not blaming people. It's too cumbersome far too cumbersome' (Interviewee E1,
Company E, 2007).

IntervieweeF1 said,... we look at all 3 [time, cost and quality] to be honest. We look at time which is
monitored through the contracts managers through their meetings. That's then is
reported to the board. Quality is reported because we have a QA system and
that's then monitors it through to the board and obviously the money side is
monitored very closely. Because of the QS and that is reported every month'
(Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

Also IntervieweeH1,
`...our system is based on BS 8000 and I say we will always give you work that
will comply with BS 8000, if you want it to exceed what BS 8000 say that I can
do. Then I can't do that without you paying me something extra. Right, so we've
got a basis for it, that tells you what you can and you can't do. So then we have a
series of check sheets' (Interviewee H 1, Company H, 2007).

All intervieweesexceptA 1, B1 and Cl demonstratedthat they managequality of work at
project level through well regulatedstandardsystems.However noneof those companies
used EFQM system which was employed as a tool in this study to enquire into BP.
IntervieweesB1 and CI also demonstratedthat they are concernedwith quality of work
and those results are used to advertise their companies to secure future business.
IntervieweeA2 solely dependson quality of existing work for future jobs in the absence
of a businessstrategy.Thus, companiesA, B and C also use quality criterion without the
use of any standardsystem.
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5.5 Chapter summary
The interviewees demonstrated that the short-term projects are managed with an aim to
influence long-term business strategy. They employ measures through human and/or
technical skills

in management to amalgamate these long-term and short-term

management concepts. Examples are the selection criteria for sub-contractors, customer
satisfaction analysis and QA systems. Though employed at the project level these
systems have the capacity to develop into input data for the long-term business
development concept through effective management at project level (figure B 1).

The findings so far demonstrate that construction companies are working with long-term
and short-term management concepts at company and project levels respectively. Due to
the nature of the construction business, construction companies are required to work with

both of thoseconcepts.All intervieweesexceptAl andA2 demonstratedthe capability in
integrative approachof short-termproject conceptsand long-termbusinessdrivers. The
next chapterwill be discussingsuch approachestaken by intervieweesto createBP for
the company.
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Chapter 6- Doing business - the integration of company and project
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to understand the interviewees' perceptions of adopted
integrated processes in their companies and their project/s in relation to one another.
Chapters 4 and 5 indicated that all interviewees except Al and A2 attend to company and
project relevant processes which were influenced by one another to create business
performance (BP). However, the majority of interviewees on the one hand tend to
separate those processes between project and company levels. On the other hand, they
tend to link project and company through the same processes.This led to an ambiguity in
understanding the creation of BP in those companies investigated. Figure 6.1 below show
the structure of this chapter in addition to the discussion in ppl31-132 and the figure B1.

Doing business- the integrationof project and the company

/\

Company project/s boundary

Company and project/s links

Integrated processes at project milestones

CBI

Integrationdevices
(Empirical researchfindings - the conceptof createBP)

Figure 6.1- Simplified linear schematiclayout of the Theme3: the integrationof
companyand project
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6.2 Company and project boundary: explicit or implicit?

The following is an accountof interviewees'perceptionsof companyand project/s.
Company and project is separated.
`We do distinguish between the two. Because that's quite critical that is
production. That's the coal face in the business. Here [raising the hand up]
commercially you have to run it as separate, sort of the thinking process. So we
got a clear vision on the separation between the two definitely' (Interviewee Cl,
Company C, 2007).

The project is identified as
`... construction side of the company or the actual doing side of the company'
(Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007)

All interviewees identified company as the place which plans business activities.
Therefore the above explanations separated construction production at project level from
business development at company level. The processes such as; how to procure business,
what business is lucrative and designing the business plan are indeed company-wide
processes. However, the previous Chapter 5 demonstrated that those processes are
significantly influenced by project performance.

However, the businessplan describedby interviewees in Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.2
consideredproject level characteristicssuch as type and size of projects and related
processesto develop business.Briefly, it has consideredall processesirrespective of
companyand project which can be performedwith the presentmanagementcapabilities
in addition to the expectedproject characteristics.Thus, this companylevel processhas
not left any provision for company and project to work independentlyof one another.
What it declaresis that, at the businessplanning stageboth levels are inter-dependent.So,
it strongly demonstratedthat both project level and company level processesprovide
stimuli to one another instead of a separation.The usefulnessof a businessplan was
discussedin Chapter4, section 4.3.1.2 as a device for joining long-term company and
short-termproject concepts.
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However,the generaliseddifferentiation betweenthe project and companyexpandsinto
business operations. It was perceived from the point of view of people's engagement in

processes.
'I think it is because there is different staff team on that job to a different staff
team on that job. They are running individual cost centre. So everything is
purchased for that job is allocated to that job. Staff costs are allocated to that
job. Overhead costs are allocated to that job. Now at my level all those costs
would stay with that job from start to finish. Now when we have monthly
meetings and when we have end of close out meetings at the end of that project.
That both of those projects, this one might have made money, this one might have
loss money. Now at my level they stay like that. Now, when they go above me to
the board, to the financial director, he may move money across to show both jobs
have done well together, this one probably take some money off to [balance the
situation] he may do' (Interviewee JI, Company J, 2007).

The abovedemonstrateda method of managingproject costswithin the project level by
project managers.At the completion of the project, that information is transformedas
companycost information. During this transformationthe financial director can change
the focus of project cost information to satisfy different requirementsat the company
level. It informed the engagementof company and project in integrated processes.
Consequentlyit increasesthe inter-dependencybetweenthe two levels.
There are acceptableprocessesto follow at both levels.
'... yes we have a sort of formal book that says how we do it. I think it has a clear
understanding in the team about the differentiation between the two [project and
company]' (Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).

However, the broader vision between the company and project are not separated
throughout different stages in business planning and project operations. Instead they are
linked together and thus, processes at one level influenced the processes on the other

level.
Furthermore,
'[wJhile the project delivery is going on day in and day out and we are getting
performance data from it. So as a result of that data say we may decide to
implement something which improves our business. We generally do that by
piloting it. So rather than try and do somethingacross the whole businesswe
probably actually say OK, this would seemto be an area for improvementbut
then lets do that one region andjust seethe effectof that and then roll it out. So
that comesback, eventuallythen once it's in that region it will be cascadeddown
to project delivery' (IntervieweeG 1, CompanyG, 2007).
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The above is in line with the systems theory, where everyday feedbacks from project/s
are transformed to provide input information required for the company's business
development. Therefore, project data act as stimuli for company-wide improvements and
one of the outputs can be BP (figure B 1).

6.2.1 Links between company and projects
It was identified that the link between processes at company and project levels is
significant to the extent that project and company processesare carried out with reference
to one another.
'... the type of companythat we run is one wherethe directors actually arefairly
hands-on. and they are close to the projects, which is different to say and
...
going back to one of the veryfirst statementsthat are made,which we chosenthe
strategy was to keep the value of the company around where it is' (Interviewee
F1, CompanyF, 2007).

The meaningof the aboveterm `value' refersto the size of the companyand therefore,
'... if we move the company forward we need another level of management which
means up there is another link in the reporting chain. Which means that we
would be further away from what's actually happening' (Interviewee F1,
Company F, 2007).

Above can be one of the reasonsfor company F to merge27with a larger national
construction company as their regional building contractor instead of expanding the
company.
Another example, where directors are engagedwith daily activities in the day to day
operationsof the company,
'... we are still very involved in the daily running of it. I mean I am the director
but also 1 still push a broom... ' (Interviewee Al, Company A, 2007).

The above,suggestedthat companyA has prioritised projects as their main processand
does not operatewith a businessapproach.They have developedtheir businesson the
27The mergerat CompanyF hasbeencompletedin September2007. They have not changedthe way of
working within the company;howevertheir managementstructurehaschanged.Insteadof five working
directors -two joint managingdirectorseach in financeand construction,designand development,
surveyingand marketingmentionedin this thesispreviously they have threeworking directors nowgeneralmanager/director,commercial,and, designbuild and estimates.
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basis of their hands-onpractical knowledge with direct managerialcontact approachto
the construction processes. Since this company is driven by short-term project led vision

its future is uncertain.
They could have avoided this situation by delegating work as discussedin Chapter 5,
section 5.2. This demonstrateda situation which limits the application of hands-on
practicalknowledgeto attendto companylevel issues.
Interviewee B1 is not in favour of expanding their business operations due to lack of

managementskills at company level which might trigger a loss in turnover (see
interviewee B 1's third excerpt in p 141).

The aboveidentified reasons:dislike of increasingmanagementtiers, inability to delegate
work and unavailability of suitable managers contributed towards stagnation in
developmentsof those businesses.It can be establishedthat intervieweesFl, Al and BI
havepreferredto constraintheir style of managementin those companiesto the level of
face-to-faceapproachrather than to expand it. Therefore, it is argued that this reason
providesthe basefor medium-sizedconstructioncompaniesto affiliate with a largegroup
of companieswhere they are able to maintain the same style of management.Such a
situationwas observedduring this study, in the caseof companyF where it mergedwith
a large national contractor as their regional building contractor. Other than that, this
feature was observedin this study where companiesC, D, E and J were all construction
companiesattachedto a group of companies.
The other option available is to pursue expansion,which meansmoving beyond direct
managerial contact approach to management.Thus an issue identified - when the
companygrows in size;direct managerialcontactapproachtendsto be lessenedand grow
closer to more formal hierarchy control management.However, it was recognizedthat
some companiessuch as G and H make every effort to maintain elementsin direct
managerialcontactapproachirrespectiveof their size.
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Interviewee HI described the procedures of company H when a new employee start

his/her tenure`... they get an induction on [company H] and the [company H] way and all those
kinds of things. But I also give them a number of policy directives so and I talk
through thesepolicy directives with them. And I tell them that these are the most
important pieces of papers that they are going to get. And it tells them how I
want them to work in order to fit in with my business strategy, and I tell them that
I work in the ways that are outlined in these documents. It's not going to make
their life easier. But it's going to make them better equipped to do their job more
professionally and better for the company and in line with what I aspire to do'
(Interviewee H1, Company H, 2007).

Additionally,
`...making sure they understand our original vision, our values, and that is done
in number of different ways, communicated err... we have written
communications, we have newsletters, we have a bi-monthly sheet of
communication, I supposedly communication which talks especially about
business improvement. We have a quarterly magazine called "i-know " which is
about the company the projects it's got... it always pick out some good elements
to what's the business is doing' (Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

The above confirmed that the approach taken is a mix of face-to-face and policy directive
paper based communication. Nevertheless, the main idea here is, before new employees
settle into their new role they are given a full description of the company, type of work
they are to be engaged on, the overall goals for the company and how they are expected
to fit in with company/project surroundings.

Thus company H's structure facilitated direct managerial contact approachbetween
project level employeesandtheir directors:
,...you need some help, you turn around there should be somebody there helping
you. If there isn't somebody there helping you, something is wrong and please be
aware of that something is wrong, because there should be somebody there. And
then you should be using the management hierarchy to say - hang on a minute
here. I need some help here and I ain't getting it? So [interviewee G1] has told
me when that happens something is wrong. And you will get to people that are
my tried and trusted people who will immediately recognize something is wrong
and then we have to deal with it. As soon as you get to fixing in anything that is
wrong that's better from the business point of view' (Interviewee H1, Company
H, 2007).
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The `supportive management culture'

described above is another way of direct

managerial approach to management. Therefore, above is an example that this method

canbe successfullyemployedirrespectiveof the size of the company.
It was recognised that construction companies' processes cross-over from company level
to the project and from project level to company with a certain degree of integration. An
explanation on the selection or refusal of projects based on the business plan is an
example for the top-down approach.
`... we've got a large project at the moment which I think we can get on the list....
We may well turn it down because it doesn't fit the business plan. It's a tough
call there becausesome of the guys, middle managers won't like that. We've got
one clearly, now I won't say much. Wejust started very successfully, a project
that we make some money and the client likes us but he is now offering us a much
bigger contract and it's a very prestigious, its in a sector, you know all have
names on the television. Do we want that? The guys will love it' (Interviewee
E 1, Company E, 2007).

Above description emphasised that at present they carry out project work aligned with
company requirements collaboratively. However, interviewee El recognized that the
board of directors' decision regarding the future lucrative project with the same client
may perhaps not be well received by their middle managers. This might trigger a
difference in thinking at company and project levels. However, this can be resolved by
using direct managerial contact approach.

Then abottom-up approach,
`[i]nterestingly we employ a mechanism called a collaborative planning
workshop.[intervieweeH2] introduced it which is great, becausewhat that does
is, it invites all the people into a room that are involved in the project, brick
layer, ground worker,plasterer, carpenter,roofer, client, architect and theysay right how can we do things better and it's quite interesting that. Becauseyou
might have the carpenter that he was blissfully unaware that the heating man
would like a certainpart of his carpentry work donefirst, that enableshim to get
on quicker in hisjob and the carpenter will say Blimey, I didn't realize that no
skin off my noseto do that first beforeother things and now that I know that I'll
do it. And so that sort of philosophyprevails here' (IntervieweeH1, CompanyH,
2007).

The above is a situation where collaboration of work at project level is consideredto
fulfil the requirementsat the companylevel. All participants expectedto eliminate any
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confusion before getting on-site. They do it through direct managerialcontact meeting
known as `collaborative planning workshop'.

Another view which joins bottom-up and top-down approaches,
`[w]ell most of the time we generalize actually. The sort of work we do very few
projects are unique and therefore if some learning of a project generally will be
worth picking it up into other parts of business' (Interviewee D 1, Company D,
2007).

The idea is that the direct managerialcontact approachcan be extendedthroughout the
businessirrespectiveof size of company,project anddifferent levels.
Furthermore,
`[f]or example say [company X] are doing this, should we be looking at that and
are they getting differentiation out of it and see those results and if they're doing
quite well. And then picking that up, yes we think this is actually good for us, at
the company-wide level, and therefore we need to embed it down to the sites,
you've to get them flowing up and down from the two ends from projects and
from the business' (Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).

The above stated cross-overof processesfrom one level to the other is available and
achievable.Therefore, it is possible to achieve integration in both ways considering
processesin company and project levels.

It is further establishedthat there is no boundarybetweencompanyandproject because,
`... certainly isn't a great divide down the middle of the business, then doing
business improvement and then doing projects. I mean I'd like to think it is the
case with all businesses like ours that people sees themselves involved in both'
(Interviewee Dl, Company D, 2007).

And
`... to be frank in a construction company the two are very very closely linked. I
don't know how you really distinguish between the two because at the end of the
day we're not making widgets, you know a piece of engineering we're making
you know it's a building' (Interviewee F1, Company F, 2007).

In summarisingthe companyand project boundary,different perspectivesconfirmed that
processesat both company and project levels are greatly dependenton one another
without having any boundary betweenthem as literature dictated. Therefore, BP in a
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construction company is indeed an amalgamation of performance at both company and
project levels. Interviewees demonstrated that integration between company and project
can be achieved through "direct managerial contact approach" to business. However an
issue is identified - what is the required degree of integration between company and
project to be able to create BP? Thus, the next section investigates the integrated
processesadopted by interviewees using project milestones.
6.3 Integrated processes adopted in creating BP
The previous sections established that the board of directors are responsible for
developing business in terms of suitable projects (pre-contract stage) for the company
inline with its long-term strategy by matching opportunities with capabilities (figure 4.1).
Once suitable work was acquired, it will be passed over to people capable of project
implementation (figure 5.1). Consequently, company level processes in respect to
management such as planning, allocation of human resources and finance are useful for
these new projects.

Therefore, this transition between pre-contract and contract stagesis expectedto be a
carefully managed process. It is assumed that estimating/tendering and/or the
commercial/businessdepartment are responsible for it. Further, a company's top
managementis responsiblefor planning a smooth start and running of project up to its
successfulcompletionbecause
`... the business is all about actually, developing very effective processes and
highly competent people and to deliver consistent results measured by the KPIs'
(Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2007).

This section deals with the perceptions of interviewees on those effective processes
integrated in creating BP using project milestones such as start of a project, construction
production stage and project hand over (figure 6.1). Therefore, interviewees' perceptions
on integration devices they use when transferring a project from pre-contract to contract
stage were explored.
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6.3.1 Start of a project
At the start of a new project, interviewees described how they pay attention to many
factors such as rules and procedures, face-to-face meetings with people from the
company, client and supply chain to achieve a smooth transfer. They make an effort to
make their new projects act according to their "plan" for the project and the company.

Interviewee G1 describedthe processof transfer taking place betweenpre-contractand
contractphasesas'. Js a big portfolio, 1 mean a huge box with all of information. We then have
what is crucially important. This is the linkage in the two. A project handover
meeting where the full responsibilities of the project move from pre-contract
team to the post-contract team. Also often from one director to another director.
And that 's the point, not necessarily, because what we are doing in [company G]
actually is the director is responsible for all work in his region as well.
(Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2009).

The above described project hand-over meeting is not just a meeting. The portfolio
mentioned above is a compilation of information that needs to be communicated from
pre-contract to contract team. They achieve it through a direct managerial contact
approach.

The idea here is not to lose information on pre-contractstage where the project was
designedand priced according to the client's requirementsby design and estimating
teams.Therefore,this meetingtries to maintain that the client's requirementsare fulfilled
by making the said project a reality by the project team. This supportsthe availability of
rules and proceduresas an integrative device. There is a possibility of changing key
personnelduring transfer,however,companyG maintains the samedirector betweenthe
two stagesbecausethey operatewith a regionalstructure.
Interviewee GI further emphasizedthat maintaining the same key faces between precontract and contract stagesare important to the client due to their confidencebuilt on
familiarity and relationshipsat pre-contractstage.Therefore,at companyG, the regional
director acts as the key person in both stages.This resemblesthe integrative device "direct managerialcontact" is in use.Furthermore,the regionaldirector,
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`... certainly he moves one of his teams an estimating team to a production team a
construction team. And that project hand over is very important. Therefore we
have a quite a detailed agenda, a list of activities and discussions that we deal
with the project handover and to make sure we bring the project or construction
team up to speed. The industry isn't very good at doing this. And is particularly
criticized in PFI bear in mind PFI projects take a long time to come from initial
concept to even to get on site. And PFI clients will typically criticize the industry,
because they meet a whole... all these people up here who was winning the job
do not ever see again and a whole new team comes. But that is the way the
industry tends to work. And we have our regional directors
for
... are responsible
So
level
So
they at that
work winning as well.
will oversee all of that process.
we
don't swap from one director to another. It goes from estimating team to
production team and a QS team. But we don't actually swap directors and that's
quite important' (Interviewee G1, Company G, 2009).

Interviewee GI said that although this transfer is very useful for a business,some
framework arrangementsin the industry do not facilitate it. As an example,the PFI
framework doesnot embedits usefulness.When it is usedas the procurementmethod in
a contract, clients criticize the industry; becauseclients have to engagewith different
teams.There is a possibility of losing some soft information during the changeof precontract to contract teams. However, company G could overcomethat problem partly
related to their company structure and partly to their strategy in terms of customer
satisfactiondiscussedpreviously.
Furthermore,a smoothstart to a project can be improvedby
`[bJusiness improvement have to be doing all the time there are always better
ways to do things I find And we use these skills of which [interviewee H2] with
in helping us do that. We are always finding that, if you have difficulties here
how can we improve that to not have difficulties again. And we introduce
changes in what we do in the procedures that we do in order to make certain, we
don't have those same problems a second time' (Interviewee H1, Company H,
2007).

The main ideahere is not to eliminate client's requirementswhen the project is ready for
take-off by the construction team. He is also concernedthat there is a requirement to
avoid difficulties on-site in achieving clients' requirementsas agreed with the precontract team. This is a common problem in the industry. Interviewee HI expectedto
rectify re-occurrenceof the same problems. Therefore, he preferredto achieve it as a
company-wideprocessdescribedasa collaborativeplanning workshopin section6.2.1.
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The collaborative planning workshop described above is more than a meeting; it involves
all parties concerned. It can be considered as a process which initiates a smooth transfer
between pre-contract and contract stage. It demonstrated the reliability of face-to-face
approach to discuss what neededto be done to avoid problems at the transfer. However, it
does not stop there as it has the potential to discuss the whole project activity taking place
on-site with respect to its specific contents, potential problems and how to rectify them.
This gives its participants a chance to build relationships and a platform to discuss how
they can achieve project objectives efficiently and effectively through collaborative work.
Therefore they use the integrative device- direct managerial contact to achieve the project
success. They can also make an attempt to improve future projects from their past
learning, therefore interviewee HI considered business improvement as an on going
activity in the company. It will be discussed in section 6.4.
Both interviewees GI and HI have given preference to client/customer requirements;
since both companies use customer satisfaction as their strategy in business. The main
idea which can be interpreted through those excerpts is that; they expect to transfer all
ideas that the project is designed from pre-contract to contract team without any loss in
those ideas. Therefore, on one hand they align the company strategy with their new
project and on the other hand interviewees expect to govern the behaviour of the new
project in a certain manner to widen their company's strategy. Above findings
demonstrated that integrative devices used at the start of a project are - availability of
rules and procedures and direct managerial contact.
There is evidence to show that these integrative devices are used by all interviewees
irrespective of size of company or type of work (see Chapter 4, section 4.3.1 informal
approach to strategy in companies A and B) Interviewee F1 further explained the use of
integrative devices through `round table' discussions,
`...we havefound with clients and it doesn't matter whether it's a traditional
contract. WhenI say traditional, I'm taking the D and B28view becausemostof
our turnover is now on D and B. With aD and B client, we take the view at the
veryfirst meeting,we sit down and we say look we are all part of the team and
we are sitting around it may be a square table, we are sitting around a round
28D and B refer to Designand Build. It is a form of contract agreementused betweena client and a
company.
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table wherenobody is taking sidesand if there is a problem we will sit down and
we will discussIt' (IntervieweeF 1,CompanyF, 2007).

Above emphasisedthat direct managerialcontactapproachcan be further extendedas a
continuous feature throughout the contract stage.

6.3.2. Construction production stage
During this stage projects are managed and controlled to derive further business for the
company. Different types of project reviews are taking place to check the progress of
those projects and also their alignment with the company's business strategy.

Therefore,projectsare
`... monitored every week through the construction side of the company or the
actual doing side of the company, contracts management that's monitored. We
have a report sheet. We evaluate, we see where there is a problem, or if there is
a problem reported and if there is a problem reported then a member of the
board is tasked with looking at the project and see what's going wrong and see
that can be put right' (Interviewee F1, Company F, 2007).

Project performance is consideredfrom the point of view of profitability at monthly
boardmeetings,
'... obviouslyeachproject we, everymonth, everyboard meetingwe'reformally
looking at how theprofitability on it' (Interviewee E1, Company E, 2007).

However,intervieweeD1 said that project meetingsare separatefrom board of directors
meetings.
`...there is monthly meetingson each project, the contract managerand the site
managerand quantity surveyor and theygo through a lot of detail there ... '

Furthermorethey havemonthly
'... CVC meetings- Cost, Valuationand Construction.Thatis more interested
financial side we serve,project review,a detail project reviewwhich the MD and
commercialdirector sort of run... '
(IntervieweeD1, CompanyD, 2007).

The abovedemonstratedthree different ways of monitoring project progress.Interviewee
Fl's description of weekly project monitoring was not identified with the other
intervieweesexcept intervieweeH 1.The discussionsaboutprofitability of eachproject as
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explained by interviewee El is also not common at majority of board of directors'
meetings as discussed previously. The most common type of project monitoring takes
place at company D. Monthly project meetings are then followed with 'CVC' and board
of directors' meetings at different levels.

Usually a set of minutes from the project

meetings are sent to the directors. Similarly, three levels of meetings namely at project,
regional/divisional and board of directors were identified in companies G, H and J
(Appendix 3, table 3.3). Also companies B and C have separatemonthly project meetings
and board of directors meetings (Appendix 3, table 3.3). All these activities resemble the
integrative device - appeals to the hierarchy in use within those companies. The
exception to that is from company A where they do not conduct any formal meetings (see
Chapter 4, section 4.3.2), but discusses project related issues informally which is in line
with the integrative device - direct managerial contact.

IntervieweeHI describedthe type of information directorsreceivefrom projectsand the
understandingthey gain from themas 'I have a copy of all the programs that people work to for all the sites. Part of the
weekly report is theyfill in where they are on the program. So that I can seefor
myself what is the picture of that site. That's one of my sites... and now part of
this trusting in that I call it periodically I'll stick in a probe and see what the
reading is, like that... That is I'll go and visit the site. And I'll find out for myself
what is the, what I believe to be the situation, by asking them lots of probing
questions and having a good look around And if I find a site that what has been
sent into me is correct, then my trust goes up. If I go on the site and it isn't the
way that they have been sending their report in then my trust goes down and I
start to control these people a bit more. Because, you know they are not right.
That's the way that we work. Now interestingly every month there is a formal
review of where the jobs sit financially undertaken. So all these sites are
reviewed every month... '(Interviewee H1, Company H, 2007).

The directors' site visits are commonin the industry and had beenconsideredpreviously.
Interviewee HI demonstratedthe use of trust and control principle as the management
techniquewhich benefits the client and the company. It coincideswith the integrative
device direct managerialcontact becauseits approachendeavoursto align companyand
project processes.
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Not only directorsbut also their subordinatesvisit siteson a regular basis.
`Generally, there is somebody from senior management looking at the projects
every week. So I might have a project manager or sorry contract manager he
goes there at least every two weeks. I've got a project coordinator he is going
there every two weeks. So somebody from the office is visiting the site'
(Interviewee F1, Company F, 2008).

Regular site visits by different

senior managers demonstrated that construction

production is important from different aspects to the management of a company.
Correspondingly, interviewee G1 described the awarenessof customer satisfaction during
this stage.
'I get to the stage when the job starts on site and then actually delivering. So the
pre-contract function which includes estimating will build up a big portfolio of
information about the job. Both from all the specification and price stuff. But
also, the basis on which we won thejob. And most of our clients now do give us
feedback; they obviously say what they wanted to be achieved not just in price
terms. But actually in softer issues and generally have measures and KPIs on
those softer issues. So we would know what we need to do to satisfy that client'
(Interviewee G1, Company G, 2009).

He acknowledgedthat the company is responsible for maintaining a smooth transfer
betweenthe two stages.They start the processat pre-contractstageby capturing client's
idea and pricing it accordingly. Then the companyhas a responsibility to continue to
produce and deliver what was agreedbetweenthe client and the companyto the utmost
satisfactionof the client during the contractstage.However,the client's requirementsare
not alwaysin hard financial terms. Thereforeconstructionproduction hasto be achieved
throughbetter understandingand collaborativework betweenthe client, pre-contractand
contractteams.One way of achievingthis is throughdirect managerialcontactapproach
to managementto understandthe client better and aim to satisfy client's requirement
basedupon what they have agreed other than the cost of production. Thus the `softer
issues' demonstratedthat there is an awarenessof the usefulnessof preserving interpersonalcontinuity andefforts to achieveit.
IntervieweeG1 continuederent teams.I mean I
`Yes,same head but apart from that there would be different
I
it
is
important,
it
is important that you
think
think
we
think with the client,
keep
one personal contact on the ground at all time. I mean ideally you
always
have at least 3 levels at organisation.And you got good relationships between
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the director and the head of the client and then the contracts manager and the
site manager. Ideally and this is not necessary able to do all the time. But ideally
you only change one of those at a time. So out of 3 relationships at any point in
time you're actually only changing one of them. So if for some reason that
relationship becomes difficult you got 2 others to rely on. So to use our analogy
the regional director stays in contact all the time. So that relationship is there
and the other 2 would tend to sort of you know the contracts manager will get
involved earlier on than the site manager will. So we will gradually move the
team over, not just have a point in time as far as the client goes. Because
construction now is design and build, tends to be the designers and estimators
are working with the client for a period of time. But the important thing as you
say is, the overall director is responsible' (Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2009).

Interviewee GI preferred to retain all three key managers: regional director, contracts
manager and project manager during production stage without any change in face but
emphasis is on the regional director. This is due to the way they operate the company
with a regional structure and their main business strategy of providing customer
satisfaction ought to be the responsibility of the regional director. Therefore interviewee
GI expected minimum consequencesduring the change of one of the other key personal
during the production phase. An identical structure to the above emerged at companies F
and H during contract stage.

In contrastto the above,intervieweeJ1 confirmedthat changeof any key personalin the
production team does affect project performance.
7 have one particular project that is not doing very well at the minute, it's
behind program. It's not losing money. But it's not making money. It's not
making what it should make. But there are reasons why that's happening... One
of the biggest things was the changing the site manager. We changed the site
manager half way through the job... he got another job' (Interviewee JI,
Company J, 2009).

His emphasisis on the site manager.So this indicated that majority of responsibility of
constructionproduction at companyJ is dependentuponthe sitemanager.
Although companiesoperate and manageprojects differently, there is agreementthat
change of personnel can have negative impact on project performance. Thus, as a
precautionto overcoming such problems during contract stage companiescan delegate
responsibilitiesevenly amongkey people.Alternatively they needto make arrangements
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when one is leaving s/he is responsibleto develop a substituteto continue without any
set-backsto the company.

Therefore, maintaining company and project integration at contract stage is crucial.
Companies make every effort to guarantee clients that their requirements are fully met
during the production stage. To address this reason they created temporary cross
functional teams as discussed above. It is another device which is responsible for
facilitating integration between company and project in addition to the direct managerial
contact through meetings at contract stage.

6.3.3 Completion of a project

At this stage companiesreflect on existing project outcomes related to companies'
business strategy. Therefore, interviewees collected useful information for future
businessdevelopmentsuch as alignment factors betweencompanyand projects, client
information,performancecharacteristicsof processesand people,andprofitability.
Interviewee Cl explained the further use of previously identified integrative devices
during a project wrap-up meeting.
`What we are trying to do is not just use written data; we get the team at the end
of the project we all talk about the project. Then we get the perception from the
site manager and the contracts manager and the surveyor. The site manager
might say fantastic job, I loved it, it is the best job I have ever did. But the
contacts manager might say we had the worst subcontractors and it was very
difficult for me. Then the surveyor might say we did not make money, it was a
nice job but we did not make any money. I think you bring all that together along
with the data then you analyze the project - was this project good for us and then
you can turn that into information that at estimating and tender stage, we can
utilize it a lot . What were the lessons that we learned? How do we need to feed
that back in? Does it have any effect on general strategy or our procurement
process' (Interviewee Cl, Company C, 2007).

The project wrap-up meeting is capableof producing project data for future reference.
The ideahereis to understanddifferent points of view from key project participantsabout
the "good" and "bad" of the projectjust completed.Analysis of such factors leadsto an
attemptnot to repeat"bad" in future. However,factorsidentified as"good" in one project
are expectedto be reusedwith/without modificationsto suite future project circumstances
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at the business development stage. He also mentioned contribution

of those

identifications to adjusting their strategy accordingly. Frequent change in strategy might
create unsteadiness in business. However, there is enough evidence that other companies
investigated use project wrap-up meetings to collect data for future reference and change
their strategy in business accordingly.

The usefulnessof the type of data collected through customers,project participantsand
internal processesis explainedas,
`I think there are two ways really one is what's coming out of the customer
feedback and the second then is efficiency / cost drivers. 1 mean those are the two
things that would actually or continually prompt ideas of business improvement.
So we're all the time looking at feedback we say how
dropping it's not
... that's
do
So
that is the customer
good as our competitors and what can we
about that?
thing. And then internally we have internal benchmarking as well. So that is
more regional, so we're all the time we are measuring how much cars cost us
and how much site cabins cost us and whatever . So if Midlands region is
spending more on something than the other 3 then we'll use that feed back or we
got to do some business improvement. What's the reason for that? Is there need
for some business improvement' (Interviewee G 1, Company G, 2007).

Interviewee G1 considered customer feedback and efficiency/cost drivers as useful
factors to drive their business.He aimed to achieve a balancebetween high customer
satisfactionand low cost. Therefore,he comparedthosefactors amongtheir regionswith
a view to improving their businessas a whole. This is anotherapproachto improve and
align future project/swith the companystrategy.
The abovedescriptionscovereddifferent points of view of interviewees' experienceon
different data they use at the end of an existing project to derive better alignment of
companyand their future project/s. However, the conceptsbehind those activities act as
businessimprovementstrategiesand explicitly they are not merely a one-off processin a
company or a project. Those processesare intended to progress within the systems
adoptedwith a view to ContinuousBusinessImprovement(CBI) through many cycles.
Therefore, better processesremain within the companyas processesfacilitating addedvalue for different projects. Other processesexperience further improvements and
becomerecognizedprocessesat a later stageand non-workableprocessesdisappearfrom
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the system. Thus CBI processes can be viewed as an integrative device in a company
which is capable of joining company and project/s concepts.

Therefore, the use of CBI processes in these companies need to be investigated. The
interview data has pointed to a comprehensive way of integration between company and
whole life cycle of projects considering CBI process. It will be dealt within the next
section.

6.3.4 Whole life cycle of construction process

The description below is the most comprehensiveway of integrating company and its
project/s to deliver value to all parties concerned.
`I do think it's comes down to people, process, values...for example we know the
part of our strategy is... you know we want to be I suppose if we look at
anybody's mission statement they want to delight the customers. Aren't they?
Some of which we are trying to break down and understand what does that
mean... what does added value really mean to our clients? So part of that is
looking at the project performance level, so we therefore set and say okay
considering where we are doing benchmarking of course internally and
externally emm... and where do we want to be? Now that's if you like I guess
goals for which we want our projects to be delivered against and you know
that's the life cycle of that project, however, bigger than that it is not just about
how we deliver projects from the start, on-site to actually handing it over to our
clients. If you look at the complete life cycle of ... how we work or how our
project is delivered, of course there are principles in there that we want to put in
place. We want to make sure we can deliver best value to our customers... '
(Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

Interviewee H2 described that there are ways to consider developing overall BP in
construction companies instead of being guided by the individual

requirements of

project/s separately. However, the interviewee's notion of project is different from that of
other interviewees. The cycle of project considered here is much broader and longer than
the general understanding of project; i. e. short-term one-off activity. The term project
here covers the whole life cycle of a project which includes the use of the building.

The abovedescribedconceptincludesall activities in a companywithout separatingthem
into project and companylevels. He conceptualisedthe businessas a whole. It has the
potential to develop efficient and effective processesto deliver projects through
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collaborative work between the company and the client. On the one hand it enhancesthe
value-adding processes for the company, client and the product and on the other hand it
reduces or eliminates non-value-adding processes in the construction production.
Interviewee H2's description of his way of collaborative working to develop business
which is capable of value-adding to the company, clients and product; indicated a
positive change in the construction business.

Furthermore,
7 am into true collaborative working not just this idea of partnering we sign a
partnering charter, have a group work and then work on as how we used to.
Because that to me is not enough, we need to work on processes together, you
know... and where we have the opportunity to do that is when we have longerterm partnerships or partnering programmes with our clients where we can
really start to even challenge them on the processes that they use, which actually
will help us deliver projects better. So working upfront much as soon as possibly
can and bringing our supply chain in as soon as we possibly can- say
collaborative design, collaborative planning, collaborative costing - these tasks
I think is well those when you get out on to site continuously improve. So these
are essence or elements of things which I am trying to embed throughout the
organisation' (Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

Therefore, theoretically and empirically "collaborative working" can be visualized as a
process which recognizes the complexities by all parties. They explore solutions together
and decisions are taken collectively. This collaborative working among parties has the
potential to achieve required customer satisfaction which consequently leads to long-term
partnering with those clients. Also above description demonstrated; a way of joining
short-term project and long-term company concepts through CBI process which is
capable of providing positive impact on business development thereby creating BP for
the company. It is further capable of creating a sustainable company.

Above findings revealed that usefulness of the whole life cycle of a project and
collaborativeworking with clients and partnerscan enhancethe BP of a company.Thus,
it exposedCBI as an integrativeprocessand will be discussedin the next section.
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6.4 Continuous business improvement (CBI)
First, there needs to be a brief discussion about what "CBI" is, because the term
"improvement" discussed here does not fall into the general understanding of the said
term. It is not simply another process which tries to improve a business by trying to
deliver growth in profitability for the company. However, at a later stage growth evolves
indirectly before that it has a very contradictory meaning. Therefore, what this research
describes as CBI is different from the general understanding of that term. To start with,
'[bJusiness improvement... ways of improving the business is diverse not just
related to... everything relates to bottom line profitability but in terms of business
improvement that could deal with improving the way you secure business,
improving the way that you deliver, improving the health and safety. Your
business improvement [word unclear] at the dictate of the board to look at
certain ways of improving' (Interviewee J2, Group J, 2009).

6.4.1 Interpreting CBI
The term CBI discussed in this study is considered as the loop which aligns the long-term
concept of a company with its short-term concept in projects. This is introduced as a
strategy within a company irrespective of any boundary between project and company. It
facilitates achieving construction production effectively and efficiently

aligned with

company's long-term strategy.

It was establishedthat, companiesuse the servicesof internal and/or external business
advisors,commercial,marketing directors/managersto make their companieslong-term
strategy. They tend to achieve it by matching market opportunities with company
capabilities and other characteristicsspecific to those companies.This strategy set for
companiesto achievein future consistsof its businessand its operations.Then to achieve
that long-term businessstrategy, the same set of people or another team within their
companiestend to implement those identified factors to achievewhat is required to be
donein the short-term.This study identified that somecompaniesuse a businessplan to
bridge this long-termand short-termbusinessconcepts.More commonlythoseshort-term
requirementsare identified asconstructionprojectsin different sectorsor the samesector.
Then those projects are implemented and monitored in terms of their numerous
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performancecharacteristicsto satisfy the ultimate businessstrategyof the companyby
creatingadded-valuefor all partiesand the product.
However, this production process does not merely depend on what client required and the
company aiming to produce in terms of price and quality. More accurately it depends on
soft issues such as relationships between the company and a client as identified
previously. This relationship is complex because it can be affected by the slightest change
in management style, type of contract procurement, change in construction techniques,
materials or government regulations apart from possible changes in client' requirements
consequently the agreed price. Therefore this cause and effect; affect the client and in
turn it affects the company. This client-company relationship is not linear therefore
companies are continually

trying

to improve their business approaches towards

construction production by generating value to all parties. One such approach recognised
here is "collaborative working" explained by interviewee H2.

Thus, my question "so you call this thing as businessimprovement which holds these
projects and the company together" to interviewee H2 who is the business improvement
director at group H; his answer was straightforward and very informative.
`Certainly that's how I see it. And let mejust add another thing in there, every
year err... the divisional functional heads are sets you know they have to think
about their forward budgets and their plans etc. for next year you know may be
2-3 years, hence in terms of thinking about where they want to be in terms of the
vision and the growth of the business and the type of the business we want to be.
They have to sit down every year and go through a series of workshops with...
the senior management team then to say okay, let's have a look at it, and we
look at it, we review it, it's challenged and you know so we can see that is all
still aligning you know so it's not just at this very high level, they also have to
then several how-dos... the overall how do they want to
sets a up their
business... and the separate divisions what are they aiming for, how they are
going to do it and then linked in with that then is the business improvement bit as
another strand and that strand is in my view the thing which helps to... to tie
them not only in terms of their annual view as to how they are intend to run and
grow their business. But actually the business improvement bit is not about
growth per se as you'd expect that. It's more about how they set up, how they
operate, how they plan, how they improve, the culture that sort of stuff in line
with what we want the business to be' (Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).
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The above explanation,establishedthat these businessimprovementsare not one-off
processesthey are taking place continually within a company. It is therefore the reason to

introducethe term - CBI.
These CBI processes are expected to close the gap between notions of company and
project by working towards overall business strategy of the company by delivering a
valued product and added-value to the company as well as the client. Thus this CBI
process tends to continually look into areas such as (1) process - needs to be upgraded
making it more efficient by eliminating waste (2) people - creating mindset of people to
adjust to the new processes, management and improving skills required (3) product - to
deliver a valued product. The direct managerial contact approach to management is
considered in identifying areas to improve and the best cause of actions to follow.
Therefore, it can be established that direct managerial contact approach is a useful feature
in the CBI process.

Furthermore,it is assumedthat CBI is a value processdevelopedby covering planning,
organising and monitoring processesto connect the long-term business strategy of a
companywith its short-termproject performance.In so doing it aims to satisfy client's
requirementsconsideringand accommodatingany changesas client is a part of this CBI
process.
It was identified previously that companies have a requirement to carry out their work
based on long-term and short-term concepts in management. Therefore, CBI can be
considered as a medium-term strategy concept in its own right which facilitates aligning
long-term company strategy through short-term project goals by recuperating processes
and people in a company. This CBI process can be used throughout the function of
generating BP for a company by value-adding to the company, the client and the product.
Further probing to get more clarification about CBI through my question "the word
improvement is not just improving something, it is a connection you are making between
two things"? Interviewee H2 described business improvement using the principles of lean

construction.
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'If you broke down the definition of lean, it's about delivering exactly what the
customer requires, yeah... using efficient and effective processes of waste free if
you like, delivering more and more for less and less, and at minimum cost. So I
try to take those principles and I apply that to people, to process, to projects, to
businesses, to supply chains through the complete value chain and that's how I
look at improvement. So I will try and take a helicopter view first off, so okay
how should this value chain be set up, how is it currently operated- current state
process, where do we want to be- so future state process, okay. So what am I
going to do to get there, and of course you can then start deep diving into
specific parts of that value chain to then start and say right... okay, you have
already understand the performance of that and then I have a look at waste and
issues and opportunities and things you can challenge to deliver it better and you
take the customer view and you start to think about ... right okay. All the way
along that process... what is the next supply... ' (Interviewee H2, Group H,
2008).

Thus, CBI processes can be considered as a significant concept which needs to be given
preference in creating BP in a company. These CBI processes work on contingency
theory principles as demonstrated; it tends to match opportunity with capabilities through
the structure of the company. Therefore, when a need was identified for improvement at
any level (examples are discussed below), it is improved through an iterative approach
which covers people and processesin a company, current project and/or future projects.

Therefore,the aboveidentified CBI processprovides the missing link betweenlong-term
and short-term businessconcepts. This processcan be consideredas a medium-term
concept capableof creating BP in a company. It was further strengthenedthrough the
examplesgiven by intervieweeson how this CBI conceptfills the gapsbetweenproject
and the companyin terms of processesandpeopleby fulfilling the clients' requirements.
6.4.2 CBI in action
The reasonfor doing businessimprovementis
I think really businessimprovementis always set against the threat. So the areas
in which you look to improveyour businessis whereyou feel most threatened.
And at the momentyoufeel mostthreatenedin termsof the ability to obtain work.
Business improvement therefore is talking to your subcontractors and your
supply chain about lowest cost, quickest delivery' (Interviewee J2, Group J,
2009).

Performancecriteria and relationshipsare identified by intervieweeJ2 as useful features
requiredimprovementin a constructionbusinessat present.
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Following are examples to demonstrate how CBI could be put to use to enhance

processesin a constructioncompanyand project iteratively aiming to deliver a valued
product.
The performance and relationships in the overall construction process are aimed to
improve using the CBI concept
`... in business improvement we're asking ourselves, how can we improve our
offering in the external market, our cost base our processes and whatever. Now
all those are company-wide issues, some of which are project issues. But
generally they are company systems, company-wide systems. I draw a distinction
between project delivery which picks up some of these but basically is not
necessarily individually, our projects, for examples doesn't run the appraisal
systems. The business as a whole will be looking at people appraisals. You get
appraisals irrespective of which project they are. Whereas, let me take a project
example. Waste management once we have an overall policy; the sites are very
much involved in the delivery of that. So one could pick up a number of these
business improvement issues which are the only way we get them to embed into
project delivery' (Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).

Interviewee D1 demonstrated a two way approach in business improvement at company
D. Its primary concept is to balance opportunities with capabilities. Those systems at
company D flow between company and projects with implications to one another which
in turn satisfy the integration criteria between projects and the company.

In the excerpt above, the company is responsible for appraisal of all its employees
irrespective of which project they are attached to. However, this might raise a few
concernsamongemployeesas,on the one handuniquenessof projects,complexitiesand
uncertaintiesin projects can influence employees' performance.On the other hand it is
appraisingpeople working at different projects. The companycan develop a system to
reflect a balancebetweentypes of project processesrelatedto employees'performance.
However, the type of system adopted at company D is unclear but they consider all
projectsas company-widesystemsnot asseparatebusinessesof their own right.
Furthermore,the problem of waste managementwas identified at the project level. The
improvement processto handle and managewaste was developed as a company-wide
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process. This company-wide process is required for effective and efficient delivery of all
projects. Thus it has developed favourable measures to management of projects as
interviewee D1 does not separateindividual management in projects. He further stated
that improvements to company processesare considered when there is a sufficient gain at
project level. So any improvement done in one level; its out-come is fed back to the other
level as in-puts. These improvements are subjected to continuous refinement. Therefore,
this establishes that company D adopts CBI process.

Similarly, interviewee Fl described a problem at project level with an improvement

consideredasa company-widesystemand its significancetowardslatter projectsand the
company.
`Within construction on site one of the major problems that we had is getting
electrical, gas, water, main services connected and that's caused us immense
amount of troubles. So we looked at how we could improve that scenario and we
started, came from the point where each individual project, the contracts
manager and the quantity surveyor got quotations from the utility companies
eventually and then placed the order and monitored that through to getting the
connection on site. But it was done by individual people for an individual for a
specific project. So we looked at how we could improve that and we came up with
the idea of we ought to have that centralized So that there was one person
talking to the utility companies. Because we realized that in actual fact, most of
our utilities camefrom probably 4 sources or may be 5 sources. So if the person
could actually be on a regular contact we would more likely to improve the
supply of the service. So we actually put in place a utilities person, a lady and
she has now improved that service to a point where she knows all of the people (1) we can get quotations very quickly and (2) we get the service on site quickly'
(Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

The above method demonstratedhow companiestry to create BP relating to practical
situationsappearat projects.The aboveexplanationhas close relations to an analogyof
CBI processand contingencytheory principles. A continuousproblem at project level
was analysed and company directors take the initiative to improve the system from
companylevel which has the benefitsto the company,clients and the product. Therefore
they have appointeda single personto dealwith all serviceproviders at the start of new
projects. That person builds a relationship with those service providers representing
companyF on all relatedmatters.If any clarification is neededfrom the companyto the
serviceprovider it will be handledcentrally.
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Therefore this system has the capability to expedite the service connections to projects.
The effectiveness and efficiency of this system is beneficial to the company, client and
the product as it (1) eliminates undue delay in starting the project which has serious
consequences in terms of project deliverability, (2) builds more confidence in clients
about company F and with high possibility of developing future relationships and (3)
enables to delivering a valued product.

Furthermore,interview F1 justified the addedcost on aboveimprovementmethod
`...although it was difficult to juste paying a salary for a person to specifically
do that. We looked at how much cost actually accrued over a 12 months period,
fell over, because we were really shocked and then realized that we can probably
juste that' (Interviewee F 1, Company F, 2007).

Companies are cautious when changing their processes due to cost factor. However the
above change process described by interviewee F1, has justified its cost implication
against the improvement on project deliverables within

a 12 month period. This

supported the management of projects approach over the individual project management
approach.

Above intervieweesconsideredthe CBI processas a core processand as an integrated
function between company and project. Management of such a process is important.

However,there is a dangerof having a separateunit to managebusinessimprovementin
a company.
Because the danger is that, separate department having health and safety or a
separate department doing anything else, because the problem then is the main
stream of the business then understand it as that's their problem, let them get on
with it. And the main stream of the business doesn't engage in those things. I
mean to me health and safety is a core aspect, business improvement is a core
aspect, human resource managing people managing are core management issues
what we do'(Interviewee G2, Company G, 2008).

Similarly, achievementof CBI at companyH is througha company-widecross-functional
system.
`In eachdivision eachdepartmentwe havebusinessimprovementchampionsand
they co-ordinate the process of putting that in place with their divisional heads
or their departmentalheadsand they are then not responsiblefor delivering all
of that, they then havesub-champions.So we havework stream champions.And
effort we haveput in place is almost a formal mechanismto try and help the
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change process and focus people on the things that should befocussing on, and
that includes project performance. Because we look at quality, cost and delivery
and tenants' or client's satisfaction all operational measures which look at how
well a project has beenperformed. But we are aligning it into where we want to
be in terms of the strategy' (Interviewee H2, Group H, 2008).

Interviewee H2 considered CBI as a change process and also as a value added process.
He used a formal mechanism to manage and monitor changes required to processes and
people through appointing champions and sub-champions from the same department
where the change is required. It is expected that they enhance the CBI process through
their previous knowledge and experience of the process undergoing improvement. These
individual co-ordinators act as a useful integrative device in process implementation.

Similarly,
'... one needs to be bit more formal is where it's cross functions in the business.
So where the business improvement doesn't just rely on one particular
department or one team but needs a number of teams to engage. In which case
one would normally look at sort of setting up a steering group with
representatives of the various departments and particularly then have a project
champion and I think the more complicated that business improvement becomes
the more the project becomes more important it is to have a champion for that.
And if its a big project it would certainly be a director level champion but
certainly there need to be somebody taking the responsibility for that because in
my experience we have a cross functional cross departmental business
improvement project, then the all of them will say ... they should be doing that
and they're doing that then we got to have a coordinator and a champion so
that's the sort ofprocess' (Interviewee G2, Company G, 2008).

The participation of cross functional teams from different departments attending to CBI is
a useful feature. It strongly indicates that CBI concept overlies both business
development and project performance functions in a company. Therefore, it acts as an
integrative device.
,...we got businessdevelopmentif you like and construction.But I think business
improvementactually overlaysboth of them.And I supposelet's takean example.
If we found out from a client and we really do, that we're not meeting their
aspirations,we arefalling short of what they expectof us. That maywell involve
businessimprovementin both of businessdevelopmentfunction and the project
function. And therefore the teams there would be working together to an
overarching businessdevelopmentproject. A lot of work what we do in business
improvementprojects, you know is little chunks of this in construction or in
businessdevelopment'(IntervieweeG2, CompanyG, 2008).
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Therefore, in construction practice CBI means delivering what a company has promised
its client at the pre-contract stage through contract stage by means of a value product and
eliminating unnecessary constraints between client-company relationships. Therefore,
this process is capable of eliminating non-value added items and enhancing value added
items to both client and the company thereby achieving a valued product. It is facilitated
through collaborative work between all parties with respect to processes for the delivery
of the product to the client upon requirements they have agreed or better than they have
agreed. The CBI process described here is the means of achieving the product delivery by
considering utmost client satisfaction beyond the standard project delivery

thus

facilitating future business development with the same client. In this respect, the CBI
process can be termed as a medium-term business strategy; useful for a company which
works with short-term and long-term business concepts.

6.5 Chapter summary
It was establishedthat all processesin a constructioncompany and project are greatly
dependenton one another.They use integration devices as identified aboveto enhance
their whole constructionbusinessand consequentlyto create BP for the company. Of
those integrative devices, a "direct managerial contact" approach was used by all
intervieweesirrespectiveof their companysize, structureor turnover. The CBI process
acts in severaldimensionsto provide the missing link in the constructionprocess.They
are- (1) it integratescompanyand project/s through people and process(2) it improves
performancein one level and relatesit to the other (3) it improvesrelationshipsbetween
partiesaiming for collaborativeparticipationwith a value-addingapproachand,(4) it acts
as a medium-term strategy linking long-term business strategy and short-term project
strategy.
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The majority of interviewees are engaged with CBI processes with a value-adding
approach to the company, client and the product. Thus they work collaboratively with
existing clients developing relations which in fact are used as a mechanism to develop
future business for the company. Therefore, the arguments levelled by critics that
construction companies are project oriented (Chapter 3, section 3.5.3) is further refuted
by these findings.
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C

PART C- Evaluation of research
This part includes the chapterson researchsynthesisand conclusion.Thus this section
bringstogetherthe previoustwo partsof this research.
Chapter 7 evaluates the research findings empirically

and theoretically using the

analytical tool in figure 7.1. Chapter 8 concludes this research summarising the findings,
defining BP and uncovering implications of this research to main areas in construction
management research- literature, methodology and theory.
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Chapter 7- Research synthesis
7.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to bring together the empirical findings from part B with the
theoretical understanding generated from part A of this research. In doing so, section 7.2
synthesises the empirical research findings from part B. It discusses, using the three
themes, what companies do to develop business, and companies' involvement in
construction production. It further discusses the usefulness in strategy-in-practice in
creating business performance (BP).

Section 7.3 justifies the use of the theoretical approachesemployed in this inquiry.
Section7.4 discussesthe researcher'sinterpretationon creationof BP developedthrough
interviewees' perceptions. This discussion evolves around processesand people in
constructioncompaniesand its project/susing theoreticalconcepts:strategy,performance
integrationand relationships.Theseconceptswill be defined with a special meaningfor
medium-sizedconstructioncompanies.This section describesthe powerful use of the
integration device "direct managerialcontact" by all companiesirrespectiveof size of
company and its project/s. Finally section 7.5 summarises this chapter drawing
connectionsbetweenconstructionmanagement(CM), organisationalbehaviour(OB) and
systemsthinking usedin this inquiry.
Figure 1.2 - research diagram 1 from Chapter 1 which was used to describe the area of
this inquiry was further developed to figure 7.1. Therefore figure 7.1 describes the
connectivity in theoretical and empirical processes adopted in this inquiry to construct
BP. Furthermore it is used here as an analytical tool to explain the empirical findings and
their relatednessto the theoretical concepts.
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Process
View
(Meta physical
assumptions)

Construct BP
(Theoretical concept)
Strategy, Performance,
Integration, Relationships
(Theoretical concepts)
Create BP
(Research concept)
Theme 1- doing business at company level
type of projects, opportunities and capabilities

boardof directors,businessadvisors,
non-financialand financial performancecriteria,
partnering,supplychain/ supply chain
Theme 2- doing business at project level
projects and management
sub-contracting,
customer satisfaction, quality of production
Theme 3- doing business the integration of project and the company
company and project boundary, integrated processes,CBI/ CBU CBI/ CBI
Data from the construction practice
Figure 7.1

diagram 2
- Research

Colour codedkey
Strategy
Performance

Integration

board of directors, business advisors,
- type of projects, opportunities and capabilities,
projects and management and CBI
financial performance criteria, customer satisfaction, quality of
- non-financial and
production and CBI

- supplychain, companyand project boundary,integratedprocessesand CBI

Relationships - partnering, supply chain, sub-contracting and CBI
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7.2 Empirical evaluation of findings
Empirical findings demonstrated that business performance (BP) is a complex and multifaceted concept and all companies try to achieve it in different ways. All interviewees
created it iteratively between company and project processes which were identified as
stimuli to one another. The business development, which was a company-level process
was achieved through relationships based on company and project characteristics.
Therefore the way of doing business at project level was guided and honed by companylevel requirements. Then the completion of projects was achieved as an integration of
processes and people. Some companies continually improve their way of obtaining and
executing projects through the identified continuous business improvement (CBI)
process.

7.2.1 Theme 1- doing business at company level

This themewas setto synthesisethe findings on companylevel processesasperceivedby
the interviewees.All intervieweesdemonstratedwhat is good businessmeant for them
throughcompanystrengthsand circumstances.This led them to identify requirementsto
be engagedin their chosensector/s. In doing so, all intervieweeslooked at different
factors to establish their selected business in the chosen sector/s. Interviewees had
different objectives,but the "market" was the dominant considerationwhen selecting
type of work although what this means is much more fluid than in conventional
definition. The empirical findings demonstratedthat three companiesE, F, and J have the
capacity to work in different sectors,becausetheir history, past experience,structureand
size considerablydevelopedit. CompaniesB, C, D, G and H preferredto specialisein
similar types of work in a specific sectorbecausethey believed that repetitive nature in
work can lead to high efficiency, knowledge and consequentlyderive high profits. The
caseof companyA was identified asunique dueto a location-specificfactor.
All intervieweeswere continually seekingto balancethe opportunitieswith capabilities
to remain in their chosensector/sof work. Factors governingthe opportunitiessuch as
market behaviour and changes,governmentpriorities and announcementswere used by
interviewees to understand, perceive and to be proactive in their selections. Then
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interviewees made an effort to match those opportunities with capabilities such as
management expertise, skills, resources and quality of work which enabled them to

developfuture businesswhich demonstrateda theoreticalstrategicapproachto business.
Therefore future business development begins with the current business they are engaged
in, although it is a complex characteristic which takes different approaches. Reasons for
different approaches to business development can be due to variations in type of work,
management structure, and the size of company. Thus business development is identified
as a mix of long-term and short-term processes. The majority of interviewees considered
factors which are creating profits in the long-term. As an exception, interviewees El and
J2 considered profit as their main business driver but strategically supported it with a
relationships factor when developing business. However, all these financial and nonfinancial criteria were handled by interviewees in relation to the theoretical concept performance (figure 7.1).

All interviewees demonstrated that formal or informal strategy was developed as a target
where these interviewees or managing directors or board of directors set their sights on
taking the company forward in the future (in the short term in companies A and B and
long term for all others). Interviewees demonstrated that a long-term business strategy
can be achieved using a flexible approach when selecting the type of work, and then
formally using a business plan (companies E, G and H), annual turnover (company C) or
risk reduction (company F) and informally using collaborative processes (companies C,
D and J) or project targets (companies A and B). Therefore, there is a possibility of
changes to strategy evolving at any level of a company. However, all interviewees were
conscious of maintaining a constant annual turnover. Thus, in all cases, business/project
strategy is identified as liable to change due to prevailing requirements which made it
flexible. This flexibility in business/project strategy shaped BP proactively. Interviewees
is to satisfy the
were in agreement that the ultimate aim of business strategy
learning
clients'/customers' requirements and enter into repeat business with them. This
from projects and clients supported the assumption made in Chapter 3, section 3.4.1, that
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strategy is formed at the company level and transferred to the project level, but the
participation of all levels is required to develop BP for a company.

All interviewees except Al

and A2 depend on expertise of business, marketing or

commercial specialization within or outside their companies to build their business
strategy. Interviewees J2 and Cl used the relationship approach in marketing as a useful
feature in formation and implementation of their business strategy and it is in contrast to
Chapter 3, section 3.4.2. The above developed strategy is operationalised through
different types of meetings taking place in a company, namely project, management and
board of directors meetings. Except for companies A, B, and C, all other companies have
two levels of board meetings where they discuss business development and business
improvement separately or together. The usefulness of these entities in creating BP was
discussed in Chapters 4 and 6 respectively. However, findings on business development
and/or business improvement in all companies demonstrated that this approach to
business is neither formal nor informal. Thus researcher describes the business approach
in companies A, B and C as "non-formal". A non-formal approach to business can be
defined as not recorded or analysed in detail but a broad direction of purpose that is
shared across the company. These identifications further supported the theoretical
approach to strategy in those companies (figure 7.1).

Empirically all interviewees except A 1, A2 and B1 demonstrated the alignment of project
strategy to business strategy with an aim to develop further business using different
mechanisms based on selection of projects, matching opportunities with capabilities, and
performance criteria and relationships at company and project levels. All of this reflected
the theoretical concepts - relationships, performance and integration to construct BP.
Despite the lack of a strategic business approach, interviewees in companies A and B
demonstrated the use of theoretical concepts - relationship and performance within their
project strategies to gain repetitive business. Thus all companies try to generate economic
benefits in a more subtle way than is visible from companies' outer appearance. Three
out of the nine companies operate with a non-formal strategic approach; whereas the
This refuted
other six companies work with well-informed strategic business approach.
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the arguments by critics in Chapter 3 section 3.5.1 that construction companies do not
work with a strategic approach to business; it is just constituted differently to the
textbook business methods. Furthermore, findings established that irrespective of the size
of the company implementation of a non-formal or formal strategy appeared to be a
process which employed the "direct managerial contact" approach in management. All
factors discussed above (figure 7.1) lead to identification of the use of strategy as a
theoretical concept giving a different meaning to these companies (see section 7.4.1).

All interviewees demonstrated a range of company level relationships with clients and
supply chain members from simple individual relationships to more complex partnering
arrangements. All such relationships a company made with other parties were either longterm or short-term business concepts. Interviewees BI, DI, GI, HI, H2, J1 and J2
preferred to enter into long-term relationships with a view to generating continuous and
repeat business and thus bigger market share by adding value to all parties and the
product. Interviewee H2 demonstrated creation of BP by eliminating non-value added
items through their collaborative work in partnering with clients and empowering supply
chain members.

IntervieweesE1 and F1 did not favour partnering in the constructionindustry and their
operationswere identified asslightly different to that of companiesA, B and G which are
individual companies. Although companies E and F handle their operations
autonomouslylike companiesA, B and G, they belong to a group of companiesunder
one board of directors. Company E is the construction company in a large group of
companies which was forced into administration due to financial borrowing of the
property company within the overall group. Company F merged with a larger
construction company which has diverse interests in the construction industry in
September2008. Since then companyF works as one of the large company's regional
building contractors.Therefore, they have the strength from their alliancesto represent
themselvesalone andto remainwithin the businesswithout entering into partneringwith
clients. The lack of clear definition of partnering in theory has kept them away from
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seeing that they are also in a type of partnering relationship with parent company and
their associateswithin the group.

Companies C, D, H and J are also construction companies affiliated with a group of
companies. However, company C changed their approach to business from main
contractor to sub-contractor but without any success.Other companies have the capacity
and support from parent/sister companies to operate. But company D was forced into
administration due to issues related to financial borrowing of the property company
within the overall group. The present situation of company A can be considered as an
example of the lack of an overall business perspective in their approach to relationships
albeit that they benefited from short-term relationships, which in turn created an
uncertain future for that company. Company A was excluded from the discussion of
partnering and supply chain due to their unique way of securing jobs based on the
location-specific factor.

Except for interviewee F1, all were in favour of relationships through their supply chain.
Supply chain relationships at projects fall into formal and informal categories. Formal
supply chains' demonstrated the effective use of relationships which were used by
interviewees to create BP in one entity as in companies B, C, D, E, H and J. Informal
supply chain relationships were used effectively in construction production to generate
future business in companies A and G.

The relationshipsat companylevel have demonstratedmixed results althoughthey were
capable of bringing in repetitive and continuous business to a construction company
which facilitated its survival in the short term and its sustainability in the long term.
However,the most important can be the long-termrelationshipswith a businessinitiative
as in company H, becauseit demonstratedthe potential to produce a valued product
through collaborative efforts of all parties concerned. Thus these practice-level
relationships demonstratedthe relatednessto the theoretical conceptsrelationship and
integration(figure 7.1).
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7.2.2 Theme 2- doing business at project level
All interviewees used performance and relationships at project/s to further develop
business for the company effectively. Therefore, it can be established that these
companies take a proactive business approach with a definite business initiative. This
business initiative originated iteratively at both company and project levels. The business
initiative at project level can be demonstrated through the interviewees' perception of the
way of doing business at project/s level.

The majority of interviewees except G1, H2 and J2 prioritised project performance due to
their fondness and attachment to projects. However, the usefulness of their experience
and knowledge at project level cannot be underestimated when developing business.
Interviewees G1, H2 and J2 demonstrated that there are tangible outcomes from those
projects which can make a significant impact on business development of a company.
They are:

(1) changes to thinking in project processes and including it as part of

company strategy as explained by H2. (1) the use of relationships approach developed
with clients when doing projects as explained by J2, and (3) collection of information
about clients and using it for future business development as explained by Gl. These
factors connect management criteria of projects with the theoretical concept - strategy
(figure 7.1).

The findings strongly suggestedthat there is a strong link betweenperformancecriteria at
project level towards BP. This was demonstratedthrough the fact that some companies
have either investedin sophisticatedquality assurance(QA) systems,asis the casewith
companiesE, F andH, or customersatisfactionsystems,asis the casewith companiesD,
G andJ. Thesesix companiesoperatedwith a particular long-term businessstrategy.The
findings further demonstratedthat the other two companies,A and B, operatingwith a
project strategyalso dependon project performance(companyA on quality of work and
company B on customer satisfaction) for their future business. Therefore, all
interviewees demonstrated that they develop relationships with their existing
clients/customersbasedon project performancecriteria which in turn are capable of
enhancingfuture businessopportunitieswith the existing clients/customers.This strongly
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suggested the connectivity between empirical project performance with the theoretical
concept - performance (figure 7.1). Investigation into project performance is common in
CM research. However, neither the connection between empirical project performance to
the BP nor has the theoretical concept - performance been evaluated previously. Refer
section 7.4.2 for wider definition of performance.

All interviewees except B1 demonstrated that the importance of soft relationships with
the supply side originated at project level due to frequent sub-contracting of construction
production. Soft relationships can be explained by business promotion and training given
to sub-contractors by companies investigated. The reasons for frequent sub-contracting
were identified as (1) the nature of specialist work and skills (2) a means of risk reduction
(3) regulated nature of affiliated fields in construction such as electrical and mechanical
work (4) an imbalance between work load and available labour force and (5) the type of
contract agreement with the client which nominate sub-contractors. This identification is
in line with the standard literature.

The selection of sub-contractorsdependson factors such as cost, past relationships,
performance capabilities, competitiveness, local availability and main contractors'
managementstructure. The findings supported Greenwood's view that `the typical
contractor - subcontractorrelationship is still traditional, cost-driven, and potentially
adversarial' (Greenwood, 2001). However, the companiesstudied made an attempt to
balancethis with their soft relationships.
Findings further identified that the selectionof sub-contractorsdiffers in companieswith
no fixed policies. CompaniesB, C, D, E, G, H and J favoured maintaining long-term
relationshipswith their sub-contractors.Of those companiesD, G, H andJ engagedwith
long-termpartneringcontractswith clients, which can be the reasonfor maintaining longterm relationshipswith the sub-contractors.CompaniesB and C, being specialist subcontractors;use sub-contractorsto convincetheir potential clients/main-contractorsabout
their collective strengthsin different skills. Company E manageda supply chain which
includedsub-contractorsbut not in partneringagreementswith their clients. In companies
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A and F, relationships with sub-contractors were limited to the short term due to the basis
of selection of sub-contractors and the specialist nature of the work they offer. Both these

companieswork asregionalcontractors.
The contractual agreements between the main contractor and sub-contractors were
identified as (1) labour only, (2) material supply only and (3) supply and fix. Furthermore
findings refuted `the rise of labour-only subcontracting as the preferred form of work
organization by many employers in the industry' (Winch, 1998). The main reason for
Winch's identification is `construction employers' choice to maximize their flexibility in
the context of declining and fragmented demand'. He explained that this preferred choice
leads to implications on `training, productivity, and quality' and further said `[l]ack of
attention to these issues means that the ability of the industry to meet the client's
increasingly demanding requirements for performance on the parameters of budget,
programme and quality is compromised'. But this was not the case in this research: these
interviewees paid attention to details even without any policy when selecting subcontractors and performance criteria

of sub-contractors because they depend on

relationships approach to develop further business with the existing client/customers.
This confirms the connectivity between empirical sub-contracting and the theoretical
concept - relationship (figure 7.1).

7.2.3 Theme 3- doing businessthe integration of project and the company
All interviewees except Al and A2 demonstratedthat the construction business is
developed as an amalgamationof soft relationships and performancecriteria between
companyand project/s and it can be achievedthroughintegrating companyand project/s
issues. The findings exposed a set of standardintegration devices such as rules and
procedures, direct managerial contact, appeals to the hierarchy temporary cross
functional teamsand individual co-ordinators(Handy, 1985p210). Using those devices,
interviewees maintained the alignment of company and project through transfer of
portfolio of information (intervieweeG1), collaborativeplanning workshop(interviewees
Hi and H2), regular monthly meetings (all interviewees except Al and A2) and
collection of project information for future reference(intervieweeD1, G1, H2 and J2).
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The theoretical nature of those processes strongly suggested their relatedness for the
theoretical concept - integration (figure 7.1).
In examining the required degree of integration between company and project to be able
to create BP in a company, the findings suggested that there cannot be one method
because the companies investigated were different in terms of size, type of work and
approach to management (Chapter 4) and worked intimately

with their context.

Furthermore, Chapter 5 exposed the availability of a wide variety of approaches for
project processes through different ways of sub-contracting, controlling and monitoring
client satisfaction and/or quality of work. All of these variation factors contributed
towards this degree of integration between company and project/s.

However companies D, F, G, H and J strategically facilitated integration between
company and projects through interaction of processes.They used the continuous
businessimprovement (CBI) processto enhanceall of the processesat company and
project/s levels iteratively. This CBI processhas the ability to crossoverfrom one level to
the other and more importantly maintain that clients' requirements are fully met.
Therefore, it continually improves overall performanceat constructionproduction and
relationshipsbetweenparties involved which have a direct influenceon strategyof future
business development (figure 7.1). It was identified that such CBI processeswere
subjected to close monitoring thus undergoing refinement and are establishedmore
robustly which is in agreementwith the ontological processview. Thus it connectsthe
empirical CBI processwith the theoretical conceptsidentified in this inquiry - strategy,
performance,integrationand relationships. Furthermorefindings strongly supportedthat
these intervieweespreferred the "managementof projects" approachin their business
over the popular "project management"approachin agreementwith Morris (2006).
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7.2.4 Synthesis of themes
This research explored the concept of Business Performance (BP) using it to study the
real thinking and practice of senior managers in construction companies. As represented
in the diagram 7.1, BP and strategy were always considered connected. Much of the
academic management literature emphasizesthe concept of strategy in understanding and
developing management of companies. However, as Green et a!. (2008) argue, the
concept of strategy is disputed and may not have the meaning in construction as
associated with general management. The findings strongly suggested that the BP is
clearly connected with the concept of strategy-in-practice. Strategy-in-practice is
different from the academic construct of strategy in that it involves what practitioners
actually do in companies rather than what academic observers say they do. In diagram
7.1, the academic concept of strategy is high up, that is more abstract and based on
definitive explication. However, as a practitioner concept, strategy (in-practice) is lower
down, based on action and experience (Boyd, 2007). This section will synthesize how
this research connects strategy-in-practice and BP and what the findings revealed about
strategy-in-practice.

Using the thematicalevaluation in Part B, the companiesinvestigatedwere categorised
into 3 broad categories(Appendix 4 table 4.1). In the first category,companiesA and B
do not havea long-termcompanystrategyinsteadthey operatedwith a short-termproject
strategy;therefore they managedprojects basedupon those project requirements. The
business development in these two companies was different because growth and
developmentwas not in their agenda,but it was stability andbeing embeddedlocally.
The second category, companiesC, D and E, illustrated long-term businessstrategy
coupledwith short-termproject requirements;howeverthesecompanieswere forced into
administration during this study. These companies - parts of larger group - gave
guaranteesfor their associatedproperty developing companies.The current economic
downturn in the UK being unfavourable for property development business; those
for
property companieswere forced out of business.This createda bad financial situation
theseconstructioncompaniesto operatethus forcing them alsointo administration.
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However, company C's placement within the above category is doubtful. Although
company C demonstrated formal board meetings and a management structure; it appeared
to be closer to companies A and B than to D and E. This is because company C was
dependent on the traditional approach to business with a targeted annual turnover without
much consideration to integrate performance of projects with company requirements as
opposed to other companies in this category.

The third and the most successful category, comprising companies F, G, H and J,
managed their business processesand people with a long-term business strategy coupled
with short-term project requirements and the Continuous Business Improvement (CBI)
process. It can be argued that their successis due to the creation of a holistic approach to
business, although project and company were integrated through systemic approach and a
contingency theory based CBI process. This idea supports Barrett's view that `holistic
systems overview is needed but should be linked to focused contingency analyses for
naturally distinguishable sub-sectors' (Barrett, 2005).

However, business processes

between business and project levels of these companies were so integrated thus they were
not replicating large companies in miniature form.

Thus, out of the nine companiesinvestigated,six demonstratedthat BP was createdas an
amalgamationof set of companyand project processeswhich are connectedto theoretical
concepts- strategy,performance,integrationand relationships.Thesefindings suggested
that the allegations, described in section 3.5.3, that construction companies pay
insufficient attention to company processesare, in important respects,not justified.
Certainly, it was found that since the collaborativework of a companytakesplacewithin
the varying constraints of individual projects, the attention and energies of most
personnelwere focussedon them. However, this was not at the cost of attending to the
long-term concernsand priorities of the companyasa whole.
Thus the findings strongly suggestthat companiesinvestigatedwere proactivein creating
BP in their uniqueways. Furthermore,this empirical evaluationrepeatedlyidentified that
all intervieweeswere concernedabout strategy-in-practice,performancethey require,
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integration devices between company and projects and relationships of different parties
involved (refer figure 7.1) to create BP. Furthermore strategy-in-practice was identified
as a fluid concept which is changing due to different requirements such as available
opportunities, resources and capabilities in a company and is also unique to a company.
Senior managers handled strategy-in-practice in situational context to satisfy changing
requirements in a company.

The word strategy as an academic construct covers a vast area and has multiple
components at different levels. Green et al. (2008) stated that non-homogeneity in
different schools of thoughts in strategy have increased `the disconnection between the
generic literature and that relating to the strategic management of construction firms'.
Furthermore, Mintzberg (1987) stated that `strategy is not just a notion of how to deal
with an enemy or a set of competitors or a market, as it is treated in so much of the
literature and in its popular usage. It also draws us into some of the most fundamental
issues about organisations as instruments for collection of perception and action'. This
research was based on perceptions of interviewees in construction organisations on how
they construct BP. Theoretically an organisation is a `stream of problems, solutions, and
people tied together by choices' (Weick, 2001 p28). In this inquiry, the research concept the choice to converge problems, solutions, and people were considered as how
interviewees construct BP (refer figure 7.1). Weick further said that over time the choice
mobilize reasons and justifications and then people put them in an orderly manner (2001,
p28). From these ideas what happens in practice is different from what is theoretically
meant to happen. Green et al. (2008), considering construction companies in this light,
identified that a key skills of construction strategizing is dynamic capability that is the
company's ability to flexibly meet the changing environment. Dubois and Gadde (2002)
presented a much more organic operation of the industry as being represented by a
`loosely couple system' where project arrangements are tightly coupled whereas the more
strategic environmental relationships are loosely coupled. In such a world then strategyin- practice is a much more fluid activity rather than a plan to be set in place in the future.
The concept of BP reflects this more dynamic and loosely coupled world that was found
in medium-sized construction companies practice based. Thus, Interviewees could
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explain distinctively reasons and justifications

how they construct BP in an orderly

manner through an amalgamation of concepts - strategy-in-practice, performance they
require, integration devices between company and project/s and relationships of different
parties involved (refer figure 7.1). Additionally, some interviewees used CBI processesto
add value to the clients, company and product to enhance BP.

The reasons for variation in interviewees' explanation on how their companies create BP
is in line with Weick's view that `explanations vary depending on their needs, their
associates and their prior choices' (Weick, 2001 p28). Furthermore, the construction
companies investigated were of different size, type and of different age. Therefore their
strengths and capabilities were different in acquiring a project and doing a project, which
satisfies the conceptual notion of `dynamic capabilities'. Green et al. (2008) stated that
`the notion of dynamic capabilities relates to a firm's ability to reconfigure its resources
in response to changing environments' which absolutely encapsulates the differences
observed in construction companies in creating BP. Therefore to some extent, this inquiry
explored the `way in which dynamic capabilities are enacted in terms of the inherent
practices'

(Green et al., 2008) using the interviewees' explanations of strategy-in-

practice, performance they require, integration devices

and relationships of different

parties involved to construct BP.

Therefore, due to the proactive nature of companiesinvestigated,this inquiry identified
strategy-in-practiceas the most related concept to construct BP and supports the
suggestionthat `the ability to reconfigure its operating routines to enableresponsesto
changingenvironments'as a dynamic capability in constructioncompanies(Green et al.,
2008). Therefore, the researcherargues that strategy-in-practiceis closer to Green's
definition of dynamic capability than "strategy" as in academicliterature. Furthermore
the studyidentified that strategy-in-practicewas in turn supportedby other organisational
behaviour(OB) concepts- performance,integration and relationshipsto constructBP in
a constructioncompany operating at two levels. Refer section 7.4 for the researcher's
articulation of how senior managers construct BP in medium-sized construction
companiesusing identified theoreticalconcepts.
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7.3 Justification of the theoretical concepts employed
7.3.1 Hermeneutics approach
It was observed that interviewees' descriptions were incomplete, messy and contradictory
in some instances. On the one hand the use of a hermeneutics approach helped to make
sense of the whole interview text, relating it to parts to clarify doubts. On the other hand
this approach helped to understand a specific issue in detail seeking clarifications and
relating it back to the whole interview text. Therefore, the hermeneutics approach
facilitated a connection between people, companies and the researchconcept - BP.
7.3.2 Systems theory
This study employed the systems theory approach (Chapter 1, section 1.7). The
appropriateness of this theoretical approach in this inquiry can be further supported by
the following identifications:

(1) Part B of this thesis demonstratedthat constructioncompanieswork at different parts
to produce the whole product. Businessstrategyis formed by the `man at the top' or
collectively by the board of directors. Business units analyse opportunities and
capabilities and decide on the type of projects which are suitable for them. Design and
estimateunits do the designand pricing to satisfy clients' hard and soft requirementswith
collaboration from the senior managers engaged in the production and the clients.
Finance units are responsible for the allocation and monitoring of funds. Then the
production is donewith an eye to adding value to the company, client and the product.
Within the production unit there are sub-systemssuch as finance, human, plant and
machineryand material.
(2) Interviewees perceived processesand people in a company and projectls as two
integratedsystemsaiming to satisfy the company'sbusinesstargets.This integration can
be further explained through the CBI process although its principles are laid in
contingencytheory. The CBI processconsidereda systemicapproachwherethe process
and peopleare usedfor creatingimprovementsin companyand/or project which directly
influencesthe other.
(3) The data acquired for this inquiry on "perceptions of BP" representeda mix of
interviewees' own experienceand beliefs as well as their experienceand understanding
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derived from working in an organisation. The majority of intervieweesbegan their
explanationsby discussingtheir pastand what they are doing now to achievewhat they
want to in long-term personally as well as in organisation terms. Therefore, those
perceptionsrepresenteda systemstheory approach.
7.3.3 The EFQM framework
The role of the 5 enablers of EFQM framework in stage-one interviews was to provide a
meaningful relationship to methodology at both conceptual and practice levels.
Furthermore, this framework with the methodology adopted was expected to develop an
interviewee's point of view about a particular event in interviewee's organisational
context by limiting the researcher's interpretation in ad-hoc manner which in turn adds
value to the research. The reasons to use the 5 enablers of the EFQM framework to
accessdata were explained in Chapter 2, section 2.4.1.2.

During stage-oneinterviews it was identified that the role of the 5 enablersin the EFQM
framework has limited stage-oneinterview data to those 5 enablersthus neglecting the
subjective/objective and formal/informal aspects of organisational structure and its
processesof companiesinvestigated.This researchdid not use the 4 resultsof the EFQM
framework which covers what an organisationachievesas evaluationcriteria of those 5
enablersas explainedin Appendix 2. Thereforethose 5 enablershave a value if testedits
use in a pre-definedframeworkbut not in generalevaluationas in this inquiry. Although
the objectivity of this inquiry was slightly affected by the use of the 5 enablersof the
EFQM framework, it was reinstated by collecting and analysing company reports/
recordssuchas meetingminutes. Subsequentlythis researchdid not use the 5 enablersof
the EFQM framework for stage-twointerviews due to the identification of limits of using
those 5 enablersin this inquiry (seeChapter2, section2.4.1.4,2"dparagraph).
7.4 Conceptual evaluation of findings
The empirical evaluationidentified that strategy-in-practiceas what companiesintend to
do in the future whilst maintaining dynamic capability was the most-usedconceptrelated
to the researchconcept of BP. However, the same section revealed that strategy-in-
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practice is not the only concept to create BP in a company. Langford and Male (1991,
p80) stated `one event is an interaction of many others'. Therefore, creation of BP in a
company interact strategy with other OB concepts such as - performance, integration and
relationships. Creating BP is crucial to the companies therefore, they `require a strategic
management process that is capable of concentrating on developing methods and
procedures that promote the integration of both corporate and operational planning'
(Langford and Male, 1991 p148). The strategic management process the companies
adopted in creating BP interacts with the concepts - strategy-in-practice; supported by,
performance, integration and relationships.

Thereforethis sectionconnectsdata from practice with the identified theoreticalconcepts
to articulate different issues, perceived as being important by senior managers in
medium-sized construction companies, interact to construct BP.

7.4.1Strategy
The concept of strategy was repeatedly used by interviewees when describing the type of
work, matching opportunities with capabilities and business development process of a
company (see Chapter 4 sections 4.2 and 4.3). As discussed previously, it was determined
that interviewees had a different meaning for strategy than much academic literature that
related to their situated practice. Interviewees differentiated companies based on type of
work and how they develop business through different structure, size, location, history
and experience/ knowledge available in those companies. This supports the identification
by Ramsay (1989 p24): `[i]t is important therefore, for the contractor to identify clearly
what business he is in, the position he occupies in that business, and who are his present
and potential competitors - these are all elements of business strategy'. However the
strategy described by interviewees is not a rigid plan to achieve business benefits as
describe in academic literature.

All intervieweesexceptAl, A2 and BI followed an objective-drivenbusinessstrategyto
develop BP for those companies.Furthermore,the formation and implementationof that
businessstrategywere identified as flexible and dependon opportunitiesand company
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capabilities. As an example, in company E strategy was formed by the chief executive.
That strategy was implemented through selecting projects accordingly. Those projects
were monitored and compared regularly by the board of directors. Thus, the preference to
origination of strategy by the `man at the top', identification of suitable projects as a
collective decision by board of directors and attending to evaluation and monitoring of
project related processes as useful requirement to develop further business indicated that
strategy-in-practice is fluid and supports strategy as a plan or position, perspective, and
pattern (Mintzberg,

1987) respectively.

However, less visible from interviewees'

perceptions are strategy as a ploy (Mintzberg, 1987) and this idea is supported by Green
et al. (2008). Therefore, this suggeststhat interviewees considered strategy-in-practice as
an on-going dynamic which satisfies different situational criteria in a company to
construct BP.

Therefore, the researcher argues that even though strategy, as in academic theory, has
some influence in creating BP, the construction companies investigated were proactive;
they do not employ rigid strategic management principles to construct BP. All
interviewees used the word "strategy"

in the popular sense which needs to be

appropriately corrected at this point to "dynamic capability".

The reasons being,

empirical evaluation supports that: (1) Interviewees construct BP differently because of
their differences in capabilities in management, available opportunities and resources and
past experience. (2) Interviewees have the ability to reconfigure their people and
operation processes to match changing requirements such as construction regulations,
economic, project and environment factors. Therefore, (3) interviewees construct BP as a
situated practice embedded in a local context. These points espoused the characteristics
of dynamic capability described by Green et al. (2008) - empirical elusiveness, construed
as situational practices and embedded within a social and physical context.

Thus, the word strategy used in this inquiry can be broadly defined as a set of
actions used by interviewees to gain sustainability in local embeddednessand/or
in a
economical benefits which encapsulates finance and operational processes
company.
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7.4.2 Performance
Interviewees placed emphasis on project deliverable criteria: of those, client/customer
satisfaction and quality played a useful role when interviewees described the business
development at company level as demonstrated in Chapter 5, section 5.4. Additionally,
they considered financial and non-financial criteria to develop business (figure 7.1). All
of the above criteria descend from the theoretical concept - performance.
Many CM researchers have analysed project performance in a construction company
assuming that company performance is made of individual project performances, which
is not the case. However, Barrett (2005) and Morris (2005) considered a holistic approach
to managing projects to deliver business benefits to a company. Their approaches
included performance criteria at project level but not just to achieve project delivery; they
expected to generate business benefits through project delivery. This notion was
supported by all interviewees without exception. Thus interviewees perceived and created
BP in a very subtle way so that many CM researchers have not identified the strong
connections between project and the company.

Therefore,

this study defines

performance as a value maximising process which connects all business objectives
with business processes iteratively in a company and project/s to create BP.

Interviewees' perceptionof performanceis broad and it was not a standaloneconcept.
Some empirical examplesare: a two-fold businessstrategywhich includes construction
requirementof existing clients/ customersand new markets(intervieweeJ2), maintaining
employment of
a data base for client/customer data (interviewees DI and G 1),
customer-facingpeople at project level (intervieweesDI and GI) and project strategy
basedon repetitive work from existing clients (intervieweeBI). All these signified that
these interviewees have taken a strategic approach to performance at projects. This
approachhas been supportedby (Venkatramanand Ramanujam,1986),that the concept
of BP has been embeddedin organisationaleffectiveness(figure 3.2). In line with that,
intervieweesemployedrelationshipsand integration of processesand peopleto influence
BP in their companies. These relationships and integration contributed towards
organisationaleffectivenessanddescribein the following sections.
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7.4.3 Integration
The concept of integration was identified as an essential requirement for construction
companies in Chapter 3, section 3.5.1. Empirical findings in Chapter 6 exposed
integration as a useful feature in developing BP in a construction company. The findings
further established that a construction company and its project/s are tightly integrated
through processes and people in a construction business and it is a vital requirement to
create BP in a company. This is in great contrast to the suggestion that construction
companies manage and control projects, thus neglecting the management process of the
company (Phua, 2006; Bassioni et al., 2005; Dubois & Gadde, 2002; Handa & Adas,
1996; Winch, 1989). Interviewees demonstrated adoption of different integrative devices
to align business strategy at the start, throughout construction production and completion
of projects. Interviewees used integrative devices such as rules and procedures, direct
managerial contact, appeals to the hierarchy, temporary cross-functional teams and
individual co-ordinators (Handy, 1985 p210).

Those integration devices contributed to satisfying the theoretical requirement of
integration between the company and project/s which in turn compatible with the
ontological process view in construction. This is a strong feature which facilitated the
subtle creation of BP in a company, which can be further identified through the CBI
process (section 7.4.5).

Interviewees F 1, Al

and B1 constrained their style of management to the "direct

managerial contact" approach in management rather than to expanding those companies.
Therefore, it is argued that this reason provided the basis for medium-sized construction
companies to affiliate with a large group of companies where they are able to maintain
the same style of management. Company F's merger can be considered as an attempt to
maintain the same degree of integration between the company and its project/s.
Therefore, without adding another layer of management to company F, they merged with
a larger contractor as their regional builder. In this way company F can maintain their
strategy in business being close to project/s and they can also benefit from added
advantages of a larger contractor such as financial stability. However, it is expected that
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some changeswill occur to heir managementstructurewith influence from the parent
company which is beyond this study.

Findings further demonstrated, of all the integrative devices identified, that the "direct
managerial contact" approach has been used significantly by all interviewees in creating
BP irrespective of the size of the company or projects. The variation in use can be
attributed to size, turnover, type of work, and management structure of those companies.
However, this study recognised that companies A, G and H give greater preference to
"direct managerial contact" than other companies although their management structures
are different.

Figure 7.2 illustratesthe variation of those companiesinvestigatedwith respectto "direct
managerial contact" approach to management and the turnover of companies. It
demonstratedthat company A which derives a low turnover and companiesG and H
which derive high turnover; but those companiesdisplayed high "direct managerial
contact"approachto managementcomparedto the rest of the companies.
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Figure 7.2- Variation in companiesbetweenturnover anddirect managerialcontact
approach
Company A selectedprojects which match their prevailing requirementswith informal
discussionsbetweentwo directors and the contractsmanager,whereascompaniesG and
H have long-termbusinessstrategiesthus they selectprojectsaccordingly. CompaniesG
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and H are heavily involved in partnering, thus negotiate jobs with their partnering clients.
So in this regard these companies develop their business on the basis of their hands-on
practical knowledge with a "direct

managerial contact" approach to construction

processes.

During the production process, company A adopted a flexible process to resolve
prevailing problems using a "direct managerial contact" approach, whereas in companies
G and H, directors and managers were continually looking to improve their processesand
people through CBI process. Company G maintained the same director as head for precontract and contract phases. There is evidence that company H adopted the same
process. Therefore, irrespective of the derived turnover, size of the project and other
capabilities in those companies, they utilised a "direct managerial contact" approach to
management as the integrative device.

CompaniesB and C both derived lower turnover comparedto all of the others studied
except companyA. Both thesecompanieshave formal operatingstructuresand work as
sub-contractors.The businessdevelopmentprocessis similar as both companiestry to
dependon repetitive businessfrom known clients. However,they illustrated a mismatch
in their approachto obtainingjobs and executingjobs. During the processof obtaining
jobs they dependon relationshipswhich are more towards a "direct managerialcontact"
approach, and during construction production they are strategically oriented and
demonstratea more control managerialapproachcomparedto companiesA, G and H.
This can be attributed to the difference betweenmain contractor and sub-contractorsas
identified in Chapter5, section5.3.
CompaniesD, E, F and J derived higher turnover comparedto companiesA, B and C.
Businessdevelopmentin thesecompaniesis quite different becauseof the type of work
and their operational structures.These are all construction companies in a group of
companies.These companiesoperatewith well-equippedco-ordinating departmentsof
QA (companies E, F), customer satisfaction (companies D and J) or business
development(companiesE, J). Intervieweescommentedthat they consider projects as
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important and, being directors, they visits sites regularly; however those co-ordinating
departments prevent a "direct managerial contact" approach in construction business.
Due to this arrangement, even if the directors identify any necessary improvement to be
done, it might take some time to go through the formal hierarchical structure before its
implementation. This reason can be further justified using the merger of company F with
a large national contractor without expanding the company. Thus integration can be
broadly defined as a management concept in a construction business.

7.4.4 Relationships
The theoretical concepts strategy, performance and integration were influenced by the
soft relationships identified in Chapter 4, section 4.4 (partnering and supply chain) and
Chapter 5, section 5.3 (sub-contractual) which were examples for upwards and
downwards vertical relationships. Although not investigated, this study exposed that
companies C, D, E, G, H and J illustrated horizontal relationships with similar and
dissimilar companies and regions/divisions which accounts to a simplest form of
construction consortia described in Chapter 3, section 3.4.3.1. The requirement for a
relationship

approach was highlighted

in Chapter 3, section 3.4.3. Therefore,

management of those different relationships is considered as a useful aspect to construct
BP. Thus, theoretically

relationships

encapsulate a wider

arena than strategy,

performance and integration in a medium-sized construction company. Therefore, it can
be argued that the relationship concept has more synergy than the other concepts in
creating BP in a medium-sized construction company.

All interviewees,without exception,valued relationships;howevertype andmanagement
of such relationships were not valued identically. This is in line with `[m]anaging
relationshipsis a vast area in its own right. However, organisationsmay wish to focus
upon particular relationships in order to build strength in particular areas of service
provision' (Pryke and Smyth, 2006c p311). Interviewees in successful companies
consideredthe potential of creatinglong-term relationshipswith their existing clients in
addition to new market opportunities when addressing the business development.
Therefore,they dependon CBI processwhich tends to improve the way they obtainjobs
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and the way they execute projects by adhering to a value-driven approach. This is in line
with Ramsay's view (1989, p28) that `[t]he successful contractor in developing a
business strategy will not readily accept the status quo. He will recognize that he is in a
position to bring about the change in the construction process'. These successful
companies tend to operate with different strategies. This vast difference in strategy has
been discussed by previous researchers. No two companies who offer the same
construction services can survive as one will be displaced from the market. The majority
of this identification is theoretically corresponding to `management-as-cooperation and
learning' described by Bertelsen and Koskela (2004) as a new management principle in
understanding of CM. Thus, conceptually relationships can be broadly defined as a
way of management used by these interviewees to develop business and to execute
that business.

7.4.5Continuous BusinessImprovement processesconnecting strategy,
performance, integration and relationships

In addition to the aboveintegrative devices,it was identified that companiesD, F, G, H
and J used CBI processesto run the businessas a single entity in a continuouscycle of
planning, executing,improving andplanning the next project's. Thus, they integratedall
data for creating BP through adjusting and refining all processesand people in the
companycontinually to add value for the company,client and the productbut in different
ways. This supportsthe finding by Winch (2003) that `choiceof processin any business
is a function of how that businessaddsvalue for clients or customers'.
These CBI processesseek to improve the way of obtaining jobs and executing jobs
through facilitating improvements for processes and people continually. As a
consequenceof the use of CBI processes,some companiesfor example company H
adoptedcollaborative working with clients and partners.To control and monitor such a
processrequire a high-calibre individual co-ordinator as an integrative device (Handy,
1985 p210). He described three prerequisitesfor such an individual co-ordinator to
succeed.Those are (1) position power and appropriatestatus,(2) expert power and (3)
inter-personalskills necessaryto solve conflicts. Company H has satisfied those pre-
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requisites having appointeda businessimprovement director (interviewee H2) thus its
successcan be attributedto the individual co-ordinator'sperformance.
Companies D, F and G used CBI processesin creating BP, but it was managed as a cross
functional team effort initiated at board of director level. Company J has a person
employed at manager level to direct initiatives in the CBI process. At the manager level
position he may lack all information required, also the position power and appropriate
status might be hindering factors for him in the execution of his duties. Therefore these
explain the reasons why company H is more successful than the others.

Thus CBI

processes can be broadly defined as an integrating process created by these interviewees
to amalgamate strategy, performance, and relationship concepts to construct BP.

7.5 Chapter summary
This chapterprovided the connectivity between the researchdesign, researchconcept,
data from the constructionpracticeand the relatedtheoreticalconceptsexposedfrom the
findings of this research.Although it can be establishedthat theoretically companies
investigated construct Business Performance using the concepts strategy-in-practice,
performance,relationshipsand integration which appearedto be closely linked to one
another through different processes, example Continuous Business Improvement
processes.Theseconceptswere useful for describing what happensbut they may have
different uses in academic literature than in practice. As an example, during the
interviews the managerstalked about strategyrather than BP but this was a different use
of strategythan in the academic literature relating to a more immediate adaptationto
market conditions hencedemonstratingdynamic capability. Thus, intervieweesdid not
demonstratefixed definitions of those theoreticalconcepts.They have many in relation to
their contextsand particular operations.This madethem seemunorganised,but in reality,
they were self-organisingin relation to their environment.
The role of directors/senior managers in constructing BP in these companies was
comprehensive.Their expertise of construction and non-constructionspecialisms and
involvement in holistic approach to overall businessthrough systemic integration of
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business processes together with contingency theory based improvements to those
processes were useful to construct BP. Thus it can be assumed that in these companies
people are neither formal nor informal. Consequently it established cross functional
teams in these companies as a non-formality which can be supported by the view that
`...certainly isn't a great divide down the middle of the business, then
doing business improvement and then doing projects. I mean I'd like to
think it is the case with all businesseslike ours that people sees themselves
involved in both. I think there is a difference of course between very big
business which have a dedicated business improvement department or
team and SE's, we're a medium business where we do get much more
integration of course right down to the site in a business one person is
doing everything' (Interviewee D1, Company D, 2007).

Therefore, as a descriptor,BP better describeswhat intervieweesare trying to achieve
and relatesto academicconceptsof dynamic capability which is Green et al. 's (2008)
definition of strategyin construction.
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Chapter 8- Researchconclusion
8.1 Introduction
This study enquired into how business performance (BP) is perceived and so created in
construction companies using senior managers' perceptions. The research concepts are
encapsulated and connected in figure 8.1 (reproduction of figure 7.1 for ease of
reference). It was established that BP can be regarded as a two-way phenomenon: looking
outwards to opportunities and relationships and looking inwards to capabilities, processes
and relationships. This inquiry has confirmed some previously published findings and
also revealed other factors through the following three themes:

"

Theme 1- Doing businessat the companylevel

"

Theme2- Doing businessat the project level

"

Theme 3- Doing business - the integration of company and project

The BP of a medium-sizedconstructioncompanywas found to be a complex concept.
Findings suggestedthat although BP is a commonly-usedterm it does not have a clear
descriptionwithin the CM researchdiscipline. Therefore,in this researchBP was defined
in relation to the companiesinvestigated.A generalisableconclusionfor BP could not be
reached due to the fact that companies investigated had many differences in the
perceptions which related to their size, type of work, structure and management
approach.However, BP can be perceivedas an amalgamationof knowledge,experience,
decisions and relationships developed at company level which were supported by
relationships, quality of work and/or customer satisfaction at project level. These
enablerswere further subjectedto a managementdrive to create improvement for the
companywhich was most often articulatedas a continuousbusinessimprovement(CBI)
processes.The only generalisedconclusionwhich canbe madeis that BP is dependenton
all of those factorsmentionedabovebut impacting differently in relation to the particular
context in time. Thus, BP is not a constantand furthermorehas the tendencyto change
dueto the slightestchangein the contextualconditionswithin the companies.
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This research adopted an interpretivist methodology. In practice this required many
pragmatic adaptations which consequently reduced the methodological legitimacy in pure
interpretivist research terms. However the richness of insights into real world data was
enhancedby this approach by ensuring that the limitations were recognised.

Stage 1 data collection and analysis was successful and those helped to frame stage-two
in-depth interview questions to seek more clarification on the creation of BP. However,
stage-two data collection was not successful due to the economic changes in the UK from
mid 2008. The susceptibility of this inquiry to fluctuation of the economy has made
stage-two data poorer than stage-one data with regard to its value. This has a negative
impact on the significance of research as the industry is currently more governed by
immediate economic factors. However, it is believed that the findings will have value in
the long term. The following sections summarises the research findings and discusses the
implications of this inquiry for existing literature, theory and future research.
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Process
View

(Meta physical
assumptions)

Construct BP
(Theoretical concept)
Strategy, Performance,
Integration, Relationships
(Theoretical concepts)
Create BP
(Researchconcept)
Theme 1- doing business at company level
type of projects, opportunities and capabilities
board of directors, business advisors,
non-financial and financial performance criteria,
partnering, supply chain/ supply chain
Theme 2- doing business at project level
projects and management
sub-contracting,
customer satisfaction, quality of production
Theme 3- doing business the integration of project and the company
company and project boundary, integrated processes,CBI/ CBU CBI/ CBI
Data from the construction practice
Figure 8.1 - Researchdiagram 2 (reproduced)

Colour codedkey
Strategy
Performance
Integration

- type of projects, opportunities and capabilities, board of directors, business advisors,
projects and management and CBI
financial performance criteria, customer satisfaction, quality of
- non-financial and
CBI
production and
- supply chain, company and project boundary, integrated processes and CBI

Relationships - partnering, supply chain, sub-contracting and CBI
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8.2 Researchfindings
8.2.1 Theme 1- Company level
Company level findings demonstrated that all companies with the exception of
companies A and B, demonstrated long-term business strategies in practice in terms of
turnover, profit or growth targets. However, their processes for achieving long-term
targets were flexible. Senior marketing/commercial managers, external/internal business
advisors and boards of directors analysed the opportunities and capabilities and set the
business strategy for the company. This was not set in isolation as interviewees'
demonstrated great awarenessof their operational contexts. They further considered their
existing clients as an opportunity for future business development in addition to new
market opportunities. Therefore, these companies were continually proactive in their
context. Thus, due to the nature of the industry and the influence of other factors in BP,
the slightest change in its context can affect the performance of a company and
eventually BP of the company. Consequently, they work on a flexible

strategy

implementation processes such as selecting projects and changing ways of working
which can be useful for the companies' sustainability. This is possible because of the
diverse nature of the construction business. Therefore companies investigated adopted
proactive and flexible processes at company level which in turn made them be able to
undertake varied processes to address clients'/customers' needs. This can be considered
as a dynamic capability of those companies.

8.2.2Theme 2- Project level
Project level findings demonstratedthat construction project operationswere regulated
and programmedby the seniormanagers.Constructionproduction was doneby different
teams but with senior managers attending regularly and monitoring those project
processesand being involved in formally and non-formally in making strategicdecisions
on the executionof thoseprojects. Thereforetheseprojectsare not independentfrom the
companiesbut are managedto satisfy the companies'businessstrategies.This is the case
for all companiesinvestigated.
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Although companies A and B worked without a conventional company-wide long-term
business strategy, they effectively created this as they only worked on a set of preferred
projects identified through type, value and location. Therefore, all companies managed
their selected projects to satisfy company requirements in terms of skills and resources
for sustainability, which is a dynamic capability.

8.2.3Theme 3- Integration of company and project
Findings on the integration of company and project demonstrated that companies divided
work and skills logically between their employees; some of whom work on projects and
others work in a central office. This does not mean that company and project operate
independent of one another. Findings demonstrated strong links between company and its
project/s through: directors'

participation

in projects, "direct

managerial contact"

approach to management, discussion of projects at board meetings, not changing key
people from pre-contract to contract stage, use of customer satisfaction and quality
assurance systems and availability

of external/internal business advisors, business

improvement directors/managers and customer-facing managers. Linking these allowed
senior managers' to perceive the reality of project/s and to make the required decisions to
select and manage projects in line with the company's business strategy.

All companies investigated except company A had a strong drive to improve both
companyandproject levels. This becameformulatedas a CBI process.It was found that
interviewees integrated the whole construction process through the CBI process by
improving how they obtainjobs and how they executeprojectsby consideringcompany
and project/s requirements. This is a useful process which acts as a medium-term
strategy aligning project/s with company strategy-in-practice by enhancing the
integration across the company and by doing so; it influences performance and
relationships in a company as a whole. This affectively means there is no boundary
betweena constructioncompany and its project/s with its cross-overin processesand
people.
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8.3 Defining businessperformance
This research has identified that different skills and knowledge is required at different
stages such as business development, doing the business and during the CBI process to
create BP for the company. Therefore, BP was perceived as an amalgamation of different
processesand people at company and project levels.

Thus in relation to the researchaim: what senior managers were doing in creating BP was
working with a holistic view considering all processes with respect to looking out and
looking in to deliver a valued product through integration and CBI process. This is in line
with Barrett (2005) that `[i]n short an holistic systems overview is needed,but should be
linked to focused contingency analysis for naturally distinguishable sub-sectors'
Therefore, this research established that BP exists in multiple dimensions to serve
multiple purposes in a construction company. It has further established that BP can be
augmented by integrating processes and people to manage projects, aiming to deliver
long-term sustainability to the company. The perceptions of interviewees on BP in a
medium-sized construction company demonstrated that:

(1) Therewas no one-wayto achieveBP - It was difficult to specify how to createBP for
a company due to the diverse nature of the industry, variations in companies and
complexities and uncertaintiesin projects. Thus they distributed their skills and work
logically betweencompanyandits project/s.
(2) Companiesspent a substantial amount of work, time and resourceson matching
opportunities and capabilities and doing business development in obtaining suitable
projects.This requiredspecific knowledge on the market,decision making and ability to
understandpeople- employees,partnersandsupply chainmembers.
(3) The planning and execution of those selected projects were done on "direct
managerialcontact" approachwith directors, senior managers,project managers,supply
chain participantsand the clients; with the aim to developrepeatbusinessfrom the same
client.
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(4) The whole process of "doing project/s" requires all project/s processes to be aligned
with the company's business strategy which is a variable. This production process takes
place within

constraints of construction regulations,

complexities,

uncertainties,

contractual agreement, business ethics and social mores. Furthermore these projects are
not independent but were operated in a manner directed towards future business
development.

(5) In all companies studied, the integration of project/s with company is handled by
senior mangers using different integrative devices as discussed in Chapter 6, section 6.3.
Additionally, the more successful companies F, G, H and J had employed a proactive
company-wide CBI process to unify the company's business. This meant that the
company processeshas to be flexible and the project processeshas to be more fixed.

In summary and relating to identified theoretical concepts in figure 8.1 in blue: BP is
created (constructed) as an amalgamation of experience, knowledge (strategy and
performance) and relationships (relationships) developed at company level which is
supported by relationships (relationships), quality of work and/or customer satisfaction
(performance) at project level.

These enablers (integration, relationship, performance

and strategy) are subjected to CBI processes constantly to create (construct) BP for the
company. Therefore this research establishes that BP exists in multiple dimensions to
serve multiple purposes in a construction company. It was observed that BP can be
augmented by integrating processes and people through CBI to manage projects (not
project management) with the aim of delivering long-term sustainability to the company.
This is a dynamic capability in a construction company.

8.4 Research implications
This study is capable of guiding future research on the actual nature of BP in the
construction industry. It emphasised that it is possible to achieve construction production
with fixed processes, but the business processes involved before and after need to be
flexible. The literature usually refers to the processes taking place before the
commencement stage of a project as company level processes.However, this research has
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challenged this idea by establishing the iterative nature in BP. It exposed the fact that
relationships between the company and clients during live projects are considered as a
strategic means of business development in a company. These specific project and
flexible company processesneed to strike a fine balance to produce a valued construction
product. This is a fundamental requirement for a medium-sized construction company to
operate in its chosen sector/s. This differs from the manufacturing industry which
produces the same product, with rigid control as interviewee F1 described '... althoughI subscribeto the idea of identifying a set of objectives,monitor and
thenfeed it back into the system,I subscribeto that, this is more going to be little
bit further than that and its difficult to... I think to break it down as easily as this.
We are not in a businesswhere say we are making sweets' (Interviewee F1,
CompanyF, 2007).
Therefore, in construction it is the diverse nature that takes precedence and one needs to
consider that theoretically the construction industry as a place where hard and soft
systems integrate with one another to produce structures of potentially great value and
longevity. Thus, for its unique operations at company level, a regimented process is not
required. These companies work with many projects at a given time which involves
people of different specialisms and processes. So there should be some flexibility built
into the company's approach to change its action when there is a demand in one project
over another in terms of processesand people.

Seniormanagersanalysesuch situationsin different ways by settinglong-term strategies.
It is not unwarrantedto have a strategy; it is a primary requirement but these are of
different nature (see Chapter7, section 7.4.1). Furthermore,it was recognisedthat the
companies which proactively used CBI processesfor integration of company and
project/s,achievedBP betterthan the rest. It was identified that in thosecompanies(F, G,
H and J) processesand the peopledoing those processesare continuouslyevaluatedand
improved in parallel thorough processessuch as training and conducting workshops.
Thus theseconsumelarge scaleresources.Other companies(A and B) demonstratedthat
a "direct managerialcontact" approachin their work processeshas given them flexibility
to work with different systemsunder different conditions. However, this integrative and
proactive approachwas used effectively by all companiesas discussedin Chapter 7,
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section 7.2 irrespective of size of company (figure 7.2). The following sections describe
the implication of this study to specific areas of research.

8.4.1 Implications for existing literature/ theory
This research supported findings in much of the literature as examples - fragmented
industry and complexity in project/s (Barrett, 2005; Bertelson and Koskela, 2004;
Bertelsen, 2003,2002); close monitoring of project/s processes (Bertelsen 2002; Groäk
1994; Crichton 1966); sub-contractual relationships are primarily based on cost (Dainty
et al., 2001b; Greenwood, 2001).

However,the following challengeswere argued:
(1) Literature indicated that medium or small contractors are merely reactive and
perceiving the market as being unpredictablethus construction is a reactive industry
(Flannagan,1999; Loosemore,1994).However,findings demonstratedthat interviewees
monitor and act upon their readingof the market.Thereforethey are proactiveand are in
contrast to the above comment in the literature. This research established that
intervieweesperceivedthat they were embeddedin the marketmeaningis a useful factor
for businessdevelopmentas their choiceof work is baseduponthe market.
Literature showed that the construction company does not pay sufficient attention to
long-term companyprocesses(Phua,2006; Bassioniet al., 2005; Dubois & Gadde,2002;
Handa & Adas, 1996; Winch, 1989). However, findings demonstratedthat allegations
levelled at constructioncompanies(SMEs) that they do not work with a strategyare also
not upheld becauseof the fact that all companiesinvestigatedclearly knew the type of
businesssector/sthey would be cateringfor. The samplewas divided ascompaniesE, F,
and J worked in diverse sectors in building constructionand all the other companies
worked in selectedsectors.This demonstratedthat they knew their objectivesin terms of
type of work and the market to cater for. Therefore, in businessterms, their strategyis
made to fulfil those objectives. They demonstratedtheir strategyas long-term, in all
companiesexceptA and B, and short-term,asin companiesA and B. In all casesit was
explicitly identified that proactivestrategyformation and implementationis flexible.
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(2) The CM literature has tried to establish a definitive boundary between project and
company. This research failed to identify any such boundary in the case of medium-sized
companies due to each construction process being integrated with business processes and
to the non-formal "direct managerial contact" approach to management. On the one hand,
it can be temporarily created for better functioning of the company due to the broad
nature of the activities involved in a construction company such as allocating different
teams and resources. On the other hand, construction processes demand the
amalgamation of different specialities to build what is required by the client and/or its
users.

The findings suggestedthat intervieweesdid not seeany differencebetweenthe value of
processesat companyand at project levels. Therefore, in the literature, `managementat
company level' and `managementat project level' have been applied with misleading
consequences.Thus, the researcherargued that those comparisonsin the literature are
inappropriateand they are misguided. Construction companiesattend to the long-term
interestof the companybut in a much more subtle and complex processthan the critics
have described. The findings of this thesis indeed suggest that the distinction is
misleading.
(3) The current literature is full of theoretical descriptionsof practice but this empirical
researchdid not come acrossany theory usedin its grandnature.This supportedthe idea
of practice theory (Boyd, 2007). Theory in practice is rather diffused. Companiesuse
different parts of grand theoriesto managedifferent parts of their business.This study
identified those different parts of a business as construction business process,
organisation and people. Organisation managementand human resourcesmanagement
are influencedby oneanotherin a constructioncompany(CannonandHillebrandt, 1989a
p6).
This study inquired into the perceptionsof senior managersin construction business
process,but two other parts of the businesshave influencedon those perceptionsdue to
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their inter-relatedness. Findings demonstrated that the theory used in the management of
business development process was informed by the balance between the opportunities
with capabilities, which is rooted in the theory of demand and supply. All construction
companies except companies A and B demonstrated their long-term business strategy-inpractice based on the above theory. Companies A and B demonstrated that their shortterm project strategy-in-practice is based on the type of projects and their capabilities,
which in turn are compatible with demand and supply theory.

Furthermore this study identified that the lean principles were used in companies D, F, G,
H and J in the development of CBI processesbut this was related to a proactive companywide activity not as a fixed procedure. Furthermore, all company processeswere to some
extent in compliance with the resource-based view in allocating resources for project/s
and systems theory for its management. Thus without exception, the theory used in the
overall construction process (management and production) was best described by the
systems theory. The flexible and specific processes and sub-processes adopted by
companies and projects respectively were so organised to stimulate the following process
is
in
The appropriateness of the systems theory has been
- this rooted the systems theory.
identified by other researchers and Newcombe et al. (1990, p8) stated that it is most
suited to explain the construction company and its activities.

(4) This study has challengedthe generalunderstandingabout constructioncompanies;
i.e. construction companiesare heavily project-oriented thus neglecting the company
requirements.It is not the case:instead,this study identified those six companiesfrom
nine (D, E, F G, H and J) considereda holistic approachin developing businessand
doing business.Since the way of doing businesscan induce more business,thereby
businessdevelopmentis expandedto existing clients and known marketsin addition to
new markets.Therefore,seniormanagersin those companiesmonitor andcontrol project
performanceto developbusiness,but not at the cost of the company.
Thus, finally, the researcherbelieves that this researchhas contributed to changing the
perceptionsof researchersabout the nature of medium-sizedconstructioncompanies.It
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can be highlighted by the identification of new concepts such as relationship between
project performance and business development, employment of non-construction
specialists at company level and customer-facing managers at project level and CBI
processes all of which leads to a change in the focus of the industry from "businessbusiness" to "business-customer".

8.5 New insights
This study identified new insights for future research. All companies except company A
had formal structures, formal hierarchies and formal management mechanisms such as
regular meetings in place. Furthermore, findings demonstrated with exceptions a strong
drive for the CBI process. However, findings strongly suggested that these companies
without exception adopted flexible and proactive approaches to manage their business
which includes projects.

Therefore, without exception, they all preferred and encourageda "direct managerial
contact" approachto management.They all believed in a collaborativeapproachto work
and that relationshipsdevelopedcan produce value to company,client and the product.
This preferencefor collaboration among parties provides a base for a useful research
agenda-a new approachto managementof projectsbasedon therelationships.
From a methodological perspective,this set of data can be used to develop further
understandingin the area of relationships in researchphilosophies, perspectivesand
different analysis methods with an aim to add value to the interpretivist research
paradigm. From a theoretical perspective, this research adapted the interpretivist
approach by accommodatinga theoretical framework and structure to enhance the
methodologyused. The experienceof doing this suggeststhat the connectionof theory
andmethodsneedsfurther investigation.
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8.6 Reflections regarding the research
This research was a messy exercise. Due to its messiness it was complex to conclude
many aspects of the research, such as research design and production of the thesis. As an
example structuring this thesis was extremely difficult

because of the placement of

chapters. However the researcher adopted a standard structure to produce the thesis, the
research activities did not follow the same order. The order of research activities were
acknowledged in Chapter 2, section 2.1.

The reality of this researchchangedthe researcher'sunderstandingof the world from
orderly context to a messyone. Thus the researcherdiscoveredthat the real life data is
more useful to understandingthe reality of this researchconcept. Although, the real life
data is not available in an orderly and neat context; they were more useful for the
personaland professionaldevelopmentof the researcher.
8.7 Conclusion
This research inquired into the BP of medium-sized construction companies. It has
explored the identified internal gap between the performance of the construction
company as a business and the performance of its construction projects. Through an
interpretivist research methodology, this study revealed the different nature of mediumsized construction companies to that reported in the standard literature.

The successof these companiesinvolves their ability to flexibly and proactively use
practical conceptsto give meaningto their worlds and engagewith improving practice.
This occurs within the pressuresof a changingbusinessand operational context which
require a continuousre-working of their processes.Thus these companies'constructsof
BP are not handled well by general academic managementtheory that seeks stable
generalisations. This research has contributed to developing a more realistic
understandingof practice thus suggestingways to enablebetter performancewithin the
industry.
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